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| “The wealth of the nation comes primarily from the ground. As agriculture 
\ is our principal industry, so the great mass of cur rural people are our main 
| dependence; their patriotism, their public spirit, their welfare must ever be 

the salvation and glory of our republic.” 

—Gen. Nelson A. Miles... 

| WHAT WE OWE TO AGRICULTURE. 

“In this country the agricultural interests, including the number of people 
| engaged and the amount of capital invested in them, are equal to all others 

combined; and this being true, they are certainly entitled to the good-will and 
| Godspeed, and to all the assistance and comfort that every man in the state 

and nation can give them. We will always, so far as I can see, be an agricul- 
tural nation; and if this is so, how can we better serve every man, woman and 
child than by fostering as far as possible the one interest that is equal to all 
other interests combined. The first step is to educate practically the farmer 
to follow ..1s business in a businesslike way that will bring him a reasonzbly 
profitable return.” : . 

—4J. J. Hill, President Great Northern Railway. 

| 

| 
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FARMERS’ INSTITUTES 

A Hand-Book of Agriculture. 

Bulletin No. 17. 
{ 

1903. | 

A Report of the Seventeenth Annual Closing Farmers’ Institute held at Marshfield, March { 

17, 18 and 19, 1903. | 

“The first farmer was the first man, and all historic ability rests on posses- | 

sion and use of land.”’”— RatpH Watpvo EMErson. 
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

Hox. Gro. F. Merritr, 

President of the Board of Regants, University of Wisconsin: 
Stm:—i have the honor of herewith presenting to you Bulletin No. 17, of 

Wisconsin Farmers’ Institutes. 

Most respectfully yours, 

- GEORGE McKERROW, Superintendent. 
Mapison, Wis., Nov. 28, 1903.
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Late E. S. GOFF. 

Born 1852; died 1902. Professor of Horticulture, University of Wisconsin, 

1893-1902.



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

Board of Regents. 

The President of the University, ex officio. 
The State Supt. of Public Instruction, ex officio. 

State at Large, William F. Vilas. 7th District, Edward Evans. 
State at Large, Almah J. Frisby. 8th District, James C. Kerwin, Vice 
1st District, H. C. Taylor. President. 
2d District, B. J. Stevens.* 9th District, E. A. Edmonds. 
3d District, Dwight T. Parker. 10th District, George F. Merrill, Presi- 
4th District, James M. Pereles. dent. 
Sth District, Arthur J. Puls. 11th District, August J. Myrland. 
6th District, Major C. Mead. 

E. F. Riley, Secretary. 

Colleges. 
College of Letters and Science. School of Economics and Political Sci- 
College of Mechanics and Engineering. ence. 
College of Agriculture. | School of History. 
College of Law. School cf Music. 
School of Pharmacy. School of Education. 

School of Commerce. 

. Courses. 

Courses leading to A. E. degree. Pre-Metallurgical Course in Engineer- 
Long Agricultural Course. ing. 
Mechanical Engineering Course. Courses in Economics and Political 
Electrical Engineering Course. Science. 
Law Corrse . Special Science Course, antecedent to 
Short Agricultural Course. Medicine. 
Dairy Course. Special Courses for Normal School 
Civil Engineering Course. Graduates. 
Pharmacy Course. Collegiate and Academie Courses in 
Sanitary Engineering Course. Music. 
Applied Electro-Chemistry Course. General Course in Engineering. 

Courses in Domestic Science. 

Branches of Study. 

The University presents a wide range of study, embracing more than three 

hundred subjects. Something of the extent and variety of these may be in- 

dicated by the following synopsis: Eleven languages are taught, viz.: Greek, 

Latin, Sanscrit, Hebrew, German, Norse, French, Italian, Spanish, Anglo- 

Saxon and English. In Mathematics there are twenty-six special courses. 

Under the Sciences there are a large number of courses in each of the fol- 

lowing: Astronomy, Physics, Chemistry, Geology, Mineralogy, Zoology, Bot- 

any, Bacteriology. In History there are thirty-six courses; in Civics, twenty- 

eight; in Economics and Sociology, thirty-nine; in Mental Sciences there are 

twenty-three, embracing Psychology, Ethics, Aesthetics and Logic. There 

are eighteen courses in Pedagogies, and eight courses in Music, and two 

courses each in Military Prill, and Gymnastics. 

*Died October 28, 1903.
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10 WISCONSIN FARMERS’ INSTITUTE. 

Physical Culture:—The Armory and Gymnasium is one of the largest build- 

ings for its purposes connected with any institution of learning in the 

country. It is provided with rooms for lectures on Physiology and Hy- 

giene, and for class and individual exercise in all the forms of gymnastic 

practice. There are also the most abundant and approved facilities for 

shower, sponge, and swimming baths. 

Adequate accommodations are provided for the woman’s gymnastics 

by the construction of an addition to Chadbourne Hall, which has been 

fully equipped. This furnishes ample facilities for systematic courses 

for young women, and is under the immediate direction of a trained in- 

structor. 
. 

In Mechanics and Engineering:—Elementary Mechanies, Mechanics of Ma- 

terial, Mechanics of Machinery, Theory of Construction, Thermodynam- 

ics, Elementary Surveying, Railroad and Topographic Surveying, Geod- 

esy, Sanitary, Hydraulic, Railroad, Electrical, Steam Engineering, Hy- 

draulic Motors, Hoisting Machinery, Theory and Construction of Loco- 

motives, Railway Locomotives, Railway Location, Railway Equipment, 

Construction and Maintenance of Way, Railroad Field Work. 

In Electricity: —Electrical Testing, Electrical Plants, Electrical Construction, 

and various forms of drawing are given; also shop work in wocd, iron, 

brass, both hand work and machine work, machine designing, construc- 

tion and testing machines. 

In Agriculture:—Various courses are given in agriculture. Animal Hus- 

bandry, Farm Management, Dairying, Agricultural Chemistry, Veteri- 

nary Science, Agricultural Physics, Horticulture and Economic Entomol- 

ogy, ete. 

in Law:—Courses in Equity, Jurisprudence, Ieal Property, Constitutional 

Law, Willis, Contracts, ‘Torts, Practice and Pleading, Law of Evidence, 

Corporations, Domestic Relations, Admiralty, Insurance, Estoppel, Part- 

nership, Taxation, Criminal Laws, Common Carriers, Medical Jurispru- 

dence, etc. 

In Pharmacy:—Courses in Practical Pharmacy, Pharmaceutical Chemistry, 

Materia Medica, Pharmaceutical Botany, and Practical Laboratory Work. 

General Facilities:—The Faculty embraces upward of 226 instructors. The 

laboratories are new, extensive and well equipped; embracing the Chem- 

ical, Physical, Metallurgical, Mineralogical, Geological, Zoological, Botan- 

jeal, Bacteriological, Civil, Electrical and Mechanical Engineering, Agri- 

cultural and Pharmaceutical Laboratories. Seminars are held tor ad- 

vanced study in History, Language, Literature, Mathematics, and other 

branches. 

The libraries accessible to students embrace that of the University, 78,000 

volumes; of the State Historical Society, 228,000 volumes, including pam- 

phlets; of the State Law Department, 37,000 volumes; of the city, 19,000 vol- 

umes, besides special professional and technical libraries, making in all more 

than 362,000 volumes, thus affording very exceptional opportunities ror read- 

ing and special research. 

Any person who desires information in regard to any of the colleges or 

schools, should apply to W. D. HIESTAND, 
Registrar.
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

Committee on College of Agriculture and College of Mechanics and 
Engineering. 

H. C. Taytor, Chairman - - - - Orfordville. J. C. Kerwin - - - - - - - Neenah. Dwicur T. Parker - = = = : - Fennimore. Masor C. Meap = e - cS - - Plymouth. 
Avcust J. Myrianp - - : - - Grantsburg. PRESIDENT Van Hise - : - - - Madison. —— 

Officers ani Instructors. 
Tue PresipeNT oF THE UNIVERSITY. 

W. A. Henry - : - : : - - Dean and Director. S. M. Bancock > : = = = - Chief Chemist. F.W. Wott - - : = : - - Chemist. E. P. Sanpsten - : © = - - Horticulturist. W. L. Cartyte* - = = = - - Animal Husbandman. Gro. C. Humpurey $ = : - - Animal Husbandman. H. L. Russeut - - ‘ = = - - Eacteriologist. E. H. Farrixeton - - - - - - Dairy Husbandman. A. R. Wurrson - “ = z - - Agricultural Physicist. U. S. Baer - - - = = - - Instructor in Dairying. R. A. Moore - : - : = - - Agronomist. W. B. Ricwarps— - - = = - - Asst. in Animal Husbandry. E. G. Hastixes - - - - - - Assistant Bacteriologist. F. J. Wes - - - - - - - Assistant Agr. Physicist. A. S. ALEXANDER - : = - - - Veterinarian. PF. CraNerietp - - - = - - Assistant in Horticulture. L. H. Apams - - - 77 - - Farm Superintendent. Geo. A. OLson - - : - - - Asst. in Agr. Chemistry. J.C. Brown - - - - - - - Asst. in Agr. Chemistry. A. L.. SToxE - - - - - - - Asst. in Agronomy. Ips Herruntie - - - - : - Clerk. Mrs. S. M. Brices - - - : - - Librarian. 

Farmers’ Institutes. 
Gerorce McKerrow - - - - - - Superintendent. NELLIE E. Grirrrris - - - - - Clerk and Stenographer. 

1. The Agricultural Experiment Station is devoted to a study of problems incident to the agricultural development of cur commonwealth. It is sup- ported jointly by the general government and the State of Wisconsin. Each year an annual repert of several hundred pages and frequent bulletins are issued and distributed gratuitously among the farmers of the State. Any Wisconsin farmer wishing to receive these reports and bulletins reguiarly should send his request on a pos'al card addressed to Agricultural Experi- ment Station, Madison, Wis. 
. Il. Agricultural Instruction at the University. The College of Agriculture offers instruction in agriculture to graduates of our own or other colleges, a four years’ course leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Agriculture, special instruction to students of mature years, instruction in the Short Course in Agriculture requiring two winter terms of fourteen weeks each, and the course in Dairying lasting one term of twelve weeks. For information con- cerning these courses see this bulletin and write for catalogue, illustrated cir- wo ete., addressing W. A. Henry, Dean, College of Agriculture, Madison, is. 

\ll. The Farmers’ Institute. Each year this practical school for the farmer holds more than a hundred two-day meetings in the farming districts of our commonwealth. These meetings are for practical instruction and conference on all matters pertaining to the farm and farm life, and at them 60,000 copies of the Farmers’ Institute Bulletin are distributed annually. Any community can secure an institute upon early applicaion to the Superintendent. For further particulars concerning this school for thé farmer, write George Mc- Kerrow, Supt., Madison, Wis. 

*Resigned Sept. 1, 1903.
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PROCEEDINGS 

OF THE 

SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL 

Closing Farmers’ institute 
HELD AT 

MARSHFIELD, WIS., MARCH 17, 18, 19, 1903. 
\ 

mess | 
qi 

The Meeting was Called to Order by Superintendent McKerrow. i 

Conductor R. J. Coe Called to the Chair. | 
| 

Prayer by Rev. J. F. YOUNG, of Marshfield. | 

\ 
ese ADDRESS OF WELCOME. 

| ES aN Sh | 
| Bec Ae Ne Mayor PANKOW, Marshfield, Wis. 

| ry ° | Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle- 4 

‘i = | men—Having been selected to address i 

q | this meeting, I will try to do so as 4 

Be | briefly as possible. It is not every m 

Pa | | day that a city has within its walls 
| | such an educational institution as the { 

> al Clesing Farmers’ Institute, and I can 

“3 % assure you that our citizens and sur- 

roe rounding farmers will show their ap- 

| Sd preciaticn and thank you _ sincerely 

that you have selected our city in 

\ | which to hold this meeting. 

Dab } Our city is located in the center of 

ba this rich agricultural state, and the 

7 Cg | | surrounding country is rapidly becom- 
y ing one of the choicest and richest 

farming and dairy sections in the 

nerthwest. It gives me great pleasure 

to welcome you to our city, and I can 
| assure you that cur citizens will make 

it their special duty to see that you 

are all made comfortable and taken 

Mayor Pankow. leare of. I feel that our time can be 

(
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better employed than in speech-mak- to many of them to witness the great 

ing, therefore, hoping that this meet- development that is going on here in 

: ing will be an agreeable and profitable what they have been pleased to term 

one to all, I hereby bid you welcome. |northern Wisconsin, but which, as 
| your mayor says, is really central 

Sie ae ge ; Wisconsin. We notice, with pleasure, 

RESPONSE TO ADDRESS OF WEL- the disposition on the part, not only of | 

COME. , your farmers, but of your business men 

of the city of Marshfield to co-operate 

L. E. SCOTT, Stanley, Wis. j with us in this great educational work. 

Mr, Mayor, Ladies and Gentlemen:| We thank you, as mayor of the city, 

—The pleasure expressed is mutual,’ for these words of welcome, and assure 

and it affords us much pleasure to be you that we appreciate them, and 

with you in ‘this Closing Farmers’ In- | while we are here we will try to be- 

stitute. ,have ourselves at least, and do the 

It is a pleasure to those who live best we can to make this a profitable 

further south and perhaps a revelation . week. 

IMPROVEMENT OF MARSH LAND, 

ED. REICHENBACH, County Surveyor, Jefferson, Wis. 

The low estimate placed on the-velous development of American agri- 

average unimproved marsh, owing to cultural resources by means of labor- 

the limited amount of its present prod-.saving implements and modern 

uct, has in recent years revived con-; methods of tillage, and the improved 

siderable interest among farmers who facilities for transporting farm prod- 

- are familiar with results obtained | ucts to good markets, have given popu- 

from proper drainage and cultivation.’ lar stability to investments in farm 

And from a financial point of view the’ lands and these conditions are natural- 

real value of land may reasonably be ly followed by perceptible advance in 

based upon the amount of its product’ values of most lands capable of human 

under improved conditions. And habitation; even the most remote 

further, the utility of substantial coun-, nooks and corners of the earth are 

try homes, providing wholesome condi-| sought out for speculation and devel- 

tions for the industrial training of fu-;}opment. The further utilization of 

ture generations of farmers, represents | our own native resources now becomes 

certain fundamental principles justify-|a subject of vital interest to the 

ing our best energies in agricultural | thoughtful farmer. Although large 

pursuits. In the list of items con- areas of fertile marsh lands are as yet 

tributing to the development of the | comparatively undeveloped, Wisconsin 

world’s resources, the proper drainage ranks high in domestic and commercial 

of our marshes deserves intelligent] importance. 

consideration and as an inducement to) ‘These conditions being considered, 

encourage the purchase and improve- | let us investigate the question of suc- 

ment of marsh lands, certain knowl-| cessful tillage of the thousands and 

edge of their productiveness under im-| thousands of acres of fertile marsh 

proved conditions is necessary. | lands situated right in the very midst 

The long continued and extensive;of regions possessing ample markets, 

demand for country homes, the mar-| railroads, schools, churches, highways,
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and all modern conveniences essentialjer who laid twenty-five miles of 

to the welfare of modern civilization. | drains in a farm of 320 acres. The 

There are splendid opportunities for|larger part of this land was too wet 

investment of moderate means in prop- much of the time even for wild pas- 

erty surrounded by wholesome condi-| ture, a large per cent. of the remalu- 

tions where established advantages | der was usually too wet for cultivation 

exist. The development of. resources | early in the season and during rainy 

now lying dormant in our unimproved | summers, and among the higher eleva- 

marshes should receive due consider-| tions were wet depressions and ponds 

ation before investing large sums in|which interfered with advantageous 

high-priced land. Thousands of the working of the surrounding or ad- 

highly improved farms in southern,’ jacent land. The crops grown were ‘ 

Wisconsin are estimated to be worth | inadequate to justify the amount of 

high prices, Other thousands of farms | money and labor expended. After the 

among these contain wet depressions, | drains were laid, clean, smooth fields 

ponds, and marshes, which, if drained | a mile long yielded ample feed for 

and properly cultivated; will be worth) ninety cows and half as many young 

many times their present estimated | cattle; potatoes and hogs were sold by 

value. A long list of practical ex-|the car load, and now the farm is sold 

amples might be cited if space permit-| for the neat sum of thirty-five thous- ‘ 

ted in, this paper. « re dollars. The branch drains on 

Some Results of Tile Draining. | this place are laid eighty to one hun- 
A noteworthy philosopher in the ;dred feet apart, and their arrangement 

early history of intelligent farming an-| is such that all the water delivered by 

nounced that to make two blades of | the branches is carried off by three 
grass grow where but one grew before | main tile drains and there is not an 

is a public benefit. If he should return OPe2 ditch on the farm. 
to Wisconsin and investigate the re-| A Tile-Drained Peat Marsh. 

sults of tile drainage, he wouldinclude| Here is an example of the results © 

potatoes ‘and corn in the list of bene- | obtained from a tile-drained peat 

fits. A farmer drained his marsh and | marsh of sixty acres. The place had 

planted fifty bushels of potatoes where been robbed of its natural product 

none grew before. He harvested one, nearly half a lifetime without any sub- 5 

thousand bushels and he estimates \ stance being returned to the marsh, 

that the tile drains increased the value except during the wet seasons when 

of his land four-fold. These drains | the hay could not be harvested, be- 

were laid about six rods apart and two cause the peat was too soft to enable 

to three feet deep, on a grade of eight teams to work on it. The peat was 

inches per thousand feet. Greater ' three to five feet deep, would burn free- 

depth could not be obtained without ly if dry, and was underlaid with light 

extending main drain long distance in clay and ledges of thin, flat limestone. 

a neighbor’s land, and, although the | Before drainage it was estimated that 

lower land suffered from excessive, this marsh would produce interest on 

moisture, causing frequent loss of;six dollars per acre. The average 

crops, the owner would not have a tile; land buyer would not have been will- 

drain laid. The potatoes were grown | ing to pay six dollars per acre for this 

in 1902, during an unusually wet sea- marsh. Three tile drains of good size 

son, The surface soil was a black|and depth were laid on a fall of one 

loam with a bit of peat intermingled,’ inch per hundred feet, one through the 

and the lower strata was a light clay | middle and one at each side, and these 

and hardpan containing some stones. | were united to a large main tile drain. 

Another practical example of the re-; Ordinary quantities of stable manure 
sults of tile drainage is that of a farm-' were spread out evenly over the well- 

3
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cultivated surface, and corn, timothy,)best adapted to produce forage crops 

red-top and alsike sows nee Cee = mange ane, eee frag sconyeh has 

fully grown, the usual product being in southern - 

about two-thirds that of regular ue ne of iarme me ee = er 

and there was no failure in sixteen! w ponds, mai 5 

years, pressions too wet for cultivation, and 

a many of these waste places are so sit- 

An Cis Coe juated as to form crooked boundaries 
The great onion plantations on Peat | and odd shapes within regularly cul- 

Sot ee ik"popeaedmge oa tae” wn ed » | vantag 0 

fertilization and thorough cultivation. |around these barriers are not denied, 
One of these immense gardens of one/and it should be quite as easy to com- 
hundred and sixty acres in the wet| prehend the advantages of having such 
season of 1902 produced seventy thous-| nuisances removed by drainage, to 

and bushels of onions and the quality! enable farmers to advantageously work 
and size of the fruit is far superior to| over the entire length and breadth of 
onions grown on clay land. Sixty)their fields without the loss of time 
thousand bushels of onions is not an;and damage to crops while turning 

unusual yield in this wonderful garden back at the ponds. In many instances 

and thirty thousand dollars per year 1s|the actual loss of time and crops at 
not an unusual income from the sale | these superfluous turning-back places 

of these onions. This place is strict-| will, in a single year, exceed the cost 
ly a peat marsh, He =e aati sole oi of drainage and the Rcriand = 
burn and drift in high winds when dry,|of these wet places, if drained, wou! 
and the drainage is two to three feet| yield even greater reward for money 
deep on extremely light fall. Large|and labor expended. To avoid un- 
quantities of stable manure and aay necessary waste is one of the leading 

mercial fertilizers are applied in ac-| elements of success in business. x 

cordance with established methods and) A sample not unusual in the results 
the cultivation is thorough oes eee tile-drainage in Wisconsin 
particular. Tomatoes and celery of| marshes is that of a forty-acre tract 

excellent quality thrive equally well| which was previously listed on the tax 
on this land. The famous celery fields,|roll as “swamp land.” It was con- 

embracing several thousand acres in|sidered waste space, with the exception 
Michigan, were originally peat| that an inferior quality and scant 

marshes, duplicates of which are pea bp of marsh grass and weeds 
numerous in Wisconsin. were produced, and bog shoes were re- 

Drainage for Low Lands in ee on porn ene 2 wo se * 
The ordinary clay marshes of Wis- e place was tile-drained at a cost 0! 

consin, and the usual depressions,| sixteen dollars per acre and later pro- 
ponds and wet parts of cultivated|duced as large crops of corn and hay 
fields, require little or no fertiliza-|as regular farm lands costing high 

tion after proper drainage to use| Dar meal ‘ rately 

good crops. I can cite numerous ex- uring the last twenty yea 
amples among prominent farmers who | personally. superintended the drain- 
successfully grow all kinds of crops| ase of upwards of twenty thousand 
on tile-drained land, which before shes 5 ae sens bot a Pepeenare 
drainage was waste land, and ante e total area o: © land requiring 

corn and clover—the best feed for|drainage in Wisconsin. There are 
dairy stock—thrive best on this land,|scores of farmers who would not take 
it follows that land values will advance! the trouble to investigate’ the claims 
and as dairy ifterests grow the lana! made for tile drainage as a reliable
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means to improve farm lands; mean- DISCUSSION. 
while a more progressive class of farm- In the absence of Mr. Reichenbach, 

ers Terognise the dormant “resources | ..° ¢. P. Goodrich of. Ft. Atkinson 
awaiting development in our unimprov- was called upon to lead the discussion. 

ed marsh lands, and with proper knowl-| “ y;, Goodrich—I have attended court 
edge of the existing facts concerning as va many times and listened to the 
the agricultural possibilities of fer- witnesses giving their evidence, and 

tile Wisconsin marshes now in the) 1.6 heard the lawyers cross examine 
market at very reasonable prices, there/ 14m, but this is the first time that I 
is a marked tendency to hesitate about — a er in court where the witness, 

investments in the scattered remnants) , 5... giving his direct evidence, disap- 
of cheap lands yetremaining in the out- peared and another man was called on 

ofthe-way land markets’ of the far|1 answer the questions on cross ex- 
west, where life may be too foe to apiention. 
profit by the long waiting for the com- 

mon comforts of life to materialize. Dc mech ot = a 
Land Values in the West Increasing. yeyor of Jefferson county, and for 
Time was when splendid selections of some sixteen or eighteen years pre- 

land in the far west and southwest ceding Mr. Reichenbach in that ca- 

could be made at trifling cost. Con-| ). city, Mr. Goodrich held thatoffice, so 
ditions have changed. As the Ameri-| i+ comes very appropriately that Mr. 
can Indians retreated civilization ad- Goodrich should answer your ques- 

vanced. It is now a popular theory that) +516 because he has done lots of sur 
numerous modern conveniences are| veying and draining in Jefferson 

essential to human welfare and hap-! county. 

Duneee and the rapid settiommat of Pew sr, Coe—is it, your opinion, that = 
lands has resulted in marked -increase B00! d many of the farms of southern 
of land values, even in the new west. Wisconsin could be drained advanta- 
Modern families desire congenial en- geously? 

eee Sabon at ae renped cats ha Mr. Goodrich—I feel sure they could, people. Established business condi- t 
tions and reliable political and social] Pecause os casi —_ ae 
rules have gained prominence. | 

But what has all this to do with tile-| ae ee oe 
draining the:marshes? So far as the 

congenial surroundings of home con-| WR farm. I sade eee — rene 
tribute to domestic comforts, and so, te? years ago on some land that ae 
far as the improved conditions of the| not very valuable. ee oe iia 
soil render financial success a simple | fT $25.00 an acre, an - = ae = 
task, these statements are applicable. | ing added $50.00 an acre to its value. 

. The average farmer cannot afford to | could have sold it for $75.00 an acre 

occupy a farm simply for the pleasure|i8ht away. 
of a country residence and improved] Mr. Brigham—And how much did 
lands have advanced in value to such| that tile draining cost you? 
an extent that makes it a financial} Mr. Goodrich—About $20.00 an acre, 

consideration to buy and improve Mr. Brigham—What fall did you 
cheaper farms in an equally good coun-; have? 
try. In due time these cheaper in-| Mr. Goodrich—An inch to a hundred 

vestments will command a liberal net| feet will do, if you can’t get more, 

gain above actual cost of improve-| though that is a very light fall, and the 

ments and, if it is wet land, tile drain-| tile must be well laid so that there are 
age will be a leading factor in produc-|no places where the water will stand 

ing the results sought. and deposit sediment.
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Mr. Brigham—What depth’ do you tall grass to illustrate the pending 

lay tiles? question. 

Mr. Goodrich—It depeads on the ‘ding | Supt. McKerrow—What do you call 

of land. On my land { put them down that grass? 
three and a half and four feet,forthe| Mr. Hume—I think it is Red Top. 
reason that the water came from be-| Mr. Reithrock—No, that is Blue 
low and made the land cold and wet, | Joint. 
and the further down I got the tile the | Mr. Goodrich—Will this produce a 

better it would drain the land, for it; continuous crop year after year if it is 
intercepted that water before it| cut in July at the time it is in the best 
reached the surface. On some other) condition for-hay? 
land that I have tiled, clay land where} Mr. Hume—I think so. 
the water would hardly soak Saeed | A Member—lIt will cut four tons to 

at as great a depth, I put them down! the acre, nine years out of the ten. 
three feet, and that is deep enough. | Supt. McKerrow—Then will it pay to 

Mr. Scott—What is your opinion| tile it? 
about this so-called hard pan incentral| Jr, Goodrich—Not unless it is so 
and northern Wisconsin? Can we drain | soft you can’t get onto it. 

through it? Mr. Gaffney—Could you use small 

Mr. Goodrich—I have had no ead stones to take the place of the tiling? 
ence in it, but I think you can drain) Mr. Goodrich—I never have had any 

through it. It will seem almost im-jexperience in that, but I have seen 
possible sometimes, when you know|some land that was drained that way, 
that water will not soak through two| and after awhile the drains were filled 

inches of that soil in its natural state,| up. 

but after the tiles have been laid, and} Mr. Gaffney—Do you put anything 

the ground frozen, it commences to} at the head of the drain to keep the 

thaw out from the bottom. The land! sediment from running into the tiles? 
is expanded and heaved up when it is} Mr. Goodrich—Into the top end, yes. 
frozen, then when it thaws out tm Cover it with a flat stone, or something 
the bottom the surplus water goes out/that will keep the mud from coming 
and it never settles back to be as solid| into it. 
as it was before. | Mr. Hill—This paper speaks about 

Mr. Everett—It seems to change the| draining peat iands and about raising 
character of the lower strata entirely.|large crops of onions. Have you had 

Mr. Goodrich—Very much. Mine! any experience in draining peat lands? 

used to be so sticky that I could hard-| Mr. Goodrich—I have drained some 

ly plow it at all before it was tile-| that had some peat, perhaps one or 

drained, when it was wet, and when it/ two feet in places, but I never raised 

was dry, it would turn up in great) onions. I had to put manure on that 

chunks like rock. It does not work land before it would raise anything 

that way at all now; it has let in the| very well. 

air and taken out the surplus maar Mr. Hill—How far apart would you 

It is the first land I can work in a have your drains? 
spring, or after heavy rains. Mr. Goodrich—Mine are four rods 

Mr. Hume—Will it pay to tile what! apart in some places. There are a great 

is called “swamp” land in this coun-) many places where you can by one line 

try, where we raise a pretty good crop of tile drain a great deal of land. In 

of grass? Jone place I have a hill, and at the base 
Mr. Goodrich—If it will produce a/of that hill are some of the wettest parts 

better crop now than after it is tiled,| of the marsh, the water that goes into 

of course it won’t pay. | the ground back on the upland comes 
Mr. Hume here exhibited a bunch of|out of that place. By putting a line
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of tiles right along the base of that) A Member—They couldn't reach the 

hill, I dried the land for fifteen ot top of it. ‘ 
twenty rods below that. Mr. Roberts—I drained some peat 

Mr. Hume—A great deal of the!land three yeats ago and I got a fine 

marsh land in this country is overflow | crop of flax on that land. I have had 

land. Would not ditches be better | two immense crops of corn on it since, 

than tiling? : and I don’t know of any way that the 

Mr. Goodrich—Perhaps so. If it| farmer can spend money that will 
would raise valuable hay, that is an-| bring ack quicker returns than for . 

other question. [ues if he has low land. 

Question—What is the average size| Question—How does the frost af- 
of your tiles? ee this tiling. 

Mr. Goodrich—The small drains, | Mr. Goodrich—It won’t hurt it any- 

three inches, at least, and that is as, where, except at the outlet if it is ex- 

small as I would recommend. | posed, where it freezes and thaws. 

Question—Will cattle thrive when! Question—Doesn’t it ever heave 

turned onto pasture land with that, them? 
kind of grass that is shown here? | Mr. Goodrich—Never did mine. 

Mr. Goodrich—I don’t know, prob-| Mr. Roberts—I make a long box at 
ably somebody else can answer that! the end of the tile, a plank box. 
better than I can. | 

e ; 

GOOD TILLAGE. | 
5 THOS. CONVEY, Ridgeway, Wis. | 

Few farmers appear to realize the, exclude free oxygen, deoxidation takes 
importance of good tillage. I will| place, which sets free nitrogen gas. 
first consider the improvement of the| While a sufficiency of moisture is ab- 

soil. solutely indispensable, an excess of it 

Three Requisites for Producing Good Saatsase gue ene 
Crops. - sof. 

To produce good crops, so far as the! Aeration of Soil is rarely considéred 
condition of the land is concerned, in tillage, free oxygen is just as es- 

three things are essential: sufficient | sential, as potash, phosphoric acid, or 

available plant food; moisture, and|nitrogen. Unless the land is kept in 
proper mechanical conditions, and the|such condition that oxygen can reach 
latter is by no means the least. Only| root hairs or terminal roots of plants, 
a small percentage of the plant food mm’ growth is impossible. This is true 

even avery rich soil is immediately even of trees—only the hardiest of our 

available; the tendency to waste in a forest trees can survive much tramp- 

_ Soil bare of growing plants, especial-,ing or compacting of the soil. The 

ly at moderate or high temperature, is, humus or organic matter in the soil 

_  Umavoidable. The loss of soluble plant can only be prepared for plant food 

food is principally through leaching.’ through the admission of oxygen, 

This loss is principally nitrates, or the hence the disadvantage of getting ma- 

available form of nitrogen. A soil rich nure too far from the surface. In a 
in nitrates may lose fertility rapidly by heavy clay soil, or a water-logged one, 

being so saturated with water as tolit may remain unavailable for years.
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When we desire to grow leguminous, Application of Fresh Manures Im- 
crops, the porous soil is absolutely in-| portant. 

dispensable. The bacterial growth, 

that always occurs in connection with | The second in importance is the ap- 

a thrifty leguminous crop can only | plication of fresh manures. I say 

survive where the soil is sufficiently | fresh because I mean it. As near as 
porous to enable the nitrogen of the| can, be determined, there is a loss of 

air, or soil, to combine with ogygen) 60 per cent. of the plant food where it 

and form nitrates,*in connection with) is reduced to the well-rotted condition 

potash, lime, and other elements in! before applying. The fermentation of 

the soil. |fresh manure in the soil warms it, the 

tees ‘ 

‘, — 2 

j ‘i S$ r > 

Mr. Convey in His Cornfield—Tall Man and Tall Corn. 

You may ask, what has this to do litter holds the moisture, but not in 
with tillage? Everything. Few soils jexcess, both tend to liberate plant food 

are so poor that they do not contain already in the soil, and the humus 
enough of plant food to produce eer-| promotes aeration. Of course I am 

eral crops if the right kind of tillage [ae recommending the use of strawy 

is given. The mechanical working of | manure late in the season, when there 

the soil is only a part of the process, 'may not be sufficient moisture to sat- 

others I will mention. The growing | urate it, and it might leave the ground 

of leguminous crops is one of the most 'so open it weuld dry out. 

important. This improves the mechan- | esa 
ical condition and adds one of the most | Plowing in of Green Crops. 
valuable elements—nitrogen. This The third method of improvement 

feature of the question is to be pre- | would be green manuring, or the plow- 

sented later and by another speaker. jing in of green crops. This may not
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be necessary on good land, unless we, We plow land once in three years, ee 

wish to resort to the very highest | that is, plow clover land for corn and 

type of farming. That is, keep a grow-!potatoes. A sharp harrow with per- . 
ing crop on the land as nearly all of; pendicular teeth is one of the best 
the time as possible, sow clover with!implements to fine the surface and 

spring grain, or, rather, with all grain! compact the subsoil sufficiently. While 

sown; I sow corn ground with rye,!a porous soil is essential, an open or 
and plow down the following spring. | lumpy soil is positively destructive to . 

his genannten fed gine ng bright sion a tel es | 
prevents blowing and washing of the| cannot ascend where the soil is not suf- 

soil, and improves the mechanical con-| ficiently compact. With a soil that =: 

dition, jhas been exhausted raising grain, or 
i pone where a series of cultivated crops 

Mechanical Working of the Soil. ‘has been raised, the soil particles run | 

The mechanical working of the soil together with a heavy rain and get in 
is no doubt what Mr. McKerrow had | such condition that it is impossible to 
in mind in assigning the subject to raise a good crop. As the ground 
me, and it is a big subject to discuss, dries out it bakes and seams or cracks, 
in ten minutes. I will try and rough the result of bad farming. Too much 
harrow it. |fining or cultivation of this kind of 

Deep preparation is very desirable.|soil gets it in better condition to run 
A deeply prepared soil will best hold) together if sown to small grain. 
the necessary amount of moisture. 

Shallow working, or se land for How to Preserve Moisture. 
a crop, promotes washing and drying/ For fourteen years out of the last 
out. Deep soils permit of deep prep-| sixteen a short supply of moisture in 
aration, especially where fall plowed,| ihe south half of the state has short- 
or better subsoiled, but sandy et ened the crop very materially. There 

wt a porous subsoil, or light prairie; has been a short supply, not only dur- 
soil does not permit deep preparation. ing the growing season, but also a de- 

Fall plowing has the following ad-| ficiency of subsoil moisture. The sup- 
eae it ear ce getting in | ply at present is nearly normal; let us 
of a crop, a matter of great import-| take care of it. How? By harrowing 
ance; the land derives more benefit! or working fall plowing as soon as it 

from the action of the frost, and on! is sufficiently dry, no ‘matter whether 
stiff clay land, used largely for rain} you are ready tocrop ornot. A day’s 
raising, it appears to be ipaiBpeGsADhS Dwortt when the ground is in proper 
Its disadvantages are: the soil washes; | condition is worth two after ground is 
a bare soil loses fertility. In some lo- dry and lumpy. Harrow winter grain 

calities it blows badly. The snow blows|as scon as ground is dry enough to 
off also and while the deep freezing| work well. This is the best way to | 
my ont no ee “iw pee Ceeet put in clover seed. It will make a bet- | 

ol e spring and winter rains run off ter crop of grain, it breaks crust, kills 
ra eo oe ae Saereee | weeds and is better done with a sharp 
ry. edo no "plowing now.!harrow with upright teeth. With 3 
Grain is sown on clean corn ground, | spring plowing, keep harrow close | 
after being prepared with a disk. We after plow; this saves labor as well as 
give good preparation with disk, and) moisture. It is the stitch in time. 
harrow, and then sow with a drill. 
Where we have plowed beside the Cultivation. 
disked ground, the latter gave best re-| Harrow after corn planter, if you do 

sults. : not the ground will dry out where
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tramped with horses or packed with | the snow; is that beneficial, do you . planter wheels, besides this is the xng| think? time and way to kill weeds. By using; Mr. Convey—Yes, I prefer to handle a Sharp harrow once a week in a corn it in that way. It is really preferable field, we can drill corn and keep it|to spreading the Manure on bare, clean. We always harrow or culti-/ frozen soil, there ts less likelihood of vate after every rain, as soon as the | washing and the fertility will be ground is sufficiently dry. The har-| leached out in the top soil. J row usually answers the purpose until | Questioi—But on a hilly farm, corn is six inches high. If ae ground | ee be wee gets in such condition that a arrow or; Mr. nvey—Possibly, but not su weeder does not mellow all of the sur-/ much so as in the case of bare ground, face, we resort to more vigorous treat- and there would be much less loss than ment. The weeder is a very useful im-|to leave it in the barnyard. I prefer . pense when rightly used. It will | to top-dress grass land, ‘ only kill weeds just after sprouting, it! Question—Do you recommend har- will not work a hard surface. We use | rowing right after plowing in the fall? it mostly just after a cultivator and! err a, sir, I would not; it sometimes, when the ground is mellow, is better in the rough condition, it is instead of harrow, to cultivate a crop. | less inclined to blow and will mellow Cultivate as soon after a rain as up better in the winter time. ground will work. This is the most Mr. Culbertson—How about subsoil- important thing. ing on sandy soil? : The usual style of cultivator is radi-| Mr. Convey—It might not do the cally wrong. Large shovels at right | sandy soil any harm. I think it would angles with the line of draft take &, not be equally as advantageous as in maximum of rene and leave on ~ land. ie ini ip in poorest possible condition. juestion—Would you e loy sul leaves the ground uneven, lumpy andj soiling in the fall or ee open, rarely stirs all of the soil and| Mr. Convey—The every case; : usually goes too deep, besides it! never do any subsoiling in the spring. usually leaves some solid ground ex-] x. eee : only on clay soil. posed. It loosens the ground so much | uestion— Wo: not spreading ma- that it dries out; it is too open to per-/ nure on fall plowing have a tendency - mit of root growth; on rolling land Fit mate I eee! a a 5 . —] 3 ‘o an, ane pees Pi do and nothing &e | yeas I hae Macatee: avon: 

easy of draft, because it slices ee pe st ane on fall plow a Rie eos ¥ oO r ” ‘ause s. > . verizes; it merely prepares the top soil difficulty in getting your land in condi- to kill weeds and provides a dust! t!on in a wet season, mulch to hold moisture. It does not| Question—Is there any benefit in x force the root growth into the snbcl dragging after nae in the pee! but permits them to remain where the; Mr. Convey—Iit should not neég- conditions are best, heat, oxygen, -fer- | lected BR ee land dries too much or tility. This makes a difference of| it becomes umpy. about two weeks in maturity of corn, | Question—Would you work ground means more dry matter and more feed-| an ae i Se ‘ = ing value. 
r. Convey- + no, never wo! soeiceaiue na the land when wet. There 

might be some advantage in DISCUSSION. | working sandy land while it was moist, Mr. Jones—A. good many of the farm-| but that would be a disadvantage to ers up here spread manure on top of! the good condition of clay soil. It
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would make it compact and hauling, Mr. Convey—Oh, yes, that is a 

manure over the land ‘under those con-| proper thing to do. You get a lump of 

ditions is not wise. That is one rea-| manure in the soil and it is really a 

son why I prefer the winter applica-| detriment to the growing plant. 5 

tion of manure. | Question—What kind of a cultivator 

Supt. McKerrow—As soon as this! do you use? 

Jand is fit you work it? > Mr. Convey—Well, I would not rec- 

Mr. Convey—Oh, by all means. If| ommend any special make, I use a disk 

you let it go a day or two too long you | cultivator with a leveler. It runs at 

cannot do as good work as if you just}an angle, but it leaves the soil open 

get at it when the proper conditions| without a leveler, which would not be 

exist. It will mellow up and prevent] desirable, but several of the manufac- 

the weeds from starting. turers put on levelers, and after the 

Question—Do you use a manure! disk the leveler closes it up again so it 

spreader, or do you think it desirable?| will not wash or dry out, and that 

Mr. Convey—I have not used a ma-|leveier will-place the weeds right on 

nure spreader, but I think we will all! top of the soil, so they will kill off. If 

have to come to using it. It won't be! you can control the depth of cultiva- 

perfect in every respct, but it will) tion, I prefer the disk. I would not 

have this advantage over the old sys-| have a cultivator that will not cultivate 

tem that it produces an even distribu-|all the soil and leaves part of it un- 

tion of manure, and that is comeing cultivated. When you have such con- 

absolutely necessary. Where we have) ditions that you can control the depth 

it’ evenly spread, it seems to have as|of cultivation and conserve the moist- 

good results’ as where it is spread|ure, you are all right. I would not use 

much more heavily, but unevenly. It)a cultivator without some kind of a 

is a labor-saving device also. leveler to follow. s 
Question—Can you use it im cold| Question—In cultivating corn or po 

weather? tatoes, would you recommend level 

Mr. Convey—By keeping it under| cultivation or hills? 
cover, I think so. That was the only| Mr. Convey—Level cultivation is 

thing that has kept me from using it|preferable in the majority of soils. 

before, the trouble I might have with| With some kinds of low, flat lands, 

sloppy manure. : tere might be some advantage in 

Mr. Goodrich—Will Professor Moore! ridging your land under some circum- 

tell us if they use the manure spreader! stances, but, as a rule, it is a disad- 

at the Station? | vantage. 
Prof. Moore—Yes, we do, and find it) Mr. Thompson—What observation or 

a labor-saver. j study have you made of how much ma- 

Mr. Goodrich—Some people say they|nure you can use with the manure 

can’t use it in the winter time. My|spreader to the acre and get an ordin- 

son in western Iowa had one that he| ary crop, and then by spreading the 

used in the winter time and took the manure by hand, Professor Moore? 

manure out eyery day, but he kept the’ Prof. Moore—I never have carried 

manure spreader, when not in use, in on actual experiments in that line, but 
the barn, where it did not freeze, and, there is a great deal in the equal dis- 

he had no trouble all winter. Of tribution of the manure. I don’t know 

course he did not have sloppy manure. | just how much advantage. 

He had absorbents to take it up. | Mr. Thompson—From what studies 

Mr. Marsden—Is it a good plan in]I have made in the use of stock ma- 

the spring ‘to thoroughly harrow the'nure-and the question of waste, it is 

manure, or would you leave it in! absolutely certain that of the amount 

chunks? 3 | of manure that is put onto an acre
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fully fifty per cent. of it is never) Shallow preparation will not take up 

realized in crops, and therefore I be-|rain-fall, nor hold it, but deep cultiva- 
lieve that the one great advantage in| tion of a growing crop is ruinous, es- 

the manure spreader is not in the la-| pecially in a dry season. Two inches 

bor you save, but in the fact that the!is sufficiently deep where all of the 

manure is more evenly distributed | soil. is stirred and left level, or nearly 
ever the soil. That is a lesson we)so. S 
have got to learn in order to use ma-| Question—With~ clay land, would 

nure to the best advantage. Whatjyou plow deeper than with sandy. 
would you call a fair amount of ma-| land? 

nure per acre? Mr. Convey—By all means, yes. A 

Mr. Convey—It depends on circum-|gentleman who is a very successful 

stances. If your soil was compara-| grain grower has said that in prepar- 

> tively poor and the manure was in| ing land for wheat he always fall- 

good condition, such as would come! plowed his land. and he turned up 

from a dairy barn where commercial | about an inch of new soil in the fall 
feods are fed, you might use fifteen | and in that way gradually deepened 
tons to the acre, but I prefer to put on the soil. New, if he were to turn that 

not over ten tons to the acre, and have| inch of raw soil on spring plowing or 

it evenly distributed. for a corn crop, the crop would not 
Question—What do you cones thrive. It makes too much of an air- 

deep cultivation? tight soil, so that it would not be de 
Mr. Convey—I am an advocate of! sirable in that case, but for a wheat 

deep preparation of the soil; the deep-| crop under those conditions I believe it 
er the better, if the quality of the soil | is a very good system. Raw subsoil 

will permit. In leachy soils, deep | should be exposed to the action of the 
preparation will not do. Keep the sur-| atmosphere for six months to remove 
face soil rich with manure and legumi-| objectionable elements, and get it in 

nous crops,- and keep a eee condition for plant growth. 

crop as nearly all the time as you can. 

si : 

be BR 
ee 

ae ee vs c 

ae eae
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CROP ROTATION. 

GEO. C, HILL, Rosendale, Wis. 

The object of good farming is to| April; weeds increase from lack of cul- 
produce profitable crops, aiming | tvation and grass growing; destruct- 

grow such crops in a way that the fer-|ive insects, rust and smut become 

tility of the soil is maintained. more prevalent. 
Experience and observation show; Continuous growing of cultivated 

that crops grown in a system of ro-|crops is less obejctionable, provided 

tation are produced more profitably;the culture is clean and manure is 
than in continuous cropping. The rea-|supplied. We are told that soils con- 
sons for this are beginning to be under-| tain mineral elements sufficient to sup- 

stood by those who observe plant|ply plant food for centuries. Tillage 
: growth and soil fertility. The experi-|in the cultivated crop makés these ele- 

ment stations, also, are helping to/ ments available, so the cultivated ‘crop 
solve these problems, bringing to light! is of great utility in a system of rota- 
some things which explain cause and| tion. 
effect. | A comparison of continuous grain 

We are all familiar with lands in the) growing, with the rotation of grain 
older sections of the state formerly| with grass and clover for fifteen years 
having rich virgin soils, now poor and| in Indiana, showed a gain by the lat- 
not producing half as well as when|ter method, for corn twenty-two per 
new, unless the crop of weeds they/cent., oats twenty-six per cent., and 
now produce is reckoned into the ac-| wheat forty-four per cent. At the 
count, Wheat farming and the absence! North Dakota Station wheat after cul- 
of live stock growing are largely re-|tivated crops increased seventy-five 
sponsible for this waste. But we see|Per cent. Prof. Ladd, of the North 
many farms in the same older sections; Dakota Station, maintains “that a sys- 
in a high state of productiveness, re-jtem of rotation which alternates hu- 
sulting from a better system of man-|Mus-producing with humus-consuming 
agement, including live stock and rota-| Crops, two of the former to three of the 
tien of crops. latter, with proper cultivation and use 

g of barnyard manure and the preven- 

Results of Contiauous Grain Cropping. | tion of unnecessary loss from the soil, 
Continuous grain cropping wears out! should keep the soil in a high state of 

the soil faster than most other lines of! productiveness, without the aid of 
farming. The small grain crops have | commercial fertilizers, for a thousand 

much the same root system and draw! years.” We hope this is a fact, but 
from the soil the same elements of | some things in my experience of near- 
plant food year after year. The soil | ly fifty years on thé same land favors 
has no rest in which a new supply ofja doubt. While we have followed 
these particular elements might ea plore the system outlined by Prof. 

come available. The vegetable mat-| Ladd, we find our soil abundantly sup- 

ter becomes exhausted, not much ma-|plied with humus and nitrogen, yet 

nure is used, the soil becomes lighter| there seems to be a lack of phosphoric 

in color, harder to pulverize, loses its|acid and potash. There is a great 

power to hold moisture and probably| growth of straw and good yield of 
the soluble nitrates are wasted by|grain, but the quality seems not as 
leaching, washing and oxidation, while | good as formerly. Doubtless there is 
the land lies. bare from August toi much to be learned, but with present
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experience I feel safe in recommending | if possible the corn crop too should be 

a rotation, the main crop to be = - Ke ae crop. = case ¢ 

stock, with clover and grass, corn an lure 0! e clover, peas and oats 

small grain to feed the stock and | an excellent substitute to keep up the - 

feed the farm. Fortunately for | rotation. The land should receive a 

the Wisconsin farmers, the a4 bg tey So ae ure at least once dur- 

climate and markets ‘favor e|ing the rotation. 

_ production of these crops. Just fost The. value of the clovers and grasses 

a we shall arrange the rotation to suit|in the rotation is well known. Aside 

our individual circumstances, no rule| from their feeding value in hay and 

can be laid down. A person’s taste! pasture, they are recuperative in their 

(the taste depends a good deal on | effect on the soil, and are specially use- 

whether it pays), kind of soil, and loca, | ful on the hilly farms of our western 

tion on level or hilly lands, has much ; counties. In no other way can these 

to do in determining what - ergo penis As paced near ee <a. 
ous system. Rolling lands should have) condition, excep use m 

a longer rotation, increasing the pes for grazing, occasionally putting in cul- 

ber and duration of the grass crops mes for two years and then reseed- 

Se the increased eee, ae - a z ce s bh rea = 

of the lands. i 
: (a raising of as much corn as former- 

5 ly, because of the loss to their lands ion. . 
eae ee ene !by washing, substituting more beef 

The shortest practical rotation 's| ana dairying in the place of hog rais- 

of three years; clover, corn an 7 

po or ps tac This plan is eee "r believe the best rotation for a 
by many having lands in permanent) steep hillside is a forty or fifty year 

pasture. It is only ae inn level | rotation of growing timber. Nothing 

lands, because two years in three ice will so well preserve the natural 

land is in cultivation and the one year| condition of such lands. Such a crop 
clover would not develop oes of would conserve moisture, add beauty 
root growth which two years in mix to the landscape, and in many ways be 

grasses would do, consequently the| the most useful and lasting blessing we 
soil might be in condition to be injured | could leave to those who come after us, 
on rolling lands. ee ii 

A four year rotation is of wider 

utility, Two years in clover and grass, DISCUSSION. 

first year for hay and the second for} Question—You refer to trees, do you 

pasture; third year manured and) mean fruit trees? 

planted with corn or other cultivated | Mr. Hill—No, I refer to forest trees; 

crop; fourth year small grain and|I would not be particular about ft be- 

seeded again. With this plan the jena ve hillside either. I want to preserve 

lies two years of the four in grass and the timber as much as possible. 

grows a stronger sod. | Question—Do you mean on land 

Some farmers might want more! worth $125.00 an acre? 
small grain, or more corn than one| Mr. Hill—Yes, if I was going to live 

crop in four bt give. In that case,/on that eee or anywhere near it. 

the rotation could occupy five years, Question—We have got some pretty 

putting two grain crops, or two corn good forest preserves up here we could 

crops in the five, alternating a clover|let you have. 

and grass, or a cultivated crop with} Mr. Hill—You are getting rid of 

every grain crop. Every grain crop|them as fast as you can. Many farmers 

should have clover planted with it and| are not saving as much’as they should. 

eee
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| 

I have a young growth of timber thatI | will hold that are not in that condi- 

planted cut twenty-five years ago, and | tion. « 

we are getting a good deal of comfort} Mr. Coe—We see land all over this 

out of that and some good fuel. | state that has been tilled and robbed 

Question—In seeding corn ground to of its humus, and has been washed full 

clover, what has been your experi-| of gullies, totally ruined. 

ence, would you seed it and cut the) Questicn—What is the best kind of 

corn for silage? Do you get a good/| grass crop to sow on this land, clover 

stand of clover in that way? | alone? 

| Mr. Hill—We have tried it a little,| Mr. Hill—Clover alone, if it is only 

but we have not been successful. We going to remain one year, but if more 

can cover it with rye. We put wheat than one year, I would put in. tim- 

after our corn land and seed with, othy and mixed grasses, and in a per- 

clover, and we have very good results; | manent pasture nothing is finer than 
if winter grain, seed it the next spring. | blue grass, which will come in itself. I 

Mr, Thompson—How much meek | eS of no grass that will hold the 

should be kept and how many loads of! soil like blue grass. 

manure would you use to the acre in} Mr. Coe—Unless it is quack grass. 

your system? |. Mr. Hill—Yes, that will do it. 
Mr. Hill—I think one hundred acres! A Member—When blue grass gets a 

ought to keep fifty head of stock. If, little old, my cattle won’t eat it from 

you do that, raise plenty of grain, and|the middle of June to the first of 

have straw enough so that you can| July—some call it “red top.” I call 
utilize the manure made from that | it Kentucky blue grass. It is the first 

stock, you will get over the land once) that grows in the spring and the first 
in four years, at least we do that. Of|that dies out. 
course we have some permanent pas-;. Mr. Hill—It should not be allowed to 
ture and that does not get dressed with|go to seed. If it is kept right down 
manure every four years, but it is oc-| Short, it will grow all summer, and be 
casionally dressed. | inst as fresh in midsummer as earlier 

Mr. Convey—Mr. Hill speaks of the, in the season. : 

humus wasting faster out of soil that! Mr. Coe—A good remedy is to put a 
has been used for grain largely. He| little more stock on. z 
did not speak of a very important | A Member—I have to burn it off with 
feature of his method, and that is the| a torch sometimes. : 
absorptive capacity of land in that] Mr. Hill—You haven’t got enough 
condition. That class of soils is in-| cattle. 
clined to wash badly, and they not} The Member—If you have too many 
only are not in condition to take up| cattie on a small piece, you are up the 

moisture, but they do not hold the|spout when the dry season comes on 
moisture. : in August. 

~ Mr. Hill—They are cultivated con-| Question—Is not white clover just as 
. tinually, so that the humus is washed | goed as Kentucky blue grass? 

out of the soil. We broke up a side-| Mr. Hill—White clover generally 

hill a few yearg ago that had been pas-| SrOws with blue grass. 

tured for a great many years, and we| Question—I think this is an import- 

noticed that the soil did not wash at|ant matter about burning off the grass. 
all. It was so full of roots and de,| What do ycu think of, that system of 
cayed matter that it absorbed all the! handling pasture land? 
moisture that fell on it. The soil does} Mr. Hill—We never have had any 
not wash away until it is saturated | experience, except in burning marshes. 

and soil in that condition will contain} We don’t think it hurts marshes. 
more than double the water that soils 4 Member—I think it does hurt
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grass land. 1 have seen the system) and alsike. Now, the seed comes four- 

followed by a party in our neighbor-| teen pounds to the bushel, we sow two 

hood until the grass land has all run| bushels to the acre and we have found 

to weeds, and it would not hold moist-| it to be a great benefit to sow this mix- 
ure at all. I think the grass should be|ture and then you cam get grass the 

allowed to lie down on the surface and| whole year through. When the dry 
to act as a mulch and promote bac-! weather comes in August we have 
terial growth in the soil. In fact, 1| green grass for our stock. The tall 
think it is the most valuable thing that | oat grass will come along after the 

could be placed there, except stable | June grass. In the beginning we sow 

manure. jalsike, red clover and timothy. Of 
A Member—I have pasture that I | course the clover will soon die out; the 

have had for eighteen years and sigsou will stay to a certain extent, 

have got more to burn this spring than| but you will find that your clover will 

ever before. As soon as the blue grass | die out and the other grasses will come 
gets a little big the cattle walk around! in and will stay by you. 
ie | Mr. Scott—Alsike is a stayer in Cen- 

Mr. Goodrich—I appreciate this gen-| tral Wisconsin. 
tleman’s difficulty in not having any | Mr, Hubbard—I have on my place 

feed after the June grass is gone. He} considerable land that I put into a 

should have a variety of grasses in a} pasture, sowing a mixture of timothy, 

permanent pasture, one that will grow | alsike and white clover, but the 
early in the spring, and other kinds'timothy and alsike disappeared very 

coming along later and so on through|soon and June grass came, and the 

the whole season, June grass makes a! white clover remains. I have a very 

second growth in the fall, when it does excellent pasture of June grass and 

not stalk at all, and makes a very good, white clover, I get two or three crops 
feed. It very rarely produces much | of June grass in the year. I keep 

feed in the middle of the summer, stock enough to keep it fed down so 

whether it is allowed to go to seed or! there is nothing to burn. I have had 
is fed off closely. |some experience with grass on marsh 

: Mr. Croman—What this gentleman|land and to burn the soil over upon 

said is true in regard to blue grass dry-! which that kind of grass grew would 

ing up certain seasons of the year. In! give us perhaps three or four times as 
our locality we don’t have much of the much hay as we would get other years. 
blue grass pasture after the middle of | We burn it cff in the spring while the 
July and we get around it by planting | ground is yet wet and we get a good 

a permanent pasture of mixed grasses.' crop of that kind of grass. 

I will give you the mixture that we} A Member—When I talk of burning 

sow, two bushels to the acre, and we! grass, I mean before the grass starts 
add two pounds of timothy seed to this|at all. Where the burnt grass has 

mixture; tall cat grass, orchard grass|been, the cow will find a green spot. 

.
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STRAWBERRIES. 

J. L. HERBST, Sparta, Wis. 

is not fortunate enough to have them. 

I do not advise the average farmer to 

go into the strawberry business on a 
large scale, because as a Tule he is 

not in a position to do the work as re 

xi gards the various details which must 
F be given the business if it is to be car- 

4 i ried on successfully, but if the farmer 

Pia who has not been so fortunate as to 

4 , | have strawberries from his own patch 
| ,- = ask his neighbor or any,.one who 

; - has he will invariably receive the re 

go | ply, I would not be without a straw- 
4 | berry bed. 

% | But very little work and expense 
ad | wil be required to plant and take care 

| of the bed. A plot of ground two rods 

a | wide and four rods long will need 
jabout four hundred plants and these 

* [cn be purchased from some nearby 

3 | plant dealer. Most any soil will grow 

Ff | the strawberry. Among all the fruits, 
| they will thrive on most any soil and 
| under various conditions and there is 
j hardly a farmer in our state who can- 

Mr. Herbst. not grow this fruit on his land if it is 
| properly taken care of. 

It seems almost impossible that I 

will be able to give anything new in| Some Good Varieties. 
the line of growing the strawberry.! Plant some of the varieties that 
Most all of our agricultural papers of | are well known. Do not get the high- 

today have a horticultural department priced varieties just because they are 

and in these columns are found from ‘a little larger, or that they will grow 

time to time brief and timely hints on | two berries where some other produces 

how best to care for the strawberry | one. The old, time-tried varieties are 

bed. | good enough for you and you will 

It has always seemed strange to me! be just as well satisfied. The best 

why thefarmer with so muchlandcould' varieties that I can recommend for 

not give time to care foratleast the’ the home garden are the Warfield, 

small patch that would supply his fam-' Haverland, and the Lovette. These 

ily with fresh berries for three tofour are all good in yield and quality and 

weeks and still have plenty to preserve good, strong growers. Plant one- 

for the winter use. A small bed, say third of each, placing the Lovette 

two rods wide and four rods long, if every third row so as to fertilize the 

properly planted and taken care of, will Warfield and Haverland, as these two 

do this and you will have plenty to varieties are pistillates and need to be 

spare for a neighbor or some one who | fertilized. 

. 3
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Directions for Planting and Care of|den rake to work the soil between the 
Plants, |plants in the row. Keep clean of all 

The bed should be located near the! weeds and in the fall you should have 
house, if possible, and upon well en- the gaps well fillea into a matted row. 
tiched soil. Plow and make the ground, The runners as they appear will be 
fine and mellow and keep it thig way thrown around in the row with the cul- 
throughout the season by hoeing and) tivator teeth and fill in the vacant 
cultivating. e | spaces and where a space is not being 

Set your plants as early this spring’ filled, take up some of the new plants 
as possible, so they will get a good| Where they are thick and fill in. 

A Well Matted Strawberry Bed. 

Start. Place the rows three and one-; When the first heavy frost appears 
half feet apart and set plants one and|in the fall the rows should be well 
one-half to two feet in the row. The filled and the bed should be covered 
plants can be set with a spade or dib- and for this you can use straw, corn- 
ble, being careful to have the crown of stalks, or any coarse litter that is not 
the plant on a level with the surface filled with weed seeds. Spread on 
of the earth. If the soil is inclined to. lightly so as to protect the plants from 
be dry, it is a good plan to wet the the thawing and freezing weather of 
roots while setting and firm the soil fall and spring. Do not cover with 
well about them with the foot. manure direct on to the plants, as in- 

As soon as the plants are set, go! variably a good many of them will not 
over the bed with the cultivator, get-' survive this treatment. lt you wish 
ting as close as possible to the plants to apply manure to the bed place it on 
without disturbing them. Use a gar-'top of the covering in the fall and
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allow it‘ to leach through during the; wood is good. Of course I speak of 

spring thaw. |the farmer’s garden. { 
‘As soon as the danger of heavy frost} Question—Have you had experience : 

is over in the spring and the new|with the Senator Dunlap? | 

leaves appear, remove the covering to| Mr. Herbst—I have not. From 

the vacant spaces between the rows! what I have read about it, I find it is q 

and allow it to remain there, as this | claimed by all who have grown it to { 

will protect the fruit from sand and | be equally as good as the Warfield and 

dirt and act as a mulch to the plants) better in some respects. 
during any dry weather that may oe-| Mr. Hubbard—When you speak of 

cur. |plowing after picking your crop to 

A new bed can be set from this patch| prepare for the next year, what part 

the following spring, taking plants|of the bed do you plow? 
from the rows where they are tis! Mr. Herbst—Plow up the center of 

thickest, and each year a new plot set, the old row, For instance, here is one 

out, being careful to use only the new | Tow and there is another. Plow so 

plants, as the plants that have yielded, as to throw a furrow right back over 

are entirely worthless to reset. the center of those two rows, leaving 

The bed that has produced can easily the new plants, the outside plants, 
be made into a new bed by a very lit-|for the next year. 
tle work. As soon as it is thous Mr, Hill—Don’t you think, that for 

fruiting mow off close and burn over.| the average farmer, it is a pretty good 

In doing this you will destroy many| plan to make a new bed every year? 

weed seeds and destroy any insects} Mr. Herbst—Yes, he can make it al- 
that may have collected. Plowa back | most a new bed, if he is careful, every 

furrow between the rows, cutting them | year. 
down to about six inches. Go over; Mr. Scott—Do you throw them back 
the bed now crosswise with a drag,| over the old row or between the rows? 
leveling it off and working the ground| Mr. Herbst—Over the old row, leav- 
between the plants. ing the outside plants that were pre- 

When the plants start, begin to cul-| viously set for the new row next time. 

tivate the same as a new bed and the! Mr. Cook—As I understand Mr. 
following season you will be surprised Herbst, we leave the same side of the 

at the results. {row every time. Commencing on the 
| west side of the row, we plow all the 
west side of it so as to have the same 

Been erOn- | number of rows. We used to plow be- 
Question—Wouldn’t it be well to| tween the rows. 

make your bed a little longer and a} Question—Do you allow the runners 
little narrower? |to grow over the center? 

Mr. Herbst—You can make it to suit’ Mr. Herbst—No, sir; as soon as they 
yourself. The longer it is, the more! have a good matted row, I would cut 

easily cultivated. | oft the runners. You can do that easily 
Question—Suppose your garden is by fastening a rolling colter on your | 

eight or ten rods long, wouldn’t you, cultivator. I leave a space about a foot 

have the strawberry rows run clear, between each row for a path. 

clear through? . | Question—Have you ever tried cul- 

Mr. Herbst—Yes, I would. | tivation during the time you were 
Question—What varieties would you’ fruiting your berries? | 

use to fertilize the Warfield and the! Mr. Herbst—I have not, for the rea- 
Crescent? |son that we have to remove the mulch- | 

Mr. Herbst—The Splendid is good,|ing and place it on again. | 
the Lovette is good, and the Beder-| Question—Have you ever had ex- |
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perience with hardwood sawdust as a] Question—Do you manure the straw- mulch between the rows? berry patch? 
Mr. Herbst—No, sir, I have not. Mr. Herbst—I would prepare my Mr, Coe—Would you think it would strawberry patch in the fall and then pay to cultivate just before the fruit- plow it again in the spring. ing season? Question—Do you start with a prop- Mr. Herbst—For the farmer’s - gar-| agated plant? den, I don’t know but what it would, a| Mr. Herbst—I start with a new small patch. It wouldn’t take much! Plant, plants that have never fruited time to take off that mulch and put it| before. I have a propagating bed. on again. Of course you would have! Mr. Convey—Mr. Herbst speaks of some dirt on the berries if you culti- | burning off the bed after taking the vate in fruiting time, I should not/Ccrop. With a heavy mulch, isn’t want to do it then. | there danger in a dry time of injuring Mr. Coe—I would not before, either.| Your plants? i Question—Are you troubled with Mr. Herbst—If your season is very white grubs? dry and your mulch very heavy, you Mr. Herbst—Yes. must use judgment about it. Question—What do you do with) Mr. Coe—There is a great deal more them? | danger in a damp season. If you can Mr. Herbst—I don’t do anything have your mulch perfectly dry, so that with them, I let them work. Whenever the fire goes over it with a rush; you a plant is taken out, I reset a new one.|Can’t do any harm. Burn with the Mr. Matteson—What is the cause of | Wind. 

them and how do they get there? | Mr. Scott—What is the object of re Mr. Herbst—I suppose they get there! plowing in the spring? the same as in any soil. | Mr. Herbst—Why, I always find our Mr. Matteson—Isn’t it where you, Soil is worked up a good deal better, manure heavily? | broken up more, the manure is better Mr. Herbst—I don’t think so. This| mixed. 
Piece of soil I speak of had not been] Question—Isn’t there danger in a manured for three years. | dry season of getting a poor stand of Mr. Hill—It had not been in sod} plants by plowing in the spring either? | previous to setting? 

Mr. Herbst—No, sir. | Mr. Herbst—Why, no, I don’t see any 1 Mr. Scott—Isn’t it a fact that they, Teason why. We have always done are more prevalent where the old land. that. 
has been kept down for a number of} A Member—Run over your ground years? | with a roller two or three times, as Mr. Coe--I think so. We never have, soon, as you set your plants; keep run- had much trouble where we planted on! ning right through with the cultiva. cultivated soil, but if they do get into tor, keep the cultivator going. your strawberry bed I advise you to; Mr. Coe—I guess you are a strawber- get after them. If you see a plant TY grower. You don’t want your soil wilt, dig until you find the grub, and compacted. 
kill it. They will soon destroy one Mr. Scott—This man is all right, plant and go to the next, and one of but there are thousands of men who those creatures will do a whole lot of will be a little careless and they would mischief. You can find them if you dig have better results with the fall plow- long enough, and it is the oniy way I ing. know anything about that will destroy; Mr. Hill—If I plowed in the fall, I them. ! would plow in the spring, too.
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Mr. Coe—If I did, I would plow early, Mr. Scott—It is bad for the neighbor, 
so as to get the soil in proper shape. | too. 

Mr. Hill—I would put strawberries} Mr. Hill—I have had the best results j 
in just the same as if I didn’t have it|in setting out a new strawberry bed 
plowed. From the standpoint of the! by sending off to some grower and buy- 

farmer, I want to say I find from ex-|ing new plants every time. I have j 
perience you should have at least a) known of plenty of people going to the 
bushel of strawberries for every mem-|neighbors until they finally had no 
ber of the family. strawberries. 

Mr. Coe—Why, I want more than} Question—How long do you let your q 

that. beds stand? ’ 
Mr. Hill—That will do to begin on. Mr. -Herbst—We fruit ours two 
Mr. Goodrich—Some farmers say|years. Of course, that is on a large 

they can buy them cheaper than they|scale. For the farmer, it is as well to 

can raise them. set out a bed every year. 
Mr. Coe—They can, too, because} Mr. Coe—Even then I think it is 

they will only buy two quarts for the) wise for him to plant half as many 
whole year. each year, so that he has a one-year 

Mr. Goodrich—If you have your bed| old and a two-year old bed. 
plowed in the fall, and manured in the| Mr. Herbst—Yes, then he has some 

fall, would you advise plowing it in| thing to fall back on. 
the spring? Mr. Coe—We find a good many 

Mr. Herbst—I would if the manure! years the old bed will give us the best 
is thoroughly well rotted. A | results, then the next year it will be 

Mr. Hill—Just a word of warning. It' the other way, and if we have one of 
is not sufficient for a farmer to go to) each, we are always safe and the two- 

a neighbor and get plants to make ajyear old bed will always give us ber- 
new bed with out of an old strawberry | ries. 

bed. | 

ts 

u
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BUSH FRUITS. 

D. C. CONVERSE, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. 

lee: because they regard the work in 
bots garden as too puttering and not 
| worthy of their attention; others be- 
cause they think the work of the gar- 

| den should be done entirely by the 
| Wife, as was evidenced by a man who 
| Said “I don’t ‘want to put out any 
| fruit; my wife is dead and I have no 

| one to tend it.” 
" J | But let us briefly consider how near- i a |ly every farmer can have a steaay a‘ | supply of fresh fruit for the table from 

| the time the strawberry crop is over, 
| about July ist, to well into Septem- a | ber, as well as a supply for jéllies, can- 
ining, ete., for use till fruit comes * again. 

+ | Three things are necessary to a j | liberal supply of fruit; a desire for, a , | Willingness to expend a few dollars for 
|plants, and a determination to have 
the table supplied with the good things 

| of life. Don’t go to your neighbor to 
| get old raspberry or currant brush to - 

| Split up, because you can get them for 
| nothing, but remember that when us- Mr. Converse. |ing these old plants whose vitality is e Ps me ,| largely gone your work and the use of ; There isn’t more than one ee |your land is largely wasted. Always 

nS Pnceet = has = the sma ll | use young, thrifty plants of all the fruit his family will use” said a promi-7 bush fruits 
nent man the other day who has ‘ 
traveled extensively over the state 
and seen conditions about the homes Where to: Plant. ’ as they are. If the above statement Plan to have your fruit garden on as is true, why is it that the other ninety-| good land as possible, that is near the nine per cent. are living alongand de} house and that is well drained. The priving themselves and their families | soil should be thoroughly plowed and of an abundance of the easily raised | pulverized and the plants of all the small fruits, such as the red and black | bush fruits planted in the Spring as raspberry, the currant and goose-| early as possible, planted in rows berry? Most men see the desirability | seven feet apart and three to four feet of these things, but fail to see that| in the row. Plant in long rows that their family is entitled to as much con-| the work may be done as largely as sideration in their diet as is given by | possible with the horse, While com- Progressive farmers to the cow and! mercially nearly all the bush fruits the hog. Others do not make the ef-| can be planted in rows each way, on
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the farm the strip would be so narrow |the most satisfaction from your ef- 
that it would not be practicable. {tort make a plat and know where each 

|and every kind is. By so doing if 
What Shall 7 Roe ase a Good any variety does not please, you will 

rust Garden: know which to cut out, and those va- ae 
You may think that the following list rieties that do please can be increased. 

is too large for the ordinary sized, While the above vy no means include 
family. It may be, but the American all the good varieties, they do include 
people do not like to be scrimped, and| many of the ones that give results. 
then President Roosevelt has put his |Our rows being seven teet apart, we 

approval on large families. This will|can plant a row of potatoes or beans 
fit any. Let us suppose we have a/ between and all through the first sea- 
strip of land available about three hun-; son we can work our fruit garden with 
dred feet long. In the first row wela sulky cultivator as easily a8 so 
will plant for ctirrants twelve Red much corn. 
Dutch, twelve Victoria, twelve White 5 
Grape; and for gooseberries twelve; Care of Currants and Gooseberries. 

Downing, twelve Houghton, planting For the first two or three years no 

five feet apart. In the second row we| work in the way of trimming is neces- 
will plant red raspberries and as they| sary with the currants and gooseber- 

can be planted closely we can use one! ries. As they thicken up it is well to 

hundred bushes three feet apart. A | have an ideal bush in mind and to have 

good assortment will be wenn hey the bushes come as near to that ideal 

Turner, twenty-five Loudon for syle as possivle. We may differ in what 

red, and fifty Columbian for dark red. const.tutes an ideal bush, but one on 
In the next row for black raspberries, which some five or six bearing canes 

we want some early and late, so will) are steadily kept up is one that will 

put in twenty-five Palmer, twenty-five; give good results. This can be easily 

Ohio, twenty-five Older and tent | tained by cutting out the new canes 
five Gregg, planting three feet apart. | each tall and leaving only enough of 

Though blackberries are uncertain! the best to keep up our ideal number 
of late, owing to our extremely dry! of good, thrifty bearing canes. 
seasons, if they do succeed they will | For the currant worm nothing is 

“ee the a of fresh — ———— - fos - _ (ore — 
or four wee! so we wi a row , us m, abou e 
of them, putting in fifty Snyder and; quantity being used as for potatoes. 
fifty Stone’s Hardy. | This should be put on as soon as the 

While grapes are not, strictly; work of the worm is seen near the 
speaking, a bush fruit, they are so de-| base of the bush. 
sirable that we will add to our fruit! The R ‘ 
garden a row of them, using about ten) je Raspberries, 

Seed set’ brn Stisces Se, tar aa sees aie tesere soak ee 
two Niagara and two Moore’s Diamond f tle pruning for the first Sanaer or any 
a white, planting eight feet apart a races summer. The dark red 

© TOW. |raspberry, such as Columbian, and all 
Why plant so many varieties of the blacks should be nipped the first sea- 

various fruits? Because they take no|son when the new cane gets toa 
more room, the assortment is surer to! height of twelve to fifteen inches. This 
give a steady daily supply, and of the makes the cane stocky and gives a 
pleasure that comes from seeing the! larger amount of bearing wood and in 
different kinds growing and maturing, these varieties we can expect a good 
In order to know your kinds and to get! crop the next year after planting. The
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second and succeeding seasons the}bush down. ll hills should be bent 
new growth will be stronger and when! lengthwise of the row and all the 
the canes are from thirty to thirty-six! same way. Then after the ground 
inches high nip the ends, with the| freezes, go through with a sleigh and 
idea of keeping canes low, branched! cover remainder of canes with straw or and so stocky that they will stand with-| coarse barnyard manure. 
out the necessity of staking or other- 
wise supporting. The Grape. 

Cultivation should be continued till} Time will not allow much reference 
well towards fall and if new plants of|to the grape. However, they do need 
the tip varieties are desired the omit be laid down and protected, to be 
should be put in in August or the first| tied up to a stake or trellis in the 
of September. After picking, old| spring and can-be trimmed by any in- 
canes should be cut out and burned! telligent persom who remembers when 
and the branches of the new growth|trimming in the fall that his fruit 
left alone till spring, even if they grow| must come from spurs of the present 
out four or five feet. When spring|season’s growth and so trim as to 
fairly opens, go over the bushes and| leave two or thre buds on a spur. 
cut laterals back to ten to twelve 
inches, leaving each cane standing Results. 
sturdily like a well balanced tree. A few less bushels of corn or oats, 

but the farm is made more homelike, is 
Blackberries. supplied with the comforts, and lux- 

The blackberry should be treated in| uries, if you please, of the table, life is 
much the same way as the black rasp-| broader and the old farm has produced 
berry, as to nipping, trimming, etc.,|a taste in the children which will be 
and a heavy mulch of coarse barnyard;seen and carried out in their own 
manure applied in the row will aid|homes soon to be formed, not only in 
greatly in maturing crop of fruit and|the small fruit garden but in the 
causing strong growth of new canes.| flowers, shrubs and trees that make 
In fact this mulch will greatly benefit|the farm home what it ought to be— 
all the bush fruits. the brightest spot on earth. 

Winter Protection. DISCUSSION. 

Shall we lay our bushes down in fall 4 
or not? Without any question the cur-| Mr. Goodrich—One would suppose, 
rant and gooseberry need never be.put | from hearing all these fruit men talk, : 
down. With the raspberry, when a! that about all that was necessary to 
good, thrifty growth is kept up and the| make everybody happy was for every 
wood well ripened in the growing sea-| farmer to raise all the fruit he can, 
son, I believe as good results follow | but I want to say this, there are two 
without laying down and in many cases/| sides to this question, and I want to 
better. Often the destruction of the| give a very short version of the other 
cane is attributed to winter-killing! side. I was down to the city of Ocono- 
when they are nearly dead in the fall. | mowoc once, riding out in the country 
Under such conditions the best of win-| with a man with whom I was doing 
ter protection will not insure a crop./ business, and while we were talking Le 
Should it be found necessary to protect | turned suddenly to me and said: 
the canes they can be easily laid down | “You are one of these Farmers’ In- 
by loosening the soil on the side of the] stitute men, ain’t you?” I said, “Yes, 
bush toward which it is to be bent sett have done something in that line.” 
carefully bending over and covering| “Well,” he said, “I don’t think much of 
the end with enough earth to hold the] these Farmers’ Institutes.” “Why?
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They don’t do anybody any hurt.” “It| and they didn’t do well. I find Kansas { 
did me lots of hurt,” he says. “Why,|is better on my soil. | 
how is that?” “Why,” he says, “I was| Mr, Matteson—They won't stand the 
a fruit grower, I raised berries, and 1| drought with me. | 
used to sell them in the city of Ocon-| Mr. Convey—How early in the spring ; 
omowoc and I got fifteen cents a quart}should one commence to cultivate 

for all that I could raise, but the farm-} gooseberries? ; 
ers’ Institute came along here, and| Mr. Converse—As soon as the ground 
there was Herbst and Coe and Thayer] is in condition, the same as any other 
and a lot of others, and they told these| crop. . : é 

people that they could just as well] A Member—I can’t raise currants, i 
raise their own fruit as not, so they all| they are the most expensive fruit I try 
went to work and in every garden and|to raise. I have some bushes that I 
every vacant lot, they are raising ber-| have had three years and I haven’t had 

ries, so I can’t sell any for over six or) one currant. 

eight cents a quart. No, I don’t like} Mr. Converse—Try some of the other 
your Farmers’ Institute, it has ruined} varieties. 
my business.” The Member—My soil is sandy and 

Question—What variety of currants|they don’t seem to bear. One thing 
do you recommend for this section of|is the late frosts catch them when they 
the country? are in bloom. I cultivate or fertilize | 

Mr. Converse—Those that I meun-|them and the frost comes just as regu- 
tioned are all good, the Red Dutch,|larly as my currants come in bloom. . 

Victoria, and the White Grape. They Mr. Coe—Mr. Converse mentioned 

will surely give you good results and|the Red Dutch, the Victoria and the 

there are several other kinds that are} White Grape. I believe that is as good 

good. an assortment as you can get. The 
Question—Is not the Victoria easier} Dutch is the best in quality that I 

to keep in condition than the Red|know of. 
Dutch? | Question—Would you advise against 

Mr. Converse—Yes. plowing in the fall between rows? 

Question—How many canes do you! Mr. Converse—It is not necessary to 
allow in a hill for raspberries? do anything more than to give good 

Mr. Converse—I think four or five is| thorough cultivation. 

sufficient; they don’t generally grow; A Member—Can you do anything to 

more than that while in their most pro-; help this man whose bushes blossom 

ductive condition. too early in the season? 
Mr. Brighton—Not until the bed gets} Mr. Converse—It may be on account 

too old. How do you keep the rabbits| of the location of his currant patch, I 

from eating your blackberry bushes? | should put them up on higher ground. 

Mr. Matteson—Get a license and| There is no question but what you can 
shoot the rabbits. | grow the currant as cheaply as any 

A Member—Lay down bush and! fruit there is grown. 

cover it with dirt. A Member—Where | live, in Fond du 
Mr, Brighton—The bushes were as| Lac county, we are troubled the same 

big around as your thumb and we had| way, they get in bloom and are caught 
snow eight and ten inches deep, and | by the frost. Is there any way to pre- 

the rabbits would run along on top of| vent their coming out so early? 
the snow and eat them off. a Mr. Convey—Currants are success- 

Mr. Hill—If the bushes were like|fully grown in Alaska. I wonder if 
ours, they would have sore mouths! they have generally come from further 

when they got through. I tried Dismicy Hort. 

ing Ohio black raspberries on my place! A Member—I have raised currants in
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Fond du Lac county and never had this) the coldest, dampest soil that we have, trouble. I think we can grow them all right. If 
Mr. Thompson—On light soil, cur-| this gentleman will put them on his rants will come out very early in the| coldest land, they won’t come out so season. If we would put currants on early. 

PLUMS. 

- C. E. MATTESON, Pewaukee, Wis. 

The raising of plums in Wisconsin period of about thirty days. The De 
has not met with as great success as it| Sota is probably the best bearer of 
really should have, for I fully believe|any of the three named and is a most 
that there is little if amy part of our| delicious fruit, but it is more subject state but where plums can be grown! to the ravages of the plum curculio. 
in any quantity desired and a crop 
every year, so that instead of being a Planting. 
luxury they can be had as an every. | I recommend planting in orchard 
day fruit. In fact, my claim is that | style, from twelve to sixteen feet apart 
plums are the most hardy tree fruit wel each hiked rhs be wthaags sed f inter- 
have and the most reliable. I would! spersing ot! e differ: varieties, so 
have you understana that I am ei < to he fade of : perfect ae, ing of and recommending our native! tion. course it is conc a 
plums entirely. : most of our native varieties are self- 

: ss : Pollenizers, still I believe it safer to Varieties to be Avoided. intersperse the different varieties, 
The one thing that has caused so mainly for that purpose. 

much disappointment and discourage- smagt seve Banta taeal aes others | Cultivation of the Orchard. 
who have set out plum trees is that} I practice cultivation entirely. It 
they have set out too largely of ee is probably pretty well understood that 
European and Japanese varieties,!_ plum tree needs an abundance of which experience has taught me can- moisture, not only to grow its heavy not be relied upon to any degree of! crop of wood, but to ripen its fruit as 
certainty to survive any great length | well, and that this moisture is best of time the cold, rigorous winters we, maintained by good, thorough cultiva- have here in Wisconsin. Of Venice I commence this cultivation just our tree sharks will tell us to a cer-|as soon as the * ees are set out and tainty that those showing up so nicely | continue the entire season and every on their plate books are just the ones season thereafter. 
for us to set out, but after trying them! I believe this thorough cultivation we are sadly disappinted; we some-|to be one of the secrets of my suc- times get one or two crops, and that cess and one of the reasons why I have usually ends it. I can only recom-| been able to harvest and market a full mend such varieties as I have tried, I crop of plums each year since the sec- 

good, viz Rocklord, Hawkeye aat'De|<t, "ar wZqbltm orchard was, et Sota, which ripen in the order named. light crop the second year, but for These will ripen about ten days apart, | the size and age of the trees, they have thus extending the season over a never failed to furnish me a good crop
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each year, hence my reasons for being , as the fruit is pruned nicely we go over 

so enthusiastic for our native plums|and take out about one-third of the 

and for thorough cultivation. We do|fruit from all of the heaviest loaded 

not cultivate after the harvesting of | branches, thus evening up the crop of 

the fruit, for we want the wood from) fruit on all the different parts of the 

that time on to get in a ripe condition | tree, so that the plums will be of as 

for the winter. | uniform size as possible, and also by 

: ees | getting these off at that age the trees 

Pruning and Thinning Out. are more liable to retain their full 

Probably one of the greatest faults| vigor to mature the remaining fruit. 

with most all-varieties of native plums| Our second thinning is done about six 
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Native plum orchard in full bloom on poultry and fruit farm of C. E. Matte- 

_ son. 

is their certainty to overbear, so we, weeks later, or after our little curculio 

not only have to resort to vigorous has got in the most of its work, or, in 
pruning, but to thinning out as well.’ other words, when the stung plums 

Most plum trees are liable to throw! will show themselves better, so we go 

out great long, overgrown branches’ through and take these all out and aim 

each seasoh. These we always cut to thin at this time so that they do not 

back from one-half to two-thirds and or will not touch each other. Then 

some of them we take out entirely. A, just before ripening we go through and 
plum tree is somewhat like a grape, take out everything that we think is 

vine, inasmuch as there is but little) not going to ripen into salable fruit. 

danger of over-pruning. | Some recommend only thinning out 

We aim to thin out at least three|once and to thoroughly sort after har- 
times each season. First, just as soon! vesting, but there are two objections to
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this practice, One is that the tree is|obliged to practice that. We have taxed in growing fruit that never poultry on every part of our farm and reaches the market; the other is cae leave that work to them. If they you are sure to jam them more or less|do bother us and we think there is with so much handling. I aim to handle | danger, my nine-year old boy goes just as 1ittle as possible. around once or twice a week and jars 
the circulios down and they are left Plums Profitable Fruit to Grow. there until the chickens get there and 

Do not be afraid to plant a few more they pick them up. trees than just what you wish for your Question—Do you mulch your plum own use. ‘here is an ever ready de-| trees the same as apple trees? mand for them and I am always able to| mr. Matteson—No, sir; we manure get more for plums than what I can| slightly each year during the winter buy choice peaches for and have never time, the poultry scratch the manure been able to supply the demand. all over that is around the trees, and 
we cultivate it in in the spring. That Set pete probably would not be necessary on 
good, rich ground, but we want to keep DISCUSSION. the ground as rich as we can. Mr. Coe—A gentleman here has Question—Do you have your orchard brought in seven varieties of plums protected any from the wind? srown in this neighborhood. They; yr. Matteson—No, I don’t and I don’t evidently thrive here all right. nt there is any part of this state Question—Who do you refer to when that is subjected to the north-west wind you speak of “tree sharks” in your| worse than we are, but I have had no neighborhood? trouble. I am convinced they will Mr. Matteson—Anybody that will stand any amount of wind. Where the come around and try to make us buy ordinary wild plum crop froze out in Something that will not grow in our) that rigorous winter we had without locality. any snow with us, and where the frost Mr. Stiles—Do you need any special went down very deep, it froze out the kind of soil for plums? wild crab and plums, while our little Mr. Matteson—Our soil is limestone, | native plums in the orchard went clay soil, heavy soil. That is all I can through it all right. speak of. 
Question—How many plums do you Question—What exposure do you) get from a tree? prefer? 
Mr. Matteson—My trees are about Mr. Matteson—Mine is south-west | six years old, I have about one hun- exposure, but I think it is claimed by| dred and sixty trees and we sold about : the majority of people that they wall nteete bushels off those trees. Last do better on a northern slope; they|year I think I could have harvested claim they are liable to blossom 0 ore than that if I could have. given early and be overtaken later on by the! the trees a full chance, but when I set frost if they are on a south or south-| out my plum orchard, I set out rasp- east slope. I think there is very a berries, not only between the Tows, but danger of that with the plum. My) between the trees, and I have had to plums were in full bloom at the time | prune a little closer, I haven’t ‘al- of the heavy snow storm about the lowed my trees to spread over as much 10th of May last year, but we had no ground as I would like to. loss, we had a full crop of plums. Mr. Coe—In other words, Mr, Mat- Mr. Stiles—Do you spray your plums|teson has raised two crops off of the when they are in blossom? same land, plums and raspberries. Mr. Matteson—No, we are not] A Member—Yes, and chickens.
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Question—How many varieties is it) cutting buds from his choice variety 

pest to have in this orchard? ~ of plum trees? ( 

Mr. Matteson—I have only three, the| A Member—He can grow plums from i 

Rockford, the Hawkeye, and the De/th- pits, but it would be much wiser to 

Sota. They ripen a few days veda or graft these seedlings. They q 

You can plant as many varieties of the; will no* grow true to name, or be like 

native plums as you are a mind to, | what the parent buds were. They are 

they will all do well. | melined to deteriorate every time, and 

Question—Could a man grow his, they would not be good stock to graft 

own seeds from the pit? |on. i 

Mr. Matteson—My experience is} Mr. Matteson—I think the budding 

limited in that respect. I have a tew | and propagating should be left largely 

trees that just gave me a few plums! to the nurseries. I think we can af- 

last year that were grownfrom the pits | ford to buy our trees, then we are 

and the quality is splendid. Whether! much more sure of what we are going 

you can rely upon them is something I} to have. 
shall have to ask Mr, Coe. Mr. Coe—You can have the pleasure 

Mr. Cce—Of course you can grow|of seeing the buds die. I can assure 

trees. Whether it will pay is another) you the farmers have too much to do, 
question, because the probabilities are they will not sow the pits and bud 

that ninety per cent. will be inferior | trees. 
varieties. | Mr. Hill—These native plums are 

Mr. Matteson—It has not been so/sreat things to sprout and in some 
with me. I have a dozen or Athemn | places where they are not cared for 
trees, they did not all bear last year,|they make a regular hedge of plum 
but those that did bear gave me ajtrees. I understand that you bud onto 

splendid quality offruit. You can easily | trees that do not sprout mostly. 

try it; that is, simply plant the pits Mr. Coe—Oh, no. The best plums 

late in the fall, coverthem with boards, | are grown on native stocks and the 
so the chipmunks or anything won’t| native stocks will sprout, but you can 
get them, and then uncover them in| cut it off as easily as you can a bud, 80 
the spring. that don’t amount to anything. 

Mr. Herbst—I differ with Mr. Mate! Mr. Matteson—I want to make one 
son in regard to planting pits. I be-| point, and that is, it is my experience 
lieve it is the experience of almost, that the best stock grows best by being 
every one that out of one hundred, deeply planted. Many of us do not get 

trees ninety-nine would not be worth,our trees down deep enough. 

raising, and in the meantime you can| Mr. Convey—Where plum trees grow 

buy trees from some nearby nursery-|0n their own roots, cannot the sprouts 
man which are known to be of gocd | be used? 
variety and well tested. You mieht| Mr. Coe—Yes, and then you get a 
plant a hundred and fifty pits and got sood variety. 
one or two trees out of them, or you! Mr. Matteson—If you can get a uni- 

may not get any. |form lot of trees that have been grown 

Mr. Matteson—I think it is better to) from the seed, each year, when you 
buy your trees. | happen to lose a tree, you can set in 

Question—How did the nurserymen| these trees grown from the pit. Of 
get their varieties? | course you could not do that from bud- 

Mr. “Matteson—By selecting the' ded stock or stock that has been graft- 

choicest of those they plant from the ed. A word in regard to setting these 
ed. | trees out. Be sure not to set them 
Prof. Moore—Could not the average out in clusters, as is often recom- 

fruit grower bud onto those seedlings, | mended. I have nine trees set out near 

s &
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my house, you might say they are in) think is one of the best fertilizers to 
clusters, and they are heavily mulched/! use around plums ahd to have the poul- 
and manured, but owing to the ary | try there as well. I am sure that is 
weather two years ago we got scarcely | one of the things that helps me to keep 
anything last year; whereas a few rods| down the plum circulio. 
from there, in my cultivated peg A Member—I picked those plums that 
I got a full crop. They will do much/are exhibited here from Colonel Sab- 
better where they are cultivated. | ath’s place out here, I picked seven 

Mr. Coe—They will not do well un-! varieties, and he has more. They 
less you do cultivate them. They will) were picked a year ago last fall and 
not succeed in grass and weeds, or on| have kept very well in the bottles. I 
poor soil. jam sure.every one around here can 

Mr. Hill—Cultivate just as shallow | grow plums, that our sof! is all right. 
as you can and just as fine and you} The Institute adjourned till 1:30 p. will make a success in growing plums. !m. 

Mr. Matteson—Poultry manure I] 
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: AFTERNOON SESSION. 

The Institute met at 1:30 p. m., CONDUCTOR H. M. Culbertson in thechair. 
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' APPLES. | 

R. J. COE, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. i 

Before beginning my talk on apples, this city erected two fine monuments ¥ 

I would like to take you back in| to his memory. Im later life he es- ( 

thought for a moment to the old town’ tablished a number of schools in Eng- 

of Woburn, Massachusetts, and where'land and America, one of these, the ; 

still stands the old Rumford House, in! Royal Institution of Great Britain, is 

which, in the year 1753, Benjamin’ still Tum under the same methods and ‘ 

Thompson, afterward Count Rumford,) annually bestows the Rumford Medal ' / 

was born, His parents were poor! to inventors, as does also the American 

farmers; he saw from childhood the) Academy ‘of Arts and Sciences, from 

hardships of the’men who tried to get) funds left by him for this purpose. 

a living from an unwilling soil; he saw| In the public library grounds at | 
him mother (who was left a widow)|North Woburn stands a statue in 4 

toiling far beyond her strength, and so,| bronze, erected to the memory of this 

when he grew to manhood, he left the| wonderful man—Count Rumford. Near 4 

farm and went to Rumford, now Con-| the old Rumford House is the old Bald- 

cord, New Hampshire, where he be-| win estate, where lived the family who i 

came a teacher. While there he was|were loyal in friendship to young 4 

made Major of Militia by the English} Thompson during his troubles, who 

governor. This occasioned jealousy) warned and assisted him in his flight a 

among the older officers, and he was/ from the enraged townspeople. It was i 

charged with disaffection towards the|a descendent of this family who propa- i 

Royal cause. These things drove Prog po and grew the famous Baldwin i 

from the place and he went back to|apple. A granite monument is stand- i 

Woburn, his old home, where he was|ing near the place and on it is carved i 

visited one night by two deserters from|an apple. This, so far as I know, is | 
the English army. These men he per-|the only fruit which has had a monu- i 

suaded to return to their posts, he feel-| ment erected to commenfOrate its 

ing that this was the only honorable] valuable qualities. ] 

thing for him to do. For this he was A Ree = | 

branded as a traitor and his life sought| me “Don'ts” of Apple Growing. | 
by his old friends and neighbors. As this subject was on last year’s | 

Through the loyalty of one friend, he| Closing Institute program, I need only | 

was warned in time and made his outline a few of the points which 4 

escape to England where he became seem to me to be essential to the suc- 
what he had been falsely accused of cessful cultivation of this most valu- \ 

being, a Tory, and he returned to able fruit. It may be well to mention 

America and fought in the Royal, a few things at first that we ought not 
cause. He afterward entered the ser-|to do. 
vice of the King of Bavaria, where he] It seems as if about nine-tenths of all 
did a great work for Munich, for which| who plant apple trees at all make a 

i
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great effort to give them the most fer clean cut. Now take a tree and 
favorable conditions possible. If they| prune off the end of each root, cutting 
have a piece of old, tough sod, or an| from the lower side back to the sound 
old orchard, or any other place where| wood, leaving a nice, smooth cut sur- 

they cannot cultivate, that is the place|face. This enables the wound to heal 

where the trees are planted, or at least / quickly and to form new roots for the 
called planted. Let us describe how) future growth of the tree. 

it is usually done. A hole about a foot ope tree Are _ nicely is 

square is dugin the sod and if the| pared we ve en so muc! 

roots of the trees are too long to go in| pains with, so that it is about three 

the holes they are doubled up and|inches deeper than it stood in the 
crowded down and the hole filled up| nursery. Then putting in a quantity of 

with the sods and soil mixed and the| soil, work the tree up and down a lit- 

tree called planted. And when this | tle so as to work the soil all around 

tree fails to grow they say: “Oh, a ee 4 re will eae ee 
you can’t grow apples in Wiscons' in) about an ine! leeper in was in 

anyway,” which is true if they have; the pre! Be er ue nue os 
this kind of care. every root is packet ly in the soil, 

Let us give a thorough cae so there will be to space for the air to 
of the soil, always selecting the best/get in and dry out the roots, and so 
site at our command. | that all the roots shall be in close con- 

. tact with moist soil, so they may be 
Ideal Site for Orchard, able to take up water to supply the 

The ideal site, I take it, is a north or| needs of the tree. As soon as the 
north-east slope. If we do not have) tree is planted, take a garden rake and 
this, let us get as near it as we can.|smooth off all around it. This puts 
If we have to plant on a level, well and | the surface of the soil in the right con- 
good. If we have nothing but a) dition to hold moisture for the use of 
south slope, then plant there. Plant| the tree. 

Rae ee eT EN Care of Young Trees. 
Directions for Planting. Now we have our tree planted, what 

Now, I realize that we are not in the| shall we do with it? Those of us who 
most favored locality for apple grow-| have planted it in the sod as above 
ing and so much more the necessity of| described are very likely to keep as far 
giving good care and I firmly believe) away from it as a ae while ae 
that if we do give good care we can, who have taken the ins to properly 
grow paying crops. At any rate, | prepare the land to plant the tree are 
many are doing so now and many anxious to make it grow. 
more can do so and all of us can) We all of us know that all our farm 
grow some. So then let us do our best| crops need cultivation to make them 
and give the trees a chance. Let us! grow well and it is just as certain that 

plow and fit the land as well as we! our trees need good cultivation as 
would for any other crop, and when we much as does any other crop. For the 
are ready to plant the trees dig a hole. first year or two some crop that we 
broad enough for the roots to have want to cultivate, such as corn, early 
plenty of room to be spread out in a potatoes, or beans, may be See 
natural position and deep enough to the orchard without any injury to the 
put plenty of good, rich top soil in the trees. Cold rarely kills our trees, but 
bottom in which to plant them. heat and drought do. The hot sunshine 
The trees as dug have the roots of early spring, warming up and start- 
mangled more or less in the digging, ing the sap on the south-west side of 
so that the ends are not smooth andthe tree, and then the sudden cold of 
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night, is very injurious. We have all|a blossom, when the weather comes ¢ 
seen the bark on the south-west side of! right, whether the ground is covered or 

ou: trees die and get loose, then the'not. In other words, as soon as the 

ers get in and soon the tree is! warm weather comes our trees start to 
wae” hi ot, | ing first f the plant ruined. Then, tco, when the hot,) grow, growing rom e plan ‘ 
dry weather of summer comes, if the| food, the starch that is stored up in 
trees are not cultivated, they suffer | the body of the tree. So it is doubt- H 

greatly from lack of moisture. I be-;ful in my mind whether we can put ; 
lieve our trees should be cultivated | anything on the soil to hold back the H 
the same as any other crop. The cul- | growth of the tree. If we could held & 
tivation should be continued up to, say,|the roots of the tree frozen long 
about the first of July and after that I}enough so that it would use up | 
am of the opinion that some crop|all the plant food in the tree, it i 
should be sown to cover the ground! would die. It takes the plant food that 4 

and give the tree a chance to ripen up| is stored up in the tree to make the i 

and also to protect the roots during the) first growth of the tree. When the | 

winter. The trees should be protected | tree first leaves out, the leaves come 
as soon as planted and I have found | from the plant food stored in the body ¥ 
a handful of straight rye straw,|of the tree, and if we can keep the : 
stood up around the body of the tree! root dormant long enough to use up all 
and tied loosely with. three strings, a| this plant food the tree suffers. 
good protection. If wool twine is! Mr. Herbst—What aged tree would i 

used for this purpose, it will last for|you prefer to set, and name us three 
two years and then another Protection | early and three late varieties for farm- i 
of the same kind can be put on in,ers to put out. 4 

about two minutes to the tree. This | Mr. Coe—Well, a good three-year i 
keeps off the rabbits and mice and sun) old tree I consider old enough, ani I i 

scald and keeps ott the borers, injshould want that tree pretty well 1 
other words, protects the tree, which is | grown, not a little, scrubby tree, and I 
more than cani be said of some ance Gc care to have it much, if any, | 
of protectors. By taking these few|older than that. I believe the ordinary 
precautions we may have at least fair-| farmer will have better success with 
ly healthy trees and all the apples we| planting a tree of that age than much 
can use, as well as a few for our | younger. This question of varieties is 

friends. a pretty hard question to answer, be 
| cause I realize that this Bulletin goes 

all over the state and some other 
RECURSION. States, and while a certain variety 

Mr. Convey—What is your opinion| might do well with us, it might not do 
on the subject of mulching fruit trees,|so well in other sections. I will name 
Mr. Coe? first, for the early varieties, Yellow ; 

Mr. Coe—That question was asked|Transparent; it comes very early, ; 
ed the discussion of the oe yields every year, and gives us a nice 

‘its, whether we should apply mulch! lot of good fruit. This should be fol- 
to the surface of the soil and hold back| lowed by the Red Astrachan and the 
the growth of the plant. I realize that | Duchess. For the three fall varieties I | 
a good many people have an idea that | would name the Fameuse or Snow, the 1 
by mulching the soil beneath me Wealthy and the McMahon. For three } 
trees we can hold them back and make/ winter apples, the Northwestern Green- } 
them blossom very much later in the|ing, and I would put in there one that 1 
season. I believe that to be a mistake.|is not so well known, the Windsor i 
The tree will start to leaf out and grow!Chief, a splendid apple and long | 
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keeper. The Tallman Sweet for a good! . Prof. Moore—Couldn’t you plant a 
winter, sweet variety. crop and cultivate in that way? 

Mr. Matteson—It is claimed by some| Mr. Coe—We can plant corn, or early 
of our eastern friends that trees start- es or a anything ; a ae 
ed in the east will do better in this lo-| sort, wouldn’t want to plant late 
cality. What do you think show ee — ae gel the ——— ra late 

Mr. Coe—I don’t know why ey; potatoes wou! e equivalen an- 
should do better. I see no very peiaee | other cultivation and we do not want 
objection to planting eastern trees, so|to cultivate much late in the season. 
far as the tree itself goes, only in this| Mr. Scott—How about using a plow 
way. The people who come from the| in the orchard? s 
east to sell trees in Wisconsin do not} Mr. Coe—If you start with a plow, 
sell trees adapted to our climate. In| you may plow every year. 
other words, they sell Rhode Island| Mr. Scott—How deep? 
Greenings and we ee Mr. oe cee - von 
Spies, and others o' at kind, an | grown, e roots are about six inches 
when we go to fairs we do not see) deep. You wouldn’t want to plow 
those varieties on exhibition. I have/ deep enough to strike the reots, if you 
here three varieties that happen to pei did yok ee be potion Wisi up 
on the table. There is the Pewaukee, | and it would be an injury e trees, 
which originated over at Pewaukee. | but if you cultivate every year and give 

Supt. McKerrow—That is the reason! good, fair cultivation, the roots will 
it is good. | stay down. I would prefer cultivation 

Mr. Coe—For the lake shore, that is} to plowing. : a good apple. There is another Wis-| oe Seott—How about pruning consin apple, this is a Small Wolt| tres dak bere 
. have two or three > : rood ve naling it To one for. For instance, you have 

are poor enough. S old tree that isn’t growing as well Supt. McK Th bout as; 28 it should be, that kind of a tree Leer a Was conte peels amenls be pruned right now and we 
. will get a better wood growth. On atthe ‘oe—Oh, they are herdier than | the other hand, if we have a young tree —— - that is growing too rapidly, in other Supt. McKerrow—Not quite -< B04. | words, making wood instead of fruit, Mr. Goodrich—If you haven’t any then we want to prune it when the tree other, it is a pretty good apple. lis growing rapidly, say in June, check- Mr. Stiles—How about cultivating in| ing the growth of the tree so as to your orchard? Isn’t that better than make the plant food developing there 

mulching for a number of years? go into the fruit buds and give us a Mr. Coe—Yes, I believe our orchards better crop next year. 
should receive thorough cultivation.| Question—Is it better to prune a tree There is nothing inthe world to pre-| while it is growing? 
serve moisture like good surface culti-| Mr. Coe—When it is growing, if you vation, which is what we lack in this| want to bring it into fruiting, then the country. I think we should cultivate | buds will be set for the coming year. some every year, although the time | Question—Is spraying necessary or may come when our trees are growing profitable? 
and it would be well to stop for a year} Mr. Coe—Both necessary and profit- or two perhaps. able. 
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i 

E. A. CROMAN, Grass Lake, Michigain. | 

nl farm, and from the method we pursued il 

in taking care of our corn crop and i 
feeding it with the root crop, I believe ve 
‘ got about as good results as by ii 

, | feeding ensilage; but we did not do it i 
nearly so cheaply. As regards this Bi 

ga succulent ration, we find men who are i 
not situated so they can feed silage. To ei 

4 these men I say, raise a crop of roots. 
{ But I hear some say that they do not { . 

cre to raise a crop that contains Hi 
7% eighty or ninety per cent. water. There i) 

= is a feeding value in this moisture Ei 
lf =. which the chemical analysis fails to i 

find. Take for instance our summer . 
y pasture,—the most perfect balanced | 

# ration we have, and yet it has about | | 
, the same amount of moisture as has 
S v4 the root crop. It is not the immediate 

nutrients found in these succulent 
crops which are of so much value to 

|us, but it is their aid in helping digest it 
a and assimilating the large quantities ! 

¥ of dry matter eaten. They act as an | 
ee appetizer and also as a laxative, they if 

Mr. Croman: keep the digestive organs in good work- f 
ing order. I believe they increase i 

The stock feeders of the United|the nutritive value of the dry rations | 
States have come to understand that|ffom ten to fifteen per cent. and en- | 
to haye their live stock do their pest | able the animal to consume at least 
they must have a ration each day of, twenty per cent. more dry rations, such 
some kind of succulent food. The; 8 clover hay, oat and pea hay, corn 
dairyman probably realizes this more| Stover and the dry grain ration that | 
than the béef feeder. Our horses,| May be fed. 
sheep and swine need this succulent 

ration as much as do the beef and Selecting the Seed. 
dairy animals. This should be done early in the j 

There are three ways that this ra-|season, in fact, early enough to admit 1 

tion can be obtained: the silo, the|of a good, thorough test. Oftentimes j 
root crop, and by the use of beet pulp. | the seed will not germinate more than { 
The silo, I believe, today solves the|ten to twenty per cent. This kind of ; 
problem for this succulent ration, as}seed you do not want to buy or sow. 

we can furnish a cheaper succulent} You can oftentimes tell poor seed with- 

ration than by the growing of the root.|out testing. Seed that is musty, i 

In the past we have grown enough! caused by becoming heated, is not good | 

roots to furnish a ration once a day to|seed to buy or sow. Your seedsman A 

all kinds of live stock kept on the} will let you have a sufficient quantity ; 

itt 
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for testing, for it is of as much inter. {ing process. If you have not a silo, est to him as it is to you. Many ~ all means grow roots. 
failure in growing a successful orop ae SI 
of roots may be traced to poor seed, 7 DISCUSSION. 
I say, always test your seed. 

Question—Why do you use Golden Amount of Seed Required Per Acre. | Tankard instead of the Long Red? 
Seed that will germinate eighty or| Mr. Croman—The Long Red is a 

ninety per cent., two to three pounds | larger root, but if you will notice the 
per acre, that is, when you sow in Tows| top of the root, there is too much 
thirty inches apart. There is a Say-| crown to it and there is not so much ing in time and labor by knowing —_ feeding value in the crown of the root you have good seed. Seedsmen say it|as there is in the lower part, and the requires six pounds per acre. This is/Golden ‘Tankard is more easily not correct if good seed is sown. |handled. In dragging out the Long |Red, you won't do as good a job as Harvesting, [with the Golden Tankard, as they We top with hoe, throwing the tops | stand out of the ground so high, the of two rows together. After the | drag will jump, oftentimes leaving a whole patch has been topped we draw | good many roots and breaking off off the tops and pull with iron harrow.) some of them. 
You can pull in this way ten or afters | Question—Will the harrow take acres per day. After the whole field! them all out in this way? has been pulled, we either throw in| Mr. Croman—It will. 
piles or draw direct to the cellar or! Question—Don’t you use the plow at pit. In loading a wagon we use a six) all for plowing out roots? 
tine fork, and in this way we can har- Mr. Croman—No, sir; the Golden vest @ crop very rapidly. In thinning| Tankard grows above ground. the Oxheart carrot, we use a four inch Question—How about carrots? blade hoe, thin same as mangles, sok Mr. Croman—The Oxheart carrot ing one plant in each place, pull with | grows above ground. That is why we harrow and load wagon same as man-| grow those two kinds of roots, because gles. Ww can harvest them so much easier 

We have a heavy harrow; we used to Feeding. use the old fashioned wooden harrow; We begin feeding whenever it is! now we use the iron harrow. a necessary. We have begun as early as| Mr. Scott—Describe how you handle October first. This was when Stabling these roots in the pits. of the live stock became necessary. In| Mr. Croman—First, we throw our feeding to cattle, we feed the Toots | roots on top of the ground, not dig- whole, throwing root in feed box top| ging down into the ground, but throw- towards the animal. We used a slicer ing them in long piles, putting up a for a number of years but found it was | ridge pole over them and setting up not necessary. Amount of roots re-| rails, and covering these rails with quired at a feeding depends upon the| straw and dirt. Then we put on manure animal, for a one thousand pound cow, | to keep them from freezing: We put a from twenty to thirty pounds, In six-inch tile in the ridge to make a storing, great care should be taken not; vent hole. If you have five hundred to leave any dirt on them, as they will | bushels, it is well to have probably not keep so well. In pitting, large| three vent holes and run the tile well vent holes should be left at top of pit,| down into the roots, leaving that en- So as to give free vent to the heat that|tirely open until freezing weather. the roots generate caused by the cur-| After they have cured out and it gets
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down to very cold weather, we close; Mr. Croman—Yes, providing you : 

them up. have good ventilation. Oe 

Mr, Goodrich—How long will they} Question—What distance do you F H 

have to lie on the ground to cure? have them apart in the row? H 

Mr. Croman—I don’t know. We| Mr. Croman—One foot. Now, you 1 / 

never have left them out very long.| understand in sowing the Tankard, { 

Our method has been to commence! there is more than one germ and of ‘ 

about the first of November to per come it starts more than one plant, i 

vest. It is the most convenient time} and sometimes you will have two or | i 

for us, as we haul direct from the field | three coming up; the little fellows will } 

to the pit. | stare around the main root. We go i 

Mr, Goodrich—If they should lie out! through as early as we can, because ; 

there and freeze hard during the night,|this is about the time you want to Hi! 

how would that be? pany them along. ae 
Mr. Croman—It would hurt the, Question—Do you prefer a large size, Ap 

Golden Tankard, all kinds of Tankards | a medium size, or a small size root for PE 

freeze, while it doesn’t hurt a ruta-| the actual feeding value? i | 

baga so much. Mr. Croman—The Golden Tankard ie 
Mr. Convey—I have heard it stated| does not grow as large as the Long i 

that the most palatable and digestible| Red or the Medium Long Red; that is ae 

portion of the root is that beneath the| why we prefer the Golden Tankard. a 

crown. Have you given that matter|As far as the feeding value of the be 

any attention? root, I don’t know that there is very i 

Mr. Croman—I ave not, no, much difference between the small : 

Mr. Convey—What kind of manure|root and the large one. The size H 
do you use? does not affect it as much as it does iF 

Mr. Croman—We never compost any| in growing the sugar beet, As far as ‘ | 

manure. We draw our manure direct| Toots for stock, I like to see them a | 
from the barn to the lot and spread it| Pretty good size. | 
as we make it. Mr. Goodrich—How many tons can - 
Question—How do you top them? you raise to the acre of the Golden i 1 
Mr. Croman—With a hoe—topping| Tankard? HN 

two rows together, then drive in and) Mr. Croman—lIt is owing to the soil ft } 
throw the tops onto a wagon and/of course, ten to sixteen tons. if 

drive it off. Mr. Goodrich—Can you make your : 
Question—You cut off a little of the| supply of reots go further by feeding i 

root with the head? with bran or something of that kind } 
Mr. Croman—Yes. One beauty of the/ instead of feeding alone? | 

Tankard is that the crown of the) Mr, Croman—We feed just about 50 i 
roots is very small, and after one has;many pounds a day. It takes from iy 
topped a few roots he will get onto| twenty to thirty-five pounds, just about 
the knack of just skipping them, so | the same quantity as we feed of silage. He 
they will not take much off. | Mr. Stiles—Are these roots ready to it 

Mr. Imrie—Would you prefer putting] feed as soon as you dig them? ! 
them in pits to putting them in a cel-| Mr, Croman—We have fed them be- 

Jar in the barat | fore we began to harvest. Sometimes 
Mr. Croman—No, sir, I would prefer; with us we have a drought and the . 

the cellar, but sometimes we have) drought generally strikes us about the 
more roots than we can get into the|15th of July. We have commenced at 

cellar. that time; the tops are fed to the cat. | 
Mr. Imrie—They will cure equally as/tle and the hogs, 

well in the cellar. A Question—Do you consider there is 

i 
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i 
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as much feeding value in a ton as ina they will come gut on clay land as well ton of good corn silage? as on sand, Mr. Croman—No, sir, not quite so} Question—Wun’t they come to much. If we were in the root business pieces with the harrow? for feeding stock, we would increase Mr. Croman—No, sir, they will not. the sugar content of the root. We are | Oftentimes, you would not know but not growing very many roots, but we| what you had hooked them out, have grown enough to notice this,| Question—Wouldn’t there be more that by feeding the silage and roots feeding value if you grew varieties together, we get a little better results | that grow in the ground. than by feeding roots alone or silage Mr. Croman—Yes, but it would cost alone. 
more to grow them. Question—On very heavy clay soil, Mr. Scott—What distance apart do can you harrow those carrots out? you have these Oxheart carrots? Mr. Croman—Yes; they grow above; Mr. Croman—Four inches, one plant ground and wey will not break off, Tin a place, 

BRFEDING SWINE. 

L. P. MARTINY, North Freedom, Wis, 

ee AS to breeds, every farmer will have a to be his own judge in this respect and fh \ choose whichever breed suits his A \ tastes, his. likes or desires and his 4 . | Sualifications, But it matters not 
4 ; which breed we choose, for with all 

; our breeding and feeding, our. study of i 
types, families and pedigrees we 
should keep in mind the common sense ee hog, or the type of hog that the practi- 
cal, everyday farmer, who cares more 
about types than breeds, and more . about form than pedigree needs, must 
have, and in the end will have 

& We should keep this type of hog in 
mind, because there are many in- 
fluences that will lead us in an en- 

y tirely different direction. To supply . y the farmer with this kind of a hog is y the end of all breeding. It is Possible . / }to run to fancy points until the men 
| who emphasize fancy are supplied. 

| aoe Constitution More Important Mr. Martiny. Than Style, 
As a rule, we should not care Every pig breeder should know the whether the hog wears red, white, or points of a good pig, or at all events black hair; whether its ears hang have an ideal at which he will be aim-} down or stick up; whether it has ing. 

swirls and cowlicks, or combs its
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hair straight. What we want first is’ ous constitution, he must be a greedy, 

a hog with a constitution, and any sys-| fellow, growthy, vigorous, healthy, and 

tem of breeding, whether in-hreeding as good a looker as possible. 

or out-breeding, whether straight, s. 
crooked, or otherwise, that enfeebles} Best’Type for Breeding Purposes. 
the constitution is the kind of breed-| In any of the breeds if we select the 
ing that we do not want in our herds.| vigorous, the energetic, the growthy 
If it be necessary to in-breed or line| types, and send all others to the feed- 
breed closely for the purpose of de-|ing pen, it will not be very many gen- 
veloping some particular curl in thelerations, or years, until we will have 

es 
* . % 

Pens which are used for sleeping quarters in winter and farrowing pens in 
Spring; sows and litters in the foreground, on farm of L. P. Martiny. | 

tail or smoothness or color of hair, and) no reason to complain of hogs deli- 
at the same time weaken the constitu-| cate, lazy, too fine in the bone, too 
tion or dwarf the size, that kind of| short in the body, or too long in the } breeding is exceedingly dangerous. | legs. } 
Nor do we care much about hogs “bred | We admire a good-looking hog, and | to the purple.” We are not particular) there is no reason why a reasonable 
whether the grandsire of our pigs was amount of good looks should not go | sold for one, two, three, four or five, with the hog of the highest usefulness, 
thousand dollars. Our interest is but neither good looks nor fancy breed- mainly in this question: What number | ing should stand for a moment in the of pounds of live heg can be secured| way of the useful type of hog that | per one hundred pounds of grain fed?| combines vigor of constitution, a won- ' In short, we want a hog with a vigor- [ derful appetite, growthiness; and rea-
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Sonably early maturity, with a form|the combined influence of all the fe- pleasing to the eye of either breeder! males in the herd, on the supposition F or farmer who has an eye for beauty. | that their powers of transmission are When we come to the final test of | just equal to his. But if they are not beauty, “pretty is as pretty does,” the) purely bred they will not have powers prettiest hog, after all, is the one that | of transmission equal to those Pos- is the most profitable and the one that/sessed by the boar. The influence, makes the most and best pounds of|then, of the boar upon the progeny gain from a hundred pounds of _ be as much greater than the com- matter. 
bined influence of the sows as his pre- 
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Three fall sows which will be candidates for honors in the coming State Fair show rings, on farm of L. P. Martiny. 

It is pounds and price per pound that;potency exceeds theirs. You can the farmer is seeking, and that which | easily see in this case, where we are will produce the greatest number of | looking for nearly all of the improye- pounds of the best quality is the best} ment from the male side, the boar be- hog and can never be bought too| comes almost the whole herd. Looking dearly. Whena man starts out to/at it from this standpoint, and this is buy a cheap pig, with cheapness the the true way to view it, we should sole end in view, he starts out with an|never be content with an inferior bog. invitation to some one to swindle him. ; The important considerations in choos- 
jing a boar are such as relate to breed- Selecting the Sire. jing, form, constitution and masculin- Selecting the boar is a matter of | ity. 

much importance in swine husbandry. | Purity of breeding is of great im- The influence of the boar is equal to} portance, or we cannot be quite sure
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that the properties which we seek will head, the neck, the shoulder, the bone 3 

be transmitted, but with it we can be| and the hair. Where these features 4 

almost certain of the fact, if the right fare absent we have to look out aE o } 

kind of pedigree is behind our selec-| things; thé first of these is lack of 
tion, a pedigree in which the immedi-| constitution, and the second lack of i 
ate ancestors were good individuals|prepotency. Even though the male ; 

and good breeders. should have large development, the 
The marks of different breeding are|lack of masculinity should be con- 

always plainly visible. Watch for a| sidered a serious defect. | 
narrow back, a oe behind = eet It is sonerst that the boar oe i : 
ders, a short gir around the heart,;be chosen, in some measure, with i 

walking on the dew claws, narrow over | reference to the females with which q ; 

shoulders and loin, tuckea up ham and he is to be bred. It is always inter- ee 
flank, a thick, wrinkly skin, andjesting to note the faults in the dam eet 

coarse, curly hair. * that may be corrected, or at least G j 
The form which the boar should| modified in the off-spring, by skillful Hi} 

have will, of course, be modified by the! selection in the male. If the female is \ | 
breed, but there are certain essentials | too light in the ham or shoulder, the | i 

of form which all boars should have,/ male should be especially good there. Hay 
whatever the breed. ‘They should be|if she is sharp-backed and slab-sided, WH 
strong built and yet without coarse-|the male should be board-backed, with i 
ness. The neck and body should be|well-sprung ribs. If she is long- | 

ae a to mer oe hould we AH rather mg. A fine male s! ld have a » , con- i 

ee ee eee a =o il 
internal organism. jowl. If she is too coarse, too leggy, 

anaaine eee ae an pan Ssaatiemnge tba a Soames te \) oO ve, an are so opposite P in the } 

portant that they should not be over-| male to which she is to be bred. It is HH 
looked, as width between the fore legs|one of the laws of nature that op- He 
and large girth behind them, denot-|posites have an attraction for each ih 

ing large, active heart and lungs, the|other. When the selection and mat- IEP 
very foundation of an animal; straight,|ing is done by man, he should be guid- | i 
strong, clean limbs, with feet erect, de-|ed to some extent by her teachings in tte 

noting solidity, and firmness of frame-| this respect. | } 
work; smooth, mellow skin, covered rie wood Sow. 1) 

with fine, soft hair, denoting good di- le - if) 
gestion and good h2alth; short, thick] In the selection of the brood sow we i 

neck, and well-sprung ribs, showing| should haye the same ideal in mind as Ae 

that vitality and power of cautatie:| when choosing the male, only note the Hh 
tign which are necessary in every| following points of difference. She is We 
meéat-producing animal; the  short,|not so large in frame; is finer in the iP 

concave face a slightly ares bone and hair; is finer in the nen ee - iE 

ear, sure signs of an easy keeper and|neck; is more recmy in the coupling, Hy 
a quiet disposition. ‘rnese are some] and she should have not less than i | 
of the features that should be bal twelve teats placed well apart. i 

| 
Set Sie vibe. of -cpnaoaucn Wat Se lpnres > he a Siakovetaianeed. -ORe i 
cause they indicate qualities of real jit is so when a farmer first begins to i} 

value. {go in for a system of breeding and Hh 

The evidences of masculinity are! selection, not knowing the heredity of 
strength of development in certain|former ancestors. You must have HH 
parts of the body, as, for instance, the | good stock to begin with; unless you 4 uF 
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have a good sow there will always bejintelligent breeders and_ specialists 
trouble. The evil results of an in-| hold their stock up to a high standard 
ferior sow can. be seen in the first lit-| of excellence and ever improve it. Nor 
ter and this class of animals should is it difficult for the intelligent farmer 
be gotten rid of at once. Much of! to keep his stock up to this standard. 
the success of a sow depends, in ad-| First of all, there must be a careful 
dition to her breeding, upon the feed | discrimination in the way of care and 
and cate that have been given to her | food between the hogs used for breed- 
while young. jers and those intended only for feed- 

Bunch of March and April pigs; photo taken July 1st. Pigs feeding in rape 
Pasture on farm of L. P. Martiny. 

How to Improve the Herd. jers. Breeding from immature stock 
Farmers are constantly complain-| must be avoided as much as possible, 

ing that their hogs become too fine-| for this is probably one of the greatest 
boned and get but temporary relief by|S0urces of the present lack of consti- 
buying coarse-boned sires. These | tution. To fatten brood sows after they 
facts show that, as now handled on the, have farrowed one or two litters is a average farm, the hog is in an abnor-| Practice altogether too common. mal condition and that degeneration is| Good mothers should be held for breed- constantly going on, or, as they say,|€rs as long as possible. 
“our stock is running out.” | The variations found in our litters 

With proper care and feed, the form,| give us a choice of selection that en- 
size, substance and bone can be well] ables us to select those that are most 
maintained and even improved upon. | apt to be good breeders and good This is proven by the fact that careful, | milkers.
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Pointers for Buyers. . Mr. Thompson—If you went out ae ty 

In conclusion I wold like to give a| 22,2 ROE to Read yous ane ee inge. 
few pointers on buying breeding stock.| jy, Martiny—Of course, Iam a i 

The buyer should know exactly|treeder and I want that, but for a 
what he requires and write to some re- man who is only making pork, he 

liable breeder of pure-bred pigs, stat-| goesn’t need to be so particular. A i 

ing what points are desired and those|..a}; white spot doesn’t hurt a | 
that would be most objectionable. He|pojand China. In breeding pure iP 
will see that you understand your busi- breeds you have to make a dis- \ 

-ness and that will cause him to take a/ «;imination to quite an extent, but for i 
pride in his reputation and fill your a man that is just producing pork, 

order to the best of his ability. Do not that doesn’t count for anything. eld 

have an ideal color and sacrifice every-| — Question—Can you recommend any i t 

thing else for color. Never confine) particular breed as being profitable? Hi 
yourself to a fancy color or ear when| yy Martiny—No, but for anybody i | 

ordering a pig. raising hogs for pork I wouldn’t go | F 
— outside of the Poland China, Jersey | / 

DISCUSSION. Reds, eee = oe Whites, i} 

those are the four best breeds. ie 
Mr. Rietbrock—You say to keep a a t brood sow.as long as possible. How ‘ an ‘How about the Duroc Jer- q 

long is that profitable? What is the . ii 
average age to which they can be ea is the same as if; | 
kept? fe 

Mr. Martiny—I have heard of their} MF. Convey- “Do you attach much i 
being kept until over ten years old. We ae oe an ya ee 

ut : eee 
pam oh cue, r ear it ” reasonably early matured, but I do ' 

at about three years, because some of lo not want them so early matured if 

them we turn off after their first lit-| that they do not get size and lack con- i 
ter. stitution. iH 

Mr. Stiles—You say to pay no atten-| Mr. Convey—Is it advisable to keep “| 

tion to the color. If a man is breed-| ground oats for brood sows? 
ing a Poland China, would you advise} Mr. Martiny—Yes, that is good feed. 
him to get a white one? That comes up later. [ 

Mr. Martiny—No, but don’t confine} Mr. GoodrichWouldn’t you just as i 

yourself to the fancy markings so|soon feed oats whole? | 
much. If a pig has an occasional| Mr. Martiny—Yes, that is the way ti 
spot, I wouldn’t condemn it on that|we feed oats to our brood sows. 
ground. i 1, 
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HOUSING AND CARE OF SWINE. 

JAS. FISHER, Eastman, Wis. 

The subject of proper housing Se and Ventilation of Most Im- hogs has been sadly neglected by most portance in Hog House. farmers and breeders, to their own dis-| I believe that most all hog men, at advantage. On many farms the hogs, ' some time in their lives, eontemplate both young and old, are obliged to seek) the building of a large hog house, for their shelter around straw stacks, Or the reason that one sees so many built, under buildings, through neglect ofa hog house with all up-to-date plans, owner, or on the pretense than when | containing feed, water and bedding, he became able he would build a suit-| pen, alley and driveways, all under one able hog house. Neglect is a sloW| roof, is fine to think of, but I have 
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Breeding pen used by Mr. Fisher, holding three broodsows. House 18x 6, Feeding floor 12x18. Movable Partiuons. 

road over which to accomplish much. ;neyer yet seen a hog house built on The question which confronts you | this plan that gave the owner the is, can you afford to annually lose so; profit and the hog the comfort and many pigs for the want of suitable|sanitary conditions that a hog hquse shelter for your hogs. I am still firm | must have to insure good health. Let in my belief, as { have often asserted, | me tell you that sunlight and ventila- that the profits derived from the hog | tion are far more profitable than one here in Wisconsin could be double if} of these fancy hog houses, built for proper shelter and care were used. The | the owner’s convenience instead of the old saying that an animal well bedded hog’s comfort and health. The hog is half fed applies to the hog as well | house with low ceiling and double row as to any farm animal. But just what |of pens is generally damp and foul kind of a hog house is not a settled|smelling. Getting sunlight into the thing. 
{sleeping rooms and feeding places is,
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| 

in my estimation, the first thing to|south third is made up of doors op 4 

think of. | posite each pen, so that when open the | 

I should say to those contemplating direct rays of the sun enter every bit 

building hog houses, do not wait any | of the house. The pens are six by \y 

longer, for you can build a cheap one,' eight feet. When partitioned, this 

if necessary. A hog house should be| will make a pen that will hold eight 4 
constructed so the hogs can be fed, sows. The front pens are the same 

away from the nest. I will speak later | size and they are also partitioned the | 

about suitable farrowing pens and ac-| same as the house. These we use for | 

commodations, as I deem them of the;feeding. We also make a slope to i 

most use to you. | the floor for proper drainage and a I 

I like the feeding floor outside where | good fender eight inches from floor } 

the sunlight can get at it, surrounded|and eight inches from wall, to protect i 

by a tight fence of upright boards,|sow from laying on pigs. Opposite ib 
three and one-half feet high, as it af-| each feeding place is a double door, i 

fords a shelter from the cold winds.|small door at bottom to be open to let I | 
We hear much about sunlight and ven-/| little pigs out on feeding floor so they i 
tilation in our stables and it is just;may take proper exercise and be fed | | 
as essential in our hog pens. Shut out|away from sow a little extra. The | HI 
sunlight and fresh air and there is no| single pen. system is good, if built so et 
feeder so skilled in feeding or com-|Sunlight can enter, but it requires y 
pounding a ration that will give you, more work at feeding time if raising Khe 
results that can be had from fresh air; many pigs. Hy) 
and sunlight accompanying this ra-| In the time alloted to me, you can- ; 

tion. ‘|not expect me to touch on anything a 
As we travel through the country,|but the important details. One can- 

how often do we see buildings with-| not ever expect to succeed unless he i 
out the proper ventilation and opening! gives the proper care and I will speak , 
for sunlight. You all know the pale, | to you on the care of the brood sows, F 

sickly plant grown in a dark cellar and; because so much depends on them for i 
the strong, lusty plant grown in the|your future crop of pigs. i 
open air. c 

I have dwelt longer, perhaps, than I are of Brood Sows. i 
should have on this subject of sun-| I believe one of the faults of most | 
shine in a hog house, but these things|farmers with their brood sows, out- - f 

become a necessity and cost nothing,|side of feeding, is to not have them i 
and the lack of proper ventilation and| gentle. They must be tame and i 
sunshine is the main cause of so many | easily handled, so you can enter their { 
swine diseases. pens at farrowing time, if needed, { 

without exciting them in the least. | E 

A Convenient Hog House. The work of making brood sows gen- i 
I have tried many hog houses andjile must commence while young. You { 

have found the one I will try to de-| break your dairy cow to prepare her ik 
scribe to you the best and most con-| for the work she is to perform, so you ; 
venient I now have on the farm. must prepare the young sow for the } 
We built a floor, putting a good|work you wish her to perform. To ft 

foundation under it, forty-eight by six-| do this the sow must be handled gen- 
teen feet, facing the south, then on the/tly; avoid chasing or striking her. ; 
back half of this we built the hog pens, Most farmers would find it to their ; 
or rather the farrowing pens. These | advantage if they occasionally spent Hy 

we made four feet high, all walls)some time in getting acquainted with tl 
double boards with paper Detween.| the brood sow. No animal will be- | 
Two-thirds of the roof is shingled, the|come tame quicker and will show i 

| 
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signs of appreciation quicker than the ber of young boars that will be bought hog, despite the fact that so many |in the next few months by the farmers seem to think that anything is good|and from what I have seen I feel safe enough for the hog. We now have on |in saying to you that a large per cent. the farm thirty brood sows and every will fail to realize much good from sow knows the pen that we expect her them by not properly caring for them to farrow in. They can be taught |after they get the pig home and the much easier to take their places than! fault not all lies with the farmer. Too the dairy cow, at least I have found it) many breeders feed young breeding 
So. stock for fat and looks, forgetting that One of the great damages when |the principal part they are to play will . brood sows get pretty well along to-|call for constitutional vigor, and you wards farrowing time, is too many | must have growth. 
crowding together, thus causing the! The first thing you do, if you intend loss of pig and the sow loosing her |to buy a male, is to get him early. pigs before farrowing time. Feed him for the purpose for which 

you get him; don’t spoil him for want Proper Food for Brood Sow, jot proper exercise or by loading him 
vi .|down with fat; don’t turn him loose aan carne a inde es tc (ohn ok ot cies beans ae eee , ger on 

thig one important subject, but I will Pe gentle, so he oes sheers ae pass on to her feed for a moment. ot waere bea nes “s aa ‘ ee what account is a balanced ration un- B . ; oF th pyeeess ae ni = less you use judgment and care in |{#mily and the dog; ee . y feeding it? Regularity must go hand ; gentle treatment. Put him where 
in hand with feeding, and not only i there is a good fence. Many hogs are this, but the proper amount for the |SP0iled and much damage done by poor purpose we wish to accomplish. jfences to start with and where the Every year witnesses the same )0@F once acquires the habit of break- 
thing; one farmer has a nice bunch of | ing a he will never get thoroughly pigs to turn off, while his neighbor , °V@r it. 5 with an equal number of brood SOWS| Profitable Hog Raising a Science. 
ee 2 rita foe = onl Let me tell you there is money in aaron mportant parts as breed an | the hog business if properly conducted eed; they must go together, one can-| and you are money out if not properly oe oe ae the other. ; |conducted. There is no reason why ; it requires _— oo Successful science cannot he ued in breeding Lee enn SUG IMI ns andlad Nags an welts ieee cannot be learned at school, except the} struction of the train that brought us school of experience, good sense, and | here to Marshfield. " 

sound judgment. | But you must think for yourself, use 
experience with intelligence, for re- Care of the Head of the Herd. member every man ig the architect of 

So far I have spoken to you of the) his own fortune. Talk about luck with brood sow, but we are told that the| hogs! Get a move on you, do some male constitutes half the herd. We | thinking and action and luck will be on will take this for granted, but I have | your side. 
great faith in a good mother for man| I hope I have said something to you or beast. But since he occupies this | today that will interest you in raising prominent place in your herd, a word! hogs, for along these lines I have met about his care will not come amiss. | with better success than I ever ex- Stop, think for a moment of the num-! pected to a few years ago.
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DISCUSSION. a and fifty pigs on cement floors last 

year and we didn’t have any trouble. 

Mr. Convey—What kind of floors)" wr. Fisher—There is another point 
would you recommend in the hog pen?| which is very important, which is to 

Mr. Fisher—We have used dirt floors! have a rail about eight inches from the 
and board floors. The dirt floors be- |floor and about eight inches round, so 
come filthy and I like board floors! that the sow won't lay over on the lit- _ 
best, because-they can be kept cleaner. | tle pigs. We also have a sloping floor 
We use board floors in our sleeping for the farrowing pen. We lose very 
apartments, we have a double floor) roy pies that way, by having a slope 

with two thicknesses of tar paper be-| 16 the back of the pen. 

tween. And there comes in el Question—Do you have any trouble ' 

thing, that is drafts. Avoid any cracks! with sore mouths of the pigs? 

where cold drafts can plow on your! wr Fisher—No, we keep the pen 

pigs, or any kind of hogs. clean. I think that is brought about 
Question—How large a room would by filth. 

you have for a brood sow? » Question—Do 
2 — your pigs ever show 

Mr. Fisher—The brood sow pens are|1:04 tempers early in life and bite 
six by eight feet and the pen in front, cach(other? 

which is not covered, is the same a Mr. Winton Vea: then wes mee 

ceed ae ever try cement necessary to remove one of the pigs, 

Mr. Fisher—No, I don’t know any- Ee = a So 
thing about them, but it doesn’t seem Prof Moors-You speak of a ‘sl6ep- 
to me, from the nature of the cement, fee en is (that: thet wing 

that it would be as good for a floor for pen? Z _— 

-- ae ee ent Mr Fisher—That is where we keep damp. a 
‘ the sow and pigs, in this farrowi: 

Question—Aren’t you in favor of | Oe. stl the Mice nae ant cone 
2 1. 

= Scape than: weer ell |run out. In front of that we have a 
és e Ry. ;| large feeding floor and a double door, only as I have thirty, and sometimes which-we open and let the ples rox 

forty brood sows, . I couldn't manage| out There is a sloping floor where 
that many pens, on account of so much they tarrow and nice 

work at feeding time. It & very | “dl - 

necessary in raising swine to change} Prof. Moore—About how large a 
the location of these houses, and it is as woul bapa Mi Sere et Ht 
a great disadvantage to have a er-| r. Pisner— ink two inches wou 
See house. It is a bad ‘dine to| be plenty. It doesn’t require much. 

have pigs in the same place year after The nest will all work down to one 

year. We overcome that by not hav- side and the brood sow comes in and 

ing any hogs for at least four or = pigs are away from her. 
months in the winter in the pens that} Mr. Martiny—I used these little cot- 
we expect to use as farrowing pens. | tages once for farrowing and I took 

We clean them out thoroughly in the/@nd put a fence post raised just 
fall, and in that way we overcome toa enough. The sow would lie along 
great extent the danger of keeping this upper side and the pigs were al- 
hogs in one place year after year. ways safe. 
Question—Those cottagé pens are| Question—How do you ventilate? 

yasily removed? i Mr. Fisher—We ventilate a good 
Mr. Fisher—Oh, yes, you can handle| deal as it is in a dairy barn, but with 

a few pens that way. these low hog houses we use there is 

Mr. Hardy—I raised two hundred!a good deal of ventilation by the door
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on tcp. If it is a warm day, those; Question—How old do you have your 
doors are always open. [nis before you wean them? 

Mr. Stiles—How long do you keep! wr. Fisher—I don’t like to wean a 
a sow shut up before she farrows? | little pig at all, unless I want te breed 

Mr. Fisher—Perhaps three weeks be-| tho sow; then, perhaps, at two months fore she farrows. She knows her place | old. I prefer to let them wean them- 
and comes there and for about two) selves, but if I was going to wean them weeks be‘ore she farrows we put her| I would shut the brood sow up and let in there continuously, especially at) the little pigs run out on the pasture 

: night. Somevody has spoken about) and come in to the sow when they 
sugar beets here. We feed our sows! want to. We feed the sow ary feed roots or potatoes every day for five or| ang in a few days the pigs wean them- 
six weeks before they farrow. leelvod 

ae eee ear an | Question—Wouldn’t a little chaff or 
eee — ~ ay *|cut straw be better for the farrowing . and not very much of that, put in a} 9 pen? few days before she farrows, so that 

the sow has that compact for her nest,| Mr. Fisher—If you but it in a few Question—How often do you change “Ys before, she gets it cut up, so that 
that? there is no danger of the little pigs 

Mr. Fisher—Hvery four or five days, | setting mixed up in it. 
sometimes oftener. | 

oo 
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FEEDING SWINE. 
i 

DAVID IMRIE, Roberts, Wis. | 

something laxative, so that the sow’s j 

system will be in proper condition. 

During the winter give the sows the 

clover heads and leaves that accumu- ie 

ain tei late on the barn floor; they will relish ; 
r an " = them. hia 

. ’ Don’t neglect exercise. Let them ii 

—=— =| |have the run of the barnyard, provid- | 
ing you have no horses or colts in the a 

" yard to chase them, as I have lost | i 
ae . quite a number of pigs from this | 

cause. Keep charcoal, ashes and salt ' 
before your hogs at all times. I like 4 { 
Mr. Theo. Louis’ mixture, which is 1 
eight bushels of charcoal, one-half 
bushel of wood ashes, eight pounds of 

me salt. Mix the compound well, then 
es AS dissolve one and one-fourth pounds of 

. copperas in a pail of hot water and 
ge sprinkle on the mixture, shoveling it 

sso over, then put it in a self-feeding box, | 
: =| | with a cover to keep out the rain and Hi 

snow, and let them help themselves. Hi 
E After the little pigs arrive, do not be | i! 

too good to the mother and feed her hii 
Mr. Imrie. all she can eat, but give her a drink yas 

of warm water with a little bran or 

After having the hogs bred as Mr.|Shorts in it. Increase her feed grad- 

Martiny has told you, and housed and ually, taking about ten days or two | 

cared for by Mr. Fisher, it will not be weeks to get her on full feed, then | 

hard to feed them. [feed her all she will eat up clean | 

|three times a day, and provide her | 
The Breeding Stock. |with a good pasture and plenty of 

We will commence with the breed-| fresh water. 

ing stock. Separate them from the | We never try to coax the little pigs | 

ones you intend to fatten, give them/to eat, but feed the mother well and | 
plenty of range on good pasture with|they will begin to eat with her, then } 
some grain to keep them in good con-|we arrange a yard so that the little } 
dition. Their feed should consist large-| ones can get in but not the old ones. | 

ly of middlings and oats. We feed| We place in this shallow troughs and | 
the middlings in slop and the ae the little fellows skim milk and | 
whole, scattering them on a feeding|middlings and soaked corn. Be } 
floor or on the ground, and a little|careful to keep these troughs clean } 
corn as the weather grows colder, ada-| and only let them have what they will tt 
ing some roots fed raw three or four;clean up. If there is any left, clean | 
weeks before farrowing. If you have) it out and give it to the old hogs. In | 
no roots, feea some bran and oil meal,! warm weather we simply soak our | 

5 | 

j 
Hil
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middlings, ground succotash and oat-) is five or six inches high. Later you meal from one feed to the next. In!can sow some rape alone, which will winter I like to have the slop warm. | give you excellent results as a pasture. We seldom wean our pigs, but if you! We sow rape in a part of our corn at are obliged to wean, shut up the! the last cultivation (about three mothers and let the pigs have their! pounds per acre) and when the corn is liberty. Now feed these pigs well | ripe turn the hogs in to the field, giv- and keep them growing, so that you: ing them only enough to last them can get them on the market before| two or three weeks. 
cold weather, weighing 185 to 250; Of course you lose the fodder, but it 

hoe ere Se ae 

i 

p 

Ready for the Cornfield “Bonnie View.” 

pounds. We never confine our pigs in; saves a good deal of work and it is at small yards or pens to fatten, unless) a time when we are very busy cutting it is the last week or two. | our corn and filling the silos and with 
the scarcity and high price of hired Pasture. boat I think it is as good a way to har- In northern Wisconsin, where we can | vest a part of the crop as I ever found. grow clover in abundance, there is| We have a large acreage of corn every nothing better for a hog pasture. | year and an abundance of fodder with- . June grass makes an excellent) out this and I have never seen hogs do spring and fall pasture. If you} better than when they have had free ac- have neither, sow some barley or) cess to a corm field with rape in it and rape, or oats and rape as early in|a good clover patch by way of variety. the spring as you can work the ground | We always feed some slop composed and again in two weeks and turn the | of middlings or ground succotash and hogs on same when the barley or oats|skim milk and water at this time. Raw
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| 

pumpkins fed during the fattening | Kafir cornmeal dry; and a fourth lot, 

period I have also found beneficial. Kafir cornmeal wet. The gains per hog 

in the nine weeks from the different 
Alfalfa Hay for Pigs. methods of feeding were as follows: 

The Kansas Experiment Station has 

recently reported the results of experi- Pounds. 

ments made during the fall of 1898 to| Kafir cornmeal dry and alfalfa hay 90.9 

test the value of alfulfa hay fed to pigs| Kafir corn whole ....... ....+-.-.59.4 

receiving all the grain they could eat.| Kafir cornmeal fed dry ....... .--52.4 

The pigs averaging 125 pounds each|Kafir cornmeal fed wet .......-. 63.3 

: aaa | 

z. eal | 

Farm Buildings “Bonnie View,” Home of David Imrie. | } 

were placed in lots of ten in large pens; At the end of the experiment, the 

provided with shelter sheds open to|alfalfa-fed pigs were well fattened and 

the south. Alfalfa hay of the best| were marketed. It is estimated that 

quality was fed ury in a large, se a normal conditions it would have 

trough, the pigs receiving in addition| taken four or five weeks longer to put 

all the black-hulled white Kafir corn| the other lots into good marketable 
they could eat without waste. The} condition. | 

animals were given more hay than | The gain from feeding alfalfa hay 

they would eat and they consumed | with Kafir cornmeal fed dry, over the 
only the leaves and finer stems. jmeal alone fed dry, was more than 

Beginning November 24 and continu-' seventy-three per cent. Ten hogs in | 

ing nine weeks, one lot of pigs was fed nine weeks were fed 656 pounds of al- 

alfalfa hay and Kafir cornmeal dry; a’ falfa hay and for each 7.83 pounds of 

second lot, Kafir corn dry; a third lot,|alfalfa hay fed with dry Kafir corn-
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meal, the hogs gained 3.4 pounds | If we will only keep this in mind, 
over those having dry Kafir corn-' that the hog requires a variety of, 
meal alone, a gain of 868 pounds of foods, also some bulk to his food, it is pork per ton of alfalfa hay. These re- not hard to feed hogs in Wisconsin and 
sults are rot due to the feeding value make good money thereby. 
of the alfalfa alone, but also to its | 
influence in aiding the hogs to better 
digest the Kafir corn. The alfalfa hay] DISCPASION- 
also gave a variety to the ration, mak-' Prof. Moore—Do you have any dif- 
ing it more appetizing and inducing ficulty with having sows eat their 
the hogs to eat more grain. pigs? 

The ten hogs having grain alone ate Mr. Imrie—I never have had that dif- 

ae ae i a hae - ak Sees ig 

a 
oe ‘ - 

se Se / ‘ — 

Aa ~~ 

y 3 

Ma Y ! ) as ran | 
3 | ‘ | 

Mortgage Lifters at Lunch, “Bonnie View.” 

3,885 pounds of dry Kafir cornmeal,|ficulty in all my experience in hog 
while the ten hogs having hay and! raising. I think it is altogether due to 
grain ate 4,679 pounds of the Kafir the manner of feeding the sow before 
cornmeal and 656 pounds of alfalfa she farrows. If her system is in the 

hay. | Tight condition, there is no danger of 
The hay-fed hogs ate more grain, her eating her pigs. 

and gained more for each bushel | Question—You spoke of feeding 
eaten. |Toots for a while before farrowing. Is 

This experiment not only shows us’ there any objection to feeding them all 
the value of alfalfa as a food for hogs, | winter? 
but the value of having a variety and! Mr. Imrie—No, sir, not if you have 
also some bulky feed in connection | plenty of roots. 
with the concentrated feeds. ' Mr. Fisher—It is very seldom that
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sows will eat their pigs if properly fed|skim milk who handle fall pigs to ad- i | 

en rocts or some ether such food. They | vantage. . {i 

never do it in the summer time. I| Mr. Fisher—That 1s what I meant 1 

have elways noticed it is those sows| when I spoke of raising only one litter. 14 

that have been fed on a very rich diet, Mr. Roberts—One word of warning 1 

such as grain. We have overcome it, in regard to feeding barley to brood | 

entirely by feeding roots and po-;sows. It is very constipating, and I 

tatoes. would not want to feed it for some | 

Mr. Gocdrich—I notice that all these| time before farrowing. | 

hog men, as well as other breeders of| Question—Does alfalfa make a bet- } 

thorough bred stock, recommend the’ ter pasture for pigs to run on than Had 

raising of but one litter of pigs in the clover? { 

year from a sow. Now, is that the| Mr. Imrie—No, I think not. I id 
best way for our ordinary farmers? It , SPOke of this to illustrate the value of ied 

seems to me it costs too much to keep! giving some bulky food to pigs. You hat 

a sow a year to raise but one litter of ;Ca%0ot pasture it very close. j 
pigs. If I am wrong about this, 1 Questicn—Do you cook your feed? ea 

have been making a mistake ever Mr. Imrie—No, nothing but the f 

since I commenced to raise hogs, be roots, that is, potatoes. If I hada Waa 

cause it has always been my practice large quantity of potatoes in the fall i 

to raise two litters a year, and I think | and wanted to feed thém, I would cook | 
I got just as good growth out of each them. it 
litter as if I had raised only one. 1} Question—If you were feeding rye or tay 

hz ve in mind now on= sow that raised >atley, wouldn't you cook it? bad 

me sixty pigs in three years, two lit- Mr. Imrie—No, we never have. I bal 

ters each year, an average of ten. Of would grind rye in all cases before I | 

course this sow was unusually good. | fed it to pigs and simply soak it. 1 
Mr. Culbertson—Tell us about the like it warm in the winter, but there is i 

poor one now. 5 [ee savnaiaee a cooking it unless the { 

Mr. Goodrich—I had a poor one that P88 like it etter that way. Some- La 
only raised three pigs, and only had ae ” seenne fe ie up to the | 

one litter in the year. _ pane ; a - at practically | 

ee ea feed -hariey: Mr. Fisher—To feed potatoes to fat- | 
tening hogs, it is very necessary to | 

Mr. Imrie—I never have fed much’ cook them, but to feed them to brood 

barley, but it is good feed. In regard| sows, it is not, because if you boil the 
to what Mr. Goodrich has said, I think) ines aon ace srouiae tha very emack 
breeders feel that if they raise two! that you are after in feeding it, or any 

litters a year they cannot sell the al oer root. 

pis to as good advantages they can| "Mr. Convey-_What is uccotah? Gels aden litters of falls ana| Mr. Imrie—It is wheat _ and oats 

all the spring pigs that we can, as our Brose oreo: 1: We pow it Balt and » half, and we grind it just in that 
ae nies We ee ais enouth | shape | 

MES to Uso Up wae we have,! Question—What ration do you con- | 
sr sats feos = advantage in the! sider best to feed the sow after far- 

er, but if we raised as many as we | rowing when she would be on full feed, | 
do in the spring it would be harder to) yp to the time of weaning pigs? ; 

ee them in the winter in this} Mr. Imrie—Middlings and succo- 

2 tash. Middlings is the main part of hig 
Mr. Culbertson—I think it is mostly|the slop, and of course good corn and } | 

dairymen who have a large quantity of|the more skim milk the better. | 
. | 

| 

ti
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Question—What is the matter feeding, but I would soak it in every 
oats and peas? case. 

Mr. Imrie—That is all right in local-| Question—For small pigs, would it 
ities where you can grow peas. |be advisable to feed ground feed raw 
Question—How about rye for the/or scalded? 

swill for the sows? Mr. Imrie—I don’t think it makes 
Mr. Imrie—I have never fed much any difference if it is soaked in the 

rye. summer time. In winter we use warm 
Question—Can’t you get just as|water for soaking. 

good results from skim milk and} Question—In the winter time, if you 
middlings without the corn? take barley and oats ground together 

Mr. Imrie—No, sir, not when they|and take boiling hot water and scald 
are on pasture. that feed and allow it to soak three or 
Question—Do you consider rape/four hours, wouldn’t it be more di- 

very good [ati pasture? gestible for young pigs in cold 
Mr. Imrie—Yes, we sow rape—if we| weather. 

have no clover. If we should be in} Mr. Imrie—Perhaps; if they will eat 
such a condition, and I think We will/it better I would cook it. 
be this spring we will sow some rape] Mr. Arnold—If you had just enough 
and barley early in the epring and turn| milk to feed your pigs and have them 
them on it when the barley is about six| thrive, would you think it a good plan 
inches high. Then we sow rape in our|to buy some more hogs and mix with 
corn @. the last cultivation and turn|that some cornmeal? 
them into that later. Mr. Imrie—I never have fed pigs on 

Mr. Convey—It is all nonsense to|milk alone and I don’t think I will 
discrimnate against corn the way some|ever try it. Be sure to have corn 
people do. They feed their sows upon! with your milk, and I believe that the 
highly nitrogenous food and they get|experiments at the different stations 
their digestions out of condition. There| snow that you will be wise to put in 
is no reason why we should not feed a|about one pound of cornmeal to three 
certain amount of corn for summer] pounds of milk to get the best results. 
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; E. NORDMAN, Polar, Wis. 
} 

a |the nannies that do not take readily i 

y > ~ |to their young can be confined in a { 

y ? N “ | small pen by themselves with their 

J » !kids. From one to three days of this 

4 \ | confinement makes of the old nannies 

I N the best of mothers. 

hf Ee N When angora goats have access to 

/ . ‘ \\ |brush, especially the twigs and rae 

i \ | branches of trees that have been cut | 

i 5 a \ | down for wood or logs in clearing 

| 2 a land, there is no other animal on the I 
ae farm that can be carried through the | 

| . j winter on so little feed. They will 
| ge ] eat the bark and browse of soft wood i 
\ = N } ‘trees with a relish, and do well on it, | 
\ 5 i | with a very little timothy hay night | 

VN 4“ y #/ \and morning in addition. My sheep 
ee of y/ | Would certainly starve on the feed 

N . wo y/ | that is keeping the goats in prime | 

N \ y | breeding condition. | 
N A y | Our goats were bred so as to drop hey 

| their young during the last part of | | 

| April and the first of May. We havea | 

j Small brush lot near the house in | 
Mr. Nordman. | Which they will be kept during this } \ 

The angora goat is useful for the time, so they will make us very little 

production of meat and mohair and for| €xtra work and expense. If they were 

the help it is in clearing land of brush| to kid earlier, I suppose it would be | | 
and weeds. It is said that there are| necessary to feed the nannies a milk- Big 

very few pure-bred angoras in the| Producing food, so they would be ready bi" 

United States, much the greater part|tc supply their young with nourish- | | 
of those now here being the result of! ment, but where they drop their young ee 

a cross of the pure-bred angora on the|the first of May, or thereabouts, they | 

common brown goat. For all practi get the proper nourishment from buds 
cal purposes, however, the high grades, | and leaves that come out at this time 

fifteen-sixteenths or above, are as| of the year and a little earlier and they 

valuable as the pure-breds. |do not neéd anything else. 
In regard to the increase, I Betiere) The angora goat is also much hard- 

this is about the same with the angora|iér than is the sheep. We have had | 

goat as with sheep. The nannies|none die yet and have not even had \ 
have one or two kids each once al them out of condition sufficiently to | 
year and after the first two or thres| make it noticeable. There are no hi 

days they seem to be as fond of their/scrubby ones in our flock, although } 

young as are the ewes. | they were not sorted out last fall, and | 
At kidding time it is necessary to|all of them seem to be in the best of 

shut the goats in some enclosure, so| health. 5 

| 
Li
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Value of Mohair. jcoats about this time and soon lose 
The value of the mohair and the the mest of it running in the brush if 

amount of it that one animal will it 1s not taken from them. Shorn at | 
shear, depends largely upon the grade this time, they will not suffer from 
of the beast, and, other things being the cold if they have a dry place at 
equal, the higher the grade the better, night that is sheltered from the wind. 
the quality, and the greater the quan- 7 
tity of mohair that one animal will | Goat Used for Food. 
shear. A fifteen-sixteenth cross will| The flesh of the angora goat is much 
shear from two and one-half to four/ tne same as mutton or venison, depend- 
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“Pasha Columbia” champion of 1901; sold for $1,050.00. Picture from 
“American S heep Breeder.” 

pounds, according to the way it has{ing upon the way it has been fed. It 
been reared and kept. This mohair! is regularly sold in the markets of 
should bring from thirty to forty cents’ Chicago and other places and goes to 
per pound, according to its quality.,the consumer as mutton, with no ma- 
The lower grades, however, produce terial injury to any one as the result of 
mohair that is worth no more than the deception. When it gets the prin- 
wool and they shear a great deal less, cipal part of its feed off of wild brush 
than the high grades. jlands, it is said that the meat takes 

To get all the mohair, it is necessary on the flavor of venison. We used it 
to shear not later than the 25th of on our table last fall and the help 
March in the climate of northern Wis-| liked it as well as either beef or mut- 
consin. They begin to shed their{ton.
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Angora Goat Without Odor. |two hundred rods, are built of cedar 

I am often asked regarding the odor| posts placed eight and ten feet apart, 

of these animals, it being thought by! with two boards six inches wide 

many that they have the same loud | nailed to the bottom and four barb 

smell as the common goat. Such is, wires above the boards. The two 

rot the case, however. They are as hundred rods are built of woven wire. 

iree from offensive odors as any other, These fences are never molested by 

animal on the farm. jany of the domestic animals and no 

Goats nct a Protection Agaiast Dogs. | more £0 by the goats than any of the 

We see it advertised frequently that) others. 
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“Aztec,” the champion angora goat of 1903, sold for $1,400. Picture from 

“American Sieep Breeder.” 

a few angora goats in a flock of sheep, Gcats Valuad!e Help in Clearing Brush 

are a protection against dogs. From) Land. 

the way that my flock runs for the) hen the angora goat can be bought 
yard on the approach of a strange dog, | at a reasonable price, say $3.00 each or 

1 am led to believe that the angora|thereabout, it will pay every man who 
goat cannot be credited with this | has a considerable quantity of brush 
virtue. My goats are about as ready! jand to clear up to get a flock. They 

to take aiarm and get out of the way | do better on this kind of land than 
of danger as the sheep are, the only)sheep do and besides destroy more 

difference being that the goats can run | brush. But it must be remembered 

jaster. that they are not so large as sheep and 

Foncee. sta in the open market for their 
meat alone wiil not bring as much per 

In regard to fencing, it is sufficient | head as sheo will. Their fleeces also 

to say that any fence that will turn j are not so valuable on the average as 

sheep or hegs is good enough for an- those of sheep. On this account I 

gora goats also. My fences, all except, would not think it advisable to pay
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the big prices that have so far ob-| Question—You say you balance your 
tained in northern Wisconsin for the | rations with timothy hay. Are trees 
angora goat, but ata reasonable price 1!and bark protein or carbinaceous? 
repeat that it pays to have them it| Mr. Nordman—I can’t say. I know 
there is work for them to do and the! they do well on bark and twigs and 
fences are built in such a way as to| timothy hay. 
keep them in their place. Mr. Croman—I heard of angoras 

As I see it, the angora goat question} selling as high as $1,500.00 last year. 
may be summed up about as follows. It} Would you advise us to buy that 
pays to get guats in the place of sheep| kind of fancy stock? 
if one is prepared to purchase a fair-/ Mr. Nordman—Not unless a person 
sized flock and has the brush land for| wanted to breed fancy stock. 
them to work on. The purchase price) A Member—In Chicago we are us- 
of the grade angora should not, how-|ing goats to clean up the streets. They 
ever, greatly exceed the price of sheep! will eat anything from old rocks to 
and they should be bought in sufiicient | political newspapers. 
numbers to make it pay for the extra; Capt. Arnold—Will the angoras 
fencing that would have to be done on| leave good grass for bushes? 
their account, but on cleared up farms,| Mr. Nordman—Not good grass, but 
or where there are not to exceed five| they will leave short grass and go into 
or ten acres of brush land ontheplace,|the brush. If we have blue grass 
in my opinion it will pay better to|four or five inches high, they will eat 
stick to the sheep and use the axe or;that in preference to going into the 
brush scythe on the large, tough | crush. 
bushes that the sheep will not de- Capt. Arnold—My neighbor says 
stroy. they will eat the brush always in pref- 

sian: = erence to grass, and I conclude that is 
DISCUSSION. [erate good testimony that he doesn’t 

have good grass. 
Question—Will goats climb trees} Mr. Nordman—I have goats and and bend them down to eat off the| sheep running in the same pasture, 

leaves? the sheep usually keep the grass 
Mr. Nordman—Yes, if the trees are| down pretty well, so the goats prefer small enough. A bush five or six feet|the leaves rather than pick after the is usually destroyed by the angoras. sheep. 
Question—How thick? Mr. Stiles—Will they go out in 
Mr. Nordman—Well, say half 20 your orchard or where the raspberries inch, maybe a trifle more. are and destroy them? 
Question—Do you confine them to| Mr, Nordman—lIt cost me 410.00 for 

small pastures, or large pastures? my goats having been in a neighbor’s 
Mr. Nordman—Mine run out ina orchard last spring. 

thirty-acre field. I have three re | Capt. Arnold—Will they cut down a 
dred acres of wood pasture fenced up, /tree when they are hungry? 
they run on that, and I notice they; mr. Nordman—They will kill small 
clean the brush up as far as they go. | soft wood trees by eating the bark 
Question—How many have you? from them as high up as they can 
Mr. Nordman—Thirty-five. reach. Poplars, basswood, balsam 
Mr. Daniels—Is it necessary to house! and older bushes are among the kinds them in the winter time? of timber which they destroy in this Mr. Nordman—Not more so than way. 

sheep. We have a place for them Question—Will they go for any kind that is dry and sheltered from ed! brush on your brush land? 
wind. Mr. Nordman—yYes, they eat the
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leaves of any kind of brush that grows Mr. Nordman—I don’t think they do, 

on my farm, but only the bark from|any more than any other animal. 

the soft wood trees. Mr. Utter—You wouldn’t recommend 

Mr. Reynolds—They kill a good deal) a horticulturist to go into angoras? 

of the brush by walking over the Mr. Nordman—No, sir. Fruit trees 

roots, don’t they? | won’t do well where angoras are kept. 

GOOD ROADS. 

CHAS, T. HARRISON, Special Agent and Road Expert, Office of Public Road 

Inquiries, Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 

rs ee |your state, and close attention paid 

da > land enthusiasm manifested wherever 

y 2 =r ‘S | such talks were given. It is this meet- 

/ J if Sepak: 3 | ing together and discussing great ques- 

I Rit aaa | tions that bring results. 

i ea 5 There is no question of greater im- 

A ae |portance before the American people 

ff ~. |today than this question of improved 

i Y 4 roads. We have the greatest country 

i | eae and the poorest roads of any on the 

{| Ce globe. Why this latter condition 

pee a should prevail is a wonder to all other 

| er countries. Possibly, in the mad rush 

1 a am P| for wealth, such a little (?) thing as 

\ a re! the common road has been overlooked, 

\ ° ys and yet, it is over this common road 

: N en / that 90 per cent, of all the products of 

\  - | y jthe country have to pass before the 

¥ Sa 4 9 y i market is reached. Did you ever stop 

‘ b i y \to think of that? Again, the railroads 

S y have so penetrated every portion of 

NS a the country, that they seemed to fill 

ee eS every niche; but with the expansion of 

—— the country and the greater demands 

for our goods and products, public 

Mr. Harrison. roads are in demand and, in this age of 
. the best, the new roads should be of 

It is certainly an earnest of the great| the best; hence this agitation. It is 

interest taken in the subject of good/ this matter of transportation that must 

roads in this state when the Office of| be considered, if we would reap the 

Public Road Inquiries in the United| benefits to be derived from this in- 

States Department of Agriculture! creased demand for our products. It 

should be asked to send a missionary] is a well-known fact that wagon trans- 

to “swing around the circle” of Farm- portation over bad roads is a big and 

ers’ Institutes and to appear at this| costly item. There may be some here 

great Round-up. | who do not know what a vast sum of 

For the past month good roads talks money is thrown away annually by 

have been given in various portions of | reason of bad roads. A few facts con-
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cerning that wa:.e may not be amiss | ernment, the best roads exist. Take our A few years ago, the Office of Public} own country for example; in the early Road Inquiries investigated the rian, of the past century, our govern- ter; it was found that the average! ment did build roads and paid all the 
Jength of haul by wagon was twelve! cost, and the comparatively small miles and that it cost twenty-five cents! amount of work done showed it to be 
per ton per mile to haul it, or $3.00 for | well done, and of a character that has the haul. The total tonnage Was withstood the travel of all the years 300,000,000, the consequent cost being) that have passed. Now, what was the 
$900,000,000.-. Comparisons were had | result after the government abandoned 
with the haul in foreign countries, road building? Why, the -work was 
where good roads prevailed, showing | turned over to the states, and by the 
the average cost in those countries, | states to the counties, gradually get- 
over good roads, to be a fraction over| ting into the hands of purely local of- eight cents per ton. per mile. This| ficials. ‘1..e result is the lack of any 
seemed to conclusively prove that the | system at all, except that antiquated 
bad roads of this country entailed a relic, the working-out system. You 
loss of over $600,000,000 annually. But | know well how little good results there- 
the average citizen will ask “How does;from. And who is to blame? The 
this effect me, individually?” ~ If people themselvés. 
there has ever been a time when there | For an example, take Wisconsin. 
was a great demand for corn, hogs or! Time and time again has your great any other marketable product, with a! state had good measures, designed to 
consequently high price, that you were better existing ccnditions, before its prevented from hauling right at that legislature, but the people failed to in- 
time, you have had your share in the struct its representatives to grant this Toss above mentioned. If good roads relief and the measures have failed, It 
will reduce the cost of hauling two-|is but just, however, to except those thirds, why not try to have them? bodies, notably Farmers’ Institutes, “But,” you will say, “we cannot afford | that have endorsed such measures and them, they cost monéy, and we cannot | petitioned the legislature to pass pro- So tax ourselves.” How about that. gressive laws. 
other tax, the greatest that we have to] The same objection made by the pay—the Mud Tax? You pay that! states against national aid is made by every year and, until better roads! the counties against state aid, of any come, that tax will continue to pe, Rind: Under such aid the burden of levied and you will have to pay it. The) cost is so distributed that all the peo- 
people of this state and country have) ple pay all the cost of the roads. This a means of relief in state and national is but fair, as the roads are not per- 
aid. The latter worked successfully | sonal property, but everybody has the 
in the younger days of the republic! perfect right to use them, and every- and, under wise administration, oi should be given an opportunity work again. The former, state aid,|to help pay for them. In the states has worked well wherever tried. lien state aid, the utmost satisfac- _ tion prevails, and if an effort should be Objections Raised Against Govern- made to return to the primitive sys- 

mental Aid. tems, or lack of systems, of road build- There are people who decry against ing, a greater fight would result than , the general government building or|the fight made when such laws were helping to build roads. The cry of| first precented for enactment. There paternalism is raised; but you all are many forms of state aid, such as probably know that in those countries giving money for building roads, em- where the roads are built by the gov-| powering counties and local districts to
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issue bonds, use of convict labor, en- cording to its means. In this work 
couraging or demanding the use of| great good has been done the past few 

wide tires, authorizing the purchase of | years in many of the states.. Being an 

improved machinery, substituting the| office in the Department of Agriculture, 

cash system for the too prevailing one| its first work was done at, or in con- 

of working out the road tax, etc., any| nection with, State Experiment Sta- 

one of which would be a step forward. | tions; but in more recent years aid has 

On my first visit. to your senate; been given wherever communities were 
chamber, two years ago, I was much| willing to co-operate to the extent of 

struck by the motto above the presid-|furnishing materials and labor; the 

ing officer’s chair—‘Progression”—| office furnishing the necessary machin- 

aud as I listened to the talk against] ery, ,experts to run the same, and 
the good roads bill, then before the|skilled supervision. In furnishing 

senate and heard the result of the vote| machinery for such work, we have 

turning the bill down, that motto! been aided by the manufacturers and 

seemd to change its form to “Retro-|railroads. Under existing conditions, 

gression.” The people of this state|our work wil! continue on those lines, 

need to bestir themselves in this mat-|or until sufficient funds are appropri- 
ter, and see to it that the state’s motto; ated whereby object lesson roads can 
means what it implies, and the state| be constructed free of expense to the 

jumps into line with those other states | communities. 
that are progressive in this great ques- 

tion, that is of the most vital im- The Work in Wisconsin. 
portance to all the people. A few years ago, a man known to 

many of you, either personally or by 
Aim of the National Good Roads Asso- reputation, who has done more in the 

ciation. cause of education in this state than 
The National Good Roads Associa-|any other single person, in the form cf 

tion, which is doing great good in| establishing county normal and agri- 
educating the people of this country| cultural schools, traveling libraries, 
along the lines of road improvement,|in common school work and as a re- 
has for its motto, “Organization, Agi-! gent of the university,—I refer to Hon. 
tation, Education, Legislation.” In|J. H. Stout, of Menomonie,—in order 
that motto is summed up the pith of that the peple could know more about 
the matter. In order to get results | modern, improved roads, had one con- 
you must organize bodies to work for! structed near his home, at his own ex- 
road improvement, keep up an agita-| pense. This work was done under the 
tion that will educate the people and| direction of my father the late E. G. 
then, and not till then, you will be able Harrison, the first special agent and 
to get legislation that will enable you|road expert of Road Inquiry, who has 
to go forward. | tragwentty appeared before your In- 

What the Office of Public Road leet Shee sige ee 
quiries is Doing. ponaens and methods were used, and 

It is in the line of education that the! a road built that is good today, though 
Office of Public Road Inquiries is es-| but little attention has been given to 
pecially exerting itself, not only in, it since its construction. A valuable 
sending out missionaries to appear be- bulletin, well illustrated, describing 
fore such bodies as this, and in the dis-|the work in all its branches and con- 
seminating of valuable information in taining valuable information on road 
the shape of bulletins—and circulars, | building, has been issued by the State 
but in the construction of object lanka Station, and is here to be 
son roads, where invited to do so, ac-|distributed. I would recommend its
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reading by all interested in the work) is “one that is firm, smooth and con- 
of road improvement. j venient for travel at all seasons of the 

In building this road Senator stout | year; a most desirable definition, as 
builded a monument to himself greater | you will probably admit. 
than that erected to the memory of} While the building of roads is looked 
“The Father of His Country,” in that| upon as something too great to under- 

Senator Stout’s monumentis one-half| take, it is but a simple thing, after all; 

mile long, and can be ridden or) there are but three things necessary to 

walked over by all, whereas the latter| the work, according to one of the fore- 

is less than one-fourth as large and| most road-builders of the day, and they 

stands straight up in the air. In rec-)can be summed up into one word, viz: 

ognition of his great interest in the| 1. Drainage; 2. Drainage; 3. Drain- 

good roads cause, Senator Stout was | age. To this, however, it would be 

later made @ special agent of the Of-| well to add the word “grading,” for 

fice of Public Road Inquiries for the|one cannot be had without giving the 

Middle-Western Division, embracing|other. Drainage may be had in two 
nineteen states, and it was my proud! ways, viz: 1st. by surface draining, by 
privilege to have been made his as-| proper shaping and ditching; 2d. un- 

sistant during his occupancy of the| derground draining by tiling. The 

position. | cause of bad roads is—water, and 

Another object lesson road is ex-| water is the greatest coward known; it 

pected to be built, the present year, in will always run if you give it a chance. 
your state at Tomah, in response to/ But, too often, we dam it in the roads. 
urgent requests from citizens, backed| Ex-State Senator Earle, of Michigan, 
by Congressman Esch. Here, as in|once got off this toast at a banquet of 
other places where such work has|the L. A. W. in Connecticut: 
been done, improved machinery and| “Here's to King Mud. Dam him? No. 
methods will be used, and an oppor- | For if you dam him, he will grow; 
tunity given for all road supervisors; Ditch him, drain him, roll him, stone 
and interested citizens to be present to him, 
study those methods and gain informa-| Then the Arch Fiend will have to go.” 

tion. When water leaves the clouds it 
Pending the enactment of laws that| seeks to reach the center of the earth, 

will ai? you to further the work on| but meets with obstructions; accord- 
broader lines, you have a great deal | ing to the density of these obsructions 

to do and the question is “How shall it/is its capability of getting away. If 
be done?” While it is true that only | porous sand or gravel it goes quickly, 
the best results come from a definite) if of clay it has to be assisted. Earth 
system, much good can be done if we| is composed of voids, if it were not so, 
know how to apply common sense) air and water could not get in to nour- 

principles. One thing our Office en-|ish plant life; this is as it should be, 

deavors to do is to show how local ma-| but in road construction these voids 

terials and conditions can be best| must be filled up or pressed together 
utilized, and for a time we will discuss|to keep water out. It has been found 
the question from a practical stand-|that a cubic foot of earth contains 25 
point. per cent. of voids near the surface, 

through which water readily passes, 
Some Things Essential for Successful but farther down there are but 12 per 

Road Building. cent. or 15 per cent., owing to travel 
A road, as generally defined, is a' having compacted the earth, making it 

Place or way upon which one may harder for water to get away. By 
travel (when one can). In my aieiet| senting a vacuum water will flow; by 

state, New Jersey, the legal definition | tiling you will have made that vacuum.
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Of course, having made it, an outlet;counts most in improvement of any 

will have to be provided for the wate: | kind. 
to get away from the road. It is too often thought that anybody 

Grade to provide surface drainage,|can build a road, but a greater mistake’ 

as well as to lower hills and raise hol-| was never made. When you want your 

lows. In many sections of the coun-| watch repaired, you do not take it to a 

try, the cutting down of hills would be/blacksmith; when you want your 

a great advance in road improvement) horse shod, you do not go to a shoe 

alone; by taking three feet from a hill;maker; when you want a house or 

and putting it in a hollow, the grade) barn, or silo built, you get men who 
has been lessened six feet. The tess | understand the business, but when it 
the grade the lighter the load; the/is the common road that is to be built 
smoother tHe surface the less int repaired, any sort of a man or boy 

grade should be. The National Pike,| will do for the work. That is all 

running from Cumberland, Ma.,| wrong, but it will prevail as long as 

through that state, West Virginia, Ohio| the present lack of system exists in so 

and into Indiana, built by the govern-| manv of the states. When a good su- 
ment in the early days of the country, | pervisor is elected, one who tries to do 

called for grades of not over eight feet|good work and does it to the best of 
to the hundred, but modern methods |his ability, keep him in office. The plan 
give from five to six feet as the great-|of changing supervisors at every elec- 

est, less being more desirable. “Go to, tion or two, to give somebody else a 
the ant, thou sluggard,” is good advice,|job, is a bad one and works to the 

except when applied to road building.| continued lack of improvement. 
If that is followed you will do like the 
ant and never go around an obstruc- 
tion. Ants evidently built the roads in mor ee we 

many sections of the country. 

In addition to intelligent supervi- 
batelligent Supervision Necessary for| sion inodern machinery should be 

Construction of Good Roads. used, it is indispensable to good work. 
Every road is capable of improve-|The most important for the work is, 

mert, and the best is none too good.|common sriuse, road grader, harrow 
If we cannot always have the best,|and roller. Without the first nothing 
what should be done? Use what na-|can be done; the second is familiar to 
ture has provided. There are sections| all of you, the third is used to pul- 
in your state where it has been said|verize clods and to more evenly dis- 
that there is no available material for| tribute or mix materials, and the last 
roads, and yet, I have seen, in those|—the roller—is the mason of construc- 
very sections. plenty of good material) ticn, in that it drives out the voids in 

that, if rightly applied, would vastly|the earth, and by its compression 
better the roads of that section. In|causes materials to more firmly ce- 
building new roads or improving old|ment together. The whole secret of 
ones, you should remember to get| keeping a road good after it has been 
above the water, and get water away| made is by the use of the roller. And 
from the roads to the nearest natural! in order to have any kind of a road, a 
outlet or running stream. Highways|firm foundation must be first had, 
are but primitive railroads. The lat-| whether the road be built of earth or 
ter are built. almost anywhere, by get-| foreign materials, and it is by repeated 
ting above the water, but they are| rolling that such a foundation is to be 
built by men who know, under intel-|had. It is as necessary to have a firm 
ligent supervision. It is this latter|foundaiion to the road as it is to a 
point,—intelligent supervision—that | house, barn or any other building.
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Different Kinds of Roads and How to) foundation for resurfacing with a 
Improve Them. | more lasting material, such as gravel, 

There are many kinds of roads that| stones, etc. 
may be built, such as common dirt| In the absence of the better ma- 
road; clay and sand, well mixed and|terials for road building, sand can 
rolled; gravel; burnt gumbo; mac-!Often be found, and it is surprising 

adam; tarred or bituminous mac-|how good roads can be made with 
adam; brick; steel tracks. nothing else than sand to mix with the 

If it is a common earth road that is|earth. This should be mixed intelli- 

to be improved, you must look after|sently, the best method being to pre- 
‘ the grading and drainage, then with| pare the road as though a dirt road 

the gtader shape the road so that it| was to be built, observing-the methods 

will have a good crown, being careful|Stated, and spreading four or five 
not to scrape any grass, sods, sticks,| inches of sand on the earth to the 

stones or other foreign material on the} Width desired, then with the harrow 
road, for as sure as you do, you will thoroughly mix the sand with the earth 

not have a good road. Sod and grass and roll; then another layer of sand, 

will decay, causing holes to appear,| likewise well mixed with harrow and 

which will hold water; and for the|Trolled, should form a fairly durable 

same reason as to holes, sticks and|Toad for light traffic. 
stones should not be permitted to re-| In a similar manner can sand roads 
main in the scraped-up material. After|be treated with clay. In some sec- 
the earth has been scraped to the cen- tions, where rollers cannot be had, 

ter of the road, a harrow may, in some|the sand or clay, according to the 
cases, be advantageously run over the| foundation material,- is put on as de 
road, to pulverize the clods and take scribed, and left for travel to mix. Of 

out objectionable material, then the| Course, that takes several months fre- 
roller should be put on; this will drive} quently, and the work has to be gone 
the voids together, tending to make a over oftener, but good results follow 

tight road. ‘Without a roller on earth|in the end. 
roads, you simply have a loose field| It is by the use of machinery that 

where plant life would flourish, butlauick results are obtained and, in 

with rolling, a hard surface is formed,|this age, quickness counts. It is to 
whereby water will not stay on it and| get quick results on the farm that im- 
grass will be less likely to grow. By| proved machinery is bought and newer 

the use of a road grader without the| methods employed, but on the road, lit- 

roller, the ruads are virtually sub-|tle machinery and, too often, no 
soiled and, while sub-soiling is all|methods are the rules. Agriculture 
right for the farm, it is all wrong for}and good roads go hand in hand, at 

aroad. Loose earth piled in the road|least they should, but improved 

will hold water, the earth becomes} methods and machinery on the farm 
spongy after rains, and the ruts of}and none on the roads are agricultural 
wagons form troughs in which the} misfits. 
water will stay, creating a condition in| Should gravel be used as a covering 
summer that should not be. The roller|for the roads, the earth foundation 
will, to a much greater degree, tend to} must be prepared the same as for an 
keep water from going in the earth, its| earth road, and the gravel placed in 
smoother surface causing much of it|layers, evenly distributed and rolled. 
to flow off to the side ditches. It}Another important machine has been 

should be borne in mind, however,} mitted, and that is the sprinkler, 
that an earth road will be nothing| which can be used to advontage in any 
more than an earth road, but having|kind of road building. Gravel should 
been made firm it becomes a good|not be used if it is water-worn and
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smooth; bank gravel is to be prefer-jsooner or later find their way to the }! 
red. There should be enough ioam in| surface, leaving depressions in the sur- Pil 

it to form a bond. In macadamizing!face and permitting water to stand 

roads, broken stone ig used, that com-| therein. 
ing from a crusher being preferred to| While water is an enemy to good 

hand-broken stone, though many good | road construction, it is likewise a \ 

reads of the latter kind have been | necessity to such construction, but it 

built. In earlier days the stone was| must be applied knowingly. That the 

always prepared by hand, but that is|large stones will come to the surface 

too slow for modern times. The earth! may be illustrated by a basket of po- i 

foundation is carefully prepared and a|tatoes or apples. You may put the 

shoulder excavated cr made, the width|large ones in the bottom, but if on / 

of the improved portion, to hold the| your way to market you drive over a 

broken stone in place; the general rough road, you will probably find on © 

practice is to place in three layers, | arrival that they have changed places ‘ 

beginning with a course of stone of, and the little ones are at the bottom. | 

two and one-half or three inches in| Did youevernotice that? Judging from ; 

diameter, fcllowing with one and one-| your smiles, it would seem that you 

half inch stone, covering the whole have. Well, it works just that way on 
with screenings or the fine crushed|the road. If you can work on the plans 
stone. In other cases one and one-| mentioned and use the tools that are 
half inch stone is used for foundation necessary, and employ modern 

ard surface course; that was Macad- methods, you will be more likely to 

am’s idea, he saying that a stone that | keep the stones where they belong. It 

was tco large to go in the mouth of a is on. stone work that the roller proves 

man was too large for the road. The that it is the mason of construction, as 
size of the stone is largely determined | here its work of aiding in the cementa- 
by circumstances and the skilled road! tion of the material is best shown. 
yuilder will be able to determine that! When the screenings have been j 

point. | thoroughly rolled in, enough are add- | 

After the road bed has been formed! ed to the top to make a smooth finish, 
and thoroughly rolled to insure a! one that will effectually shed water 

hard foundation, the first course of| falling upon it. 
stone is placed and rolled; upon that| Modern road construction is but ) 
spread screenings or coarse sand and | putting a roof on the road, after all, | 
roll hard; except on certain kinds of and according to the material forn:- 

soil, water is not needed on the founda-| ing that roof depends its power to shed | | 
tion course. Upon this place the sec-| water. Have the roof water-tight and | . 
ond course of stone and roll; then wet) you will not be bothered by the frost | 
and roll and follow with the screen-| coming out of the ground in the spring. Hh 

ings. The water washes the finer| Take a wagon shed by way of illustra- j 

particles into the crevices in the stone, ees many, perhaps all of you, have 

filling them up and the roller settles | noticed that while the ground just on 

them there. Stone placed so loosely, | the outside is often so soft and muddy 

leaving travel to settle them, requires | that boards have to be thrown down 

a long time to make a road, the stones, | before you can reach the shed, that \ 

in the meantime, being scattered to the | inside the ground is perfectly dry, and 

sides and kicked and washed into the ;all because the roof has kept the ! 
gutters. Large stones in the founda- bicsatitre of snow and rain off the | 

tion course, except that course be the |ground. Without moisture there is i] ie 

Telford method of large stones set up- |no water; without water there is no a 
on. edge and rammed into the bed, are | mud; without mud, the clay roads | 
a detriment to good. work, as they will | would not be the terrors they so often } 

+ Lo
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are so many times during the year.|nothing better for permanent roads 

Have adry foundation and a tight'than stone, although that cannot al- 
roof, and you have a road that you can' ways be had within a reasonable cost. 

drive on at any season of the year. | Use what an All-wise Providence has 
How to Preserve Good Roads. | placed within your reach, and if that 

After the roads are constructed, | be not of the best, your roads will be 

care should be taken in their preser-| improved, so that after a time you will 
vation, and every depression and rut;be able to get something of a better 

formed should be immediately repaired| nature. Improved roads mean a bet- 
with suitable material. Stone-should|ter return for your investment in the 

be repaired with stone; gravel with| way of better prices, etc. 

gravel; earth with earth. The common| F 
practice in earth reads is, that if a| Some Ways in Which Interest in Good 
hole appears to fill it up with sticks, | Roads May be Awakened. 
stones, brickbats, or whatever is! In order to get better roads, change 
handy. This is all wrong, as such| the present general lack of system and 
things, while they fill the hole, make a, Substitute the cash system for the la- 

hole on each side. There is a right) bor tax. Follow methods practiced 
way of doing things, and that way | on the railroads as closely as possible, 

should always be utilized. Narrow!remembering that as “constant vigi- 

tires are road destroyers, and should} lance is the price of safety,” so is cou- 

not be permitted to be used on ims-| stant vigilance needed to keep our 
proved roads. Wide tires are road!feet straight upon our highways. It 
makers—not road breakers, and their! has been truly said that “the roads of 
use should be encouraged. In some of| Europe receive constant attention and 
your counties narrow tires are the ex-, those of the United States, constant in- 
ception, not the rule, and, while the, attention.” Have supervisors meet 

roads in that county are susceptible of|and formulate plans for work, with an 
improvement, they are in much better|eye to an end. Offer prizes to the su- 
condition than if narrow tires were the! perviscr fer the best improvement 
only ones used. |made, as do the railroads for their 

Railroads understand the matter of|section bosses. 
constant vigilance, and if our roads, The committee appointed by your 
had a part of that vigilance they governor has recently submitted a very 

would be the better for it. ,cemprehensive report and recom- 
In speaking of the drainage of roads., mended legislation that would go far 

it should have been said that sand ; towards putting Wisconsin in line 
roads can be drained too much; this) with other mére progressive states. 
is noticeable along the lakes aad; That there is a widespread interest 

oceans, or wherever tides flow over| in this important question, is shown by 
sand. As long as the sand is wet,|the fact of the many conventions that 
wagons may be easily driven over it,|have been held throughout the couu- 
but where the sun has had a chance a try in the recent past, and that great 

~ the sand, driving becomes a hardship. | one that will be held in St. Louis the 
Sand can be improved by the placing| latter part of April, where men of Na- 
of any fibrous material upon it; there| tonal repute will gather to discuss 

are saw dust roads in this state that) ways and means for furthering this 
stand fairly heavy travel, and are; greatest of interests to all the people. 

readily kept in repair. In Florida,| Keep agitating the matter in your 
pine needles have been used to advan-| Institutes and other meetings, and you 
tage. Cinders, burnt clay or gumbo,| Will be bound to win out in the end. 
have been made to serve the purpose|!t may be long in coming, but when it 
of bettering the roads, but there is|does come and you have progressive
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laws, and are enjoying the Meetings | Question—It is pretty hard to put a ; | 

that come with better roads, you will! good man in as supervisor; he is do- | 

wonder why you did not have them |ing a good deal of work for nothing. j 

years sooner. | Capt. Arnold—in your department, i 

Become a missionary in this great) have you ever figured out the expense 

cause, talk good roads, shout good | of road building in the United States? 

roads, even though you may be classed; Mr. Harrison—You mean what has 

among the good roads cranks; s>| deen misspent, do you? 

among the people and say: Capt. Arnold—Yes, I do mean exact- 
I 

We will teach you how to mend your | ly, ane. i" i 
ways, Mr. Harrison—I don’t think any- 

Likewise help you to save your souls; jbods: has the nerve to figure that out. ia 

For there’s nothing much worse to a| Capt. Arnold—They are agitating in 

godly life | congress, continually, the propriety of f 

Than driving through mud and mud | having government appropriation. i 

holes. | After that we will probably have state 

|appropriation; after that county and 1 

So, join our ranks, and lend us your joa] appropriations. The probability 

aid, lis that we could build good stone roads, 4 

We will all push steady and long; | or scmething else, and it wouldn’t cost 

And ere many years you all will hear | any more taxation than it will come 
People shouting the good roads song. jto at present. 

As a sort of benediction, might be Mr. Harrison—Well, we contend that h 

added: | the greatest tax that the people have 4 

2 to pay is the Mud Tax. Perhaps I i 
Here’s a long life to. good roads cranks, can illustrate what I mean by speak- ‘ 

May their shadows never ony less; |ing of an individual case of a letter re- { 

And, eet years, when their work is} ceived a short time ago by me. The j 

There'll be many their names to bless. oe 2 shisha joe 

In this talk I have tried to set the ; built their improved roads they could 

matter before you in such a way that it'not average over three thousand 

could be understood, but in the dis-| pound loads per double team, where- 

cussion that is to follow, more informa-| as now, with four-inch tires to their . 

tion may be. brought out that will en-| heavy double wagons, they can carry 

able us to reach better conclusions. 1; from six to seven thousand pounds and 

thank you, most heartily, for the at-| the teams keep in better condition than | 

tention and courtesy paid me here at|they did before, and while their road | 

the “Round-up,” as well as elsewhere taxes have increased about one-fourth, i 

throughout the state during the nee ee get more than double the amount | 

month. of work from each team and savé more 
| than enough annually, on their teams 

alone, to pay all their taxes. 

Ce eG | Mr. Atkinson—It Mr. Harrison will f 
Mr. Jacobs—Isn’t it true that the | pardon me, I think this whole discus- 

main requisite at the present time is; sion, so far as the roads in central and 

legislation on this subject, so that the} northern Wisconsin are concerned, is 
road tax may be more wisely ex- | over the heads of our people. What we 

pended? want is something that will make . 

Mr. Harrison—Certainly, that is|roads under our conditions, not under | 
what I have said. The work should! the conditions of an old, settled farm- 
be done under an intelligent supervi-! ing country. \ 

sion and worked out at cash rates. | Mr. Harrison—I will simply say that |
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you have only to use common panies we have here—land that holds 

and the machinery that can be had.| water almost like a dish,—give us the 
There are plenty of gentlemen right in| best that can be done. 

"this session who are willing to pay | Mr. Harrison—The use of the road 
their road taxes in money and not in! machine, heaping the dirt up loose, 

work. | don't amount to anything. It is like 

Mr. Atkinson—You see around here,)an open dish. Use your farm rollers, 
practically all the farmers come in on| if you cannot get anything else, to 
new lands. It is absolutely impos-| keep the water out, but roll it. I am 

sible for the town to levy a tax high|sure you can find some sand some 

enough to build any such class of roads| where, I know you can, to put on your 

as you recommend. We must have| roads. Drain the land by some 

roads that will admit of getting into a| means. 
man’s place to pull out stumps. Now| Mr. Culbertson—Are we going to do 

what we need is some means of setting) this work all at one time, or are we go- 

to our lands. Take, for instance, last | ing to work at it all the year? 
year I had a barn to build and I was| Mr. Harrison—The time to do the 

half a mile away from my land. I con-; work is when it is needed. The trouble 
sidered it a good investment for me to| with most people is that they do the 

take all the town allowed me, my road| work once a year. Again they do it 
taxes, and build that entire half mile often when it is too wet to work on the 
of road out of my own pocket and save|farm; then they go out and work on 

money. The town couldn’t afford to do the road, and that is where they show 

that. We want something that willla lack of common sense. 

open up reads. I know a dozen farm. | Mr. Rietbrock—This country is just 

ers around here who will be glad of passing from its primeval state, we are 

some information to show us how to} Dow commencing to make. roads. My 

build an ordinary dirt road with little| idea would be to lay out the road right. 

expense. 5 | People who are settled in the country 

The Chairman—The trouble is i br to go to some particular place 

this locality you haven’t got road ma-! oftener than any other place, generally 

terial. |to their business town, and the roads 
Mr. Atkinson—In this town I have! should be laid out right. Section lines 

reference to, there are probably eight | do not always indicate it, diagonal 

or ten miles of road to be built. You | roads are often better. The roads 
are a poor tax payer in. that town, and | should be made in such a way that we 

you may want a road, or you mayjcan carry heavy loads, and then they 

have had one. What we want to do is|are worth twice as much as any other 
to educate those people up to Soe link Now, while land is compara- 

priate enough money to build those| tively cheap, let us lay out some roads 
roads, and that is where the work is. leading to the main commercial cen- 

We are all ready to pay for good roads | ters, and lay them in such a manner as 
who understand it, but you take the | to avoid hills. Don’t feel obliged to 

average farmer in the average town jmake them straight, let them be laid in 

and he is not willing to go down into; curves and we can handle very much 

his pocket for money. | bigzer loads. The first work to be done 
Mr. Utter—A new road is made in| is to take off the timber, not neces- 

a new country by grading. If you can| sarily all the stumps, but the timber 

use a grading machine, the problem is! down onto it. Then figure out where 
met right there. The most that can | must come off so that the sun can get 

be done here, or on any road, is the you can place a system of ditches by 
continued use of the road machine. ‘| which you will carry off the water, 

Mr. Culbertson—With the kind of: throwing the earth that you take out 

.
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of the ditch in the center of the road.) water together to make the mud. | 

That is the beginning of it. Get your| Down at Fort Atkinson we have got a | 

stumps off as quick as possible, but| man that is in the business of making 

don’t try to root them out until the| mud, and he makes the nicest, slimi- 

stumps are somewhat rotted; my own| est, stickiest mud that you can find in 

idea would be to leave them in any-|the country. He has an implement to 

where from five to eight years and| mix the water and the clay, and that 
then take them out. It has been|implement is a wheel that looks just 

stated here that in this section of the|like a narrow-tired wagon wheel. 

country the mud was so tight it could) With that he can make mud with less 

hold water, but that is not the case.| expenditure of power than in any other { 

The soil throughout this section of the| way. The inventive genius of man has 

country does not bake, it does ~ never contrived anything that will | 

hold water, the soil is of a sandy nee make mud faster and cheaper than a P 

ture. It ig clay loam, but there is!narrow-tired wagon wheel working i 

enouzh grit in it to admit of the water | with clay and water. Now, then, how | 

going through and out of it. My idea| do ycu make a hard, smooth surface? 4 

is that you cannot find within ten| By going over it with a roller, and the 

miles from this city a piece of ground | heavier weight there is on the roller 

that will bake and crack, because there| the smoother and harder it makes the 

is grit and sand enough in'the soil tojroad. If we use no implement on the 

admit of the water passing out of it'| read put rellers, we would have no 

The rcads today are certainly muddy,! muddy roads; we would have nothing a 

and yet I will assert it as a fact that! but the feet of the horses to cut it up, 4 

ycu can go all over the state of Wis-| sco we want to devise something as 

consin, or adjoining states, and find no, near rollers as possible, and we can 

bottom in the rcads. It is just the | have a sort of cross between the roll- i 

tume of the vear when there is no bot-!ers and the narrow-tired wagons and 

tem, I don’t care how well you have it will do a great deal of good. As 

mae them. I tried to drive six or long as the law permits it, there will 

sever. miles last week in Racine be men who will insist upon going 

ccunty, but it was impossible, and the over the roads with heavy loads and 

roads have been graveled there for| narrow tires, and of course they will { 

forty years, but there was no poco ont it up and spoil it unless we can 

to any of them because there was too! stop them. 

much water in them. We are just | Mr. Atkinson—Most of the farmers 

passing now from winter to spring, | that use narrow-tired wheels are down | 

shertly the water will go out, the|in Jefferson county. Very few of 

ground will settle and we will have a them come here. } 

good system of roads. I don’t know| Mr. Goodrich—We have driven out 

any section of the whole state where|all such men and they have taken 

they are better on account of this con- refuge up here in the woods. 

dition of the soil that admits of the| Mr. Atkinson—What we want to 

water getting out of it. ‘ know is this, we have plenty of mud t 

Mr. Goodrich—The spirit moves me|here, it is easy to make mud, but we 

to say a little something. Just as long} want to know how to make the best 

as you have dirt roads and haul heavy} possible roads for the least possible 

leads with narrow tires, you will have} money, and if you can educate our peo- 

mud at certain seasons of the year.| ple all over the state to appropriate a 7 

Mud is the greatest impediment tojlittle bit more money for the roads, and 

travel that we have. Mud is made by|to use the proper amount of machin- 

mixing clay and water, and it needs!ery, you will have done a good thing. 

some implement to mix the clay and! Mr. Harrison—You use the harrow 

ii
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and the roller on the farm, and I sup-| The very best roller, all things con- 

posed. you understood that is what rae sidered, is a ten or fiteen ton roller, 
want on the road. though one from three to five tons will 

Capt. Arnold‘4We have in this part/do very good work; some fine roads 
of the state the best roads there are! have been built by the latter kind. 1 

in Wisconsin in proportion to the ad-/ have seen a good earth road made by 
vancement of the people. The smart) using an ordinary farm roller weighted 
men all come up this way to live.) down with twenty boys. 

pretty near, and the condition of the} Capt. Arnold—The men that work on 

roads is always an indication of the in-| the road will be willing ¢o jump on the 
telligence of the people. Now, I want| roller. 

to ask you, after these roads have| Mr. Harrison—Yes, it is the easiest 
been properly graded, you ray a roller! way to earn their money. While the 
should be used. About how heavy a| lighter roller is. heavy enough for all 
reller would you recommend for Sn) ordinary purposes, a heavier roller will 
ordinary country road? }give quicker and better results. Al- 

Mr. Harrison—The weight of the ways remember that the roller is “the 
roller depends sometimes on how mason of construction’ and is indis- 

much money you haye to expend on pensable in gccd road construction. 

one, or the kind of material and so on.! Adjourned to 7:30 p. m. 
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EVENING SESSION. { 

The Institute met at 7:30 o’clock. Mr. L. E. SCOTT in the Chair. Music, 

Orchestra. 

» 
i 

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. i 

R. A. MOORE, Wisconsin College of Agriculture, Madison, Wis. 

We live in a progressive age. Rapid A Glance Backward. i 

advancement is being made along all | Let us look back for a mement in the 

lines of effort and rapidity and perfec: | history of our nation and note the 

tion seem to be the watchwords. Wel var‘ed causes that have influenced the I 

can no longer utilize the methods rapid transitions made in various pro- \ 

used by our forefathers, as compéeti-;fessions and occupat.ons. e { 
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Students Judging Sheep. | 

This view, in the rear of the stock-judging pavilion, shows the students } 

judging mutton breeds of sheep. | 

tion and custom have forced the old- The sturdy character of the peopie } 

methods to give way to new and im-,who came to our shores, to seek for | 

proved ones. American enterprise | themselves homes; our vast resources | 

and ingenuity have swept rapidly ' of natural wealth, and our free insti- f 

across our continent and carried the tutions of learning have been instru- } 

banner of progress to other countries,! mental in a high degree for the de- 

thus affecting the entire world. | velopment of our country.
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Previous to the last half century, our great fisheries, seemed to invite j very tittle thought had been given to | the settlers to a system of plundering 7 
azr.cultural education; our fertile} which was put into practice regardless 
plains in the Mississippi valley seemed |of consequences. This trend of af- 1 
to say come west young man and grow | fairs could not go on forever and it 
up with the country; our great forests |soon became apparent that the rapid- 
of the north extended an invitation to ly increasing population could not for- 
old and young, accompanied by induce-!ever live off from the bounty of the 
ments that could not be rejected. land without replacing something in 

The fisheries and the mines had 'return. 
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U. W. Horticulture- Physics Building. 
The departments of Horticulture and Agricultural Physics are located here 

Three large greenhouses are attached to this building 

their attractions, as well, and the early Establishment of Agricultural Colleges. 
settlers drifted into the walks of life 
that seemed to offer the best returns Justin S. Morrill, the representative 
for the t!me and energy expended. Our| from the state of Vermont, viewed with 
increasing numbers in the east,) alarm the tendency to rob the country 
through emigration and otherwise, of its natural resources and felt that 
gradually swept westward, grasping. the only salvation. lay in the educa- 
the many opportunities that lay open) tion of the masses He felt that the 
to them in the western states, and for unsystematic methods pursued should 
many years no semblance of conges-) be replaced by scientific thought and 
ticn in population was noticeable. proper method of application. In 

Our fertile soils, our vast forests,|1858 he framed a bill for the estab-
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lishment of agricultural colleges. This! 1,240,000 acres of land still remained 

bill provided that 15,000 acres of the} to be sold. 

public domain should be given to Twenty-five years after the passage 

the states for each representative in) of the land grant, the United States 

congress for the purpose of building; Bureau of Education reported that 

and maintaining a college of agricul-| forty-eight institutions had shared in 

ture and mechanic arts. The bill|the benefits of the act. 

passed but was vetoed by President Previous to the passage of this 

Buchannan. It was brought forward! measure, schools had been established 

again in 1861, providing this time for! for lawyers, doctors, and professional 
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Audience at Summer Institute held at Poplar, Douglas Co., June 10, 1903. 

twice the amount of public land and;people in general, but nothing had 

again passed by congress and was been done in the way of providing 

sanctioned by President Lincoln higher education for farmers and me 

By this act a vast area of land was, chanies, upon whose intelligent appli 

given for the purpose of securing for) cation of thought the welfare of our 

the states a permanent interest-bear-| country so much depended 

ing fund, the income of which was to The prevailing idea in those days 

be used for the purpose of instruction|and to scme extent yet, was that the 

in agriculture and the mechanic arts.| intelligent young men from the coun 

Wisconsin get 240,000 acres, which try should be fitted to take up a pro 

sold for $300,000, one-third of the in- fession in order to raise themselves 

come of which goes to the College of, in the estimation of the public No 

Agriculture. The total fund re-, training seemed necessary for the farm- 

ceived by all states from the Morrill; er, any stupid dolt was thought cap- 

act up to 1899 was $10,000,000 and. able of embarking in agriculture
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Very little thought was given to the;the other professions and confer equal 

intelligent management of the farm respectability upon their members.” 

and the young people soon looked up- Many of the states receiving the gov- 

on the farm as a tread mill to wear!’ e:nment grant of public lands sold 

out an obscure existence. Many; them at low rates in order to attract 

sought more congenial labor and sur-; settlers and consequently received a 

roundings by going to the cities and) sum so small that a beginning could 

thus the country lost its most intelli |not even be made for the purposes for 

gent class of young men, who carried| which the grant was intended. 

their energy and intelligence into the The training of people in agriculture 
various vocations of city lite seemed so absurd that in many states 
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Horticultural Laboratory U. of W. Stucexts stuzying plant life. 

“Mr. Morrill’s idea as his many|the funds were absorbed by the state 
speeches show, was that the liberal|universities in giving instruction in 

education of the industrial classes!other lines of work. 

should make their pursuits profes. . 

sions and should liberalize the in-| Slow Growth of Agricultural Educa- 
dustries and arts of life. This is real tion in Wisconsin. 
ly the central and controlling thought So little attention was given to agri 
of the whole scheme, to bring the light) culture in Wisconsin that though an 
of learning and the aid of science to) agricultural department was estab- 
bear upon these pursuits and callings| lished in the university in 1866, it was 
which, hitherto regarded as illiberal| not until 1878 that the first student 
and wearing the badge of inferiority, was graduated from the institution 
would thus be lifted to the plane with: This fact was regarded as a_ great
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achievement by some and was treated College of Agriculture. 

with ridicule by others. Previous to this in 1888 appropria- 

A department of Agriculture was es- | tions had been secured from the state 

tablished in 1866 and two years later |for experimental work and the founda- 

Professor W. W. Daniells, now chemist | tion of the present Experiment Station 

of the university, was made agricul- | laid 

turist, but, having no equipment and . . 

little means for acquiring any, la- Establishment of Farmers’ Institutes. 

bored under many difficulties in start- In 1885 the state made an appropria- 

ing the grand work which was to bear tion for the Farmers’ Institutes and 
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Students Judging Horses. 

Two professors and four instructors have charge of the work in animal 

husbandry. Much time is given to the judging of farm animals. 

such bountiful harvests in future the great moving school for farmers 

years. ;which has been instrumental in a 

. r . . ;marked degree in building up the ag- 

Organization of Wisconsin College of ricuiture of Wisconsin was estab- 
Agriculture. | lished. 

In 1880° Professor W. A. Henry was 

appointed professor of agriculture and) Passage by Congress of “Hatch Act.” 

set about to devise ways and means of] In 1887 a Dill was passed by con- 

organizing a college, which was ac-| gress known as the “Hatch Act,” by 

complished in 1888, when the depart-! which each state received $15,000.00 

ment of agriculture through the action \ annually for the maintenance of an Ex 

of the Board of Regents became the, periment Station. A little later, in
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1890, the second Morrill Bill was, were by force of circumstances to be- 
passed by congress, whereby each! come largely an agricultural people 
state now received $25,000.00 annually’ dependent upon the farm for support. 
from the government for the main- Proiessor Henry early conceived the 
tenance of the College of Agriculture, idea of making science play an im- 
and Mechanic Arts. portant part in our agriculture and or- 

We see by the action of the United| ganized our college, embracing the fol- 
States government in providing for the| lowing divisions of instruction and in- 
Experiment Station and the College of| vestigation: 
Agriculture that it deemed the subject 1. Experiment Station 
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of farming a most vital one, worthy of 2. Courses of izstructicn at the col 

national attention. lege which comprise 

(a) The Graduate Course in Ag. 
Results of Careless Methods of Farm- riculture 

ing. (b) The Long Course in Agricul- 
We also see that through careless ture 

methods of farming the soil had been (c) The Short Course in Agricul 
robbed cf its fertility and would no ture. 

longer produce paying crops, as in (d) The Dairy School 
former years, without the use of ex 3. The Farmers’ Institutes 

pensive fertilizers, the forests were 

being depleted for the purpose of build The College of Agriculture. 
ing cities and railroads and _ the The College of Agriculture, as pre- 

fisheries exhausted by the wholesale! vicusly stated, is supported jointly by 

methods of extracting the fish from! the United States government and the 
the rivers and waters of the great state cf Wisconsin 

lakes ‘ ; . 
It became apparent to all that the The Wisconsin Experiment Station. 

people of the United States and of our Since the establishment of the Ex 
state in particular must and surely: periment station in 1883, nineteen an
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nual reports and ninety-nine bulletins! adulterated and tainted milk, the Bab- 

have been published and copies sent! cock Test and the Wisconsin Curd 

to farmers of the state whose names | Test save annually to the dairymen of 

are on the free mailing list. The Te-| Wisconsin not less than $800,000.00, 

ports and bulletins contain full infor- | much more than the running expenses 

mation relating to the experiments) cf the entire state university. 

carried on by the station. During the | . . 

year of 1902 the Experiment Station The Farmers” Intitutes. 
sent out over 11,000,000 pages of print-| The Farmers’ Institute, established 

ed matter free to Wisconsin farmers. |in 1885, is a school for the farmers 
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Testing Cows for Tuberculosis. 

In the bacteriological work especial emphasis is given to the application 
of the tuberculin test for bovine tuberculosis. 

The Free Mailing List. held in rural communities, the object 
At the present time there are about) Cf which is to carry practical and 

12,000 names on the free mailing list.| Scientific knowledge concerning agri- 
Farmers and other residents of the| culture to the most remote parts of 

state interested in progressive agricul-| the state. 
ture can have their names entered on! During the winter over one hundred 
the list by sending request to the Ex-! two-day meetings are held in farming 
periment Station at Madison. districts, and during summer a score 

or more one-day meetings are held in 
Babcock Test and Wisconsin Curd! +1, newly settled districts of the 

Test. ;nerthern portion of the state. 
The Babcock Test and the Wiscon- Sixty thousand copies of the Far- 

sin Curd Test, now used throughout the) mers’ Institute Bulletin, a book con- 
world, are inventions of the Experi- taining three hundred and twenty 
ment Station and show in a marked) pages, are published annually and dis- 
degree what science can do for agricul- tributed at the Institutes; eight 
ture. By driving out poor separators,|thcusand bound copies are placed in 
exposing imperfect churning, weeding | the libraries of the common schools of 
out poor dairy animals, and detecting! the state,
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The Short Course in Agriculture Es-|industry of Wisconsin. That they 
tablished in 1886. |have contributed their share in plac- 

A course of instruction covering two! ing Wisconsin in the front ranks as a 
terms of three and one-half months | dairy state can be fully realized when each, given in the winter, especially | we note that six hundred of the cheese 
designed to meet the wants of young) factories and creameries of Wisconsin 
men who wish to gain a better knowl-| Were last year operated by former 
edge of practical and _ scientific farm-| dairy students. 
ing that they may become intelligent | in Goasiedios. 
farmers, stockmen, dairymen, gar-| 
deners, etc. Since the establishment of; In conclusion I wish to state that 
the Short Course, 1.468 students have | through the aid of science we have 
pursued the studies; of this number) been able to accomplish much along 
266 have come from other states, 1,202 agricultural lines and place farming 
from Wisconsin. on the true plane where it justly be- 

Beginning with an attendance of longs. 
nineteen students in 1886 the caer We note with pleasure the advent of 
gradually increased, reaching an en- the electric lines which are now being 
rollment of three hundred for the win-| puilt in various parts of the state and 
ter of 1903. Fully three hundred calls! the advancement already made in es- 
are received annually at the college | tablishing rural delivery and systems 
for the services cf the young men who | of rural telephones in various com- 
have taken the Short Course in Agri-| munities. Another move is now be- 
culture, and many former students are|ing agitated, which we trust will be 
placed in positicns as managers and| the most important ef all, and that is 
assistants of dairy, general and stock] the effort put forth by the educators 
farms. With very few exceptions all) of the state in behalf of consolidation 
Short Course students return to the | of rural schools, thus putting in reach 
farms with a determination to Place] of every boy and girl on the farm the 
agriculture on a higher plane. Already | same opportunities for systematic and 
we fird some of the most progressive | higher education accorded their city 
farmers. fruit growers, and live stock | cousins. In these schools with 
men of Wisconsin in the list of former prepetly trained teachess, a course in 
Short Course students, prosperous and agriculture could be introduced that 
happy, willing to continue in their would bring directly to the home and 
chosen vocation. fireside the important knowledge so 

= . . necessary to interest our young people 
The Wisconsin Dairy School—Estab- | j,, the vocation that nine-tenths of 

lished in 1890. them follow and make farm life more 
Since the establishment of the sociable, more interesting and more 

Dairy School in 1890, 1,394 students) desirable than has been experienced in 
have been in attendance and have} the past. 
gone forth to help build up the dairy {
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CONSOLIDATION OF RURAL SCHOOLS AND TRANS- 

PORTATION OF PUPILS. 

C. P. CARY, Supt. Public Instruction, Madison, Wis. 

I could not ask at this time a pleas- remedy. It is not to be understood 

anter task than that of eulogizing our’ that I am to present a panacea for all 

public school system, and particulariy ,cur pedagogical ills, or even to present 

our system of district schools. The ja remedy that is free from all objec- 

good that it has done and continues to , tion. When we study the country 

do in the way of raising the general schools as they are today, we find that 
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Photograph of Public School, Rice Lake, Barron Co., Wis. 

level of intelligence of our people,,in many instances the attendance is 

Americanizing our foreign population, | exc eedingly small and very irregular; 

leveling class distinctions and increas-|the equipment poor; the enthusiasm 

ing the welfare and happiness of our! and school spirit at a low ebb and the 

citizens, cannot well be over-estimated.| teachers ill-prepared for the work 

But it is not-my purpose tonight to they have undertaken. In many dis- 

indulge in eulogy, but to point out, tricts the people have been accustomed 

some of the shortcomings and defects) to poor schools for so long that they 

of our rural schools, and so far as I, have come to take them as a matter of 

am able to point out what appears to, course and their ideals of what a 

me to be the most hopeful and speedy school should be are so inadequate
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that it seems almost a hopeless task| these may be named Brodhead, Reeds- 
to attempt to open their eyes to tho [burs Stanley, Wauwatosa, Berlin, 
situation, and to stimulate the neces-| Hudson, Monroe, New London, Ripon, 
sary activity to bring about the needed | Whitewater, and Rice Lake. Assum- 
changes. You will bear in mind that} ing that in many of the cities under 

- this is not a wholesale attack upon | the jurisdiction of county superintend- 
our district schools. Many of them | ents the percentage of daily attend- 4 
are in fine condition and the public | ance, based upon the number of per- 
sentiment is practically all that ome sons enrolled, is equal to the average 
be desired, and yet the unfortunate| daily attendance in cities under the 
conditions just described are exceed-| city superintendents, there is every 
ingly common. | reason to believe that the schools out- 

Educators sometimes indulge in dis-| side of the villages and cities have an 
cussion of the question whether the | average daily attendance of approxi- 
district schools of today are, upon the | mately fifty per cent. of the enroll- 
whole, better than they were a gen-;ment. This means that the daily at- 
eee eae se imei eee eae. is a as ie At 
nd scme the affirmative side of the| few of the pupils enrolled are able 

question. But whatever the facts may | show a perfect attendance record. The 
be, no educator has said or will say! fact of this irregular attendance is a 
that the country schools, as a whole. | positive and serious drawback upon 
have kept pace with the fag improve- all rural school work. It must be ap- 
ments made during the t quarter of | parent to every cne who studies into 
a century, especially during the past | the matter that a pupil who was absent 
ten years, in our graded schools. ee, and is present today de- 

mands an extra amount of individual Irregular Attendance One of the Evils | attention from the teacher in order 
of the Present System. |that the work of the class in yester- 

In the mere matter of attendance we | qay’s recitation shall be made clear 
find that in the city schools the per-|to him today, so that he may keep his 
centage of daily attendance, based up-| place in the class. This embarrasses 
on the enrollment throughout the state!the teacher’s efforts and hinders the 
‘of Wisconsin, is seventy-six, while the progress of the pupils who are regular 
percentage in the country schools is|in attendance. Not only this, but it 
about fifty-seven. It must also be! rapidly diminishes school spirit in the 
taken into consideration that in the! school as a whole. 
counties there are under the jurisdic-| 
tion of county superintendents many | Waste of School Funds, 
villages and cities of considerable Pop- | There are 6,800 school districts in 
ulation, such as Bayfield, Washburn,|the state, each with a schoolhouse 
Hayward, Platteville, Richland Cen-|of greater or less value, furnished with 
ter, Lancaster, Darlington, Evansville, | heating apparatus, school furniture, 
Elkhorn, Waukesha, and Marshfield.!etc. A teacher is also in charge, but 
In these cities and villages the per-| owing to the irregular attendance, no 
centage of average attendance, based! matter what the cause may be, whether 
upon the enrollment, is probably as | through carelessness or indifference of 
large as it is in any of the cities work: | parents, distance from school, bad 
ing under the jurisdiction of city su-| roads, bad weather, sickness or 
perintendents. It is also fair to con-| truancy, the money expended for pub- 
sider that of the cities under city su-|lic school purposes is not so thorough- 
perintendents a considerable ee ae utilized as it should be. Indeed, it 
have no larger population than some|has been estimated that not less than 
of the cities thus enumerated. Among! $1,600,000.00 is expended annually for s P v
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teachers’ wages, fuel and janitor serv-| utilize to the utmost in our country 

ice from which the people of the)life the natural advantages we pos- 

state derive no direct benefit. Is} sess. 
there not some way by which a con-| Agriculture has been called the 

~ siderable part, at least, of this exces-| science of sciences and the art of arts, 

sive and fruitless sum can be turned to|and when science and art come to be 
account and made to return See the common heritage of the eee 
service to the state? Thoughtful edu-; then will the farm be a place o' 

eators have for many years been try-| health, of joy in living and prosperity. 

ing to solve this problem, not only in| Except under peculiarly fortunate cir- 

this, but in other states. It is needless| cumstances, the farmer of today who 
to say that no intelligent student ele not a reader of agricultural liter- 

the situation considers it possible, in| ature, who is not able to interpret and 

the Satire of the case, to sear a per-|apply the scientific discussions relat- 
fect attendance or to utilize fully all!ing to his business, who does not un- 
the expenditures made for public edu-| derstand and use the newest machin- 

cation, but the discrepancy between | ery, who does not pay careful heed to 

what might reasonably be a's wien — eee eae ae 
and what actually is secured is so}does not secure e bes reeds .0! 

great that.it is deserving of careful | stock, the best varieties of fruits and 

study and earnest solicitude on the|the best seeds for planting, is a failure 
part of all who have the welfare of =e ee . i ah 
cur state at heart. t has recently been estimate at 

ae in the United States there is an illiter- 
Better Educational Facilities Neces- ate agricultural population aggregat- 

sary for the Farmer of Today. ing three millions, and by illiterate is 
Were I a pessimist I could easily|meant inability to read and write. 

picture to myself, in view of the condi-| Professor A. C. True, director of the 
tions to which reference has just|office of Experiment Staticns, com- 
been made, and others still to be| menting on this fact says: 
enumerated, a deterioration in the| “It will thus be seen that illiteracy is 
relative intelligence, business ability | one of the great obstacles to the prog- 
— skill of our country oar arger| Stat of agriculture in the United 
when ccmpared with that of our larger|States. This inert mass of absolute 
villages and cities. There have been! ignorance constitutes not only a men- 
times in the history of the world when | aco to our social and political in- 
the farming population was distinctly | stitutions, but it prevents the intro- 
inferior from every point of view, ex: | duction of better crops, better 

was Ww tn cones; cases hove seed|Sunie mackiscsr iw ecy-aeetoae ee 
in our day a tremendous increase in|these regions, even if intelligent farm 
cities as compared with the increase| managers are available, their efforts to 
in rural population, and this, when in-|i:mprove agriculture are largely de- 
terpreted, means in part that there 1s|feated by the stupidity of the only 
a rapid exodus from the country into} farm laborers who can be procured to 
the city, and often those who leave the, perform the necessary routine oper- 
farm are those who are best educated | ations.” 
and have the keenest and brightest in-| And he says further, “that it is very 
tellects. But I am not a pessimist. I| important that the agricultural people 
believe the country will hold its own|who study the problems of the public 
with the city in the long run, and | schools should become alive tothe re 
that everywhere there wil! be an lation of these schools to the progress 
awakening to the fact that we must! of their art.” 

7 feat
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I believe that he is right when he| ment may be made, and to include in 
further adds, the taxes voted at the annual meeting 
“When every other industry is ally-|the amount of the expense . incurred 

ing itself closely with the schools and| in providing for the transportation and 
seeking changes in the school course! tuition of children in an adjoining or 
which will be to its benefit, it will not) other district or districts; to vote u 
do for agriculture to hold aloof from | tax for the purpose of providing for 
the educational movements of our) the free transportation of all children 
time and attempt to run a twentieth) residing in the district who live more 
century agricultural system on the|than one and a half miles by the near- 
basis of an eighteenth, or even nine-! est travel road, from the schoolhouse 
teenth century school system.” is such district.” 

The problem set for us in relation | A subsequent legislature amended 
to our.country schools is to secure) this law so as to remove the clause 
better teachers, more educational en- | which places a limit upon the distance 
thusiasm, better equipment, better at-| pupils may be transported, so that now 
tendance, better courses of study, more | all pupils residing in the district may 
healthful and artistic school ae be transported to and from the school- 
ment and condition’. house in which the arrangement for 

: | their instruction is made. re ee eee Lin oe) In the year 1900 a committee that 
. had been previously appointed by the 

State Superintendent Emery, some| State Teachers’ Association, recom- 
years ago, in wrestling with this prob-) mended (1) that the system of direct 
lem, came to the conclusion, in view] aid to high schools be extended to 
of his own study and the experience of| graded schools ~ not connected with 
the eastern states, that the best solu-|high schools. (2) That state instruc- 
tion lies in the direction of the consol-|tion be provided for supervision and 
idation of school districts and the| perfection of organization in these 
transportation of pupils and, in con-| schools, to the end that they may be- 
formity with this idea, he framed a bill | come in every sense of the word higher 
which subsequently became a law ‘rural schools, and thus bring equally 
which, under powers of districts, Teads | to rural districts a realization of 
as follows: ; 4 j higher ideals. Later this suggestion 

“To authorize the district board to, was framed into a bill and the Dill be- 
suspend the district school for such | came a law, Under this law $60,000.00 
length of time as they may deem ex-| annually was granted as state aid to 
pedient, and to the best advantage of|graded schools and two inspectors 
the district and pupils residing there-| were appointed by the state superin- 
in, and to arrange with any adjoining! tendent, whose duty it was to give 
or other district or districts for the in-! careful inspection to the work of these 
struction of persons of school age re-| schools, a large percentage of which 
siding therein, and to arrange with any! have but two departments. As the 
adjoining or other district or districts | consolidation of districts frequently 
for the instruction of persons of school | makes it necessary to establish a 
age residing in the district during the | graded school of two or more depart- 
time when the school may be sus-| ments, the bearing of this law upon 
pended, and to provide for the trans-|the matter now under consideration is 
portation of pupils resiting more aan readily seen. Furthermore, a course 
one and a half miles, by the nearest! of study for such schools wag nren-ro4 
travel road, from the schoolhouse of, by the state superintendent and ><t in- i 2 
the district with which said arrange-: to operation.
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Advantages Resulting from Consolida- | stances at one stroke. In twenty-five 

tion in Massachusetts. —. —_ ee = arose 
ades are taken to the high school 

But I must hasten to discuss the ad- building. It is almost the unanimous i 

vantages that result from consolida-|+-ctimony that the attendance is im- 
tion, not merely from a theoretical proved by conveyance of pupils, and in : 

point of view, but from the standpoint) -.-nect to the health of children, the 
of experiments already tried. The), iority say that there is no noticeable 
rapid movement of population some| omact, though a large number say that 
years ago from the east to the west) in. offect is good because there is less 
forced upon the school districts of| .-nosure to rain, snow, cold weather, 
Massachusetts and other New England sloppy or muddy travel, consequently 

states this problem that we are 20 | foe colds; a few speak of the unfa- 

discussing, and their efforts in the di-) \ rane effects of cold dinners hastily 
rection of consolidation afford us val-| .:en and a few others say, ‘not 

uable lessons. I shall take Massa- |} oalthy;’ much depends upon the 

chusetts as a typical state in the east,' -onicle oe driver.” 

and give a brief account of the pro-| 7 quote a few of the favorable com- 
gression of consolidation and trans-| ont; made by those who were con- 

portation, as I find it in the last report, .j+eq in the preparation of the article 

of the Commissioner of Education. ‘before mentioned. Better ventilated 

In 1874 Quincy closed two schools, ;ooms, hence more healthful; cost less 
and transported the children to other) »,, repairs; better janitor service; 

schools. In speaking of the Quincy | jupi1s better classified; three teachers 
experiment, Mr. Rockwell, who had ‘in the union school do the work of five 
been a member of the school board for| in ungraded schools; petty and local 

many years, said: | jealousies are lost in the larger 
“For eighteen years we have had the | School; pupils are more studious in 

best attendance from the transported | the graded schools with only their 

children; no more sickness among) classmates with whom they must com- 
them, and no accidents; the cttaren pte greater enthusiasm and incen- 

like the plan exceedingly; we have|tive. Pupils become better ycquainted 
saved the town at least six hundred| with people, hence less bashful and 

dollars a year; all these children ped esa The time lost by super- 

attend a well ‘equipped schoolhouse at| intendent on the road is largely saved 

the center; the schools are graded; |by consolidation of schools. It be- 
everybody is converted to the plan.! comes possible to give all the pupils 
We encountered all the opposition | the advantage of special teachers in 

found anywhere, but we asserted our) drawing, music, etc..Our people would 
individual and local rights and accom-|as soon think of having district 

plished the work; I see no way of| churches as district schools. Associa- 
bringing the common schools up but|tion with others whose lives are less 
to consolidate them.” restricted than their own is a gain in 
From another township came the fol-| social graces. Much is to be expected 

lowing statement: in moral influences, as conditions are 
“Once when a man wished to sell his; better in graded than in the ungraded 

farm he advertised ‘a school near.’;schools. This is especially true as 

Now he advertises, ‘children conveyed| regards out-buildings or basements in 

to good schools.’ Farms sell more|their sanitary arrangements, and the 

readily now. Consolidation is generally |oversight had in and about them— 
partial, in a few towns, com-/|in other words, the system makes for 
plete. Most frequently it has been| economy and efficiency. 
accomplished gradually; in some in-| I have here purposely omitted a few
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adverse criticisms with the intention| towns of the state for years to come. 
of mentioning them later on. The children are not responsible for 

: the unfavorable conditions in which 
Cost of Consolidation. they are placed, and they are morally 

The cost, as reported from  the/and legally entitled to a good educa- 
towns, is less in sixty per cent. of the|!tion. Some of these schools are 

cases and the results better; in/taught by women of rich culture, and 

twenty-three per cent. the cost is the) of large previous experience in other 
same, but results better; in eight per) educational fields. They are now 
cent., cost more but results not stated; | ‘home talent’ because of the love and 
eight per cent., cost less, but results| care needed by aged parents. The 
not stated. It will be noted that me pea and character building in 
only eight per cent. of the cases the| these little schools are of rare value. 
cost was reported greater after con-|There are other teachers of excep- 
solidation. | tionable abilities who will for a rea- 

b 7 | sonable compensation do needed work 
Some Oniections to Consolidation ee fin contmantiies’ @iue kibaniio’! phe 

saree fog ae heron a offered | state is in duty bound to aid the town 
y some 0: e Massachuse school) jin securing to every child good educa- 

committeemen to the consolidation | tional advantages. If such influences 

plan. Some of these objections apply| of fruzality and industry as character- 

to the plan itself. and some apply to | tzea the home life in the country !n 
specific cases only. former days can be kept up and sup- 

Some object to having small chil-| plemented by excellent teaching, these 
dren away from home so long. Some) isolated rural schools may do good 
think it will reduce the value of their) work, even if they are denied the ad- 

property in the rural districts. Some} vantages of consolidation.” 
do net think that drivers can be ob- 
tained who will take proper care of the| Arguments fer and Against Consolida- - 
children. Some think there is a ten- tion. 
dency to grade too much, and believe} In the year 1900 the state superin- 
that twenty-five pupils and an efficient|tendent of Indiana sent out a set of 
teacher can be made equal to any neurshine: questions to all the county 

closely graded school, and better than!surerintendents of the state for the 

most of them. In some cases the dis-| purpose: of getting information regard- 

tance is too great, the roads bad, or | ing consolidation. and the transporta- 

blocked in winter; not room enough in) tion of pupils. The replies showed that 

the center buildings for all pupils.| forty counties had already begun the 

Some think that where the ante ork of collecting pupils in larger 

school is in a village that the gees groups by transporting them. The re- 
children learn bad habits from the vil-| plies fromthe county superintendents 

lage children. Some people show|are included in the report of the United 

strong opposition to the machine-like| States Commissioner of Education for 
system of conveying pupils. I give at|the year 1900-1901. I can do no more 

length the conclusion of the writer. j than give a general summary of the 

“While the weight of opinion is de-| answers. Fifty-six superintendents 

lk a ee ee 4 chon hontte tee’ consetibalein So 
economy and efficiency, there are|favorable and fourteen reported unfa- 

strong arguments in favor of the fair-| vorable. I quote at length the report 

sized, well-organized, thoroughly of the superintendent of La Porte 
taught ungraded school. Small, iso-|county, taken at random, although I 

lated rural schools must exist in ee under the impression that it is
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rather more favorable than the aver-, “I would Heong long ee 2 

age report. ~ + some cases, ani roads, in some lo 

_ “1, The matter of consolidation of | calities, as disadvantages. 

schools has received much bases in| “In no = have all re see os a 

this country within the last ree|township been consolida n is 

years, and trustees are, so far as I am|county. Transportation for the small 
able to learn, unanimously in oo of oe a ci es se ns Sah 

abandoning small schools and trans-| The cost of maintaining the abandon 
porting pupils at public expense to vil-;schools would .have cost—teacher, 
lage schools or other schools in the) $320.00; fuel, an and re- 

townships. pairs, $35.00; total, .00. 

“A resolution by the county board; “4. Patrons, as a rule, remonstrated 

favoring the abandonment of all he | iinet the plan at first, but in no 

schools with an enrollment of less than| cases have substantial complaints been 
nine pupils va oo upon the record | made. ae the plan ps ett in hea 

- of March 6, 1899. ation and patrons see its advantages 
“2. The plan has given general sat-| they show a disposition to advance the 

isfaction to patrons and school officers, | cause. 

and made a saving to the townships of | “5. Pupils have not been See 
over half. ed more than three miles 

“3. I would consider the following | county at any lime. E 

advantages: (a) Much sneanes saa ane. Mabie es a ae town- 
in heat, school apparatus, and repairs| ship, was closed las| and a team 
in buildings in case school had been| hired to transport pupils a distance of 

opened in the abenions districts. | about te miles ee $1 per a a 
The saving must be greater in case! wagon used was e covered and to 

several ~eoe are abandoned in the! travel on schedule time. Patrons 
same township. (b) Attendance as ecces generally pleased until a boy or 

been increased and cases of tardiness | young man was hired as driver. Young 
reduced. (c) Pupils’ health has mnot|man proved incompetent and a man 

been impaired by wet feet, etc., ae ltee employed. In this particular case 

better sanitary conditions have been|had the driver been competent from 
possible in the school. (d) I believe) ihe first, and the wagon better equip- 

better roads will follow. (e) It will! ped, the plan would have been highly 
give a longer term of school under bet-| successful. All is running smoothly 
ter conditions. (f) Closer and more ef at this time, and more schools in the 
ficient supervision. (g) It will give a! same township will probably be closed 
graded instead of ae ene school, | in ree Save es ae 

where each pupil wi ave the advan- | “7. IT think we can safely say thai 

tage of personal contact with his in-| consolidation is the order with our 

structor, and the interest and emula-|trustees, and small schools will con- 
tion accruing from larger classes in| tinue to be abolished as rapidly as it 

stead of being a member of one of|is pessible for us to do so. We aim to 

eight divisions under the same teacher, make the change gradually at first.” 

and, as in many cases, the only mem-! In both Massachusetts and Indiana, 

ber of his class in the school, (h) It!1 find the general sentiment is against 
will give each teacher an opportunity | the closing of the school where there 

to specialize in her particular grade; jis a good attendance, say twenty-five 
give her a chance to select the work) pupils or more, and where the school 
which she best likes and is most ef-|sentiment and the financial ability of 

pau My) ae Sea whole of| obi are puck as to anaes a 
township schools and bring them more | E00 school, employing a well-trained, 
nearly on a standard with city schools.|competent teacher. Under such cir- 

ES) ne
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cumstances a teacher should réceive) suitable vehicles, subject to the ap- 
from $40.00 to $60.00 per month. [prorat of the board, with ae 

ss seats, and a safe, strong, quiet team What Has Been Sonar? in ‘i proper harness, with which to 
ci E e convey and collect safely and comfort- In our own state efforts of consoll-/ ably all the pupils of school age on the 

dation, as we here understand the route, and to furnish warm, comfort- 
term, were commenced during Superin-| able blankets or robes sufficient for 
tendent Emery’s term of office, as be-| the best protection and comfort for 
fore mentioned. His successor, Su-| each and all of the pupils to and from 
perintendent Harvey, continued the ag-| the public school building and their itation on this question by means ofj respective homes. Drivers are re- 
bulletins, public addresses, and | quired to follow a time schedule and 
through the visitation of country dis-| to drive and manage their own teams, 
tricts by institute conductors. Some! to refrain from the use of profane or 
results have been secured, but the| vulgar language and the use of to- : movement may still be regarded as in| bacco, They are not permitted to its infancy. The couuties that have | drive faster than a trot, or race with taken the lead thus far have been Chip-|any team, and are required to keep 
pewa, Dunn, Gates, Wood, Jackson,|crder and report improper conduct on Towa and Oneida. Wherever the plan! the part of the pupils to the princi- has been ‘tried in this state, with few! pal of the school or president of the 
if any exceptions, the report is that!bcard. The rates for transportation 
public sentiment grows rapidly in its in Wisconsin are as low or lower than favor, though more or less oppost-| the rates cbove quoted. 
tcon is always encountered in the be-| 
ginning. | Some Advantages to be Derived from 

Consolidation. 
Mode of Transportation and the Cost. | Personally I am strongly in favor of 

In transporting pupils the convey-| the consolidation of schools whenever 
ance used is a covered spring wagon'and wherever the conditions warrant 
with seats running lengthwise, and'it. And the conditions always warrant 
large enough to accommodate twenty | it whenever the school population is or mere pupils. Seats and back are / small, the salaries paid teachers low, 
cushioned, the floor carpeted, and!and the condition of the roads such as 
heavy lap robes are used. In cold | to render transportation feasible. In weather a heater may easily be SUp- | sparsely settled districts, where dis- 
plied. In one instance in Indiana one | tances are great and roads bad,the dif- 
man managing two hack lines trans-| ficulties are serious, if not insuper- ports about forty children from two to| able; but in all portions of the state four miles at the rate of $3.00 a day for|where the population is sufficiently the two. It is further stated at well grouped transportation can be 
four-fifths of a cent a mile is the aver- established to the great advantage of 
age cost of transportation per pupil. | all concerned. There is not the In Ohio the average price per day per slightest doubt that when properly 
wagon is $1.25 and the length of the! managed, the transportation of pupils 
longest route is four and three-quar-| is better from the point of view of ter miles. In Winnebago county,; morals and of health than where 
lowa, the compensation paid drivers ts| pupils are obliged to walk to and from 
$40.00 per month in some cases, and in| school. It has been fully demon- 
others $25.00. For this amount those| strated that with transportation pupils 
who take the contract are required to| are never tardy and rarely absent. furnish properly covered, strong, safe,! Those of us who\have attended country
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schools well know that the morals of|period. This building must include a 

children are often undermined bythe | mnastom with bath-rooms, and it 

eyil influences at work where children| must include an assembly room and li- 

go back and forth unattended, by two’s|brary, and here frequently in the 

and four's and larger groups. Again,| course of the winter will assemble the , 

in stormy and severe weather a care | people of the community for lectures 

iul parent is scarcely willing to allow) and entertainments of various sorts. 

his young children to walk any con-| Are such things so far beyond the 

siderable distance to and from school, | possibility of attainment as to make all 

and yet it is frequently a great incon this but a vain dream? No. There are 

venience and loss of time to prepare a| scores of rural communities in Wis- 

team and take the children back sagen bia today where just such condi- 

torth. So far as the school itself is! tions could be brought about, and that 

concerned, the consolidated district! too without greatly increased taxation, 

can and does secure and retain|were the matter undertaken by the 

better teachers, better heating and/ people with intelligent foresight and 

lighting, better desks and apparatus, | energy. But until we have worked in 

better grading, longer term of school, |a humbler way, and have demonstrated 

greater emulation and schoolspirit, ‘ad by instance after instance the benefits 

greater impetus is given to pupils to] of consclidation, we can searcely hope 

complete the course of study and even! to see even in one instance consolida- 

to carry on work in higher institutions | tion upon so ideal a scheme as has just 

of learning. | been described. 

es eee | I bespeak the interest and efforts of 

5 een of “the Fame: all in disseminating facts regarding 

I have sometimes indulged in a} transportation and in urging consolida- 

vision of this sort, and I think I shall) tion wherever the conditions for it are 

live long enotigh to see it come true 11] favorable. No more generous or ele- 

many iural communities. A central vating thought can fill the minds of 

modern school building, artistic in its| men than that of caring for the educa- 

appearance, within and without; well| tion and culture of the young. 

equipped in all necessary apparatus; a!«The riches of a commonwealth 

thoroughly trained and ce one Are free, strong minds and hearts of 

teacher in every department; a course} health, 

of study that shall include opportuni-) and, more to her than gold or grain, 

ties in manual training and in domes-| The cunning hand and cultured brain.” 

tic science and domestic arts, in the | 

elements of agriculture, or the elemen- s 

tary sciences that underly agriculture; | DISCUSSION. 

a plot of ground of not less than five| The Chairman—This subject of the 

acres properly divided off into grounds! consolidation of schools and the free 

for sports and games, for gardening, | transportation of scholars is one of too 

for experiments in agriculture, for ex-| much importance to pass over lightly. 

periments with fruit, and for shaded! We have in this audience men from 

lawn; and, leading out from this in all all parts of the state who have thought 

directions, well graded roads, and | over this subject, as well as guests 

teams transporting pupils from home’ from other states, who have been mak- 

to school and from school to home; | ing observations along these lines. We 

and on this plot of ground I also see a! will have just a few moments of good, 

neat cottage designed for the home of! sharp discussion on this subject. 

the principal, who shall have charge of} Question—What is the longest dis- 

the grounds and buildings, not only | tance that pupils are transported to 

during school but during the vacation. school?
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Prof. Cary—In Indiana, I think about | cago that employs nearly one thousand 
four miles. I do not know in the state| country boys to peddle beer. Why did 
of Wisconsin just how far, probably|tiey leave the country?, Because farm- 
three or three miles and a half. It is! ing through a long period of time was 
only a question of time you under-| lat in the middle west, the great stock 
stand. Pupils want to get into the) raising and feeding territory in the 
echool by nine o’clock, | west extending over a distance of 

A Member—I used to make three | 1,300 miles from north to south and in 
miles on fcot. width from three to five hundred miles, 

Prof. Cary—Yes, so did I. ‘ [was producing beef cattle that were 
Mr. Rietbrock—I walked three and|supplying the markets at less than 

a half. As a general rule I drove down | one-half the price that people upon- 
to the meadow with my brother, and|medium sized farms could afford to 
we loaded up aloadof hay and fed it | produce them. In the last few years 
out to the stockandthenI generally got | things have changed. Stock farming 
to school before the rest did and when | in the middle west has become attract- 
it was my turn to tend the fires, I had jive again and population from this 
the schoolhouse warm. We generally |time forward will increase upon thé 
managed to get in some ball playing! small farms, I mean farms from 120 to 
before school opened too, and at the| more than 200 acres in extent, and up- 
noon hour. I would rather trust a boy!on those farms will be produced the 
alone to go two or two and a half miles! population that will carry on the busi- 
to school on his own feet and develop | ness of this country and take care of 
his capacity to get there than to have| it in time of need. 
him ride morning and night in a| I believe, Mr. Superintendent, that 
covered carriage wrapped up in a lap-| the remedy we are seeking lies in the 
robe. My idea is that the country dis- | improvement of the teacher and in the’ 
trict schoolhouse has educated the|improvement of our little country 
men that have done the commercial|schcols. I see a great many reasons’ 
business, the manufacturing business|why we should cling to that system 
and nearly all the rest of the business! which has educated and inspired thé 
of this country and have made things! men of this country: The great edu- 
move. It is not the city boys or the | cational difficulty in this country is 
city girls who have done that, although | that children, of tender age, before they 
they do go to schowl from one to, have got a mind in their heads, are 
three months more in the year than | crammed full of book learning—read- 
the country children do, and when they|ing, writing, arithmetic, geography, 
are grown up they are educated fools.| biology, astronomy, drawing, music, 
They lack to a very great extent the| history, constitutional history and the 
physical ability to carry the stuff that! constitution of the United States, are 
has been crammed into them. 1 all crammed into children of ten or 
think the difficulty that we have here, twelve years of age, and even younger 
in this state is that we have not chil-. than that. 
dren enough in the districts; the teach-! Supt. McKerrow—I have hardly 
ers are not good enough. Through a known whether I was really in favor 
period of twenty-five years the popu-; of consolidation. or not, but since hear- 
lation has been drawn from this part ing the speech of my friend Rietbrock, 
of the world into the vacant west and I am in favor of consolidating the 
into the cities, because it was more school districts of Wisconsin to the 
attractive, and because there was an extent that the boys may walk three 
opportunity to earn more money than. miles and a half, so that we may have 
they could upon the farm. I know of, more men like Mr. Rietbrock. 
one big institution in the city of Chi-! Mr. Convey—Since the farmers are
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| 

having their innings, I propose to take|ing for it and our farmers are setting / 

a hand in this matter. I can’t help|their faces against it. Over in Mich- 

feeling sorry When we have had such | igan the Grange, which _ a as a 

an excellent paper along the lines of) cational institution, undertoo in- 

better education to see the secomion| — this Lee = ry a, — 

taking this turn. Some of us they were oppose 4 ¥ 

eet oe | fo oes sd se a0 | of us got an ucation, not by m | sides, A | 

of the district school, Be ae ee net & Se — we — 

it, because some of us will get an edu-| oppos: o the system. 

wee no matter what the aeedites| on as our friend Rietbrock does. He 

may be, but we know very well raed paar four or five weeks investigating 

the opportunities are not what we!and he found the best system in Ohio 

would like to have them for our chil-|that was found in any of the western 
dren and very.many of us feel that it! or middle states, and he reported that 

is time to make a change so that we| those children of Ohio were being edu- 

may have better teachers, and if this | cated at less expense as compared with 

can be brought about by the wee ioe entire population and that the in- 

dating system, that is what we want.| crease of average attendance went up 

One of the troubles is our ee oe from 25 i 80 yer oar en me Se 

not teachers really, they are making! pect to have educa people wW! 

that position a stepping stone to some-| only 25 per cent. of our children go to 

thing higher, oe is poe 2 ; ool aaa : es ee 

a id teacher. ‘our rm girl can ur school men are 

es much wages as most of iB Gant under the most discouraging cir- 

teachers get. Again, look at the num- | cumstances, but let us be sensible in 

ber of classes you have in your ee ra at se let = —. 

schools, and you expect a distric' ee fourteen or een states, 

school teacher to take care of as many|they have introduced this system, they 

grades as a whole corps of teachers in! all pronounce in favor of it; they have 

your high schools has to look after.| found it cheaper and they have en- 

Another thing, we all want to have the | abled the children of the rural districts | 

principles of agriculture taught, as| to get not only a common school edu- 

suggested by our state eupeetenniet esi, Ape a nie ee ee 

How on earth can you introduce those! right at home where they oug! . 

new studies along those lines, which| If I have to send my children away to 

we are beginning to realize the neces: | school, it costs me $150.00 a year at 

sity of, under the present state of af-| least, and they are not at home and we 

fairs? These teachers have too many | all know that we prefer to have our 

classes already, and we must have a| children where we know what is going 

consolidation of the schools, with a|on, at home. I think this matter is in 

grading of the pupils, so that a teacher|the line of direct improvement. I 

will have five or six, or possibly, even| am an old school teacher ae t 
less, classes, and give ample time to' have sent quite a number o ren 

the instruction of each. If you will | to school, and I know that, in the ma- 

figure up the ania of time vegies pecials of ark when tne Ded ‘hae 

teachers are required to give to their;comes, you keep your ive, x 

many classes, how much time can you| seven-year old children at home, and 

make it that she can give of special | when aoe pew be senor the eis E 

tention to each individual scholar? Not|summer, they can’t tell where they 

more than a minute and a half, or two) left off ge eee of idleness = 
minutes. We want an entirely differ-| tween. ur sc men are on e 

ent system. Our educators are er right road to success, und we ought
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so ba bone, as’ boos sabighe" = mae "Gib0G wa “Ws al Mie to en done here tonight. 5 
gee aaa am not going to say| take back seats. I am getting jealous 

very much, but when I hear men talk-|of the women; they will have to vote 

ing like Mr. Rietbrock and know, as 1|by and by, and we will Li dts stay 
do, that that man can practice eae and take care of the ren. 

successfully and run all kinds of busi-| Now, we want to Seats ear 

ness, such as sawmills and farms, in} public sentiment among 

spite of the immense exertion he = the ea thed Ea lk hil ee 

te tt forth to get an education, it) that is helping to do is 
snows what odd aided there is in that all the farmers that are well-to-do 
some men, and such men call them-|send their children off to graded or 

selves “self-made” men. Now, there|high schools and it is left to a few 

is no such thing as a “self-made” man.|ignoramuses in the country to run the 

We owe a great deal to our surround-| public ory oa ee Pk Biot d fd 

ings, our environment. No man has/ teachers, an lo 
control over where he should be born | schools of the state of Wisconsin are 
and who should be his father andjas good as they were twenty years 

mother, and in spite of all this, if hel age 

succeeds, he puffs himself up and = act ee mae scree 

he is a “self-made” man. that I was a self-made man, 
Aside from all this, the fact stands | claim it is good for children to be 

out that we have either got Sas to walk, and I do claim that there 

have more children, or they have got | is much mischief pe in er to 
to walk faster, or we have got to carry;cram too much into young c' ren. 

them to school. In this state we have | This subject has been agitated for 
built up a public sentiment in favor of | years, and I have thought about it, and 

higher education and today we have/|I firmly believe that the best results 
only one-hundredth part of the chil-|will come to the population of the 
dren or persons of school age perhaps! state of Wisconsin by the improve- 
in our state university, and ee we . ore, pte pecuge 
three per cent in the high schools and! make the home schools be’ A 
the normal schools. If we estimate! better teachers and urge the people to 

the amount of money spent for this! send their ae wane ree a 
higher education, as compared with, to the parochial schools. less 
what is put into the common schools, | about higher education, and give more 
we will find that our commons schools} attention to our little children, try to 
are not receiving their proper propor-| keep our boys and girls from drifting 
tion of the public funds. The public | off to the cities, I honestly believe they 

favor has been turned too much to-| would be more intelligent and able to 
wards the higher education, and our|take care of themselvs had they re- 
education is becoming top-heavy. Our! mained in the rural sections. I have 
boys and girls go through their studies! always been in favor of doing as much 
and they are often presented to im-!as possible for the am oe 

i i ny. mature minds, which utterly fail to, and have helped to build a good mai y 
fully comprehend the real meanings. | The big ones will take care of them: 
They go from these grades up and | selves. 
when they get into the high schools} Prof. Borden—There is some truth 
they really know little or nothing in! on both sides of this discussion. I think 
those ‘studies which are absolutely| Mr. piaier . Me es bs eae 
necessary for a good business educa-, been educated in the country school, 
tion, and we find that three-quarters of) but you must remember that you can- 
the graduates of our high schools are! not compare the country school of today
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with what it was in your time, Mr.) center of the district’s life, there were | 

Rietbrock. Superintendent ~Cary|held the spelling matches, the socials i 

spoke of the school that he attended|and singing schools, and the parents 

where they had sixty scholars, with a|and every one took hold. The parents 

man teaching it, a man of culture and/do no such thing now. There is no 

iorce, who knew the children and what|one to take an interest or to keep 

they neeued, and those boys came|things going. The parents send their 

there and got something out of that)children in to the city schools; we | 

school that stood by them until they/have got plenty of them here in the 

grew up, got something which made|high school. What we are trying to 

them men and they went out into the/do is simply to take four or five } 

world and made their places. That|schools and put them into a center I 

is the kind of school we want to have|schvol in the center of the township 

today. Right down in my county|and have the materials at hand to do 

where I was born and graduated, algood work. If any farmer or father 

short time ago a girl went out there| wants his boy to walk three miles and 

to teach and she had the total sum otja half, as Mr. Rietbrock advises, 

one little girl as a scholar, ana one poy | there is no law to compel him to ride. 
in the fall. She was an eighteen eae Personally if my boy and I live on a 

old girl and she got $20.00 a month.| farm, I want him to walk. 

That is the condition we are trying to| I think we all agree with Mr. Riet- 

remedy. We are trying to take those |brock after all; we want to make our 

districts where there are very few! country schools the foundation schools. 

scholars and put them together with a| The university will take care of itself, 

competent teacher in charge of them) but we want to go out into this coun- 

all. | try school, where we have thousands 

I say that little red schoolhouse has|of children who can only go to school 

been the salvation of this state and/|for a short time, and we want to build 

will be—im the future it may be a ral up a school that is a good one and let 

tle larger red schoolhouse. I feel that!the boys and girls of the country dis- 

something has got to.be done in re-|tricts amount to something, and then 

gard to this country school education. | the young men and women will come | 

You have got to put into these schools! back to that school. You had those ) 

a strong teacher, and you have got! good schools years ago and they turned 

to have children enough to make it;out grand men; at any rate, the boys 

worth while for the parents to pay | learned to work and do something in 

their taxes to support those schools.;spite of the schools. The trouble 

You would hardly like to pay a girl or| with the city boy is that the greatest 
a man $45.00 a month to teach onejlength of time he has to work is 

scholar. Those conditions have come,| twenty minutes in the spring when he 

they are here. We do not want tolis required to whip carpets and then 

pamper our children too much. I agree| he rests the rest of the year. The boys 

with Mr. Rietbrock that we are stutt-| from the country have learned to work 

ing the children, but in a sense we are| from five o’clock in the morning till 

forced to do so. Parents come to me) seven atnigut,and you putthem at a 

and say, “I want my four-year old boy; task in school and they stick toit un- t 

to enter the first grade.” They al-|til they have got it. The city boy 

most foree us to pass him from the] is' quick, he will get there the moment 

kindergarten. we can persuade him that it is neces- 

Years ago we had three months of|sary for him to work and hang onto 

school in winter for the boys, the boys! it until he gets it, and not until we can 
and girls had good, hearty physiques, | get that spirit into him will he work. 

and the red schoolhouse was the! The farmer boy has it trained into | 

| 

nt
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him. We all mean the same thing, and; boys. Another thing, are you not 
I don’t like to see the thing leer to see the misrule which 4 
into the idea that the farmer is|prevails in many of our higher 

against it, because when he properly|schools? Not a week passes but tnere 

understands it and that we all monn | ts some breach of discipline. I believe 

the same thing, we will get together'this should receive our attention and 

and talk it over and advise each other, | that we should do all we can to give 
and adopt some means to help it)our boys and girls well strengthened 

along, because we ali want to help | intellects, but more particularly 

the children. grand, moral characters. 
Rev. Joseph Brown—I presume 1| Prof. Cary—This has been ons of 

have seen more of the schoolhouses|the most inspiring educational meet- 

in this state than any other man in|ings that I have ever attended, and I 

this room. I have traveled three hun-|am delighted that our brother over 
dred thousand miles in Wisconsin and| here started things as he did. If you 

have realized that there is great room | have been thinking over these mat- 
for improvement in the little school- | ters, you will not take him too seri- 
houses. In some of them I have found | ously, and you will go on thinking. 

where the teachers have put in pic-| There has been.something said about 

tures and other bits of beauty at a stuffing children with books. Now,-I 

own expense; they have kept them|don’t believe anybody in this world 

neat and clean as they should be, on got too much of good, solid 

they should be painted often, and! books; I don’t believe that such a 

made as comfortable and beautiful as | thing is possible as having a child 

possible, a thing of delight to teachers; learn too much. providing he assimi- 

and scholars. Where you find such | lates what ne gets and turns it over 

teachers as that, you will generally|into power. The mistake occurs when 
find teachers of character and you|some person who does not know the 
will see the effects upon the children. | nature of the human mind 4ttempts to 
I want to say another thing, and that/ drill it in in the form of words witn- 

is, that we make one of the profound-|out substance, without thought. Then 
est mistakes if we excuse our children |you have stuffed that mind, but so long 
from doing some of the chores before fed the child assimilates what he gets, 

they go to school. I believe that is one jthe more book learning the better. 
thing that helps to make men of our; Adjourned till 9 o’clock next day. 
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SECOND DAY. 3 

The Institute met at 9 a. m. Meeting called to order by Mr. SCRIBNER. In- 

vocation by Rev. Joseph Brown. 

POTATOES: VARIETIES AND SEED. 

L. E. SCOTT, Stanley, Wis. 

| 
| tain regarding the particular variety of 

|a potato, unless we are familiar with 
|its origin. 

| 
\ | Some Standard Varieties, 

| S | | ‘The earliest type of potato with 
|which we are familiar is the 

| “Tiumph,” known also as the “Stray 

| | Beauty.” This is a round, deep red 

\ j | Potato of peor quality and of too small | 

| | a yield to be grown at a profit except | 

i i} lin the south, where it can be grown | 

| | early enough to market at high prices. | 

| The “Early Ohio” is a round to ob- ; 

|long, rose colored potato, eyes large 

} ‘and prominent, but not deep. The 
ot “Ohio” can. be easily distinguished by 

1 | ittte pimples about the size of pin | 

| heads upon its surface and in well- 

| grown stock there is often a crease, - | 

Pe | |sometimes two of them, forming a ; 

ag | | cross, in the blow or seed end. This | 

Ba |seems to beasortoftrademark. Ofthis 

oa | ltype we have the “Early Ohio,” 

- ' | “Onio Junior,” “Early Six Weeks 

: Mr. Scott. Market,” “Acme,” and others. The 
| “Early Michigan” is of the same type, 

Potatoes are known upon the mar-| except in color. It is a white potato, 

ket by a few well-defined types, rather | but in all other respects it is a perfect 

than by the thousand and one individ-| Ohio, even to the style of the vine. 

ual varieties that are introduced from The “Hebron” is an oblong potato 

time to time. | of clouded or mottled skin, of excellent 

There may be several potatoes | quality for fall or winter use, but not 

known by as many different names,! many of these potatoes are grown now. 

whether akin or not, but of the same |The same is true of the Rose type so 

habits of growth, appearance, and,;common a few years ago. The de- I 

characteristics. This fact makes the! cline of these last named types may be 

seed potato business complicated and|attributed, in a measure, to the 

confusing and we are not always cer-' changes of fashion, white potatoes
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seeming to be somewhat more ay yielder, but considered by many to 
upon the market at present than the! possess a quality superior to either.of 
colored varieties. lits running mates. 

Of the white varieties we still have! Whether new varieties of the above 
a few of the “Burbank” type, but the! named types will be propagated, as 
great market potato for Wisconsin at, they must needs be from the seed ball, 
this time is the “Rural.” This is a) and these particular types be thus 
round, white, smooth potato, slightly | perpetuated is uncertain, but it is 
flattened and eyes flush with the sur-| quite probable that twenty-five years 
face. This potato usually grows quite’ hence the individual varieties that we 

Ve 
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Yellow murdock dent corn planted on a tough June grass sod at Stanley, 

Wis., the last of May, 1902. This picture was taken Aug. 11 before all 
had reached its full height. The corn was much more even a 

few days later. 

even insize, notas subject to scab as} are growing now will be a thing of the 
some kinds, a good keeper, some sea- | past. 

sons it is not of the best quality, but it 
generally sells well. | Selection of Seed. 

Of this type we have the “Rural| To what extent potatoes may be im- 
New Yorker No. 2,” the “Carman No.! proved, or held up to their full size, 
3,” which is somewhat coarser in ap-| vigor, and yield, by selection of seed 
pearance, but markets in the same car,|is an open question, but, at best, the 
and the “Sir Walter Raleigh.” The | advantages of such selection can be 
latter more closely resembles the; but temporary, for our favorite va- 
“Rural No, 2” in appearance of both/rieties will run out with time as they 
tuber and top, not quite as good a/have in the past, and we shall be
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obliged to place our affections ‘upon, under of green clover or rye will ren- 

something of a newer origin. Selection| der the soil more acid and thus reduce 

of seed is advisable to the extent of | the amount of scab materially. 

casting out all sprouts, or tubers of a| tote 

foreign type, at least, and while the 

planting of second-sized potatoes | DISCUSSION. f 

allowable when merchantable stock is! Mr. Gcodrich—Which is the blow 

high in price, it is well to plant ajend? 

few rows from selected tubers from} Mr. Scott—It is commonly called 

which to save the next season’s seed.|the seed end, the end farthest from 

This selection is best made by setting|the stem, which contains the largest 

stakes opposite the most vigorous | Dumber of eyes. 

vines during the growing season and| Mr, Culbertson—Is there any differ- 

saving your seed from those hills at| ence in varieties doing best on sandy 
dgging time. |or heavy soil? 

| Mr. Scott—I think the round varie- 
Care of the Seed. ! ties will do the best on. heavy soil, bet- 

But important as selection may be,| ter than the long varieties, that has 

of still more importance is the care of | been my experience. I dont know 

the seed. The growth of sprouts will) what the reason is. 

cuickly tax the vitality of the tuber.; A Member—The “State of Maine” 

Fcr a very early crop, it is advisable'is a potato that is selling quite well 

to start the potatoes ina warm place|with us and it does well on sandy 

and plart them carefully, so as not to'lands. It is a late potato. 

injure the shoct. But beyond this, | Mr, Culbertson—How long would 

do nct let your seed stock sprout till) you cut them before planting? . 

planting time. To accomplish this, | Mr. Scott—There is no advantage in i 

store dry in cool céllars, keeping the ; cutting any length of time before 

temperature as low as thirty-five de-;planting. It is a little pleasanter to 

grees as long as possible. j handle the seed after the moisture is 

In the spring, open. the cellar at} dried off. 

right and clcse it in the morning. If| Mr. Culbertson—Is the Carmen. No. 

sprouts start, shcvel from bin to bin.|3 as good a keeper as the Rural New 

This will check the growth of ae se 
and develop muscle as rapidly as does! Mr. Scott—Yes, I think it is. 

a game of football. | Question—Do you plant with a ma- 

Another, and perhaps a better plan, is | chine? 

to take the potatoes from the cellar at | Mr. Scott—Yes. 

this time and spread them in a single| Mr. Culbertson—Is there any advan- 

layer on the flodr of some vacant build-| tage in planting with a machine? 

ing, or upon racks or trays, where they| Mr. Scott—It saves time and is all 

will start a short, warty, green, tough | right under favorable conditions. 
sprout, which will hardly be broken off Under unfavorable conditions, if the 

in process of planting and may be|seed is punctured or mangled, as it 

rather a benefit than otherwise. must needs be if planted with a ma- | 
The soaking of seed potatoes from|chine with automatic drop, the potatoes 

one and one-half to two hours in one} Will rot more quickly than if handled 

pint of formaldehyde diluted by | carefully by hand. With such a 

twenty-five gallons of water will kill) machine, if there are any little short ‘ 

the scab germ and if the soil is free | sprouts, they will be broken off by the 

from the disease a smooth product| scraping and picking up of the seed, 
may be expected. If, however, the sil wich doesn’t start as quickly again, : 
is infected with the germ, the plowing! and in a period of excessive wet of
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course will rot more quickly than if | Mr. Scott—Regardless of eyes. In 

they started right away and came up) cutting the potatoes in four pieces, you 

quickly. | will be very apt to have from one to 

Mr. Utter—If the bruising of: the| three eyes on a piece. 

seed makes them more liable to rot,| Mr. Culbertson—Do you cut them by 

why does not the cutting of the seed? | hand or by machine? 

Mr. Scott—Cut seed will rot more! Mr. Scott—I have cut them both 
quickly than whole seed and the| ways. I would rather cut by hand 
greater proportionate amount of cut/than by any machine that I know of. 
surface we have exposed, the greater Mr. Culbertson—Can you make a 
the liability to rot. success of cutting them by machine? 
Question—Would it be better to cut Mr. Scott—Yes. 

off a little piece of the seed end? Question—What becomes of the 
Mr. Scott—No, don’t do that. They|surplus eyes on the seed end? If 

tried a three-years experiment in Mad-|you have more plants than one in the 
ison, and also in Ohio, to determine! hill will they all grow? 

the relative value of the seed end and Mr. Scott—Let them grow. 
the balance of the potato. What lit-| Question—Cutting the potato then, 
tle difference there was, was in favor the stem end, you would have very few 
of planting the seed end. There was|eyes, and in the other you would 
but little difference in the yield, how-| have more than there should be in a 

ever. hill? 
Question—How do you cut your| Mr. Scott—You would have more 

seed? than upon the stem end, to be sure; 
Mr. Scott—There have been a great|but experiments show that we get 

mapy experiments tried in cuttirrs | more potatoes also. 
seed potatoes, whether one, two or| Question—More small potatoes? 
three eyes, quarters, halves or’whole} Mr. Scott—I don’t know that. 
potatoes, and I have about made up| Que:t’on—If you planted the whole 
my mind after careful consideration| potato, would all the eyes grow? 
that a potato from medium to large| Mr. Scott—No, sir, not all of them; 
size should be cut in about four pieces,|more than one would, though. 
in as chunky a fcrm as possible, roe Question—Do you think it makes 
have shown larger yields by planting! any difference according to the variety 
halves, but when you deduct the extra| of the potato about the manner of cut- 
amount of seed used, I think the| ting? 
greatest net profit has been obtained! Mr. Scott—Well, a round potato I 
by planting a quarter of potatoes of | would cut through the seed end both 
medium to large size. Smaller potatoes; Ways if I were cutting it into four 
should be cut in thirds or halves. nN pieces, but a long potato I would cut 
cut piece should weigh about. one| the other way, so as to get the pieces 

ounce. in as compact a form as possible, with 
Questior—Do you plant just one|the least cut surface. If you were to 

piece in a hill? cut a long potato lengthwise, you 
Mr. Scott—Yes. would have a long, slim piece with a 
Question—In cutting seed, would! large proportion. of cut surface. 

you cut them lengthwise? | Mr. Hill—Are you sure that all the 
Mr. Scott—No, I would cut in as | eyes grow on the seed end where there 

chunky a form as possible, so as to|are a ‘arge number of them on a small 
have as little surface as possible ex-| Piece of potato? 
posed. | Mr. Scott—No, I am not sure that 
Question—Is that regardless of;they would all grow. I am sure of eyes? | this, however, that we get the best
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and most vigorous .sprouts “from the] You can’t tell them apart. In fact, I 

seed end. , pe dislike to be obliged to pick out 

Question—Wouldn’t there be apt to! the Sir Walter Raleigh from the Rural 

be quite a good many small ones if| No. 2 if they were all mixed up in the 

there are several sprouts? same car. 

Mr, Scott—The more seed you use,| Question—Can you get as much in 

the more small potatoes you will have, | the market for them as you can. for 

but the larger will be your aggregate} the Burbanks? 

yield. Mr. Scott—Yes, fully, atid you get a 

Question—I mean with one big stem,| better yield on such soils as you have 

or two, you would have larger potatoes | in Wood county, and a smaller per- 

than with a good many small stems. | centage of small potatoes. 

Mr. Scott—Yes, the finer you cut} Question—Would you say the same 

your seed, the larger potatoes you will) for the lighter soil in the southern 

have, but you will probably have a, part? : 

proportionately smaller yield, except Mr. Scott—Yes. The lighter soils 

under thé best of conditions. of Wood county I think are no lighter 

Question—Is there any danger of| than those of Waupaca and Portage 

changing from light to heavy soil? counties and the Rural has super- 

© Mr. Scott—I don’t think there is any|seded the Burbank in those counties. 

danger in changing seed potatoes from| Capt. Arnold—Do you mean to say 

one kind of soil to another, or from|you get a larger yield where you cut 

one section to another in the same| your seed fine? 

latitude. Those south seem to think Mr. Scott—No, I didn’t say so; I say 

there is an advantage in getting north-| you get a larger potato, but not as 

ern grown seed, but in growing sved|many bushels. The difference would 

potatoes for seed men, they have some- be but slight, however, if the condi- 

times furnished me with seed grown|tions are favorable, but if the condi- 

at a distance. Planted side by side|'ticns are not favorable, for instance, if _ 

with seed of the same varieties which| your land is not in perfect tilth and it 

I have grown and cared for myself, I is very dry, you will be liable to get 

have invariably had the best results!a poor stand from potatoes cut to one 

from the latter, properly caring for|eye in the piece, or if it is very wet, 

the seed, than in changing from one) there would be a risk of a poor stand. 

soil to another. Question—Then you would regulate 

Question—What varieties would you| your cutting by the conditions? 

recommend for Wood county? Mr. Scott—We don’t know what the 

Mr. Scott—For market I would rec-| conditions are going to be. 
ommend the Rural No. 2. Question—Why, you cut the same 

Question—Is there any difference|day you plant, don’t you? 
between Rural No. 2 and Carmen No.| Mr. Scott—We don’t know what the 

2? “ weather is going to be through the sea- 
- Mr. Scott—Properly speaking, there|son. It is unsafe to advise the aver- 

is no such potato as Carmen No. 2. The| age farmer to cut potatoes as fine as 

late Mr. E. S. Carmen, for many years| One eye in a piece, and, in fact, hun- 

editor of “The Rural New Yorker,”! dreds of experiments, prove conclusive- 

put out four potatoes, Carmen No, 1,|ly that the greatest profit, take it one 

Rural No. 2, Carmen No. 3, and Sir|year with another. comes from cutting 

Walter Raleigh, which are all of the|the potato into about four pieces. 

same type. Carmen No. 3 is a little} Question—Wouldn’t it be a little the 

coarser potato than the Rural No. 2| best to have a big piece with one or 

and has a little different style of top.|two eyes rather tham many eyes ina 

Sir Walter Raleigh has the same char-|small piece? 

acter of top as the Rural No. 2.| Mr. Scott—I think so, 

8
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POTATOES: PLANTING AND GROWING. 

H. M. CULBERTSON, Medina, Wis. 

i verize immediately and prevent lumps 

~ (Noumea as there will be if allowed to 
NX oe long as the plow leaves it; that 

soils in the finest and most mellow yet 
Mf » | compact condition hold most moisture, 

\ and open, lumpy soils contain the 
. \ | least, as they permit too much circu- 

io 3 \ | lation of air carrying away the mois- 
aon i\ ture, and in the open condition the 

q \ | moisture cannot rise from below to fill 
& * | || the places of that lost, but, most of all, 

| in open soil the plants’ roots are not 

i | closely surrounded with the fine par- 

ic ticles and humus to get nourishment 
= from, therefore, perhaps wither and 

ee } die; that potatoes require large quar 
tities of moisture and that thorough 

™ y fining of the surface by cultivation 
N - P y cheeks evaporation and furnishes best 
N a) condition. 

NX 7 o Humus, which is partially decayed 
5 . ‘i & vegetation and an element of great 

we we importance in plant growth, keeps the 
SEE soil mellow and, like a sponge, holds 

Mr. Culbertson. soil moisture, which contains in. solu- 
tion the compounds of plant food 

We use plants in various forms for|taken by the plants’ roots and carried 
food; so do animals and so do plants.|to the stem and leaves, the leaves 

So we feed plants in various forms to}evaporating into the air the surplus 
animals and when they have extractec | moisture, so as to continue the up- 

that which their bodies-are able, the} ward moisture current and retain in 
refuse in its different forms again fur-!the plant the food required. 
nishes material for future plant food, | Carbonic acid, a gas in the air, is 
which heat, moisture and air decom-| taken into the plant through its leaves 
pose, liberating from the old plant and| and combines with the other solutions, 
scil grains certain compounds and| there perfecting its sap to perpetuate 
mineral matter to remain in solution in| srowth. 
the soil moisture which adheres to and| The soil is a storehouse of plant 
surrounds the outer portion of the| food, humus and moisture and as we 
minute soil particles and in the humus.| control the application of refuse mat- 
Experiments and soil tests have|ter which furnishes plant food and 

shown that fall and early springjhumus, and cultivation, which reg- 
plowed land furnishes more soil mots-| ulates soil moisture and admits air to 
ture to the plant than late spring plow-| progress decomposition, putting the 
ing and the spring plowing must lest into the proper form for the plant, 
harrowed as soon as plowed to pul-| we work with nature when it applies
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the water and warmth to the land that ; spring to mellow and make a surface 

we may realize the best possible re- soil mulch and encourage germination 

sults from plant growth. loz weed seed. The harrowing is re- 

5 | peated as necessary and the final 

Preparation of Land for Potato Grow: | preparation is with the disk harrow 

ing. |twice over-lapping half width, followed 

On some soils, sandy soil more espe-| by thorough application of the smooth- 

cially, plowing under fall sown rye just lens harrow. Q 

PRS Se sen, ey! po Se Glae ‘ 
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Home-made tool used for covering hand-droppea potatoes, also for hilling 

and covering small weeds. . 

before heading in the spring has been Planting the Seed. | 

found very beneficial for potato grow- Potatoes planted soonest after being 

ing. We use sod land for potatoes|cut are most sure of good results and 

because sod furnishes some plant food|those put into moist, cool soil and 

and humus, which ensures an open soil covered immediately are surer to grow 

to admit water in time of rain and| and be thrifty than those dropped into 

hold plant food in solution, giving it} a dry, hot soil and the longer exposed 

to the plants’ roots as desired, and) to open air the less sure of good re- 

keep the soil mellow, yet compact,| sults, therefore we prefer the horse 

that the plants’ roots may be able to] planter, which does the work quickly, 

push on between the soil particles to| plants at an equal depth, straight rows 

extract its desired compounds. Plow] and best soil conditions, but any sys- 

in the fall for soil moisture, manure] tem which plants the seed into moist, 

on the surface in winter to furnish| cool soil and covers immediately is sat- 

plant food and humus and regulate] isfactory. 

surface evaporation; harrow early in! In an open, sandy soil plant four to
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five inches deep and in medium soils; which time most of them will be de- 

three to four, deep enough so but it. | stroyed. 

tle hilling is required, as extensive} Always keep the space between the 

hilling has no advantageous features,! rows thoroughly pulverized as long as 

providing the planting is deep enough | the tops can be passed without tear- 

to ensure thorough covering for aie) ing away, giving no attention to blos- 
growing potatoes, and potatoes grown | soming period. 

well protected from the heat have been | Drills three feet apart and one eye 
found to contain the greatest percent | twelve to fifteen, or two eyes cuttings 

age of starch. | fifteen to eighteen inches apart in the 

Se ‘ tee | 
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Farm buildings of H. M. Culbertson. 

Cultivation. |row, or in hills proportionally, will 
Harrow with a common. drag or| secure good yields, other things con- 

weeder whenever the surface becomes|Sidered, and no tests have proven one 
crusted by rain, or weed seeds have} method superior to the other. 

germinated, to control moisture and | 5 

kill weeds. If a heavy rain compacts the| ee te Tie Boned See Ae 
soil befoie the plants are up, cultivate} . 
very deeply and thoroughly, but in no| Plant early varieties as soon as the 

case destroy the plants’ roots; this| soil is dry enough to work in spring, 

will require what hilling is done to be|/on land so handled the previous year 
done very gradually, or very early.|that sbundance of plant food may be 

The weeder can be used across the} had to encourage rapid growthearly in 

rows, if.planted in drills, often enough | the season, or the crop may be caught 

to keep the weeds in check until the|by blight before fully grown. The 

plants are six to eight inches high, by‘ more vigorous, later growing varieties
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may be planted later, as they survivejsprayer. There perhaps may be more 

more unfavorable conditions, be canal danger of this destroying the foliage 

however, ond plant early enough i ow with plaster, but it has been sug- 

the crop may mature before frost kilis| gested that one pound of fresh, com- 

it or the quality of the potatoes will be! mon lime used with every pound of 

likely to be poor. | Paris green in water will counteract 

\the injury the Paris green might do on 

How to Destroy Potato Bugs. the plants. 

The purpose of the leaves has been The New York Station says to test 

explained, therefore we understand|the purity of Paris greem puta small 

iF Rita: 

| re ¢ i = = 

| 1 : 

| 

| 

, 

a =, 

Family strawberry patch, 3/2 months after planting, on the farm of H. M. 

Culbertson. | 

that if the bugs destroy the leaves the; quantity in a little ammonia, or com- 

perfecting of the sap stops and growth| monly called hartshorn, and pure Paris 

is checked for a time, if the plant is| green will all dissolve. 

not killed, as it will be if a large part Treatment for Scab and Blight. 

of the leaf surface is destroyed. For potato scab, wash the dirty po- 

To destroy bugs, many prefer to use} tatces and before cutting soak them 

one pound of Paris green thoroughly|one and one-half hours in a solution 

mixed in two hundred pounds land|of one pound of formaldehyde in thirty 

plaster for the first application. We gallons of water. Potatoes thus treated 

have only used a tablespoon level full| must not be used for food. t 

of green in twelve quarts of water, ap- For potato blight, or drying up of 

plying it with the hand sprinkler, the leaves, use one pound common, 

knapsack automatic sprayer and horse fresh lime dissolved in water and one
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and one-half pounds of blue vitrol dis-) kept, at ten years old it is just as 
solved in another vessel, either in|strong as at one year old. 
cold or warm water, strain the lime} Mr. Stiles—Do you plant your early 
solution. Put the two — 3 add|and late potatoes at the same cme 
water enough to make twelve ions.| Mr. Culbertson—No, we plant the 
This must be applied in June when the! early potatoes as soon as the land is 
plants become about a foot high and! fit, the late varieties a little later. 
being a preventive, not a cure, must| Mr. Scott—I doubt the statement 

be applied with a sprinkler every two; made by this gentleman that Paris 

weeks. The usual amount of Paris) green increases in strength with age. 
green may be added to each pailful of| Again, as to the test to show its purity, 
the preparation to destroy the bugs| while -the ammonia will not prove its 

at'the same time. This will prolong] purity, yet a very common substance 

the life of the plant, which means a| with which it is adulterated is a sub- 

longer growing season, more vigorous/ stance called barathese, which will 

and healthy plants, and usually a!not dissolve in ammonia and the am- 

larger yield. monia then is a sure test of the pres- 

ie ence of that substance. 
DISCUSSION. Question—Which do you recom- 

mend, fall or spring plowing? 

Question—Can’t you split the. dif-| Mr. Culbertson—We have practiced 
ference on the amount of the for-|the fall plowing for soil moisture for 

maldehyde many years. 
Mr. Culbertson—That is the amount Question—Which would you con- 

given by the Experiment Station. sider the best way of planting potatoes 
Question—Would you use the same) in this section of the country, shallow 

amount of Paris green, whether it _ or deep? 

new or old? Mr. Culbertson—That would be some 
Mr. Culbertson—Yes, We do not buy) thing you people could determine bet- 

all brands; there are certain brands ter than I could recommend. I should 
we have used three years old, and pee pases three inches would be deep 
perfect. enough.in most soils here. 

A Member—I think it is a fact that} A Member—In the south-eastern ; 
it is a great deal stronger after it gets! part of the state, we use a shallow 
cone or two years old. plow a great deal to make the drill, 

Mr. Thompson—In his paper the gen-| but over here they laughed at me, they 
tleman said that the way to test | said I would not get any potatoes, that 
purity of Paris green is to dissolve it) they planted on top of the ground on 
in ammonia. I have given a good deal} account of the condition of the soil, it 
of study to the purity of certain sub-! was too wet. 
stances, Paris green among them, and| Mr. Culbertson—Some of the soils 
because Paris green will dissolve re|iow hold water. On such land shal- 
ammonia is no evidence that you are|low planting and hill accordingly is 
buying pure Paris green. My opinion! surer of good results. 
is, that in a state like Wisconsin, with | Capt. Arnold—I wish this chemist 
so many laws for the regulation of| would tell us farmers if there is any 
chemical substances sold on the mar-| practical way of testing Paris green 
ket, it is strange if there is no law to | for the ordinary farmer. 
regulate a material like Paris green.) Mr. Thompson—There isnotest. It 
The only guarantee for buying Paris|should be put into the hands of a 
green is to buy it on its standard pert chemist to test its purity. In some 
centage of arsenic. If Paris green is|countries there are laws which desig- 
what it should be and it is properly|nate that it must contain certain per-
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centages of certain ingredients. With-| pecially where they are cut fine, the 

out those laws, you are liable to nare| finer you cut the seed the later your 
an adulterated substance. crop will be. Now, we have two rows, 

Question—How about the Triumph?|one is planted from one-eye cuttings, 

Won’t you get a better crop by plant-|the other from whole tubers.. At the 

ing very late? time when the whole tubers are ripen- 

Mr. Scott—You don’t want to plant| ing, we have a dry speil and the vines 

the Triumph at all. If you do, you) die down prematurely. The others per- 
would have to plant late in northern| haps are affected more or less by the 

Wisconsin. drought, and yet they are not entirely 
Mr. Bradley—I think the best time|caught. There comes a rain which 

to plant. it would be just before it| thoroughly soaks the soil, one row is 

froze up. What is your. experience|through with its growth entirely, the 
as to the best kind of planter? other rows revive, will grow fortwo, 

Mr. Culbertson—I Fave used two dif-| three or four weeks and will produce 
ferent styles of potato planters, the}a very satisfactory crop. Now, the 

Aspinwall, and one in which the po-|javerage farmer will just jump at the . 
tatoes are placed by hand in an open-| conclusion that the one-eye cutting is 

ing in a slowly turning wheel. With|a good thing for him when it just hap- 

this there are no misses, therefore the| pens that there is a little difference 
best results. in the conditions which might just as 

Mr. Scott—Just a word about this| well have been in favor of the other. 
cutting the seed. One experiment will! So, one experiment will not prove any- 
hardly prove the value of a method| thing. 
over another:in the potato business,|) A Member—To come back to this 
for conditions vary so much. Take,| Paris green question. I would like to ; 
for instance, potatoes cut to oneeye| know if there is no experiment on old 
cuttings, and whole potatoes, standing|/and new Paris green. Down our way 

side by side. Now, we know that/any one will pay three or four or five 

whole potatoes will mature a crop|cents more for old Paris green. 

quicker than from the cut seed, es- 
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POTATOES: HARVESTING AND MARKETING. 

DELBERT UTTER, Caldwell, Wis. 

eee jing four horses. Sufficient help ought 

| |to be had for picking and bagging, so 
| |as to keep up with the machine. With 

| | the use of these tools, a man is often 
l | able to dig and rush potatoes to a city 
i Ps | | market and take advantage of high 
i 4 | | Prices. When the haul is short, low, 
i | | wide-tired trucks can be used to good 
i " | \advantage, as larger loads can be 

i r. | drawn and with less labor in loading. 
i] € 

: | ‘Se $ | Harvesting the Early Crop. 
1 7 | My method of harvesting the early 
i ve Fi | crop, which is begun as soon as the 

e s | tubers are of marketable size, is by the 
! \ U j use of the spading fork, throwing two 

{rows together and keeping three rows 
| | ahead of the pickers. We have sacks 
i |distributed along the middle one of 
li ie three rows, so as to avoid as much 
i j; |Unnecessary carrying as _ possible. 
\ | | Close attention to details counts for as 

| | much in the potato field as any- 
oe where. Much time is lost waiting for 

Johnny to bring a bag. 
Mr. Utter. | We pick up the potatoes as soon as 

| dug, for if put in sacks after lying in 
While the difference between the/the sun any length of time they will be 

method of harvesting the potato crop/ liable to rot during shipment. The 
by the use of the spading fork or with| work is rushed and crop marketed as 
the latest improved machines is as | soon as possible, hauling to market by 
great as the difference between the old|team and selling to grocers, hotels, 
reaper and the new harvester, yet 1| restaurants, So as to take advantage of 
venture to say that ninetenths of the!existing high prices. Hundreds of 
crop is harvested by the old method, | growers near every large city, follow 
This is not because it is the best|this method and find it profitable. 
method, but because conditions are wat] 
favorable to the use of the new tools. | The Late Crop. 
The bulk of the crop is grown by small | The late crop is marketed in the 
growers who cannot afford the outlay! same way where there is a nearby 
for high-priced machines, and many market, at this time selling directly to 
fields are too rough and stony for ae families, as well as to grocers. The 
use. prices obtained are often ten cents a 
Where a farmer makes a specialty bushel above car lot prices on track. 

of potatoes and grows a large acreage The late crop should be harvested as 
for market, it would be best for him to| soon as well matured, as there is usual- 
use one of the modern diggers requir-! ly danger of loss by freezing after the
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middle of October. Unless the; Mr. Utter—If we keep informed in 

grower has had experience in ship-| regard to the crop prospects as other 

ping and selling his crops, he will| growers are, we shall be able to judge 

probably do best to sell to local deal- | as to the probable prospects, but it is 

ers. The grower who has the ability}a very uncertain speculation at best. 

and experience to successfully sell his!In localities where there are large 

crop will probably soon be a dealer | acreages of potatoes, part of the crop 

and not a grower. Consignments are | must be kept over, aS shipping facili- 

not generally satisfactory, not because | ties are not great enough to handle 

the commission man is not as honest} them in the fall. 
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Home of Delbert Utter. 

| 

as the rest of mankind, but for the rea-| Supt. McKerrow—About whatis the 

son that he is a buyer of potatoes and | percentage of loss in weight from the 

has his own stock to sell first. Then he! loss of moisture and loss of the few 

has’ several large shippers whose busi-| potatoes that will get bad? 

ness is worth looking after, so the! Mr. Utter—I have no way of deter- 

farmer’s potatoes are liable to be sold | mining the difference, but I should 

last and probably to some nierchant judge fifteen per cent. from the time 

whose trade is worth giving him a bar-| they are dug until the next spring. 

gain at the expense of the farmer. Mr. Scott—In the late spring, it 

| would be very much more than that, 

we will say from this on till the middle 

PISCUSSION. bee May there would be a tremendous i 

Question—Do you think it best ee 

keep potatoes till spring or sell in the Supt. McKerrow—This time, anda 

fall? | little preceding this, is when twe get
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rid of the bulk o: potatoes held over, grown for keeping purposes; it is sup- 

I believe. vo to be consumed at once. 
Question—Does it change the quality Question—What is the cause of the 

of the potato, whether you dig it early| growth of knobs on potatoes, making 
in the fall or late? them unsalable? 

Mr. Utter—I think the later a late} Mr. Utter—I do not know. 
potato can be dug without any danger Question—Do you ever use crates in 

of frost, the better wili be the quality.| picking up potatoes and hauling them? 

Mr. Scott—Isn’t that true of any po- Mr. Utter—I never have to any ex- 

tato, providing it is well covered? |tent. I think bags or sacks are more 
Mr. Utter—Well, I think not. I think | convenient. 

a é 

} 
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Jerseys and Ponies on Farm of Delbert Utter. 

a potato that ripens in hot weather, A Member—We have used crates a 
deteriorates by lying in the ground|good deal and find them very satis- 
after being grown. |factory. We follow up the digger and 

Question—Won’t it start to grow a|they will dry out and are hauled 

second time in the ground? |away. 
Mr. Utter—Seldom. } Mr. Scott—I usually prefer the 

Mr. Bradley—Won’t it deteriorate!crates. I think this question over 
more if you dig it than in the ground? here about the knobs on the potatoes 

Mr. Utter—Not if placed in a cool ought to be answered. Before the 

cellar. |potato is fully matured, sometimes if 

Mr. Scott—I take issue with Mr. Ut- |there comes a dry spell and the growth 

ter on that. I prefer to leave it in the jis checked, there is a second growth of 

ground if it is well covered. = sprouts, and they will produce 

Mr. Utter—But the early crop is not|what we call knobs or prongs. The
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more deeply you can plant your po-; Mr. Utter—I think it is the season 

tatoes, the smoother will be the prod- | more than the varieties. Last season, i 

uct. Another cause of this trouble is|on account of the wet weather, our i 

from hard soil, not properly tilled. jearly crops were very knobby and 

Have your soil mellow and you will| were hollow at the same time. 

iave a smoother product. I would like Mr. Vaughn—With respect to the 

to ask this gentleman, are there some |knobbiness, I think you will find that 

varieties more liable to be knobby | the long potatoes are more apt to be 

than others? | knobby and rough. 

RAISING THE BEST HEN. j 

if 
Mrs. ADDA F. HOWIE, Elm Grove, Wis. } 

To successfully raise the best andj attract the attention and leave a pleas- | 

most profitable fowl, the farmer must|ing impression on even an uninter- if 

plan and follow out a systematic | ested visitor, while the stranger who 1 

course in breeding and rearing his | passes by a farmyard where sucha i 

flock, and, as a considerable revenue | sight is to be seen will almost in- 

on the average farm may be derived; variably pause to admire and, from 
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Poultry House, Sunny Peak Farm. | 

from the poultry yard, it is somewhat | the evenly developed birds of a single i 

strange that more studied attention is| strain, quickly draw favorable conclu- | 

not usually given to this branch of|sions as tothe character and progres- | 

farm industry. ue nature of the occupants of the | 

‘ farmhouse. Consequently the farmer | 

Some Advantages of a Single Breed. | whose good judgment and ambi- 

A well-bred flock of poultry, uniform | tion prompt the keeping of but one 

in type and coloring, never fails to! breed will have a decided advantage 

ii
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over the professional breeder whose; these respects should be unhesitating- 
plant is restricted to a few acres and|ly banished from the breeding pens of 

whose flock generally consists of a/those who are desirous of improving 

variety of kinds that necessarily must|the quality and reputation of their 

compel a prolonged, close confinement | stock. 
to yards that are not infrequently 
overcrowded and are filthy and un-| The Barred Plymouth Rock a Popular 

wholesome from long and constant use. 2 Rigi Fira 
As the unlimited farm range may be; In order to be success: m the 

saiely offered to the single brood tat one should have a definite pur- 
with the exception of a few weeks dur-| pose in view, and should the aim be to 
ing the period when the eggs are ps ae a bird best suited to the com- 

served for incubation, the advantage| mercial demand for early broilers or 
is quite apparent, for the freedom ot} equally satisfactory for all ee 
the range will greatly add to the} with due respect to many other ad- 
healthy condition and sturdy nature ot| mirable Asiatic and American breeds, 
the birds that are raised and thrive | in my opinion, there is no more popu- 
under the stimulating influence of | lar or worthy fowl than ae good- 

practically unrestricted ground for| natured, easily-raised, and readily-con- 
feeding and exercise. A twofold profit! trolled Barred Plymouth Rock. 
may be gained by keeping pure bred! It is hardy and well adapted to our 
fowis of a recognized strain that have' climate, the flesh is of excellent qual- 
received intelligent thought and care ity, and, where desired for early mar- 
in the selection and mating of founda- eee its rapid Leen = of = 
tion stock. valuable consideration as to place 

is the foremost rank. For both table 
Selection of Eggs for Breeding Pur use or egg-production, this breed 

poses. | should be hatched early in the season 
One should never breed from the en-|—February or March is not too soon 

tire flock, but, rather, select the’ for the chicks to arrive. Comfortable 

choicest specimens, which must ee houses with well ventilated 

carefully separated from the more or|brooders, kept scrupulously clean and 

less defective birds, and from these| the floor covering frequently renewed 

and these alone should the eggs for| with fresh, dry earth, must be pro- 

hatching be obtained. vided, while a constant supply of pure 

In order to secure best results, all| water, systematic feeding and care are 

eggs for incubation must be selected also necessary for the health and 
from well developed, mature hens of | Proper development of these early 
medium size and as near perfect con-;hatched chicks, always allowing as 
formation as possible. To obtain the| wide arange as weather conditions 

finest specimens of any breed, new] will permit. Under no circumstances 
blood should be introduced each year.|should more than fifty chicks be con- 
One year the flock may be benefitted] fined to bat brooder and a frequent 
by the addition of a choice, young|Sorting of the stronger and weaker 
male, carefully selected from the best! birds will have a beneficial effect on 
strain, while the next season marked | the entire brood. 
improvement will be assured by secur- 

ing non-related pullets, from equally Merits of the Buff Leghorn. 
well-bred stock. And while it would; However, should one prefer to se- 
not be just to judge the working quali-| cure a goodly number of eggs and at a 
ties of a hen from the standard of| season when the scarcity of supply 
markings, or colorings set forth on the| will insure gratifying returns, I am 
score card, a bird that is faulty in| convinced, after an experience with a
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number of egg-producing varieties, in- ter’s egg supply. Birds hatched the i 

cluding the White, Brown, Rose and latter part of April, May, or even in f 

Single comb Leghorns, housed, fed| the early days of June, will make far 

and cared for in a similar manner, that|more profitable producers, while the 

the Buff Leghorn will come nearer to| saving in labor necessary for the care 

meeting a reasonable standard of re-|of the chicks hatched at a time when i 

quirements than any of the other| weather conditions are most favorable fi 

breeds. We are indebted to England| for rapid growth and when they may | 

for this sturdy, active race of prolific} at once be given ample range on the i 

layers, and, while, as yet, this strain sun-warmed earth is of no small con- | 

has not become so thoroughly estab-}sequence when summing up net profits. i 

lished as to invariably reproduce uni-) A year old hen is in best possible 

form coloring in plumage, it merits as| form to provide eggs for either incu- 

an egg-producer are readily recognized | bation or market and after the age of 

wherever it has been introduced. |two years they rapidly deteriorate and 

In size it is somewhat larger than| should be carefully culled from every : | 

either the Brown or White Leghorn; a! first-class flock. . 

strong, thrifty bird of excellent form! While breed, object and wise selec- . 

and pleasing appearance, with the| tion are important factors in success- | 

commendable habit of laying an un-;ful poultry culture, not less es- 

usually large, white egg, that is great-| sential are the quite as weighty con- 

ly esteemed by the exacting buyer. | siderations of clean, comfortable hous- 

If due care is exercised in selection|ing, regular feeding, and intelligent 

and mating, one may soon secure a|care and management in raising the 

flock of superior fowls that for egg-| best hen. 

production cannot be excelled. Unlike pas 

the more domestically inclined Ply- 

mouth Rock, this breed is prone to DISCUSSION. 

shirk the responsibilities of mother-; Question—What kind of a brooder 

hood, she is unreliable’as a setter, and|do you use? 

her: delinquencies as a mother can| Mrs. Howie—The one we prefer is a 

only be offset by her persistent ability | cheap brooder, called the “Olentangy.” 

and good will to produce eggs at alljIt is manufactured in Cardington, 

seasons of the year. It is no quit Ohio; by Geo. E. Singer, the cost is $5 

thing for pullets of this breed to begin | and it is supposed to hold one hundred 

laying at an age of between four and| chicks, but will better accommodate a 

five months. I have -known an incu-| thirty-five. 

bator bird, hatched early in April,] Question—Do you prefer to save 

after producing a goodly number of|eggs from pullets or older hens? 

eges, to strut proudly from a hidden| Mrs. Howie—Always save the eggs 

nest with a shivering brood of chicks| from the mature hens if you wish to 

she had brought out on the first day of| improve your breed. The eggs from 

the following November. mature hens are also very much 

Where eggs are to furnish the prin-| larger, consequently more acceptable 

cipal basis of an income, too early | to the average buyer. L 

hatching of these quickly maturing Question—What breed do you rec- 

birds is detrimental to the best in-| ommend? 

terests of the business, as pullets} Mrs. Howie—Of course there are 

hatched during the winter and early|many breeds. We have in the Medi- : 

spring months will begin laying in terranean class the Minorka, the Buff, 

the heated period of summer, but will|the White, and Brown, all of the Leg- 

also moult later in the season, which|horns. I prefer the Buff Leghorn; it 

will greatly interfere with the win-| is a little larger than either the White
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or Brown, and I think a somewhat me A Member—How is burning sulphur 
ter layer. as a remedy? 
Question—Have you had any ex-| Mrs. Howie—I have never tried it. I 

perience with Houdans? think it might be well to fumigate the 
Mrs. Howié—Not of late years.|house when the birds are out, but I 

Some years ago I had one or two of! would not like to attempt to do it 
that breed in the flock and I esteemed | when the birds wae ae 
them very highly. I think perhaps; Mr. Matteson—There is danger ot 
they are a little more tender than the! your fowls catching cold, I think, 
Leghorns, but they were fine layers. | A Member—One of my neighbors 

A Member—Very much superior to} did it. 
the Leghorns as a table fowl, I think.| Mrs. Howie—He probably would not 

Mr. Matteson—They are objection-|care to tell the results. 
able in the market because there is! Question—Couldn’t you use this 
less white skin. I think the young! powder in the dust bath? a4 oe 
chickens are more tender, | Mrs. Howie—Yes, you might, but 
Question—Do you ae any el think — xe be praletis - 

' ence in the market with eggs as to) the best results as you ea 
whether they are large or small? bird separately and puffed the powder 

Mrs. Howie—I find that people who egies oe lent agree head 
buy them greatly appreciate the large and all. have heard that there wasa 
eggs. I have one customer who take schDip into which you might put ten 
five dozens evi week. We have one! or twelve hens with some powder and 
hen that ice a doubleyolked | whirl them around, but I should be a 
egg and we always put one doable | Hine fearful of subjecting laying hens 
yolked at the top of this customer's | to such rough usage. 
basket. He sent me word if I would; A Member—This machine must be a 
furnish him eggs of that size he would |Sort of hen merry-go-round. 
give me sixty-five cents a dozen the| Mrs. Howie—I don’t know how 
year round. Unfortunately I have|“merry” the hens would be. 
only one hen that lays that kind of - Question—Is the ee ok hen 
egg. supposed to be a good layer? 
Question—Do you count that egg| Mrs. Howie—Many think so. To me 

as one or two? she is objectionable because of her 
Mrs. Howie—I count it one and al-| persistent desire to set, and I am 

ways throw it in, because it is for a| afraid of setting eae re 
very good customer. Question—Whic! do you consider 
Question—What is your remedy for| the most ee making a specialty 

lice? of broilers, or eggs? 
Mrs, Howie—We go to the pens after! Mrs. Howie—Well, I have never 

the fowls have settled on the roosts|made a specialty of broilers, because 
at night, take the hen by the feet and|it requires a good deal of time. They 
hold her head down, and then with one|are hatched at a season when they 
of those Persian insect powder puffs,|need much care, and the egg produc- 
puff the insect powder well into ae tion has been very satisfactory to us; 
feathers. If you hold her in that way, | therefore I have preferred that branch. 
the feathers will all fall back and the | Question—Do you sell to private 
powder will reach the skin. Then/| parties? : 
when you right her, she will shake| Mrs. Howie—Yes. I also supply one 
herself and the powder will be well | drug store where these eggs are used 
distributed throughout the feathers.| for fancy drinks and invalids. During 
Two applications a year will keep/the hatching season we also dispose of 
birds comparatively free from insects.|a great many eggs for the purpose of
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hatching and we find a large part of] Mrs. Howie—Well, yes, you will i 

our revenue is derived from wi | form an idea, of course, as to the form } 

source, because eggs at $2.00 a setting|and shape that you would like your 

will*soon figure up in the profits of| hens and after a little time you fall in- 

this business, and that is a good rea-| to the same habit as the dairyman, of 

son why each farmer should keep Pe selecting some accepted type. i 

one breed, and build that one breed up} Mr. Goodrich—Wouldn’t you breed f 

to its very highest limit. It can)them up in the same way that a per- j 

easily be done, and a very gust son would improve his dairy cows; | 

revenue obtained in that way; Sealine the eggs from the hen that will i 

better than where a number of kinds| lay the most and the biggest eggs? Mr. | 

are kept and where the breeds are|Van Dresser, of New York, has five 

liable to become mixed. thousand chickens, all of one breed, j 

Question—Is not the Plymouth Rock|and he averages one hundred and | 

hen a better brooder than any manu-j eighty eggs per hen for the year, and 

factured one? he claims that he has fed and bred 

Mrs. Howie—I can’t say as to that.)them up in this way by selecting the 

We have been very sucecssful hatch-| best among them with reference to lay- 

ing chicks in the incubator and brood-|ing and the hen that laid the most 

ing artificially. In fact, I think we|eggs was the best hen, whether she 

have done better with our brooders|had the right marking, or whether one i 

than with hens that were prone to|part of her comb lopped a little one | 

wander about draggling the young|side, or whether one feather was 

chicks through the wet grass. twisted. 

Question—I have noticed that a| Mr. Matteson—That is a good point. 

great many brooder chickens com- As far as my experience goes, the Bar- 

mence to cripple when they are three|red Plymouth Rocks deserve more 

or four weeks old. t credit than they really get. They are 

Mrs, Howie—That is because we do|somewhat sluggish, but when this 

not give them sufficient range. As weakness is understood, they ‘are real- 

soon as a chick can hop over a wire|ly splendid layers. 

fence a foot high, it should be given! Mrs. ‘Howie—I have vainly tried for 

plenty of range. They will a two years to secure some chicks from 

come back to the brooder. Another|the hen in habit of laying double- 

thing, we feed on the same place too! yolked eggs, but so far I have utterly 

long. If we are not careful to change!| failed. However, one can scarcely 

often, the ground becomes foul andjgive conscientious thought to the bet- 

they will soon begin to droop. terment of his flock without consider- 

Question—Do you put any grit in ing production of paramount value; 

the food for the little chicks? still, every established breed should be 

Mrs. Howie—Certainly. The next| accorded the right of exclusiveness by 

speaker will tell you about that. a rigid adherence to a standard of 

Question—Isn’t it possible to select|color and markings, and it is quite 

a laying hen the same as you would! possible to secure both beauty and 

a dairy cow? | utility in the same fowl. . 

- , 

| 

| 
|
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FEEDING THE HENS. 

J. L. HERBST, Sparta, Wis. 
! 

I do not intend giving you, in thejraising beef for market feed those 
short time allotted to me, any very|feeds necessary for the production of 

great and new ideas on the subject of| milk. You cannot expect to get good 

feeding the hens. | results from a dairy cow if you feed 

In the first place, I can give you no! only corn and water. 

scientific methods, because I do not! It is a well-known fact that hens pro- 

practice them. In the second place, | duce more eggs during the spring and 

the term “Feeding the Hens” is too | summer months than during the cold 
broad to try and cover in a short} winter months, from the fact that dur- 
space of time. We have too much to|ing this time of egg production they 

b E | 

ie. A 

A Good White Indian. 

learn on this subject, as well as on the; secure those foods necessary to stimu- 

feeding of other farm animals. |tate the egg-producing qualities. 

| In feeding my hens, my object has 

Good Judgment Must be Used. | been to make their winter life as near 
In feeding the hen, we must use our| to the life they lead in the spring and 

best judgment to a certain extent. If}summer months as I possibly can. 

we are to feed for the egg production, | The busy hen in a flock is invariably 
we must give those foods necessary to) the best layer. The one that is al- 
make those elements which go to) ways moving about, scratching and 

make up the egg as well as those ee, picking for something to eat, is in- 

will keep up the hen in the best condi-| variably the egg-producing hen. And 

tion for that purpose. i I say, make the winter conditions 
The dairyman does not feed foods|of your hens as nearly like the life 

for fattening stock to get good re-| they lead in the summer as you pos- 
sults, neither does the man who is! sibly can.
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Taking the state over, probably .not | trouble in securing fresh eggs and 

more than ten in every one hundred |plenty of them each day; but as a rule 

farmers give the care and attention to jthe market at this time of the year is 

the poultry to place them on a pay- filled and eggs are cheap. I do not 

ing basis. Or, in other words, do those care how many eggs my hens pro- 

who are raising poultry know whether duce at this time and. should prefer 

they are making enough to pay them them to lie idle, but on the approach 

for the feed and time expended in car- of winter I want them housed and fed 

ing for them? | Propefly, and when eggs are scarce I 

The farmer who is caring for the) want them. There is some satisfac- 

dairy cow to get a profit from her, ‘tion in getting twenty to twenty-five 

sees that she is well taken care of. ‘cents and even thirty cents a dozen for 

She is given warm and comfortable them, but as a rule they are worth 

winter cuarters; she is fed regularly ‘about ten cents in the summer months. 
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Scratching S hed Hen House. 

those fcods that have milk-producing | Care of Fowls During Wiater Months. 

qualities in them and given in the| On the approach of winter, your — 

right proportions. Neglect her and | poultry should be properly housed in 

she ceases to be profitable. Neglect| warm quarters, with plenty of pure 

the poultry and they cease to be profit- |air, a variety of food, with plenty of 

able. grit and exercise. Do not delay in 

Regular Care and Feeding Necessary tis ee to 

eee a ee | weather, by the cold winds and rains, 

The poultry to be.on a paying basis |and this is very likely to dévelop into 

must be given care and attention and | canker throat or roup and they will 

fed regularly those foods which con- | suffer with this all winter if not at- 

tain the properties necessary for their | tended to at once. 

welfare. During the summer months,| The morning food of my flock con- 

when they have free range, but pies | atete of equal parts of bran, corn and 

work will be required. They secure|oats made into a mash by the use of 

the yarious foods necessary for the | worm water. Tothis is added occa- 

production of eggs, and there is no!sionally a little poultry food mixture. 

9
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I give just enough of this to create ay DISCUSSION. 
good appetite. About twice a week 1) 

mix in this mash some boiled potatoes,; Question—In taking care of the 

carrots and mangel wurtzels and a lit-! dairy cow, these fellows tell us we 

. Ue onion to flavor. Immediately after|should make it easy for her. If that 

this mash they are given a mixture of! is so, why should we work the hen so 

grain, such as wheat, oats, barley and hard? 

the lile, which is thrown in amongst! Mr. Herbst—That is in the winter 
straw or any ccarse litter, in which | time. They must have exercise. 

they are made to work for it. Their | Mr. Gocdrich—The dairy. cow dces 

evening meal cons‘sts of cern and oc-; her work chewing her cud. 

casionally buckwheat. As these have| Mr. Herbst—I don’t believe the suc- 

heating qualities in them, I consider’ cessful dairyman leaves his cows 

this the best time to feed these last standing in the stable all day long. 

two menticned. My birds have befcre They get some exercise. 
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Feeding T.me. 

them plenty of fresh water, grit and; Question—Do you consider corn a 
oyster shell. Probably one of the necessary feed for the hen? 
most valuable foods in grains for the’ Mr. Herbst—I think they cught to 
laying hens is oats, but they must be| have corn to some extent, or other food 
fed carefully. Plenty of grit must be, that will answer the same purpose. 
given with this food, or better scald; Mr. Matteson—At this season of the 
them the night before and give them) year, you would probably feed less 
in the soaked condition, but drain them! than along in the winter. 
off before dcing so. Cabbage hung up| Mr. Herbst—I am only feeding corn 
for them to pick at will furnish them! twice a week now, whereas in the win- 
with green food, or if this is not to be’ ter months I feed every day. 
had, cut clover hay scalded will! Mr. Matteson—You will also find, I 
answer the same purpose. | think, that the smaller breeds will 

Most all the above foods are to be,;siand more corn than the larger 
feund and readily had on most all) breeds, 
farms and if properly fed will give) Mr. Herbst—You have to use judg- 
surprising results. |ment in giving corn to all breeds. 1
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try not to get my birds in too heavy a; Mr. Culbertson—Some of us have 

condition. | mere corn to feed than anything else. 

Mr. Scribner—I wish you would ex-| Now, can we get hens to produce eggs 

plain what you mean by getting sum-|from corn feed, and if not, why not? 

mer conditions in the winter? | Mr. Herbst—You cannot get eggs 

Mr. Herbst—You will notice in the|from feeding corn entirely, because 

summer time, when you let a hen out | corn does not contain all the elements 

she runs a ways and picks up a blade, necessary to make eggs. 

of grass; then she will run along and! Mrs. Howie—Couldn’t you balance 

pick up a weed seed and a piece of } up that corn with some skim milk in 

gravel, she is moving around all the| your ration? 3 

time busy after something. My idea} Mr. Herbst—Yes. I don’t pretend to 

is to make them do this same thing in | know anything about balanced rations 

the winter time. Throw their feed! for my hens. I know I must feed 

amongst some litter. using part of the! them a variety cf focds though. 
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house as a scratching pen; give her| Mrs. Howie—What value do you put 

those things in the winter time, if you! on cut bone? 

possibly can, that she naturally gets| Mr. Herbst—I can’t answer that. 

in the summer time. Use cabbage and| Mr. Matteson—Cut bone is one of 

cut clover hay for green feed. } the best rations to feed poultry, but I 

Question—What is the best kind of|am free to say if I was to take my 

grit to feed them in the winter? |choice between skim milk and cut 

Mr. Herbst—I am using oyster shells,| bone, I would take the skim milk by all 

or mica grit. I keep it before them in! means, because you can treat it in so 

automatic troughs. | many ways, you can feed it to your 

Question—Is there any other grit | young chicks, you can curd it and on 

just as good? | that account it is more valuable than 

Mr. Herbst—Gravel from the gravel | the green cut bone. 

pit is just as good. | Question—How do you cut bone? 

Question—How is sand? | Mr, Matteson—Any. of the bone ma- 
Mr. Herbst—Sand is geod. It has|chines that are on the market today 

to be pretty coarse, though. iwill do good work. The only objec-
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tion to them is the elbow grease you| without it, and I believe I do better by 
must put onto them. The Mann bone| feeding it. When they first get down 

cutter I think is a good, durable ma-|from the roosts, their stomachs are 
chine, and perhaps it turns a little!empty and I think that mash starts 
easier than some of the others. | them along nicely. I give them just 

Question—Isn’t there danger of! enough to create an appetite. 
feeding too much skim milk to fowls?| Mrs. Howie—My experience has 

Mr. Herbst—Certainly; there is dan-| been similar to Mr. Herbst’s. I have 
ger in feeding too much of any one) found it a very valuable morning food. 

feed. | Question—What about oilmeal? 
Mrs. Howie—Would you advise skim! Mr, Herbst—lIt is all right if you 

milk for very small chicks? | don’t feed it too often, a little of it is 

Mr. Herbst—I do net give my small!a good thing. 

chicks skim milk until they are! Question—What do you do with a 

about two weeks old. |hen that eats her own eggs and some 

Mrs. Howie—For the reason that! of the other hens‘ eggs? 

they drabble themselves so much in; Mr. Herbst—I don’t know anything 

it? If you will wait until they are;better than to chop her head off, 
well feathered they will do better. .| though you can break them sometimes. 

Mr. Matteson—There is no reason'This habit comes from various rea- 

why they should drabble through the sons. An egg might have become 

skim milk. I have been feeding skim broken by ancther hen after laying and 

milk sixteen years, that is my first , this hen ccmes along and gets a taste 

feed in the morning, warm skim milk. of it, then seeing another egg she 

That furnishes a drink and a food. We; might try that one too and form the 
have what we call automatic foun-| habit. Sometimes it comes from lack 
tains; by the use of them, you put the of fcod. It is largely due, probably, 

milk in a saucer below and there is| to the fact that the eggs have soft 
never mere than half an inch on the in-' shells from improper feeding. 

side of the saucer and they cannot get! Question—How do you feed the lit- 
into it. ie chicks? 

Mrs. Howie—Suppose we have all! Mr. Herbst—I leave them sometimes 
the different kinds of grain to feed our| thirty-six hours before they get any- 
chickens and ground bone and grit and|thing to eat; then they are given 

"skim milk, is it necessary to feed the boiled egg and very often I mix it with 

hen for egg production a feed of mash| cornmeal and sand. This is fed to 
in the winter time? j them in very small quantities, but 

Mr. Herbst—I get better results by| quite often. I mix them about half 

giving them this mash the first thing| and half. I give them that feed in a 

in the morning. I have tried doing'dry condition, not soaked.
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INCUBATOR AND BROODER CHICKS. | 

Cc. E. MATTESON, Pewaukee, Wis. 

As I understand the real meaning of that the artificial practice has no dis- 

this subject, as placed upon the pro advantages, 

gram, it is to draw out, if possible, the I often have the question asked me 

advantages and disadvantages of the at our Institute gatherings: “Are 

artificial practice of hatching and chicks that are hatched in an incuba- 

brooding chicks, From the sixteen tor as strong as those hatched by 

years of actual practice I have had in ratural methods?’ I always answer 
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Dear Gaston and his Mates. A colony of Barred Plymouth Rocks hatched 

in incubators and raised in brooders, and their ancestors back of them | 

for sixteen years, on the poultry farm of C. E. Matteson. 

this direction, I am fully convinced this with an emphatic “yes;” still I 

that the advantages far supersede the| will also say I believe that fully 

disadvantages and that modern poul-| seventy-five per cent, of the chicks 

try farming today cannot be carried | hatched by machinery are weaker and iH 

on to any great extent without the aid | have less vitality than those hatched 

of the incubator and brooder; never-} by hens. This, of course, is some 

theless, I would not have you think | what of a strong statement, but I
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believe | am right. Allowing this to} even capable of sending out lucid in- 

be a fact, we must exert ourselves aj structions as to just how the machine 

little to see what is the trouble. |should be operated. They will prob- 
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The tacubator. ‘ably place their whole stress upon 
From the most careful inspection ! some foolish egg-turning appaf‘atus, or 

that I have had the opportunity of giv-| perhaps they have discovered that by 

ing (and that is not a little I canas-| the combination of several different 

sure you), I find that fully fifty per;metals in one it has great expansive 

cent. of that weakness in chicks is o¢c- powers and when used in the form of 
easioned by incubators that are placed a thermostat as a regulator how splen- 

upon the market by parties having lit-' didly it works in every respect; thus 

tle or no experience in this practice.! placing their whole stress upon a few 

In a majority of cases they are not|strong points of their machine, there-
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by obscuring the weaker or undesir- So I will say that unless we can 

able parts. have an incu»ator that will give us as 

Then the other twenty-five per cent. ' large a percentage of gocd, strong 

cf the weak hatched is occasioned by chicks as cld “Biddy” can, we cer- 

these people who always know it all tainly should have no use for that ma- 

and will pay little or no attention to chine, just for this reason If any- 

instruct’ons, which is sure to result in | thing has happened to the machine 

mismanagement and weak chicks. which has resulted in a poor hatch, it 
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Home-made incubator; hatch just out. 72 chicks from 77 eggs. Now owned 

by Miss Abby M. Galloway, Whitewater, Wis., who hatched with same 

machine, first experience, 163 chicks from 200 eggs put into machine. 

It has been said, and probably weli has more c1 less lowered the vitality 

said, that the greatest right of the of those that do hatch. You see they 

child is to be well born. I think that all have to be subjected to the same 

this should be brought to bear on our treatment, be it the « arelessness of the 

chicks, by saying that they have an eperator, cr the faulty makeup of the 

equal right to be well hatched, and if machine. I am not here to say which 

anything happens in any way to de-' but whatever it may be, it is just as 

prive our chicks of this right, we can- sure to W saken those Chicks that do 

not expect them to be of the same. use- get out as it is to kill those that 

fulness as when properly hatched never hatch at all, and if indulged in
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from year to year, saving your breed-j result in blood poisoa and the death 

ing stock from these poor hatches, it|of the chick. 

is only a matter of a short time before | 
you can scarcely hatch a single chick. | Brooders. 

When you have a nice hatch, do! Be sure that your brooders are all 
not be in a hurry to get them out of, warmed up for the little chicks, at 
the incubator. An incubator that will,least a few hours before they are 
not safely take care of chicks at hatch- | placed in them, place them immediate- 
ing time for at least thirty-six or'ly under the hover and leave them to 
forty-eight hours after the hatch is all |come out at their own sweet wills. 

a eR a] 
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Home-made brooder just loaded with newly hatched chicks at the poultry 
yards of C. E. Matteson. 

done, is nct worth the room it stands Those that do not come out at feeding 
in. A good incubator is the very, time, say after three or four days, I 
best possible place for little chicks to;simply pinch their heads a little. 
harden off in, feeding nothing during These you see are the ones that old 
that time—nature has provided for) “Biddy” usually kills in the nest, so in 
that The last act that a chick per-! the machine we are not able to detect 
forms befcre emerging from the shell| them until they are a few days old. To 
is to absorb the yolk into its little|some this may seem cruel, but I con- 
abdomen. That absorption contimues! sider it humane, for they are stre to 
for at least a week and anything you! constantly perplex the operator. 
may do to retard absorption is sure to! We always give the chicks the run
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of the brooder floor for at least the) have done two years ago. The ma- 

first two days of their lives, by that | chine I have been in love with has i 

time they have become accustomed to|been driven out of. the market by } 

the surroundings of their new step-|cheap machines, that was the Mon- { 

mother and can safely be given the run|arch. The hot air machines do good | 

of the pen inside until they are a lit-) work on a small scale, but to say that : 

tle stronger and can be let out doors. | they will do equally as good work on i 

Now, when I say “out doors,” I meanja large scale would be putting it too | 

just what I say, be it winter or sum-| strong. | 

mer, even in our coldest weather in| gupt, McKerrow—I understand you i 

February or March there are but @| would recommend a hot water ma- i 

tew days when we cannot get them rae chine? : | 

doors for at least a short period dur-| 4, watteson—By all means. There i 

ma ees oe eae marred be no difference so far as re- 

appetites. (ee between the large machine and 

; the small machine with the hot water . 

ne ara | system, whereas with the hot air ma- | 

DISCUSSION. |chine it has been demonstrated that . 

Mr. Matteson—There have not been! YOU cannot force the hot air to the dif- 

a halt dozen days this winter put! ferent parts of the machine to get a i 

what, in the warmer part of the day| uniform temperature. : \ 

Cali omsicnihtaidad ciathe bmooding x phere nom Mone. mole 
house, with a little straw at the inlets, ! your incubator? 

the little chicks run out for just a few, Mr. Matteson—That must be gov- 
minutes, and in again, and this gives erned largely by the seasons of the 

them exercise, health and strength. | Year, the amount of ventilation that 

Question—What make of incubator | You have to give at that particular 

do you recommend to the average’ Season of the year. The warmer the 

tarmer? | weather the more ventilation you have 

Mr. Matteson—I recommend an. in-|to use, and of course this ventilation 

cubator that will give you a uniform | carries off the moisture. Whenever at 

temperature in all parts of the egg|@ny time you see, by using your egg 

chamber and which is properly prv-| tester, that you have evaporated the 

vided with ventilation and moisture,'e&2s so that your air sack occupies 

also a good regulator. Those are the! about one-fifth of the inside of the egg, 

four: essentials of an incubator. There! that is the time to apply moisture; put 

is no reason why anybody should be! in wet sponges or moisture pans. You 

imposed upon with these cheap ma-|have got to be guided by that. Of 

chines, By putting in several glasses | COUrse, incubator manufacturers send 

in several different places, you can out instructions in regard to this, but 

easily test the temperature. You can-| they don’t know the circumstances, 

not to a certainty depend on indirect|they don’t know the season of the 

regulators. year you are going to run your incu- | 

Mrs. Howie—Suppose you live at a bator, and so really that question has 

distance from where they are sold and|to be studied out under the circum- 

would like to know the name of the| stances that you are operating your | 

best machine? You have had experi-| machine. | 

ence and we would like to know of) Question—Do you recommend hatch- | 

something that you have found re-| ing in the cellar? if 

liable. | Mr. Matteson—Yes, providing you 

Mr. Matteson—I could not answer| have a good, dry cellar, I prefer it as 

that question as quickly as I would | a place to run the incubator.
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Mrs. Howie—Perhaps Mrs. Kedzie-|the full extent of what we put into it. 
Jones might tell us her experience. | Mrs. Howie—Wouldn’t you advise 

Mrs, KedzieJones—I have had!medium sized machines rather than 
rather a peculiar experience. Run-! small ones, or very large ones holding 

ning my incubator this last month, my | three hundred or more eggs? 

chickens are almost three weeks old, Mr. Matteson—I would, if it is hot 

I got a ninety-two per cent. hatch, that) air; but if a person has work for a 
is, | got one hundred and peventy-| large machine there is no reason why 
seven chicks out of two hundred and| he should not use a large machine if it 

three fertile eggs. I had my =e is hot water, He can hatch three hun- 

tor in an upstairs room on the second| dred or six hundred just as well. 

story from the ground, and | used a Mrs. Kedzie—Jones—What tempera- 
moisture whatever. ture do you keep your incubators? 

Mrs. Howie—That is my experience. | Mr. Matteson—We start at 103. The 
We could do nothing in the cellar, but | machine we use at the present time is 

en the second floor we had good suc-|top heat entirely = we run - at 
cess. 103. We aim to eep it well up. 

Mr. Matteson—Undoubtedly the pees ail the Monarch, where it was top 
son why is that at this season of Sine bottom heat, I had better results 

year there is more moisture in the air| by running it 102 the first two weeks. 

than in the.dry part of the summer.! With my machine the temperature is 
If you should attempt to run those | sure to rise a little above that the last 
machines in the summer months in| week, the animal heat that rises from 
the same room, you would not meet the chicks is almost sure to bring the 
with the same success. Again, the | temperature a little above that. 

probability is that when you tried the Mr, Convey—Sometimes you can’t 

cellar it was too cold, I would just’ get the same temperature in both ends 

guess that, and your machine not be-|of these large machines where they 
ing a thoroughly packed machine, you are partitioned off. How can you 
did not get your temperature uni-| adjust them? 

form. Mr. Matteson—That is very easy to 
A Member—The house is prick! adjust. Just raise the end of the ma- 

veneered and I tock as good a room 5) chine that is coldest one-half an inch 

we had, a room we use in the warm/and that makes the difference of one 
weather for a bathroom, and we, of! degree always. If the boiler end of 

course, used some moisture with the | the machine is 102 and the end op- 
heat. One of the greatest troubles | posite is 104, raise the boiler end just 
I find is to get pure kerosene oil, which jone inch and that makes a difference 

I think is very important, then have | of two degrees, and you even up the 

your lamp perfectly good and be sure! temperature. 

to have plenty gf moisture = at Mr. Carer the air gets into the 
cups that you use around the lamp.| water tank? 
Then I don’t think you will have any! Mr. Matteson—It destroys the regu- 

trouble, but I am very much against! lation where you are using water, it 

any cellar business. | disturbs the circulation of the water 
Mr. Matteson—It is not the cellar) as well. There is one thing you 

ihen, it is the fault of the machine. | should be careful about in the use of 
Mrs. Howie—What is the name of the hot water machine, and that is to 

the machine you use? | get the air out. 
The Member—We have three; there! Question—Are you using the same 

are two Bantowns, and I don’t know! machine that you had a model of up at 
that I can name the other one, I got it! Appleton four years ago? 
second-handed, and it hatches almost! Mr. Matteson—Yes, I am, with the
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Monarch regulator. I use machines|qozen late hatched. You have got the j 

that I build myself. = Ei lbusiness under full control. I have 

Question—In your opinion, what is|over eight hundred eggs in my ma 

the difference between air heated by | chine ready to hatch as soon as I get 

steam or hot air or by a furnace or! home, whereas if I were depending up- 

hot water? on the hens, I would have to do it as 

Mr. Matteson—I never have used|they will. Still, unless they are go- | 

steam, it would get too hot, ge) bo to study it in detail and only go- 

couldn’t use it. ling to get out a few chickens in the 

Question—Well, as between oe season of the year, they had bet- 

and hot air, which destroys the most/ter stick to the hen. 

moisture? | Mrs. Howie—There has been a re- 

Mr. Matteson—There is no doubt! quest that you give your plan of an 

but that the air from a hot air machine! jgeal poultry house for the beginner. 

is drier than from the hot water ma-| Mr. Matteson—I recommend a house 

chine. |—tor a winter-laying house, of course, 

Supt. McKerrow—You said that|there is a difference. The wtnter-lay- 

these incubators should be tested ae house is the best possible place to 

placing thermometers in different|preed cholera in the summer time and 

parts of the machine. Should not the! you should use scratching sheds 

thermometers themselves be tested! where you are going to keep fowls in t 

first? lthe summer time, instead of the same | 

Mr. Matteson—Yes, and that is very | roosting room that you use in the win- 

important and easy. The best place|ter time. All modern poultry houses 

to test incubator thermometers is to | today are really constructed on the 

place them in warm water that has|scratching shed plan. In my other 

been warmed up to about 103. If|houses, where I have no scratching 

they all record alike, you can use| shed attached, I can get just as many 

them for this test. If they do not,! eggs, but I cannot bring my stock into 

simply mark each one so that you'the spring in anywhere as near good 

know the variation. < | breeding condition. Build scratching 

Question—What temperature do you! sheds, allowing about two square feet 

keep your brooder? | roosting room and about four square 

Mr. Matteson—In the winter we be-| feet scratching room for each individ- 

gin at 100, but in waria weather not) ual fowl, so you see you have six feet 

over 93. for each fowl. For every twenty 

Mr. Rietbrock—Since most of us are} fowls we have a window, nine by 

small farmers, living on our farms,|twelve, twelve lights, and have the 

and want eggs for our own use eee | are down close to the floor, fac- 

some to store, should the brooding not! ing south. 

really be left largely to the setting hen! Question—How many would you put 

rather than that the small tarmer| into a house together? 

* should go into the matter of artificial! Mr. Matteson—To produce the best 

brooding, I mean 90 per cent. of such | possible results, not over fifteen. I 

a farmer audience as this is, would it) put in about thirty-five to forty. My 

not be safer to just let them follow the|house is built after that plan, but I 

processes heretofore known by hatch-| believe if you were after the best pos- | 

ing with the setting hen? |sible results, they should be divided 

Mr. Matteson—I would say yes, if! into small ranges. 

you are not particular at what season | Question—Would you lath and plas- rt 

of the year you are to get these chicks ter? 

out. We all know there is more profit; Mr. Matteson—Yes, you have got so 

in one early hatched chick than in a much better control of the little red 

aa
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mite by lathing and plastering, that is; Question—Can’t you build hen 

the roosting room. You should have houses so they’are too warm? 
each nesting box by itself and loose,| Mr. Matteson—No, I don’t think so, 

so you can take it out and thoroughly | unless you use artificial heat. 
clean it, brush it all out with a ——) Question—Do you make a speciality : 

and brush off your roosting perches! of broilers? 

also. Have- a dropping board under-| Mr. Matteson—I have made more 
neath the perches and immediately re-) money out of broilers than any other 
move these droppings, using a deodori-| Hart of poultry farming, but it is a 
zer under the perches, sé as to leave) pusiness you have to have large exper- 

the house as clean as possible. sao in. There are ten dollars to one 
Question—How do you bccasrenie! in the broiler business when you have 

your poultry houses? once become master of the business, 
Mr. Matteson—We use a brush; | but it takes a whole lot of experience 

probably a spray would be all right,' to become a: master. 
but we use a large, wide brush. We do| Question—What market is the best 
not use our laying houses in the sane} fcr broilers? 

Spe oye Enoch aa Mr. Matteson—You need never wor- 
fowls are all sold off, so we have time] y about the demand for broilers; 

in the summer to get ready for ite| there is always a demand for all you 
ceming winter. I should say white- can produce 
wash twice a year if you are going to! : - 

use that house winter and summer. Question—At what age? 
Question—Do you sell off your lay- Mr. Matteson—It does not depend on 

ine Mena every. yous? |the age, it is the size, from a pound 

Mr. Matteson—Yes, sir. The great. | and a quarter to a pound and a half 
est profit is not in a fowl after she has!f0r the Milwaukee market, live 
passed the year-old mark. You never) Wasnt and Chicago wants a two- 
can expect to get the same profit the Pound broiler. Milwaukee will pay 
second year as the first year, although'¥Y°U D0 premium on a broiler over a 
she may lay you as many eggs the|POUnd and a half. 
second year or the third year, you! Se you sell to commission 

have got to take a small price, because | houses? 
you are going to get the majority of Mr. Matteson—No, sir, I don’t. 

your eggs along towards spring, or the, What broilers I have shipped to Chi- 
latter part of the winter, and your | cago I have always been obliged to 
profits are going to be cut-in two. | ship to commission houses, but I drive 

Question—Must a hen house be en-) Tight in to Milwaukee and sell to 
tirely frost-proof during the winter,| dressers. TI only live nineteen miles 
inside? | from Milwaukee. 

Mr. Matteson—No, sir, I don’t think| Question—In this locality you would 

so. The little Leghorns have not the have to depend on commission men. 

body to stand the cold that ‘the larger| Mr. Matteson—No, not necessarily; 

American fowls or the Asiatics have.! there are always good dressers, There 

When I had those I had artificial heat, | is C. A. Higgins, 148 Madison St., a 
but I am not breeding Leghorns today, | good reliable man, a dresser, and J. 

I have nothing but the Barred Ply-| M. Grasher, 70 Juneau Ave., is also a 

mouth Rocks, and the roosting houses | good, reliable man, both of Milwau- 

are not frost-proof; when it gets be-| kee, and they will always pay more 

low zero they are pretty sure to freeze,!than any commission man will pay 

but it is never cold enough to stop the’ you. 

egg flow. . |
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AGRICULTURAL POSSIBILITIES OF CENTRAL AND 

NORTHERN WISCONSIN. 

W. A, HENRY, Dean, College of Agriculture, and Director Agricultural Ex- 

periment Station of Wisconsin, Madison. 

| sneir houses in the winter. White- 

| topped wagons were crawling to the 

| westward and some to the eastward, 

~e learrying distressed, poverty-stricken 

co % families to some other spot in the 

eae | hopes of finding homes. Witness- 

Pe <a jing _ this distressing scene, I 

jthought to myself “what a pity 

jit is that these people do not 

|know of northern Wisconsin and its 

age: possibilities tor home building. 

| |{m that region, though droughts may 

| |sometimes annoy, they never extend 

| ! through the entire season, and some 

' | | crops are always assured. No one 

‘ | ; who will work in even a half-hearted 

i} +) way in the new north, need suffer at 
| baa time for the necessities of life, 

| and thrifty ones may soon gain a com- 

| petence.” 
| | Revolving these thoughts in my 

| mind, I came east and asked permis- 

| sion of the university to prepare a 

a handbook on northern Wisconsin, de- 

scribing its possibiltties for the home- 

Prof. Henry. seeker. A Regent of the university, 

| interested in agriculture and having 

In August 1895 I was ina town ina|the welfare of the state deeply at 

western part of a state bordering on| heart, said to me: “Do you not feel 

the Missouri river westward. It was | that you are perpetrating wrong in ad- 

in the semi-arid region—and arid only|vertising northern Wisconsin as a 

a was ~ “ time. seat Sherman | esto suitable for farming? I have 

er registered over egrees .|passed through that country several 

day after aay, and : scorching, blister- | times on the railroad and never saw a 
ing wind from the southwest was) piece of land that I would take as a 
rapidly parching to brownness the ex- | gift. Surely you are making a mistake 

eeedingly scanty herbage. In this par-| in inducing people to settle thqre.” I 

ticular region the settlers had not| replied that I thought I was more ta- 

raised a ae: for cg egypt with the country than was my 

years, an iS year, e rd, was! Regent friend and that I had studied 

worse than either of the others. A piti-|the agriculture of the northwest : 
ful sight it was to see people located | pretty thoroughly and could see no 

in a region without anything to eat and | reason as to soil, water supply, sum- 

without water to quench their thirst! mer temperatures, length of season, 

in the summer time, or fuel to warm tor anything else which would prevent
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that region from becoming a good ag- | predominant. To a lumberman a dis- 
ricultural country for the most part. | trict carrying much pine trees was a 

The legislature kindly made a ‘small| fine country—for timber. To this 
provision for a publication and we is-|man every region without pine trees 
sued from our Station what we called | was “worthless,” or practically so. 
“Northern Wisconsin. A Handbook’ These same men, however, had op- 
for the Homeseeker.” Of this book, | served how grass grew in the clear- 
covering 200 pages, with nearly one ; ings about the lumber camp. They 
hundred illustrations, 50,000 copies had noticed that grasses and clovers, 
were printed and sent over the coun-|springing up from the droppings of 
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Farm of Wm. Miller about 3 or 4 miles from town. Photograph of home- 
stead showing garden of small fruit in foreground with his residence 

and outbuildings in background. Rusk, Dunn Co., Wis. 

try. It contained the findings of not | teams along the “tote” roads and: log- 

only myself, but of Professors F. H. ging roads, grew luxuriantly and to a 

King, E. S. Goff, and J. A. Craig, in re-, wonderful height. They knew from 

gard to the agricultural possibilities of ;cbservation that horses and cattle 

the northern half of our state. Many were fond. of these grasses when they 

of those who read this article are fa- had an opportunity to crop them. Tey 

miliar with this book and the great, knew that in some cases settlers on 

work it accomplished. They remem- jtheir little clearings had raised not 

ber that it was the first general means | only good crops of grasses and clover, 

of awakening an interest in our new j but splendid crops of oats, potatoes, 

north. Previous to that time the rutabagas, beets, and even corn. 
lumberman had ruled supreme and his ; Despite this we were told by these peo- 

ideas as to good and bad lands were: ple that the country was of little or no
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value where the timber had béen re- | changed. Now “Northern Wisconsin” 

moved. So thoroughly imbued with) is a term heard on every side and set- 

this idea were the lumberman that 1 /tlers are crowding into this region in 

many cases after removing the pine|large numbers. Best of all, our Hand- 

timber from tracts of land carrying’ book of Northern Wisconsin, circu- 

good hardwood they would no longer lating as it did among our own people, 

pay the taxes on such tracts, even! awakened an interest- among residents 

though the assessment was merely of this state in agricultural lands of 

nominal, and allowed them to be sold, their home state. Thousands of farm- 

for taxes. -ers living in the southern part of 
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How Pie-plant Grows in Langlade Co. 

The easy and quick possibilities of | the state were induced to make trips 

prairie life ang prairie farming drew)to the northern part of the state and 

our people seeking homes westward | stu jy for themselves the agricultural 

and northwestward to the plains.| possibilities of that region. This is 

During the rush to the Dakotas train-! exactly as it should be. People fa- 

leads of people were carried to the! miliar with agriculture in the south- 

west and _ northwest, sometimes'ern half of the state are the very 

through these very harwdood lands, in| class of people to build homes in the 

order to find a home in a region of| northern part. This is especially 

drought and hardship. Many aperson)true of the sons and daughters of our 

.was carried by land selling at but | farmers. Familiar with our customs i 

two or three dollars per acre, to pur-jand practices, and knowing of our in- 

chase land at higher prices with far|teréests socially and politically, these 

more uncertainties of making a sure! people, drifting northward, become 

and safe home. But times have|the very best of farmers and citizens.
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They are proud of Wisconsin and , blue grass, seems indigenous. We all 

loyal to its every interest. iknow that the potato plant thrives 
Brees rn “33mg | best in a cool summer climate on rich 
Some of the Products of Northern ;soil. Central Wisconsin is already 

Wisconsin. | widely advertised for its great crops of 
Thousands of readers of this article! magnificent potatoes. In that region 

need not be told what can be produced | this tuber has paid off many a mort- 

in the northern half of our state. For) gage. What is true of the central por- 
the benefit of others let it be noted {tion of the state holds equally well for 
that grasses and clovers flourish par-|large regions farther north. North- 

eats : Ets Sits ae ere 

Pap Se ee a aera ee 
oO BEI ESS SIE DE TEER a eee 

Cranberry marsh of Gaynor Bros., about five miles west of Grand Rapids. 

The ridges running through the marsh formed from the “scalping” re- 

moved from the ground previous to planting. 

ticularly in this region. Timothy , ern grown potatoes are more complete- 

grows everywhere and Kentucky blue jly filled with starch and possess a 

grass seems indigenous, for one finds | higher, better flavor than the soggy, 
it creeping along the roadsides and | half-developed specimens of the same 
through the bare spots in the timber-|tuber found growing farther south in 
lands. The clovers are particularly! this‘ country. Rutabagas, sugar beets, 
at home. Red and alsike clover usual-|common peas and garden vegetables 

ly give two crops a year. These plants | generally are of the highest quality 
are not so easily killed out in winter | when grown in the north. A plant that 
as in southern Wisconsin, because | should be particularly dwelt upon 1s 
when winter comes on in our north- | the common field pea and garden pea. 
land cold weather prevails continu-| We all know that Canada grows a 
ously and there is the absence ot|choice brand of field peas. Northern 
freezing and thawing which is so fatal | Wisconsin can easily equal Canada. 
to clover life. White clover is found| The same variety of pea vines which 
everywhere in the north, and, like| will grow 2.5 feet high in southern
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Wisconsin will stretch up to 3.5 -and;some than that which will make gooa 

even four feet in northern Wisconsiu.|butter. Now, because of its abun- 

The yield of field peas is from twenty | dance of luscious grasses, its healthful 

to thirty-five bushels per acre. ood Nase and its cool, purer waters 

are free from the pea weevil. Peas! everywhere. present, the farmers of 

can be grown for hay, and the grain is| northern Wisconsin have special ad- 

an excellent food for dairy cows and| vantages for the production of milk or 

fattening hogs. In the not distant) unusual excellence, and from such 

future there will be factories estab-| milk there can be made a quality of 

lished all over northern Wisconsin | cheese that is equalled nowhere else in 

canning this delicious vegetable when |all this great country. We all know ; 

in the best stage of preservation. |the high quality of Canada cheese. 

| Wisconsin’s climate is much the same 
Indian Corn. |as that of Canada, the difference be- 

But I am asked “What about Indian ‘ing in our favor if anything. Farmers 

corn; will it grow in northern Wiscon-! should endeavor therefore to secure 

sin?” By the proper selection of va-| cheese factories and engage extensive- 

rieties and growing one’s own seed,)ly in the manufacture of cheese, re- 
this greatest of all crops in the Miss- | membering always that if they will 

issippi Valley will become a common} follow reasonable rules they can soon 

one all over’the north. If the farmers|he producing a brand of cheese that 

can grow corn as far north as Winne-| will bring a higher price in the market 

peg, Manitoba, as they are doing,|than that produced farther south, and 

what is the use of questioning the pos-!that a reputation once established 

sibilities of growing corn in northern | will be worth a great deal of money to 

Wisconsin? Oats, barley and wheat,|them. In order to rear the calves and 

especially the former, yield good crops; thus keep up the herds, it is well to 
in northern Wisconsin. The finest)have a combined butter and cheese 

field of oats the writer ever saw was|factory, making butter in the early 

grown in northern Wisconsin. Under| spring when the calves need the milk, 

favorable conditions as much as one|and then turning to cheese making 

hundred bushels of oats per acre have|later on when that article commands 

been produced, although the common|a good price and the price of butter 
yield is from forty to fifty bushels|has fallen. : 

per acre. | Sheep Raising and Pork Production. 
_ With all of these facts firmly | Next to dairying comes sheep rear- 
lished, there is no need of longer at ing, which should become a most ex: 

. eussing what crops can be grown in| tensive industry in this great region. 
our new north. The next question is, There are many kinds of vegetation 

“What industries will flourish there) in our north suited to the sheep. Mut- 

aside from mere crop growing?” |ton produced in that cool summer 
_ > Dairying and Cheese Production, | aie will have a firmness and flavor 

First of all let it be known that! unequalled by the softer, more greasy 

northern Wisconsin is particularly | product from sheep reared farther 

adapted to dairying, and in dairying| south. The Wisconsin . Agricultural 
cheese production should be the lead- | College has been an easy winner in 

ing line. The farmers of Iowa and | competition with other institutions 

northern [Illinois can produce milk} showing sheep at state and interna- 

which will make fine butter. These|tional fairs. This is in no smal) 
farmers, however, cannot send milk to|measure due to our superior climate, 
the factory that will make the highest! and if we can produce better sheep 

grade of cheese. Milk for cheese| than the average at Madison, then our 
making must be purer and more whole-! farmers still farther north can easily 

10 

.
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lead us in the excellence of their mut- ful statements and Sheets Re: a 
tons. Pork production will also|actly as they are. member er 

prove a most profitable industry in| that there is a great deal of land in 

our new north, because of the abun-| northern Wisconsin that ranges from 
dance of clover pastures, the numerous | worthless up to only fair quality. In 

by-products from the dairy, the fair | some regions there is sand with asand 

yields of corn and especially oe ee we 4 may give =o 
crops of field peas which can ised.;crops for two or ree years wi! 

S By growing rape and peas and esata still filled with vegetable matter. As 
the hogs into these fields to do their|soon as this vegetable matter meee 
own harvesting, and finishing with a! winds will blow the sands, the mois- 
little corn, pork can be cheaply pro-|ture will dry out and in seasons of 

duced. Northern Wisconsin shoula! drought the parched, illy nurtured 

raise no grain for sale; neither should | crops will burn up and yield little or 
it produce hay for the market. Hay!nothing. Avoid such lands. Then 

and grain produced for direct sale) there are gravelly ridges which are 
means the ruination of the agriculture) poor in fertility and reed = up 
in any country where such practices;in times of drought. Su lands may 

are followed. Farmers should let the| be suitable for sheep farming, but no 

hay. go off their farms only in rare!one should think of cropping them reg- 
cases. Feed all these products at'ularly. In other places there are 
home, keep up the fertility on the land| worthless swamps. There are stony 
and ship to market only finished prod-| areas in ee ets a 
ucts like butter, cheese, eggs, pork,; varying from the size of one’s 

mutton and beef. many tons in weight thickly strew the 
ground in places. Often the soil thus 

A Word of Caution to the Prospective | owider-covered is of excéllent fer- 
Buyer. : |tiity, and usually it is good grazing 

And now a word to him who reading} land. Where the bowlders are not too 
this article thinks of going to our| thick they can be gathered sto piles 
northland in search of a home. ae fine farms made. In places they 
me say first of all that lands have|are so numerous that until land values 
risen in price very materially from five| have greatly increased one had better 
or six years ago. Then values were|let such tracts alone. The prospective 
too low,—now they are approximately |settler should further know that good 
their relative worth as compared | and poor lands in northern Wisconsin 
with other regions, though there are are greatly intermixed. Because one 
still bargains. Land agents are nu-| section of land or one township is ex- 
merous and one will find no trouble in| cellent for agriculture, it does not fol- 
securing ample assistance in making) low that the next section or the next 
his selection, How shall one proceed| township is equally good. The change 
to secure a good piece of land a) Som poor to good lands and the op- 
northern ‘Wisconsin at a reasonable! posite is often very sudden. One ~ 
price? First of all let the land-| should never attempt to buy lands by 
seeker deal only with reliable in-| correspondence, nor will writing let- 
dividuals or reliable firms. Remember ters bring satisfactory information. It 
there are those in northern Wiscon-|is best to take-ample time to visit 
sin who are caring only to sell ee | be sections and examine many 
take inallthe money possible and make| offerings before making the final de- 
the most out of the opportunity. It!cision. Then one should be certain 
was ever thus! Remember tod that’ that he is buying land which has been 
there are large numbers of agents shown him, and not some other tract. 
“who will sell property, making truth-' Apprised of all the above facts in
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advance, the land-seeker need make no|others. We have other men in this 

mistakes in purchasing if he will but|audience who ought to know about the 

move cautiously, deal with reliabie| possibilities of farming, who have 1 

firms, and take his time to look over|come from southern Wisconsin and 

different sections. Lét him never for-| settled up here, such men as Mr. War- 

get that while northern Wisconsin is|ner, Mr. Hansen and Mr. Scott. We | 

a good region for farming, it neverthe-| would like to hear from these gentle- 

less contaitis large tracts of land that} men. 
should be severely avoided. In de- 

termining whether lands are suitable 
for agriculture and whether the soil is 

rich or not, let the land-seeker be 3 

guided largely by. what settlers al- OE 

ready in the region are doing. If the a | 

soils seem of fair quality by direct 7 

observation and if the crops the more A . 

thrifty settlers are growing are satis- ie | 

factory, then one need not hesitate \ | ! 

about buying similar lahds. Railroads eg | 

penetrate every portion of our new . } 

north. There are settlers in every { 

township. Roads are largely laid out | 

and the new-comer will have but few 

privations to suffer. If he find the 

right kind of lands, he will soon have ' 

a farm on which he can grow crops of a 

some kind every year without fail. He 

is sure of markets. He is certain of pd 

lumber at reasonable prices, cf abun- 
dance of fire-wood, of pure water, and 

of living in a region where there is no 

malaria or other diseases incident to! 

the soil or climate. Thus his condi-| eer ees ey a 3 

tions are very different from those wt 

ing on the plains where rainfall is un- Mr. McMillan. 

certain, where lumber must always be| 
hauled from the town lumber yards at Mr. McMillan—I am not a farmer. 1 

high prices, where fuel is scarce, and} #M what is called an agriculturalist, 

where neighbors are far distant and|@ud the difference between a farmer 

advantages of civilization but scant in-| and an agriculturist is, that the farm- 

deed. er takes money off of the farm, 
while the agriculturalist puts it into 

the farm. Professor Moore forgot to | 

DISCUSSION. mention one thing that northern Wis- 

Supt. McKerrow—I see in this room| consin has done, and that is that they 

men who have not only had experience| went into the legislature and got per- 

in taking off the first crop in central | mission to establish two Agricultural 

and northern Wisconsin, but who have} County Schools. Where is your 

gone a little farther and opened up| Southern Wisconsin Agricultural 

farms and know whether they have|School? You have got one down at F 

got any returns from those farms. 1| Madison, but we propose to have one 

mean such men as Mr. McMillan, r.| in every county. What has been 

Quaw, Mr. Rietbrock, Mr. Salter, and! said here reminds me of the old times
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when Louis Rivers’ loghouse, hotel, | v 

saloon, store and everything else com-| 
bined, was the only house in — 
field. I came out here one day afoot,! | Pie 
traveling a mile and a half through | | 4 eases 
tamrack swamps, and I met an ola | i mes 

gentleman here, and he said to me, Begs 2 
“Do you know what you have got m| Ns ¥ | 
this country?” I said, “Yes, we have| fe | 
got some pine over ou the alah soda ee fie | 
know what ycu have around here.” ee 
“Don’t ycu know what kind of soil! ae 
you have here?” “Well,” I. said, “I! " 
am not paying attention to soil, I am | EN 

trying to get in a few logs.” So he! y R 4 

went on and told me how he had gone | > 
to lumbering in Steuben Co., N. Y., he| ES 
had just encugh to buy a forty acre] ] 

lot, and he cut off the timber and had | | 
encugh to buy another lot, and he kept | b | 
repeating that until he cut off all the! | 
timber, and then, he said, “I didn’t | : | 
have money enough to get out of the | re 
country, we had to go to farming, we} — a 
couldn’t help ourselves, and we have 

got rich.” And he said to me, “Young| Mr. Rietbrock. 

man, mind what I say to you, that is| 
what you will do.” And every word the land, and he must be that stripe 

of that has proved to be true, I have’ of a man that is willing to go out and 

pe = farming, as riches go in this | do some werk, good, hard hustling, 

locality. That man knew what he and if he does that he certainly suc- 
was talking about and he had learned | ceeds at farming. My experience, after 

to judge the soil by the height and a gocd many years, teaches me that in 

kind of the trees. The trees in this/no calling in which a man can engage 
locality grew twice as long as in any | can he ie so sure of a good aieig tee 

other locality that I ever was in, and | the present and something laid up for 

I have traveled the woods of pretty | the future as in farming. I was born 
nesrly this whole state. I would like to|in Wisconsin on a farm, worked on « 
hear what Sam Quaw can tell us about| farm until I was past twenty-one years 
these things. We call him our ota ts age, and I was considered a good 
lumberman, and he’ is a  good!farmer, too, because I was a good 
talker. He came from Washington! worker, and while we did not live in 
county, New York, where they have to) luxury, and we lived by hard work, no 
= the ee to ae to keep them | man ever came to the door hungry 
rom rolling down hill. but what got something to eat, there 
Mr. Rietbrock—Mr. Chairman, | was always plenty there. I after- 

most of the farming that I have done| wards drifted into the city and was 
< late has been of the agricultural] practicing law in Milwaukee at the 
kind that Mr. McMillan spoke about,|time of the great financial crisis of 
but I suppose somebody has to do that| 1873. I saw many things during those 
kind. According to my theory, to|years. I saw thousands of men, heads 
make a farm profitable the farming | of families, in the city. of Milwaukee, 
must be carried on by the owner of: ready and anxious to work, and they
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\ ousand stantially the plan that my father had | 

ste gp osctigeney Poe rolling| succeeded on and hundreds of other i 

ere dis-|families that I know of had suc- | 

ee ae Sait Sele. the|ceeded, so that it was agriculture i 

ieee full of people who were will-|that.I was after, and I found ee | 

‘ bs.| what I thought was the finest agri- { 

ponent eae ee men at| cultural district to be found in the { 

that time I was well enough, I was| state of Wisconsin. I walked through if 

eae law, but I came in contact] it from north to south et ee ve : 

le that; to west and it was a very interesting | 

— . a = See to do, | walk. It was never a hardship for me i 

si a actrees had experience on the] to go into the woods and stay ten days | 

= : it occurred to me that their re-/and walk every day on straight lines } 

ome on the farm, and that there| to see how the country would open up. } 

van relief for them there. In the spring] Now, I will say this, for a good many | 

ot that year, I cast about for a place! years it did not open up as rapidly as | 

; ight be safely sent, and|I had hoped, but I relieved the city of | 

on “> ‘ne summer long, every | Milwaukee of forty families, I put | 

fe 2 ees I made a trip into north- | them in Marathon county, and pretty | 

ee Wiccan: I had heard something} nearly every one of them is still there. i 

of northern Wisconsin, sense ae a et ere aaa ee po na i 

ie | col * . 

aoe ee ee tae pty four | tural section of northern Wisconsin is } 

weeks I went to Wausau, and piel be small territory; ails Dee 

ing out from there to the sparse set-| hundred miles in = saat a 

tlements through that country I took | west ee iis =e oe ate 

oe ag ge ee ee ieee will find the majority of the ‘land to be ; 

See small farms. And I will; good agricultural land. Now, J call | 

say this, gentlemen, I ne eS ey Saeco Seg ig ngs 

old me} . . 
Se et iat tte : ft up in|‘uce that will work up fairly well, and 

ee cus ain haracter of that land. A | that country I would certainly not|that is the ¢c cter 0} b | 

have believed it any more than did|few years ago the great ma of | 

i eople to whom 1! people in southern Wisconsin very | 

eeorae ce a aes and for years| little conception of the condition of | 

thereafter, believe me. : The majority | climate up there, they thought it must | 

ef people believed that northern Wis-| be certainly objectionable, bu Ido aot 

consin was not Eee eel ae se ae eS pa =o — } 

my friend, Mr. McMillan, I was not; 0) ’ : 

Nee ee rine womens. Whe |e mat we ale ae ot Or oath, trees. I was scouring northern | - : | 

oe gins we ae ine, but at was is- i 

pre ae ee wood. eS in energy, far surpassed the j 

Mr. McMillan—There is where ne! people of the extreme south. This | 

showed his good sense, you see. | northerly climate is well adapted for j 

Mr. Rietbrock—Well, I don’t know | people who have been raised any- 

that I had any great. responsibility in| where in the state of Wisconsin; one “i 

the matter, but I at, least thought I| crop of wheat, rye, oats or barley is all. | 

had the responsibility of = reel fe sang . so 

place where these poor people 
spoke of could get along upon sub-! is raised in northern Wisconsin as in 

Z i
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any of the adjoining states. The crop|and I thought that any man who talked 

is abundant, the soil is good, and when| about farming in this section of Wis- 
it comes to the question of the agricul-| consin was a fit subject for the lunatic 
tural possibilities of northern Wiscon-| asylum, because I was quite convinced 

sin, I can only say that I believe it will | it was north of the farming belt, but I 
astonish you people from southern | have changed my mind very ma- 

Wisconsin as it did me, if you. will} terially, and I can honestly say I have 

look into the matter. | never been in any place where the farm- 

Mr. Quaw is the president of the|er can become more prosperous or 
Marathon County Agricultural Boge ( wee any better crops can be grown. 

That Society has made an exhibit at!1 have traveled a good deal through 

the state fair and for three years in | Iinois, Indiana, Ohio and Iowa, and 

succession it tcok the first prize over|taking the general appearance there, 
any other county in the state on its|it does not compare with our dairy 
various grasses, grains and fruits. | buildings and other evidences of pros- 

perity that our Marathon county farm- 

ers show today. 

———E <= +i | You go out among the farmers all 

i | through here and you will find them 

| with good farm buildings, good houses 

Sey | and splendid barns. ~ If I were start- 

a any ing today without any money, in debt, 
" ig | I would rather start right up here to 

2a 4 | jmake a home and a farm than any- 
| iid | | where that I know of. I think there is 

Pt ORS ie no county in this state, or in the whole 

r* eg | | section of states, that has fewer farm 
| ; | | mortgages than we have in Marathon. 

| If you find a farm that is mortgaged, 
or a man in debt, you are pretty sure 

r | to find him a young man just starting 

rs P| | lout in life, or a man who has come 

t 0 er | here from Europe without any means, 

i aa | se in a very few years you will find 

i] | him out of debt. 

| There are about $3,000,000.00 on de- 
a | posit in the banks at Wausau, and that 

| | | money is not from the business men} 
| my experience is that business men 

a | lean always use just ‘a little more 

_ money than they have. This money 

comes from the farmers. Any one to 
Mr. Quaw. realize what this country is must drive 

through it in the summer months dur- 
ing the growing of the crops to appre- 

Mr. Quaw—Mr. President, Ladies! ciate the country we have. I remem- 
and Gentlemen:—My experience in| ber a little trip that I took with Mr. 

Marathon county covers something | Head, the superintendent of our Mara- 

over thirty years, and I have had time | thon county asylum. We had heard 
enough to modify my ideas consider-| that Mr. Rietbrock had a very nice 

ably. I came to Wausau from the state dairy farm, and we went there, and I 

of Iowa, and I remembered very well|can assure you it is one of the nicest 

what a grand farming state lowa Santi ever saw. We drove from Edgar
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over to Athens, thirteen miles, it was; we have ever had a failure in the corn 

in the early haying, and I never in all’ crop, and that was our fault, not the ] 

my experience saw better growing | fault of the corn. I never go away | 

crops anywhere. I saw a winter wheat; from this section of the country in my iy 

field, the wheat was standing up above | travels without thinking there is no \j 

the fence, just about as level as|better chance for a man to start, es- 

though it was clipped off with the| pecially a young man without much 

shears, a beautiful sight, and I was| means to get a hold, than to take a { 

interested to know what the wheat/start and settle right up here in this 

threshed out. I heard afterwards they | section of Wisconsin. 

got from forty to forty-five bushels of} Mr. McMillan—I take exceptions to | 

winter wheat to the acre, and I don't|being classed with Mr. Quaw; he is Jit 

know where you can do much better| not in our class at all, he makes money 

than that. out of his farm, whefeas we agricul- | 

I am something of an agriculturalist|turists are putting it in ours all the { 

myself and we have been raising corn | while. i 

on our farm up here for twenty years,| Recess to 1:30. . | 

and last year was the first year that | 
i 
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AFTERNOON SESSION. 

The Institute met at 1:30 p.m. MR. CONVEY in the chair. 

CORN. 

‘ D. B. FOSTER, Fairchild, Wis. 

Longfellows Indian Légends tell-reply is appropriate to the man who 
how in answer to Hiawatha’s prayer to) complains of corn “not doing well’ as 
the Great Spirit was given by the noble Spartan to his 

“For the profit of the people - | son, when the boy complained of his 
Eor the advantage of the nations” | sword being too short, to “add a step 

i ent in the form of a) to it.” 
ae ae oh crocialavee iitineelt The fact that statistics show that 

“I the friend of man, Modamin | Wisconsin raises more corn per acre 
Come to warn you and instruct you | than Illinois, is complete evidence thut 

- How by struggle and by labor, | we have added some extra steps to our 
You shail gain what you have prayed corn fields, and put them where they 

for.” | would do the most good too. With 

i é 3 ae = * 
poy x fs | oe 

s 

lle i i 
. see 

Ee 
i] | . 

a 
> “aN 

r : ¢ aD. 

eee ees 
Wood Co. Corn Sept. 9th, Planted May 20th. 

And with none of God’s good gifts to, corn those steps should not all be of 
man is the necessity of well directed,|the leg-wearying kind either, brains are 
intelligent labor any greater, nor any first-rate fertilizers to produce those 
more abundantly rewarded, than in the | thousand fold yields which pertain 
growth of the corn crop, and the same particularly to this “King of cereals,”
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and the farmer may well ee Preparation of the Soil. 

drop out the showy “lillies” from his! _ The soil should be prepared by fall 

scripture lesson and read it instead,| piowing as deeply as possible without 
“Consider the corn plant, how it!turning up too much new soil, and 

grows.” | shoula be spread during the winter 
Professor Henry in his “Feeds and) with fresh manure right from the 

Feeding” says, “Were a reliable seeds-| stables and, dragged in the spring, as 

man to advertise Indian corn by @ n€W} soon as the soil is in fit condition, in 
name, recounting only its actual|order to conserve moisture; and as 
merits, while ingeniously concealing|thoroughly and deeply worked as is 

its identity, his words would either be| ‘ 

discredited or he would have an un-! 
limited number of purchasers for this | 

seed novelty, at almost any figure he| 99-5 aa 

might name.” hy 
. What a royal plant corn is anyway! . 3 Al cama 

Springing from that small, insignifi-| a : pi Lf, 

cant kernel, but with an ambition fired] Peo RS Bh i 
directly by the sun, it rears its plumed | — > EF». 
head afar and away above any of its| | ga (i /. 
brother cereals, till at the end of its “4 se - fl 
hundred days or so, and after pointing i‘ 

a splendid moral to groveling man, it eg a 

yields up to him its ten, eleven or ee 
twelve feet of lordly length, and its 

two thousand fold yield of food for| jj 
man and beast. | 

Good Seed the First Essential for a 
Good Corn Crop. | 

The principal conditions for a aa 

corn crop are, good seed, good soil and \ 

good cultivation. The seed corn should 
always be dried and kept dry by arti- 

ficial heat. The kitchen attic, it| > 

capable of ventilation, is the ideal win-| The Foster Girls and “Dolly.” 

ter quarters for seed corn. | 

Before planting, the tip and butt ker-| possible with disk, cultivator, and har- 
nels should be rejected as being crip-| row, just before planting, to ensure a 

ples and of questionable vigor and vi-/ firm, even, mellow seed bed, a bed 
tality. The seed should always be) that will be just as comfortable and in- 
tested before planting and under as) viting to those kernels of corn as you 
nearly natural field conditions as is| want your bed to be when you need 

practicable to provide, and seed that|to accumulate strength for the mor- 
will not Show more than eighty parleot's efforts. 
cent. of germination should never be 
planted at all; have your test consist! Sowing the Seed. 

- of one hundred kernels of each lot or Then, if the season is right, and the ; 
variety of seed and then you won't) weather is fine, plant the seed just 
have to use a pencil to figure the per-) deep enough to ensure moisture from 

centage of poor ones. | below and yet shallow enough to se-
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cure warmth from above, and firm the; plant food in abundance, but from lack 
earth all around it with the roller, so0| of oxygen or live air among the soil 
as oe give the seed a perfect moisture | particles, these elements may be ut- 
supply, which it cannot have if an air|terly useless to the plant and a plant 
space is left next to the seed, as the/|so placed will fare just about the same 
result of improper covering. The|as a hungry man would if shut up with 
roller should always be immediately| plenty of raw potatoes, but with no 
followed by a harrow, so as to prevent! fire with which to cook them. 
evaporation of the moisture from the és Foéd for baky Gorn Plant 
soil. roper Food for y ant. 

ee How then can ‘we expect our baby 

Cultivation. |corn plant to grow and thrive where 
From this time forward the surface|its food is not properly prepared for 

of the soil should be stirred after|it? Why should we not cook that food, 
every rain, as soon as it is dry enough | when it can be done by simply letting 
to work well, for the purpose of con-|in the free aid of heaven? Fuel with- 

fe ‘ ‘se ae 

| | | | 

| 

Foster Junior and His Friends. 

serving moisture for the use of the;out money and without price, fur- 

young plant, and by checking evapora-|nished entirely regardless of the rules 

tion to warm the surface, and by work-| of the Coal Trust, free to all who will 
ing air into the soil to set up a fer-| prepare their soil to absorb it. The 

mentation, and a rusting process entire surface of the ground should be 

among the _ soil particles, which | kept loose to the depth of two inches 

will produce or manufacture Plant | all through the season and the last 

food in abundance, and just where | cultivation should bé given just after 

the next rain will carry it down|the last rain that comes before that 

to the young roots. | dry spell that comes every summer. Be 

This stirring should be shallow and!/sure that your cornfield goes into that 
may be done with the weeder or the | dry spell with a freshly cultivated sur- 

harrow or the cultivator as the} face; if you will do this you may hear 

weather, the soil or other eireum-| your more careless neighbors complain 

stances may require. A cold, damp | of the awful drought weeks before 

soil may contain all the elements of| your corn begins to suffer.
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Thorough cultivation of corn also, stitute which has been aptly described 

hastens its season of growth, thereby|as “A device of a thoughtless farmer 

enabling us to ripen a larger variety|to fool his cows into believing that 

of corn in this climate than is possible| they have been fed, when they have 

if careless methods are followed; | only been filled up.” Careful investi- 

therefore cultivation practically length | gations by scientists have demon- 

ens our season. strated the fact that one hundred 
cana of the corn plant when just 

When Corn Should be Harvested. | tasseled, although then at very nearly 

Corn should not be fed in a very im-| its full size, contains as much water as 

mature stage of growth. The man|the same weight of skim milk, so that 
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“Old Grover” and His Charges at the Foster Farm. 

who plants a large southern variety to a cow would have to eat about three 

feed as green forage in July, is work-| hundred pounds per day of such food 

ing against his own interests, because | to get the twenty-seven pounds of dry 

when so very immature such forage is| matter necessary to satisfy her hun- 

mostly made up of water and is so | ger; while if the stalks were mature, 

very bulky that the stock are unable | sixty pounds would furnish just as 

to eat enough of it to give the results | much real nutriment, because the corn 

which should be expected. More food) plant when mature contains five times 

and better food will be produced by|the amount of food that it does when 

planting an early variety of corn for| just tasseled out. 

such early feeding, so that by the time | These scientists have a way of mak- 

it will be needed for feed the leaves|ing some of us farmers look like pretty 

and stalks will be stored full of real|small potatoes sometimes, but they’ve 

food instead of being a slushy sub-! certainly got the best of the argu-
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ment in this case, and if you don’t be-; time or even alittle later than the 
lieve what I’ve told you, just try it.| Pride of the North, will succeed, but if 
Corn, therefore, whether intended for/you are not going to do that, raise a 
forage, silage, or for fodder should be| slightly earlier variety of corn. 
allowed to fully finish its life work,| Mr, Scott—Would you advise culti- 
but should be harvested just as it be-| vating shallow or deep in this northern 
gins to die, in order to get the great-! country? 
est possible good out of it. | Mr. Foster—Shallow cultivation. Do 

your deep cultivation before planting. 
Waste of Stalks and Foliage. | Mr. Scott—For what reason? 

In our climate nearly one-half of he] Mr. Foster—In the first place, the 

food value of the entire corn plant is|roots will come near to the surface; 
contained in the stalk, and in the fol-|two inches is about as deep as it is 
iage, and I am at an entire loss to ac- | safe to cultivate. Again, if you go to 
count for the erratic judgment of See seen. ae wat do ae as 
many farmers of this state which per-| often, you can do the shallow cultiva- 
mits this half of the corn crop to stand| tion more easily, you will run over it 

pacialy wien, an. te ie, GAIN due | Fedele We fuas ve times ox aeock y when, as | 
pa the soil of that particular farm! heat to evaporate a pound of water as 
has been starved until it is veritably!to raise it to the boiling point, and 

+ hidebound in its soil poverty for want) checking evaporation makes the soil 
of the manure that would be made by warmer, also saves your moisture. 
the herd of cattle which that corn-! Mr. Thompson—Two seasons ago 
field would feed plenteously if only | ie you ec a 32 hard sea- 
cared for as it would be if in charge; son for corn. ‘xperiments were con- 
of, or owned by a real, true husband} ducted in Illinois on the cultivation of 
man. ‘corn at various depths. The results 

Hail! King Corn! Hail “Mondamin' of those experiments were put up at 
the friend of man,” thrice blessed is'the Illinois state fair and I may say 
he who has studied well thy lesson,! that although the average crop of corn 
and who therefore has the advantage that year was less than thirty bushels 
= thy er ae ee who enjoys vi il a eps et ha to oe 
of thy lavish bounty, he, the man who! sible to raise , according to 

"has learned of thee methods of cultivation, varying from 
“How by struggle and by labor, two inches deep down to five inches. 
We may gain what we have prayed \ There was a difference in yield from 

for.” | Seventy-five bushels down to twenty- 
Scents |nine in favor of shallow cultivation. 

| Mr. Scott—As I remember the ex- 
DISCUSSION. | periment on George Wylie’s farm at 

Supt. McKerrow—What variety of| Leeds, there was a difference of ten 
corn do you grow sucecssfully over - per cent. in favor of shallow cultiva- 
Eau Claire county? tion, and a difference of ten days in 

Mr. Foster—I used to think Pride of maturity, and that is an important fac- 
the North was as large as we could) tor to corn growers in northern Wis- 

grow — and mature it, and some of | consin. 
our neighbors have difficulty in get-; Mr. Foster—i think that ten days or 
ting that to mature, but the fault is inlevan two wecks is a safe estimate of 
the cultivation. If you are going to|the difference of time in maturing be- 
attend to your corn and thoroughly cul-| tween thoroughly cultivated corn and 
tivate it, you will find that the varie-| corn just fairly well cultivated. 7 
ties that will ripen along about the| Mr. Johnson—There is another thing
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in regard to shallow cultivation. Many} to the tip. The butt kernels seem j 

years, in the fall of the year. when we/to be ready for pollenization a little 

have had these heavy rains, the lit-| earlier, and you prolong the period of | 

tle roots on top are cut off by deep| pollenization, but for a few days you ij 

cultivation, and a great mauy fields of enable the whole ear to be thoroughly | 

corn will go down and ledge. They | fructified by the pollen dropping from { 

are not cut off by this shallow eulti-| these later stalks. That was the re- 

vation and the corn will stand. In the;sult of the Indiana experiment. Now, | 

shallow cultivation, the dut is turned | think this is true, an¢ in looking 1 

over right from the roots, and it im-|over my Breeders’ Gazette- I find, on 

mediately stops the growth of the|page 265 of volume 31, irat James { 

root and sets the corn to growing! Riley, a noted Indiana corn breeder | 

again. The deep cultivation cuts off|and whose corn took first prize at the | 

those roots and nature goes right to | Chicago fair, advocates the planting of j 

work trying to replace them, and in| the kernels at each end of the ear, as j 

trying to replace them it puts the, icllows: “When it come, time to pre 

corn crop hack. We have been using| pare my seed corn for planting I re- | 

the -shallow cultivation tor twelve|sort it, discarding all ears that are not | 

years and haven’t had any cache for seed that were overlooked be- | 

trouble. We use the Tower cultivator; | fore and I shell all the grains on the 

it is a knife cultivator and rns within|ear. The butt and tip grains are 

two inches of the top, and we never|especially valuable. Now I will ex- j 

have trouble by the corn t'rping over. | plain why I do this. The butt grains i 

Question—Why do you object to us-; come in tassel first, then the middle | 

ing the tips of the ear for seed? grains and the tip grains come in tas- | 

Mr. Foster—On the tips of the ear,|sel a week or ten days later than the | 

there are little bits of kernels, end the) butt grains. This is Nature’s method | 

chances are they are “:inrles and I|of supplying pollen to complete the j 

would rather reject them; the vitality | fertilization of all the grains on the ' 

may not be good. ce This is the reason I defer plant- i 

Question—Isn’t it a fart that ex-!ing every fifth row in my special plot ‘ } 

periments show that thev are not low | eight to ten days and then plant it to i 

in vitality? is assist nature to complete her work of i] 
Mr. Foster—I haven’t gone as far as| fertilizing every grain in the ear. This it 

that, because I couldn’t p.«ve it, bul [| is a point in the improvement of corn | 

thought I would take a peilecdy safe| that should be very closely studied, as . | 

course and reject them. it conflicts with a very common prac- 1] 

Mr. Rietbrock—Upon this subject, Ij tice among farmers to nib their seed } 

believe the Indiana Experiment Sta-|corn. Now if they want to be con- i 

tion have come to a different concl-| vinced that they are wrong, let them | 

sion, at least Mr. Plumb of the In-|select a small plot as I do and take i 
diana Station, in his work on ‘Corn! some well-developed ears that are per- | 

Cultivation, suggests the propriety »f|fectly grained out over the tip, ' 
leaving those small kernels on, mixing} shell off an inch or so of the tip grains | 

them with the others, for this reason. | and not plant them. Then next year 
While they will make a gooi stalk and) do the same and they will find that in 

a good ear, they will be a little later,|a series of three or four years nearly | 

perhaps three, four, or five days later,| every ear in the plot will show about 

and by having them come in a few|an inch of cob at the tip with no | 

days later than the balance of the crop| grains on it. This not only detracts 

the period of pollenization is spread|from the beauty of the corn but 
over a longer time, and the result will! amounts to a great loss on the main 

be that the ears are grown more fully!crop. But, some farmers say, if we
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kernels, will plant six or 
eae ae ie _ a pie a |eght of those tip kernels in the same thick, as the tip grain mall p ae 

1 hill that won’t have any ears too many of them go through the die n - _ 
c-| all, and won’t amount to . of the planter. Now I would not rece: | bi 4 ned eens = 

1 i it tip) have had considerable exp : ommend planting the smalles' j aoe 
hrough the raising corn, and grains. I run seed corn t : ee 

ff the tip of the ear down fan with a grader that takes out the) o: ae 
the kernels are small. e smallest grains. Then if we improve | = ee ee 

ing ears with|ioned way was to thin out y: b upon this point by seletting Ww! ’ priya ne Tigo a 
2 in a|but we can’t do thai ; large, well-developed tip grains, ee ee ae 

few years we will 80 nets a ae ae ue 4 eter teehee 

on ee ies two or three, then cultivate, and troubled. we f 

sac oton that a = te rem in aoa te ae these tips and seed so much corn that he | . eee te 
i butt kernels are well mixed wi ford to thin it by hand. Thinning ~ be ree 

balance of the ear, the e] is an absolute necessity and cannot be aie 
» Nojyield is very small. neglected without great sacrifice. ] ae ee 
‘arm- iments at our own si 

eis deen . ot cag a oul at aan little difference tlere is in 
pe ig ee he e raids and| the yield has been in favor of planting thin it. ire ie 

d butts, just as 
hamden eg ear pod aie en ail of the potato. At the Ohio have several times grown | Ss 

tion I think there has been a r acre of Boone county White, anj sta’ crea 
aur field averaging 100 cheeses = ebay in favor of the s 
acre, but could not do that unless 3 Rte 

b man—I think there is n 
pag mae ~—s ae yn Wow oe theory or taking the ker- Boone county on r Cee 

{nels of the entire ear. thinned to two stalks per hill, or, = ; nae 
hip where this year, according drilled, sixteen to eighteen inches in| towns ae 

, C , rt of the secretary of s' , the row. The Riley’s Favorite will | the repo! Sagal bemoan alba 
bear three stalks per hill, as it is aa Se cae. ate a 

a oe j | imented year after year to 
wis eae eee une k uni ate ae kersuie on the ear had have to tha’ eory, ce ee 

it it,| best be planted. We se pretend to be able to talk about | ' eS Sa gue ee 
would be the same objection a aacen aa a = oe tee oe 

a co = a . otiae eal by taking an ear of corn and shelling wants raise a | ated 
- id and the butt end an 

eee ee : i oe pad ad laste them in rows by mal. There are people who ” aes 
» you will find out which o! that, but I believe in geet pics bncgeaminn as ne ae 

Sm inentnie Sahin Gee and cre after is an even stand of corn, think that nature w: | i ce 
nié the only way we can ge of herself if we plant good, sound,|a: io 

seed. Try it for you healthy cae of corn. I want no pene mene ue ue cee 

“Scnee e 1d we today are not picking our 
a ae agence al ee evanaeas date through the field, saan pe : 1d of corn for seed id it} but we plant a field o planter except a hand planter an | oe 

a d seed alone, and then will sort out the right number of ker-| an : ee 
i d by so doing we have made su! nels from the tip of the ear. A good}an . : 

planter which will plant two or three!the maturing qualities of our corn.
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Question—How do you get your|the very best seed? Now, when he 

seed corn? picks out his seed corn, why shouldn’t j 
Mr, Foster—I get it from one of my|he go out into the field and pick the | 

neighbors who does not grow corn’ best he can find? We would not plant if 

quite as thick as I do. His field is | small kernels of wheat, you couldn’t if 
quite a distance from any other corn-j sell a man who was anything of a farm- q 

field and it does not get mixed. Hejer screenings for seed. He will have i 
can take care of it better than I can|the best or nothing, and the best is i 
and cheaper. He grows it especially|none too good for any farmer. We | 

for me, I engage it from him. [rat to raise the best and those that 
Question—Do you have much ex-!raise one hundred bushels to the acre } 

perience in having barren stalks? jot corn know where they get their i 

Mr. Foster—I have not gone into|seed from. This factor of polleniza- i" 
the barren stalk business very much, | tion can be brought about by different | 
but I was going to mention that in| methods. You can plant four rows of 

connection with the stalks that camejcorn and then leave a row and plant 
up from these cripples from the end of | that two weeks later. That is one i 
the ear, If you will make a study sl to pollenize your corn and extend i 
our corn territories of the south, you|the time. Leave out a row and plant | 
will find that they are selecting ker-!a week or ten days later, and that will . i 

nels and breeding corn for the difter-! make it work all right. j 

ent elements they contain, therefore | Question—How do you plant your 

they select a perfect kernel. They | corn? | 
also believe in de-tasseling the barren; Mr. Foster—I prefer planting in hills i 
Stalks, because they don’t want this| with a corn planter. 

corn they are breeding to be fertilized| Mr, Scribner—Don’t you think that 
by the barren stalk, and I think we do|in this northern country by using 

not want our corn fertilized by these| hand-planters they get the corn in too 

little nubbins. deep, and in that way injure the crop | 
Question—Do you know that these! materially, not only in regard to the | 

nubbins come from the cripples? | quality, but in regard to the time of | 

Mr. Foster—Yes, I think I do. maturity? ae 
Mr. Thompson—If a man is going to} Mr. Foster—Sometimes, and also in | 

sow wheat or oats, doesn’t he pick out ; planting with hand planters, often- ij 
the best he can find, and doesn’t he gu; times the corn is not properly covered. i 
to that part of the field where the oats|The ground should always be im- | 
stand up the best, where the head isthe' mediately harrowed with a light | 
longest and the kernel is the plump-| smoothing harrow after either hand or | 

est? And if he is a man right up to! machine planting, the holes left by the } 

his business, doesn’t he look carefully | hand planter should be thoroughly 

after all these things so as to have: filled up. | 

xs 
Shem CY 
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THE SILO. 

W. F. STILES, Lake Mills, Wis. 

TSS drical-shaped structure, the longest 
x dimensions of which are perpendicular 

rather than horizontal. 
| The first modern, or round silo, was 
thought out and planned by Prof. F. H. 

| King, when he was connected with 
. Fe bee? | the Wisconsin Experiment Station. 

: ae | The three essentials to be secured in 
Pea ies | constructing a silo are these: The 

building must be perfectly air-tight, 

j the walls must be strong enough so 
that they will not spring or cfack from 

| the pressure on the inside, and it 
, | Should be of sufficient depth in order 

that the feed placed in it will pack 
| eee enough to exclude the air. ~- 

‘e The Proper Dimensions for a Silo. 
a Another important point gained in a 

deep silo is that for the size of the 
| | | building it will hold more feed than a 

shallow one, as the pressure will cause 
of Pd it to pack much more closely at the 

—! lower portion. This heavy pressure 
will also help exclude the air and thus 

Mr. Stiles. | help preserve the silage. A silo 
| shoula not be made less than twenty- 

A silo is a building that is con: | five feet deep. 
structed for the purpose of preserving |. In planning the dimensions of a silo, 
in a succulent condition the forage | one of the best rules to go by is to 
crops of the farm. Corn is the one) have the diameter in proportion to the that is principally used. This mode of| number of animals to be fed, and the 
preserving forage for winter feeding |depth in proportion to the feeding sea- was first discovered and put into prac-| son. As the silo is opened at the top, 
tice in the sugar beet districts of| and the entire upper surface gone over 
Europe. It has reached its highest | every two or three days, in order to 
perfection and utility, however, in the| prevent it from spoiling, it will readi- dairy sections of the United States and jly be seen that if the surface is too 
Canada. jlarge one would either be obliged to 

The first silos were long, narrow | feed more to the stock ‘each day than trenches where the beet leaves and|is necessary, or constantly be feeding pulp were placed for preservation and | silage that is more or less damaged. 
convenience for winter feeding. The/ A silo for a herd of twerfty head of evolution of the silo has been gradual | milk cows and twenty head of young 
and constant, and today, instead of the stock, for a feeding period of two hun- long, narrow trench,. we find a cylin-| drea days, should be sixteen feet in
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diameter and twenty-eight or thirty;)imbed in the wall near the outside, | 

feet deep. Where one is intending claer thrée or four feet, a strong ne 

feed silage the entire year, itis usually | hoop, or a series of short connecting L 

best to at up a second small silo a reds ¢xtending entirely around the i 

summer feeding. wail. Especial care mtst be taken in 1 
regard to this around the doors. If 

The Location of the Silo. the silo is made with a continuous 
The silo should be as near the feed-|dcor, rods must be used frequently to 

ing barn as possible, so that the work} prevent spreading. Down at the level 

of feeding may be done with the least} of the feeding floor the rods should be 
amount of labor necessary. Where|six feet spart, so that a man can walk 

the nature of the soil will permit, the| through conveniently with a basket of 

silo should be dug down into the | silage. ' 
ground from four to six feet below the} If the silo is to be made of stone or 

feeding floor. If the barn is on a hill-! grovt, extra care must be taken with 

side, the silo should be located on the! the foundation. if the silo is twenty- 

upper side of the barn. The portion | five or thirty feet deep, there will be . 

that is below ground in most cases is;an immense ,ressure in the bottom of i 
the most satisfactory. Usually it can] store wall of this height. Should } 

be built cheaper than the upper part;|the foundation settle much, the wall | 

- it is more convenient in feeding and|will crack e.d thus the air will enter 
filling, and there is less danger of this| ari spoil the silage near the wall all 
portion freezing in winter or spoiling|of the distance from the crack to the 

as rapidly in summer. upper surface, | 

: The hottom of the silo should be | 
Material to Use in Construction. made hy fevnding susli stones in | 

As a silo should last fifty years or} closely. and covering these with grout. } 
more, it is not wise to use material in| This saculd extend out under the wall. | 
building that will soon decay or is apt| Tie mortar used in the wall should be | 

to warp or shrink, and thus throw the] of the best. Some of ‘te cheaper ce- | 

silo out of shape. Various kinds of| ments and good sharp gard will make | 
material have been used in their con-|a good strong wall. The inside of the | 
struction. Some have been made of|wall must be plastered with a half 
wood, some of stone, some of brick,|inch coat of cement, made by mixing | 
=e some of cement or grout work,!one part of good Portland cement and | 
and some have been made of a com-|two parts of good sharp sand. The i 
bination of all of these. All of these | inside of the wall should be made as } 
various materials, whether used either; smooth as possible. If the upper part 
singly or collectively, if put together ot the silo is made of wood, care | 
in the proper shape, have given satis-| must be taken to have the inside of 
faction. Just which kind of a silo it|the wooden section flush with the in- 
is best for a farmer to build will 2e| side of the lower part. The inside of 
pend upon the relative cost of these! the wall should be perpendicular and 
various substances in his locality. The| straight from top to bottom. 
ue that ie below ground should not} It is best to put some kind of a 
be made of wood. roof on the silo. The shape is im- 

As the outward pressure is consider-| material, but it should besupplied with 
ae say, Ee walls of a deep silo near|a window for light, and one or more 

e om, care should be taken to|for ventilation. The damp air that 
have the wall strong in this portién. If|is constantly raising from the top of 
this part of the silo is made of stone,| the silage will soon rot the roof if it 
and they are the common or irregular! does not have a good chance to es- 
shaped bowlders, it is a good plan to! cape. 

11 :
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In closing let me say to anyone who, it has shrunk a little to cover with 
is intending to build a silo, put up as/|lath and plaster on the inside? 
good a one as you can. Oftentimes Mr. Stiles—I don’t know of any real 
those that cost the most in the begin-| objection. I would have an idea that 
ning are the cheapest in the end. At/all of it would have to be above ground 
the present time it looks as though the! and it would be apt to freeze a little 
grout or cement silo would be the best| more in the winter than if you dig 
where good gravel or crushel stone are | down into the ground. 
abundant. The silo is no longer an| A Member—Stone with us is very 
experiment, and where properly made) expensive; “wood is the only available 
and rightly used it has proven to be | material. Mr. Gurler has _ those 
one of the best paying buildings on| wooden silos cemented on the inside 
the farm. and:they are giving him good satisfac- 

—_———. pos he says. He stated last fall that 
after one had had twenty years’ ex- 

BISGUSBION: | perience in silos, as he had, that they 
Question—How thick should the| would come to the wood silos ce 

stone wall be for a silo twenty-five; mented inside. Of course in many 
feet deep? j Places you can’t get a wall built of 

Mr. Stiles—It is usually most con-| stone, even on a good foundation. You 
venient to build it at the bottom about| think you have a good solid founda- 
two feet thick, using common bowld-/ tion, and then after it stands awhile 
ers, and you want to be sure and get|it begins to crack and open up. I 
the dirt pounded in back of the wall|think where you can have it, it is all 
good and tight so it won’t spring, but/ right to put staves above the ground. 
as you get up near the top the pres-|I have used that kind ten years. 
sure is less and less and if the wall is} A Member—The depth of the silo is 
a foot thick that will be thick enough}a very important consideration. I 
for the last ten feet. think they should be built thirty to 
Question—What do you mean by| thirty-five feet, especially where you 

bowlders? can get into the ground six to eight 
Mr. Stiles—Irregular shaped stone| feet. 

that are ouite abundant in many | Mr. Stiies—I think some of the gen- 
of the state. tlemen here misunderstood the state- 

Mr. Goodrich—What have you to! ment that the silo should be fourteen 
sav about the stave silo? | feet in the ground. Down with us, 

Mr. Stiles—Many have been built! the ground is very rolling, there are a 
and some have given satisfaction, at; good many little hills, and we usually 
least for the first year or two, where| try to build the barn on the hillside, 
they are well built and the staves are|/S0 we drive right into the upper part 
of good material, a well built silo of/of the barn. Now, where you build 
that kind will last a good many rea the silo on the upper side of the hill, 
but as a rule it is not best to build aif you go down eight feet below the 
stave silo, because it is hard work to| feeding floor on the upper side, it will 
get lumber of eaual quality and dur-|be twelve to fifteen feet below the ability. and some staves will shrink| ground, but it is not like digging four- 
more than others, and it is sometimes | teen feet straight down in the ground, 
hard to get it to stand up in place. Ex-| we only have to take the silage up four 
cent you are going to put up a silo for|feet. About this question of digging 
three or four years on a rented farm, down where the ground is not safe, of 
I would not advise a stave silo. | course ‘it is not advisable to die down 
Ouestion—What objection is there if you can’t get a foundation ™ a 

to building a stave silo and then after | case like that, you would be obliged to
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build it almost entirely above ground, Mr. Johnson—On this question of go- 

and then you have got to go up in phe} tag into the ground in the way that t 

air quite a ways, for it is not best to! Mr. Stiles speaks of, that is, on a side- | 

have the silo less than twenty-five feet | ae wie Foe ee an. ae i 

deep. | at will not be above a man’s head, ; i 
Question—Would you advise build-|as I understand it the fumes of car- | 

ing a silo of stone where you have got | bonie acid gas that are found in the 
to pay four to five dollars a cord for | bottom sof _ silo “e seer to ney | 
the rock? and when they get up a man’ i 
Mr, Stiles—No, I would not. I akeneal ene, it is dangerous for him to be ; if 

build it of the cheapest material you|in there. It is all right to make your ji 
can get in your locality, and if you|silos to go down five or six feet and | 
can’t get stone, I would only provide | then ae ~ pple and jens it \ 
stone for the foundation. You must) open. e had trouble in one of my i 
have grout or stone work for the foun- | silos, it came very near being the eng | 
dation, else ship in brick, because it is| of me. I had to be helped out when ij 
not advisable to set a wooden struc-|I xe ie meee ay Bp i 
ture down in the ground. can bui own ve or six feet and be } 
Question—Wouldn’t you mteaesent:| coe of having spor pure air, and : i 

ing-a cheap stave silo rather than. not| there is no doubt but that part of the | 
have any, even if you did not put oo is oe cree part to build, and | 
reof on it? e best silage. | 

Mr. Stiles—Why, no, I don’t know! Question—Would you advise using | 
as I would. I would rather wait a few|brick where you could get them for 
years and then put up a good one. It} from five to seven, dollars a thousand? | 
is not absolutely essential that a man ae See oe Pine pouess. = | 
should have a silo, because there are| Stone for less, or cou! get grav | 
a good many men who haven’t them to-| pretty cheap for grout work, then the | 
day. If you put up a cheap silo, may| brick would be all right. It all de- | 
be your ensilage will keep all right ee ae ae asc Tao ore a | 
for one or two years, but your neigh- é various mate: is is. 
bors will come to you and they will!can lay brick faster than stone, and I 
look at this silo and you won’t be | think at that price it would be all right 
proud of it, and then about the third, to use brick, unless stone are very | 
year you will on a whole lot _ feed \ a Wadi reas Ss ati 
and your neighbors will say “I want . irae W a silo, Wi 
nothitig more to do with a silo.” |of which are over a foot thick, made } 

Mr. Robinson—Do you anchor your; Out of concrete. The man I speak of I 
silo to the foundation? | goto in light iron hooks welded to- } 

Mr. Stiles—Yes, where the upper Ba but 5s we can = vo I 
art is wood. It is not absolutely 2] iron, or even vaniz | 
ty but it will hold it there ren will answer the purpose; when | 
more safely. It is better to stay it to| You are so situated that you can get | 
the other building. If you anchor it! sravel, that is the cheapest way to do 
to the bottom, and not stay the top, | it. | 
the wind is apt to rock it a little. | 

/ 

: | 
.
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SILAGE. 

Cc. P. GOODRICH, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. 

Silage can be made of any forage dairying, increasing the flow of milk 
plants if put in a good silo while i | very much over what can be obtained 
a green, succulent state. Silage has a|by dry feed alone. 
greater feeding value than the same{ Fattening cattle make more rapid 

: forage would have if cured by drying|gains when a part of their ration is 
in the field, because it is more di-! silage. 
gestible. There is more to be gained | Young cattle and sheep are better 
by siloing corn than by siloing crops | and more cheaply fed when a part of 
that have finer stems that can be} their winter feed is silage. Some men 
more quickly dried. There is usually|have fed it to their horses and report 
great Icss in field curing the ‘olier i cacd results. 
part cf corn. It takes so much time| Silage is not only a good winter feed, 

i that much of the leaves and finer|but there is nothing better to feed 
parts become weather-beaten by oe cows to help out the pasture in 
and wind and are wasted and also| times of drought and short feed. - In 
much of the leaves are frequently, | fact, silage is so palatable and cows 
when very dry, crumbled up and lost | like it so well, that they will eat some 
by handling. In drying, the thick) of it with great relish, even when they 
stalks become woody and indigest-| have good pasture. 
ible and are not eaten by stock. The There are many dairymen who feed 
ears of corn, if well matured before] silage as a part of the daily ration 
frost, cure well in the field. but even|every day in the year and they are 
these are better if put in the silo at the! some of the most successful dairymen 
right stage, because they remain soft! In the country. Silage seems to be a 
and are more easily masticated and|sort of appetizer. It is not only easiiy 
better digested than if dried. Of the| digested, but it appears to aid in the 
fodder part of the corn, one-half of it) digestion of other foods fed in connec- 
is usually lost and wasted in the cur-| tion with it. Animals consume more 
ing and feeding. food when part of the daily ration is 

It takes less labor to make silage of| silage and therefore make faster gains, 
: a corn crop than it does to prepare it! if beef animals, and give more milk it 

for feeding in any other way. Stock! dairy cows. 
do better if they have some dry feed] No better milk is produced in the and some succulent feed. From what] country than that of many herds that I have said, it will be seen that corn! are fed silage every day in the year. 
is the best crop of which to make] Mr. H. B. Gurler, of De Kalb, Ill., who 
silage, and hay of some kind should be| milks two hundred or more cows, and 
used for the dry fodder. Corn silage|many other dairymén who produce 
is very palatable. All kinds of stock| certified milk, every quart of which is 
eat it greedily and prefer it to almost] sold for twelve cents, feed their cows 
everything else. They eat it all up| silage every day as part of their ration, 
and do not leave even the thick butts| Many of the best dairymen in the 
of the stalks. country who are making dairying the 

most profitable, do not pasture at all, Value of Silage to Dairymen and Stock! put feed silage in connection with 
Raisers. other feeds the year around. 

Silage is especially valuable to the There are many men who denounce 
dairyman who is carrying on winter! silage and say it is not fit for cows to
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eat, and claim that it injures the cows| white, and on some of the very earliest 

and injures the milk and other aa ear the husks are turning white. If | 
products, But they are men who know |the corn is more immature than this, | 

nothing about it; they have never had! the silage will be quite sour, will lack 1] 

a good silo, or if they have haa one, | the nutriment it would have at a later | 

have never had good silage, because of | stage, and not be as valuable feed. If 

not putting in the forage in a rom te corn is too ripe and dry, it will i 

manner, or in a proper condition. heat up very hot, will mould and be ji 

it is true that rotten or damaged si-| damaged, | 

lage is net fit for cows to eat and will| In case the filling cannot be done un- | 

injuriously affect the flavor of the | the corn is too ripe and dry, this | 

milk. The same is true of any moldy,|can be remedied to a great extent by I 

musty or damaged feed if given to| having it so arranged that water can } 

cows. ‘ |be sprayed onto it as it goes up the 

carrier when filling the silo, enough to | 

How to Fill the Silo, jewel the needed moisture. ! 
A silo may be filled quickly or slow- | 

ly, as circumstances permit, with Hew to Prevent Spoiling of Silage. j 

equally good results. It may be fitted | Various ways have been tried of cov- 

in one day and be all right. In that|ering the silage after the silo was 

case, the silage will settle a great deal | filled, to prevent the spoiling of the i 

in a few days, and if the silo is to be| silage on top, but it has been found 

anywhere near full, more must be put! that nothing is better or less expensive | 

in, filling it to the very top. than to put on water enough to i 

If the silo is filled slowly, taking| thoroughly wet the top of the silage 

several days to complete the job, it}and have enough so that it will run | 

will settle as the work progresses and | down between the silage and the sides 

be all right, provided that there is not | of the silo. é 

2 stop in the filling of more than one Many avoid all loss from damage on 
or two days atatime. if there is,the|top by beginning to feed immediately i 

silage will begin to mould on top, ana! after filling, thus giving it no time to 

that injures 10. | damage. The feeding should always 

i | be done from the top, taking about two 

Kind of Corn Best for Silage. linches from the entire top each day. 
The kind of corn to raise for silage | If the feeding is done too slowly and | 

is that which will produce the greatest | part of the surface is left exposed to 

amount and value of food per acre, | the air for two or three or more days, . 

taking both ears and fcdder, that will|then the stock will have partially dam- 
be reascnably sure to econ | aged silage all the time, . 
mature in the locality where it is| The feeding of silage very material- 

raised. liy reduces the cost of producing dairy | 

The stage of maturity at which it is | products, because fewer acres of land 

- best to put it in the silo is when the | are required to keep a given number of 

corn contains the most feeding value, [ cows, less work and expense is needed 

taking the whole plant,—stalks, leaves; to prepare cows for feeding, and last, | 

andears. At that time the corn is be-| but by ro means least, cows can be 

ginning to glaze, if it is flint corn, or|made to’produce much more during | 
dent, if it is dent corn; the i year by having them fresh in the 

leaves are beginning to turn yellow or! fall and feeding silage in winter.
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DISCUSSION. |and the cows will do that, I think, Mr. Jacobs—How about putting every time. Only last summer I Sweet corn in the silo? In our sec-|saw a man take some silage out of a tion there is quite a good deal of sweet | silo and offer it to his cows, and at the corn raised for canning, and it is quite | same time one of the boys brought a @ question whether we can use this| handful of corn from the field just to corn after they have broken the ears|see which the cows liked the better, off and carried them to the canning | and every one of those cows preferred factory, or if we shall use the stalk| the silage to the fresh corn from the some other way. j ela. 
Mr. Goodrich—I have tried putting! yr, Scribner—Does not the ensilage Stowell’s Evergreen sweet corn in the |have to go through that heating pro- silo, but the ears were on. I raised | cess before it is fit to use? We always it for the purpose of putting it in the| open one silo and go to feeding im- silo, and it made a more sour ensilage mediately after we get one filled, and than other corn and | didn’t like it as we never get good results until we get well. If I were you, 1 would rather} down where it is nice and solid. keep your stalks to feed out in the fall.| wr. Jacobs—That is my experience, Sweet corn will not dry out very and there is a time when my cows quickly. will not eat it until it becomes en- Mr. Jacobs—But we have more than silage. 

we can feed in the fall. They are do-} Mr. Johnson—That is my experience ing this in a commercial Way, you UD-/exactly. We have two silos; and we derstand. commence feeding immediately. It Mr. Goodrich—Then I would put it/is like making pickles, the woman will in the silo. say that the pickles are not ripe for a ; Mr. Foster—Wouldn’t you prefer to| few days and then pretty soon they are have that corn riper than regular field | ready to eat. corn, in order to keep the silage from Mr. Thurston—Mr. H. B. Gurler re- souring? 
cently told me that he was going to Mr. Goodrich—No, I would have iti build enough silos so that he could feed about the same stage, when the leaves | old silage the year around, because he begin to die at the bottom. said whenever he changed from the Question—Wouldn’t it be well where/|cld to the new silage his cows dropped they have this sweet corn and theears/in milk to a large extent. have been taken off, to mix it with | Mr. Gcodrich—I want to make a other corn that had not been robbed | statement here. I took a cow census before putting it in the silo? |in Fond du Lac county to get material Mr. Goodrich—I have had no experi-|to use at the meeting of the Dairy- ence in that line, so the rest of you| men’s association. I took the state- can guess just as well as I can. | ments of forty-eight patrons of a Mr, Jacobs—Isn’t it true that silage| creamery, and took them right along immediately after being put into the| as I found them, made no selections at ; Silo is not as palatable to the Cows asjall. Of that forty-eight there were it is after going through the ‘arindiita:| ae who had silos, forty-two did not. tion? | When I got the returns from the Mr. Goodrich—Oh! I have found this creamery, I found that the average re- to be true. I have been feeding my! turns from butter from those who fed cows corn run through the feed omeeee silage was $52.52 per cow per year. and fresh from the field. Then I have The average returns for butter of the commenced feeding it from the silo, | forty-two who did not feed silage was and in a very few days they preferred | $34.00 per cow per year—$18.52 less. the silage to the fresh cut corn fodder; The net profit over the cost of feeding
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to the six who fed silage was $21.02,; Mr. Thompson—Judging from my ex- ' 
and of those who did. not feed silage it| perience, if I had to get along without j 
was $4.00. Those who fed silage got,|a silo, I wouldn’t try to keep dairy i 
in gross receipts, 54 per cent. more| cows. ‘ 

than those who did not feed it; and, in! Quyestion—How about clover for si- \ 
net profits above the cost of feed, the! jase? ' 
men who fed silage got more than = Mr. Goodrich—Clover makes good | 

‘per cent, more than those who did not) sijage; but we must have some dry | 
feed it. Now, does that prove any-| fodder to feed with the silage and gen- i 
thing? Does that prove that . erally you can make hay cr field-cured 
helps the dairyman any? It 1looks| «jover a great deal easier than you can i 
like it to me—but I won't say, you may| corn, so we better make the corn into | 
tell. Now, it is not possible that it silage and the clover into hay, al- 

erent ee ery reese oe though clover makes good silage if it | 
makes the ‘erence? will! is properly put in. f 

bee praes 2 Vaink minke somo ot 1b Mr. Nordman—In central Wiscon- 
is because the men who build silos are 

sin, sometimes we get caught by the 
mone pavements mich ver NaS oP frost when we are filling the silo. If q 
in ee ere ee Se ee the corn is mature. tint is the dif- | 

pee put te aby something thst may ference in feeding value of silage that 
urt the feelings of some of you— ners bef d aft frost? { 

thes: kaow: anes. Oh, 1 will tet you| 885 DeeD cut before and after a frost? 
down a little from that. I don’t want| | Mr. Goodrich-—1 don't think tere is 

a@ great ol erence. ink a 

ane sg re nae = commer Denon oon cut = food 

men who have are farther on, their way |224 Put in before the frost, and tha 
which was cut a day or two afterwards 

up tp the: top, “Tie Dignest. reveuee | would not show a great deal of dif- j 
per cow of those who had silos "rt tones. = q 
$67.79, the lowest $43.00. Of those who z : Z j 
did not have silos, the highest was| Mr. Nordman—Many people believe 
$57.89, so he was way above some of! that if a field is caught by the frost 
the men who built silos. One man|like that that the silage will be worth- j 

who did not have a silo, got only $22.00] !ess, but my experience has been that 
per year from his cows. His returns|there was not enough difference to be i 

lacked $10.17 of paying for the feed of| Noticeable. As far as I can see, the 
his cow. Now,.do you suppose a silo/ Cattle eat it and do as well with it, } 
could help that man out? Not much; it) Providing always that the corn is ma- 
— —_ — any good, be-| tured. ee | 
cause he wouldn’t have had a good} A Member—My corn was caught 
silo; he wouldn’t have put the corn|by the frost. As soon as the frost / 

in right; he would have left his cows| was over, I commenced to fill the silo 

out in cold days, as he does now; but!and took about a week to fill it. I 
the good farmer, it does help him ten | have been using ensilage for twelve 

dollars on a cow, as these figures|years, and never had any better than | 

prove, and as other observations that| I had this winter from that corn. 
I have made prove. | | 

; 

. 

|
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GARDEN TRUCK. ; 

DELBERT UTTER, Caldwell, Wis. 

It is hardly necessary to say that the; washing during heavy rains, not only 

chief object of every truck farmer is | of fertility, but from washing out and 

to make money. It is nota business | covering of plants with soil. A liberal 

to go into, but to grow into. The | amount of fertility must be applied, a 

truck farmer who grows a great va-| portion of which should be stable ma- 

riety of garden crops must acquire nure, as it is of the utmost importance 

more knowledge and give his crops! that the soil be supplied with a large 

more care and attention than does the!amount of organic matter to keep it 

general farmer who only grows the|in the proper mechanical condition. 

- : er . 

P ety - 9 . a 
; a er) io See 

& i] 

Picking Berries on Farm of Delbert Utter. 

Staple crops. Much depends upon; When the land is cropped every 

location, which should be near a good|year, as it must be in growing vege- 

market, or where the best of shipping! tables, conditions are different than 

facilities can be secured. ! when a rotation is followed, as in gen- 
ss _ | eral farming, therefore humus must 

Ideal Soil for Truck Growing. —_|be applied, both by the use of stable 
The ideal truck soil is a mellow,’ manure and by growing cover crops. 

sandy loam and nearly level, for cul-, When possible, it is best to grow for 
tivation is thus made more effective this purpose leguminous crops which 
and there is less loss from surface: will add fertility to the soil by taking
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nitrogen from the air. Decomposti- | air to penetrate to the roots of the 

tion is more rapid in sandy soils than| plants. Heat, air, and moisture cause 
in heavier soils, therefore there is af chenaent changes to take place and 
greater loss of soil fertility unless we| convert the nitrogen that is in the or- 

keep a crop growing continually dur-| ganic matter of the soil into nitrate, 

ing the growing season. | which is soluble plant food. 

Preparation of the Soil. | The early crops may be forwarded 

The gardener can afford and must; by the use of a light dressing of ni- 

give his soil better preparation than | trate of soda at time of planting and 

the farmer. On account of the heavy ‘again at time of first cultivation. Seed 

SS RS ee ee ns See eee eS eee 

| . | | 
} 

a | F - } 
- ’ ‘ os | 

f 

i | | 

j aN eee Nearer 
4 t a 

Ready for Market. ; 

application of manure, he must culti-jshould be carefully sown and planted, 
vate to thoroughly incorporate this using the best seeders and planters. 

manure with the soil; this is best done| No rule can be given as to depth, for i 

by harrowing and disking before plow-| different soil and weather conditions | 

ing. [aout be taken into consideration, but | 

By deep plowing, harrowing, leveling! it is safe to say, plant at such depth 

and firming, it is put in the best of| as will secure certain germination. 

condition for germination of seeds} Seeds. 

and for the best plant growth. This | To procure the best seeds which are 

eareful preparation and condition of | grown, the gardener should be in- | 

the soil is particularly necessary for| formed as to who grows the best seed, 

the growing of early vegetables, as n|as well as who are the most reliable 
early spring nitrification goes on very| dealers, then procure the best, buying, 

slowly in the soil and every means! if possible, of the grower. All seeds 

should be taken to allow the heat and | cannot be grown in the same latitude, 

1
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but those the gardener is able to pro-| spread out in a natural Position ana duce himself should be selected and eighteen inches apart in the row. Be cared tor in the best possible manner. = to cover the crown not more y | than two inches at first, gradually fill- Cultivation. | ing the furrows as the shoots advai<e The cultivation should be frequent | jn growth. Thorough, clean culture is and thorough, beginning as soon as essential at all times. As crowns of possibie aiter planting; shallow work plants are several inches below sur- aiter plants have made much root face, disking and harrowing is practi- growth should be insisted upon, using} caj after stalks are cut in fall and be- attachment on cultivator to adjust it fore growth begins in early spring. to the proper depth, which should not After the principal stalk growth is exceed two inches. The tools used| over and before the seed matures, mow should be the best of their kind and off and remove tops and burn them. should be kept bright and sharp. A Maturing seed is said to be the most file should be carried to the field and exhaustive effort of plant life and vol- cultivator and hoes sharpened often. unteer seedlings as bad as weeds. Not The necessary tools are: steel plow, until the third year should marketing disk and fine tooth harrow, léveler, be allowed. Care must be taken in roller, horse weeder and cultivator, cutting; run the knife below surface A wheel and hand hoes, adjustable} ang avoid injury to the other shoots. marker, seeder, planter, rakes, spade Palmetto and Argenteuil will prove to and spading fork. be the best for almost any market. The gardener who makes the most 
money is the one who can get the near- Sweet Corn. est to the consumer catering to the] Sweet corn, if grown so as to fur- very best trade, turnishing a con- nish a continuous supply from early to tinuous supply of the best at a season late, selected and delivered fresh to when prices are best. - regular customers, is a very profitable 
Some of the Most Profitable Garden pan aoe “ina 

Crops. that seed will germinate, but must While growing a variety, it is well| have vitality enough to cause it to to make a specialty of such crops a8|srow strong and vigorous from start are best adapted to our soil and are in to finish, Mammoth white corn is the best demand in our markets. The! pest early, followed by Premo, Chi- perishable vegetables and those that cago Market, Early Crosby, Stabler’s are known as delicacies, are the ones Early, Early and Late Evergreen. that are the most Profitable, if they 
" can be delivered in perfect condition. Tomatoes and Muskmelons. Asparagus is a popular vegetable} Tomatoes and muskmelons should and has a long season. It thrives best be started in hotbeds. Seeds of the in sandy loam or well-drained muck | former should be sown about the first soil, one which has been cultivated of March in boxes or flats, which may and manured heavily the previous | be made three or four inches deep and year is preferred. At no period of its] of such width and length as may be growth should it lack for liberal ma- the most convenient to handle, the nuring. 

| boxes to be placed on soil in hotbeds, Furrows should be opened five feet| which should be filled so that the apart and eight inches deep with plow | boxes will come close to glass. As and cleaning out to even depth with| soon as Plants have made the second spade. The plants, which should none. they are transplanted to other one year old, should be set with roots boxes and planted two inches apart.
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Two more transplantings should be! it is the weak growing plants that are i 

made, the last time in cold frames and | the first affected. i 
well hardened off before setting in H 
field. The soil should have been! Te i 
plowed and harrowed sometime before, DISCUSSION. i 
and then disked and harrowed at tinte 
of planting. Set in checks six feet; Question—How do you make a _ hot- q 

apart each way. Avoid planting on| bed? i 

land that has had tomatoes or potatoes} Mr. Utter—If the soil is well | 

on for several years, as there is dan-| drained, so there is no danger of the 5 

ger of infection from blight. water standing in the pit, I make a pit ' 

Muskmelons may be planted the first|a foot deep and a little wider and i 

of May in inverted sods in a fresh-|longer than my bed. I make a mov- f 

made hotbed. The manure for this|able frame, and a good size is six feet 4 

hotbed may be of the coarsest kind/by twelve. We make this frame q 

that is in a fermented condition, and} eighteen inches high on the back side 1 

if it is a foot deep after being well|and twelve inches’ on the front, with j 

tramped it will be sufficient. Sods]sloping ends. We use two by two’s 4 

cut from sandy or loamy soil, six|as rafters where the sash will join, 

inches square and three inches thick,|and we use a two by four in each cor 
are laid evenly in the hotbed. Plant|ner, to nail sides and ends to, and to 

five or six seeds in each sod and thin| make it strong, letting them extend 

to three or four when plants are well}down five or six inches below frame. 

established. Keep temperature at| We fill the pit with manure, which i 
about ninety, or even higher, for the} should be in a heatingcondition. When 
first week and then gradually lower it/it is heated so it issteaming, asit usual- 
until the fourth week, when, if well/ly is in the pile in early spring, it will 
grown, covers may be removed and|be in fit condition for use. It is put 

plants hardened to outdoor conditions. | into this pit, four or five inches at a 
Soak seeds thoroughly and transplant | time, and tramped down, continuing 
in the field when weather is well set-| until we have sixteen incnes in depth. 
tled and nights are warm. | Then the frame is plavvd and we fill | 

|in about six inches more. We put the 

Insecticides and Germicides. [sash on, and at the same time bank up 
around on the outside with the manure , 

There are many forms of insectt-| or soil, to keep the heat in and the i 

cides and germicides offered for)cold out. We let it remain in that 
sale, but plain Paris green used as a) way five or six days, opening the sash 

spray at the rate of one pound to two} quring the hottest part of the day, and 4 
hundred gallons of water will be} then tramp down until surface is firm | 
found efficient as a poison for potato] and level, then fill in with the soil to a. 
bugs, cabbage worms, and all eating|the depth of five inches. We use - 
vermin. | soil prepared the year before, the best 

Tobacco dust and land’ plaster are| garden soil, mixed with well rotted 
used with more or less success for! manure and turned several times dur- | 

striped bugs on vine crops. Bordeaux | ing the summer. When we put it in 
Mixture is a preventive for many)the hotbeds, we use a sieve, one with 
forms of blight, but must be spp | half inch mesh. If we sow directly 
before blight has attacked the plants! into the soil, we fill in four or five 
to any considerable extent. — , The safest way is to use | 

It is well to grow the varieties that) flats, for the reason that when you be- | 
are the least liable to blight and then | gin transplanting you can carry them 
give the very best culture possible, as! to the barn, or anywhere you want to, |
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while it is yet too cold for transplant-| ing all the year around with the use of 
ing in the open air. steam heat, and have. pipes back and 
Question—Isn’t there an objection! forward, and the same heat that heats 

to taking manure right from the ma-| the building heats these beds and 
nure pile to the hotbed? j keeps the soil warm. I have thought 

Mr. Utter—Not usually, as our ma-/ oftentimes that if a man had accom- 
nure piles are usually in a heating | modations of that kind, it would be a 
condition, but it is necessary to allow | big advantage to him-over apything 
this first rank heat to pass off. |else to warm up the soil. 

A Member—My experience is — Mr. Bradley—What is the variety of 
you take manure from the manure!muskmelon that you say you now 
pile and put it right into the hotbed, | plant? 
that mildew often occurs. I let it stand! Mr. Utter—I have grown a variety of 
for two or three days in a box, then | ocal origin, which is called the turn it over two or three days after-| Thomas Hybrid. It is a hybrid 
wards, and-again, even the third time; | srown as a cross of the Emerald Gem 
that makes the manure in better condi-| and the Surprise, and selected until it tion. Also, to ensure the strength of has become a type. 
it, it is a good thing to take oak leaves! “wr Bradley—after your plants are and put a layer of manure and a layer! yp in the hotbeds, do you leave the 
of oak leaves. | sash on continually? 

Mr. Utter—That is a very good plan, | Mr. Utter—I sow the seeds in these 
ee Sete onary eer not) ats and after they are sown I cover 

* Mr. Hill Do you find some varieties|them with cotton cloth, or gunny on eae more subject to | acks, and water on top of those. That 
blight th: tueoa® | keeps the seeds from washing out, and 

= spp | also keeps soil from drying. As soon Mr. Utter—I am not very well} h du th t t a josted on that, but think they are. I 8 the seeds begin to sprout, we r m = ; those up two or three inches off the 
eye Gils planted sone) c-varioty eee soil and take them off after a day or 
blight has been prevalent. sno | two, but shade the glass through the Question—Have you seen anything! heat of the day ‘We cemove the sash 
of the asparagus blight in Wisconsin? | i a = hen th hin 

Metter E neve) hall it. (les {brent o'atval thede ai "ie yoa dant 
forced to plow up my Conover’s Colos- the temperature will run up to about — Pea nerto eas ietisaiod its| 120 degrees and about ninety degrees 

2 5 in./is about the limit for the day. The 
Question—Did you ever try fire in-| temperature should not go below fifty- stead of manure? | five at night. 
Mr. Utter—I never have. | S 
Question—I have a neighbor cs ne aoa ere ee one 

does that altogether. He regulates x 
the heat, has whatever he wants, and | _ Mr. Utter—For early, where there 
when the sun is hot, he lets the fire go|is no danger of blight, the Dwarf ont. |Champion. arly Stone is one of the 

Mr. Utter—I think if I were going to! best for a late variety. I have tried 
use fire, I would make small, cheap, | any of the new varieties, but few of 
narrow greenhouses. These small| them have proved superior to the 
greenhouses are taking the place of| der varieties. 
hotbeds with most of the market gar-| A Member—I find the Picture Rock 
deners. to be a very good variety, a Wisconsin 

Mr. Johnson—I noticed in Lica propagated tomato. I think that Childs 
Park, Chicago, they have plants grow-| has seed at present.
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Question—Is the Dwarf Champion |speaking of Nebraska and lowa seed, 
subject to rot? land out there they get corn with a ; 

Mr. Utter—No more than any other|larger kernel and thicker hull. I buy 
variety, but in growing tomatoes, 1|my seeds from such seedsmen or grow- 
think in each locality we should try to | ers as I think offer the best seed with- 

get those that we know have done well | out considering the price. Any of the 

in that locality. They are affected by | leading seedsmen are fair dealers, and 

soil and other local conditions as|mean to be honest. The trouble is, 
much, or perhaps more than any other| seeds are contracted for at too low a 
vegetable. perieee the growers cannot afford to 

The Chairman—Would you pinch! grow seeds and care for them as they 
back or trellis? | should. 

Mr. Utter—In‘a farmer’s garden, the! The Chairman—Mr. Utter is the 
trellis plan is an ideal method, but tor | most particular man I know of in re- 

market gardening it would not be prac-| gard to all these things. He has the 

tical. On sandy soil, it would not be; very best trade in Milwaukee, because 

necessary for either purpose. ine pays particular attention to the 
Question—Where do you get your] quality and to the manner of grow- 

seed? ling. 
Mr. Utter—I buy my seed corn from| Mr. Hill—What do you think about 

a grower that makes a specialty of] the farmer saving his own garden seed 

growing seed corn, one of the best in) after the family has taken what it 
the United States, an eastern grower. | wants? 

The western seeds grow well, but the; Mr. Utter—I think it would be very 

product grown from such seed is not | poor policy, 
of as good quality as that grown from | Mr. Foster—Don’t you think that 

eastern seed. |the farmer will resemble what is left 
Mr. Thompson—I took the first|after he gets through? 

premium on corn grown in Wisconsin, Mr. Utter—He will be liable to. 
Mr. Utter—This is not west. I am n 
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FORAGE CROPS. 

Prof. THOMAS SHAW, St. Paul, Mina. 

i meems| | some extent for being cured and fed 
eee No See ck Oe Se es | in the winter season, so I use the term 

> Sees x, RaAT Aes jin the sense of fodders as well as in 
haiinisi< sexs ha, | the sense of pastures. 

Sel Winter Rye. ’ oa | : é $ ry Sa | Iam going to speak first about a 
des common plant, a plant that I think 

Ss . wae | has never been taken at its full value 
sf earet = jin the northwest, or probably in any 

1 | jpart of the United States—I refer to 
* Pe EST, winter rye. I believe that there is no 

arenas, | plant that is sown for the purpose of 
eee ed | providing pasture, outside of grasses 

4 "=; |pure and simple, that will furnish 
-- 4 =| |more pasture for the labor and the ex- 

| | pense involyed in sowing it than rye, 
. >, | and especially for those who live upon 

sandy land where their grasses are 3 
| inclined to grow a little shyly. 

sy | One reason I have for thinking so 
lai of winter rye is. because of the 
|fact that it can be grown as a catch 
|erop. Of course you know what I 
| mean by that, a crop thatis grown 

Prof. Shaw. | during some part of the season when it 
| does not preclude the possibility of 

Now, farmers, I want to talk to you | growing arcther crop on the same 
_ in a simple, plain, old-fashioned way | soil. That is one of the reasons why 

sod 1 want you to talk beck Sout tesletnec feteee ie tase Ge hr eee 
same way, and I am going to talk) amount of grazing which it produces.’ 
about forage crops. |It may be sown in August if there is 

There may be some difference of enough moisture in the ground to 
opinion as-to what the term “forage|cause it to grow, and it will provide 
crops” means. I attempted to write | pasture in the late fall and it will pay 
a book on forage crops once, and 1 in the spring before the blue grass 
consulted the dictionary for the defini- | comes, before clover, before even the 
tion, but it did not satisfy me, al-| new grass, Russian Brome. The rye 
though it was the Standard Dictionary, | will be up aS soon as growth begins, 
so I formed a definition for myself, and| and it will produce a good growth un- 
this is my definition, crops other than! til something else comes along in 
grasses that are grown for pasture, | place of the rye. Now, if it is not 
but I am going to use the term in a| wanted for pasture, one of the fine 
little wider sense this afternoon and! things about it is that it may be turned 
talk about crops that are not only | under, buried in the soil and will very 
grown for pasture, but will be good to! much increase the power of the soil to
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hold moisture, in addition to the large, until cold weather comes in. I will 

amount of valuable plant food on hand | not say that it will furnish more pas- 

for the crops that are to come after. In|ture than any other pasture plant 

other words, it is a plant which, al-| grown in the summer season, but it 

though it does not add directly to the| Will furnish a great deal of pasture and 4 

fertility of the soil by what it draws | one of the fine things about it is that | 

out of the air, yet it does draw out| it can be put.in latein the season, after 

fertility from the subsoil, because of|a crop of rye has been grown, if you { 

its great power to gather plant food, it| like, there {s plenty of time to pre- 

puts it in the soil for the next crop; pare the land and to sow sorghum, 

that will be grown off it. | either for pasture or for soiling food, 

| to feed in the fall, or for fodder to feed 
Sorghum. {at a‘later period. 

The next from the list of — 
crops to which I will refer is sorghum. ; 
I would like to know how many grow| DISCUSSION. 

sorghum in this part of the country, Question—After the rye has been 
either for pasture or for soiling food,; grown to grain? 

or fodder to feed in the winter. I see | Prof. Shaw—No, but after the rye 
that some of us have tried it. Iam free | has been growu for pasture j 

to acknowledge that when I came to| Mr. Goodrich—How much sorghum ] 

the United States in the year 1893,I do| seed do yon sow for pasture? 

not think I had ever seem sorghum| Prof. Shaw—About a bushel of seed 
growing; I did not know how it grew,| for pasture, from that to a bushel and 

and I don’t know how long I was in|a quarter, will make a stand that is 

the state of Minnesota before I could} amply thick. I would sow it broadcast 
find a man who could tell me anything; for pasture. I think I would sow it ; 
about it, so what little knowledge I) in rows in growing it for fodder. Now, 3 | 

have gained about sorghum has been| remember there is a sort of a trick in ‘ 

gained almost entirely from experi-| growing sorghum to grow it without 

ments in growing and pasturing and|great labor and to grow it im good | 

feeding it on the farm connected with | form, and that trick is simply this: be- a 

the university of Minnesota. |gin preparing the ground, plow the j 

Now, I don’t know that I ought to erent in the fall if you can, and then 
speak particularly highly about the! in the spring, harrow it at intervals, or | 

valve of sorghum as a possible crop, | work it with some kind of a shallow 
but I do know this, that if a man has a! cultivation two or three times before i 
flock of sheep and his pastures are); the time comes to sow the sorghum; 

gone in the summer season when the; by that time the sorghum will keep 
summer is hot, if he has a good crop of| ahead of the weeds; otherwise, the 
sorghum comingon on which he can|danger is very great that the weeds 

turn the sheep, that sorghum will goal wil get ahead of the sorghum, as it 

long way toward carrying him overthat| grows very slowly at first, and if the 
part of the year when it is difficult to weeds get the start, you will not have 
zet good pasture. I do not say I! much of a crop of sorghum. 
would recommend keeping a flock of| Question—Is there any danger of | 
sheen entirely on sorghum if it can be, poisoning the cattle? 

avoided, but at least it will be a reat | Prof. Shaw—There is danger of | 
help. | poisoning the cattle in some places, | 

One of the good things about it as a| but I question whether that danger 
pasture plant is that it commences to! Cxisis to any great extent in the state 

grow up again immediately after it _ Wisconsin. I am inclined to think 
eaten down, and persists in growing! that is caused to some extent by a par-
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. ing it for that purpose, it 
ticular condition of the ae i eee <eencme 

aa enue be in to. become! may be sown broadcast, I would dasina Solas see n itting it in with a seed drill, a og nan soba narcdg ae the seed in to a more 
through some sort of chem’ | feo 

i iform depth, and at the pth that 
formation which causes the ee eee 

want it put in, and in clay 
to contain a certain amount of some-| you asatieteoe ee thing, I don’t know what, ar aa a _ oe ene nena 
ones <<. e eee nesota, we put it in about an inch and 

know what it is, bu ks sense oe ee 

ress givann ~'s - — cm oo met pats coming up through the eet yee ree oar take one of those fine- jak nt gecmoen Sede . "leueet ote and turn them as far a eee oe acted as they will go and drag 
Mr. Goodrich—I never | oe 

| the surface of the ground, foam the iat Sowing of sorghum. it) destroys th weeds that have started from the first sowing of s 1. feces 
to grow, and before anot 

is in Kansas and the southern eae euek ena cement where the first crop has been cut yep os os eae aioe oe 

py uct pe where | you go in that way, of course it grows 
Prof. aw—There 

cee 
ite quickly. You can eu 

the first crop has caused death in| qu eee ia 

tar oieeat ie ‘t ioaecunes om a a ie on the ground in “came rac dit may rain and rain and 
your attention to this crop, because I sonra ig ae eet oe dee think it a question of some 2 codec iohdnlie St Get moka, 

peudinetaches es a tacky ie the winter comes. I do not know any ae ain eee og Aratipeargtenyalipon little damage by an om ae ae so a rain as sorghum. One of the bad things ion. { hum is that it is not a very pos ae aan aren wae oe i pitch it on the wagon, not 
do not serve the purpose as f 

to handle. 
like them to do, and we have to “ae a eee dee un our cattle some supplemental food. ee Soe Sua ee as know that the ground may be nn es Mates Seg us cit a 

eke gern ‘aa me bee aru small " sheaves but if the weather 
can be fed at that time, poe k eas ne 

i hould prove very moist, is very 
correct to say that corn will farnish | 8 stp feed that will be relished as much by | . beg a little bit under the the cattle at that season of the year as . a isis demeecuans sorghum, and it is not correct on ee noua ee that corn will furnish as much. fee: | . 

the soil and the season. eats meee aoe a nous r pedis mn ener grow from four to five 
that I now speak of, so ——s — like to leave the thought with you a oe at oo - . —— bate 

cca Speen elie it is, the less tall it grows. ise oe ined | Now, when it is fed to stock in that rl be a? a - abs hs bar | way, ‘it can be fed on grass pasture, so 
more experience in growing it, 4 ane 

aiden a =a eee ot ao iS pasture, or in the 
as feed, for the purpose of fee: ng | er ce 

; it may be drawn and pu 
cattle at that season of the year more! shed; aun unctae particularly. [rocks in the barn, b po!
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to impress upon you particularly is; Question—Is there any trouble about 
the exceeding palatability of that kind| sorghum lodging? 

of food. The stock like it, and will| Prof. Shaw—Sometimes a storm will 
eat it up substantially clean. But,|come down and thin down a field of 

remember, that the frost will injure| corn, so it will be a good deal thinner, 

it just as seriously and quickly as it} but such a storm will not throw down 
will corn. sorghum. 

Mr. Goodrich—Is there any danger} Mr. Convey—Mine went down, but 

of it flavoring the milk? we raise sorghum seven and eight feet 

Prof. Shaw—No, I never heard that} high. 

objection. Mr. Jacobs—We sow ours in rows 
Mr. Goodrich—Does it make good|six inches apart and use about forty 

silage? pounds of seed to the acre. 

Prof. Shaw—It does make silage,| Mr. Convey—I used all the way to 
but I don’t think I would recommend it|Sixty pounds. It does not make good i 
for silage where corn can be grown on| Silage. 
the farm. Our experience has been| Mr. Scott—Mr. Story, my neighbor, j 
that corn makes better silage, sorghum| has sorghum eleven feet high. It was j 
seems to become a little more acid| drilled in. 
than corn. Prof. Shaw—Gentlemen, gentlemen, { 

Question—How would it do to mix in|4o not try how high you can get your 
the silo? sorghum, try how low ston Se get it, 

Prof. Shaw—It can be mixed, but I! 4nd how fine you can get it. Of course 
don’t think is etal be any advan-|it makes a difference whether you sow 
tae in that. it broadcast or in rows, and also the 

Question—What time do you plant] kind of sorghum. 
sorghum? Mr. Johnson—We raise sorghum 

Prof. Shaw—I would plant it just eee 2 ee ee ee 
ebout the time that you get through|{"0™ four hundred and fifty to five 
planting corn ke ‘gous ax the cas hundred gallons to the acre. It isa : 

is planted £0 to work and put the good thing for the boys and girls, and 
sorghum in. see a ae 7 it ss that _ 

% for anything else. ny farmer who § 

sane Ht be Ait to feod as] in ratsc'a quarter of am acre will get i 
, more money out of it than any quarter 

Prof. Shaw—Just about as soon as|of an acre he has on his farm, if he | 
the corn. You have always noticed! wi] turn it into syrup, and make fod- 
that when development is very much | ger of what is left, and then what is 5 

arrested at the start, I don’t care/jeft of that after the syrup is ex- 
whether it is in the sorghum plant, in| tracted will be good for sandy roads. | 
the calf or the boy, the development is| We are careful never to let the stock 
never the same afterwards, hence it is} jn where we have, cut the sorghum off; 
exceedinelv important not to plant too we know that is dangerous. Is there 

early and that when it begins to grow.| any variety you would recommend? 
and makes a good, vigorous start. it! Prof. Shaw—I think the Early Am- 
doesn’t make much difference what! ber is best for our conditions. You 
happens to it afterwards. | can commence feeding sorghum when | 

Mr. Thurston—On this auestion of | it gets high enough to cut, but I do not 
poisoning with sorghum, let me say'think the feeding value is anything 
os Senet Station of Nebraska! like as good at that stage as when the 

separated and found it to be sorghum gets up near maturity. It 
prussic acid, and that it is mostly | is like rape, the nearer we let rape | 
found in a suspended growth. | get its growth, the more food we will 

12 |
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get from it to the acre. The question | amount of food that can be grown has been raised over here about Sor-|from an acre of land can be grown ghum as feed for hogs. If you gtow | from sorghum. sorghum on the broadcast Plan, and| Question—Do you raise your seed or grow it quickly, in order to get that| buy it? crop light to be cut with the mower Prof. Shaw—We purchase it. It it is not very good for hogs; but if! can easily be raised, but it is not easily you grow it in rows about three feet kept. It moulds very easily. apart and you get large Stalks, it is a} Question—Is it expensive? splendid feed for the hogs if they are; Prof. Shaw—Yes, it is, for the rea- allowed to feed upon it during a large; son that only few persons engage in part of the winter. Of course there| the work of growing the seed. It should be some other feed along with| would not be expensive if there was it. s [moe grown and called for, I think we Now, to come back to the question! paid nearly two dollars a bushel. raised over here about rye tainting] A Member—I bought it for one dol- milk. Rye will taint milk if the} lar this year. cows are allowed to pasture on it all Question—Does the firm of L L. day, especially after it gets consider-) May grow their Own seed, or are they able growth, but if the cows are turned | jobbers? onto it fer a few hours in the morning} Prof. Shaw—I don’t think they grow after they are milked and kept oliken own seed on their own farms. I some other kind of pasture the rest of| presume, like other seedsmen, they get the day, I do not think that will follow. | part of their seeds from farmers. Question—How do you store sor-! Question—Do you feed sorghum ghum for winter use? while in a frosted condition to cattle? Prof. Shaw—Now, you come toa} Prof. Shaw—It is not so good after point where I feel, gentlemen, like|a hard frost comes, although I never recommending that you do not store|heard of any injury resulting from very mutch of it, although there are| that condition. Some persons who store a great deal of| . Mr. Convey—If you wished to save it and feed it regularly, right through |seed, how would you grow it for seed? the winter, but I think corn will an-) Prof. Shaw—I would grow the crop Swer the purpose better in the winter] in hills, the same as that gentlemen season, and especially in the spring, in| grows it to make syrup. That will a climate which is subject to the| produce excellent seed. You can changes we meet, because cold seems|grow a crop of seed and a crop of to have an effect on the saccharine syrup at the same time. matter in sorghum which is not so| Mr. Johnson—Cut off the tops the 00d, and so it is not so good for win-|same as srain and hang them up: ter as autumn feed. The Place I| Take a pole or anything in your wagon think that sorghum ought to fill on our| house, and hang them the same as you farms is to furnish feed from about| Would broom tops: then you clip out the first of September until the ground| the seeds over the edge of a barrel. freezes up, or perhaps about a month| Mr. Convey—That is pretty slow after that, and then the corn comes| work. we want bushels of it. along. but of course it can be cut and| Mr. Johnson—You can thresh a bound in sheaves and shocked up like/ bushel of it in that way in ten or fif- corn and fed through the winter in| teen minutes. that way. It furnishes more suceu-| Mr. Jacobs—Would you gTow sor- lence than any of the crops that we|shum and feed it in preference to en- have during the early fall and winter, | Silage? and I am satisfied that the Decpeee| Prof. Shaw—I prefer to feed it in
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the fall, I think ahat is the best use to) reference to the rape plant. A seeds- 4 

put it to, and I am only adpoceting linia of Minneapolis told me not long } 

growing it for feeding it at that time|ago that when the first bulletin was 5 

of the year, if yon plant about ina orecs from the Ontario College on the 

first of June, you can feed it by the!subject of rape, I think in the year 

end of August, as soon as you get it} 1890, there -was not five hundred 

cut, the frost will not harm it after) pounds of rape seed sold in the United 
that, but if the frost strikes it before} States in order to grow forage crops. 
you get it cut, it will take serious in-| J. E. Northrup told me the other day 

jury. that fifteen carloads of rape seed 
A Member—Highty-five to ninety|were handled by his own house this ; 

days after seeding it is the best for| present year, and he did not expect | 

feeding. that it would go around. It is simply 

Prof. Shaw—It grows very fast if| marvelous, the extent to which that 

the ground is properly prepared. | crop has Seen grown in this country. j 
Mr. Convey—In this country they | Now, in regard to the rape plant, as 

ean up new land each year and some;you know of course, it is entirely a 

seasons it is too late for corn. pasture plant. It is net good to cure 
Prof. Shaw—Do not !ose sight of|for the winter, it is not good to put in 

the fact that sorghum wili grow far/|the silo, it is simply good for growing { 

better in a dry season than corn. Now,| pasture, and the best use that can be ; 

because 1 say that, do not give up| made of it is to let the animals pasture 

growing corn, and grow nothing but|/it off, although it can be used asa 

sorghum, that will be a mistake, but|soiling food. Now, in regard to grow- q 

try to set aside a certain amount ofjing rape, it will grow on any kind of 

land for sorghum every year, so that}land that is good, but the best land 

if a dry year strikes yc: and hurts|probably fér growing it is those 

your corn crop, you are going to have|mucky swamps. I think I would say q 

a certain amount cf sorghum to help|that very light sands and very stiff 

you out. It will stend any umount|elay, on those kinds of land it will not ; 
of wet if the ground does not become|do so well, but I don’t know that I q 

too saturated. ever saw land so rich that it would f 

Mr. Thompson—As I happen ola grow rape, and you can pile on ' 

come from the section of Canada!manure and the more manure you f 

where Professor Shaw has left mone-! have the more rape you seem to get. : 

‘ments of his energy and theught, 1|80 if you want to grow a very big | 

wish that the Professor would tell us; crop, even though you have very good i 

something about growing rape as fooa| land, I would recommend some atten- i 

for sheep. There is nothing that has} tion to be given to the enrichment of 

been more responsible in bringing in| the land. In Canada, we sowed it in 

money in the vicinity of Guelph than|the row and cultivated the crop about | 

this very matter. I know there is -_—— same as other crops, but since | 

man in this country more capable of|coming west, I have rather dropped 

educating the farmers on ihc ae idea of growing in rows and cul- I 

growing of crops, as well as on feed-/tivating it, for the reason that our land ' 

ing them than Prof. Shaw. over here is so much better as a rule, | 

Prof. Shaw—When one hears testi-| especially on the prairies, than our 

mony such as comes from my brother, | land in Ontario, that we get plenty of 
it makes him feel that he has builded|rape by simply sowing it broadcast. 

better than he knows. Before dis-| The land cught tobe madeas clean as 

cussing that subject, I want to tell you| possible; the very same steps that 
something that shows the immense! would be taken. to clean land for sor- 
progress that has been made with! ghum would do to clean land for sow- 

]
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ing a crop of rape. You can sow itjhe had a full crop of grain in the bar 
any time after the opening of spring,|gain. He sowed about one to one and 
after the ground gets dry, but when I|a half pounds of seed to the acre, with 
say that, I do not want to be under-| grain, mixing the seed with the grain 
stood as saying there is no danger of| and putting it in with the drill. 
it being killed by frost in the spring; A Member—I tried it in barley last 
for I do remember one instance in spring, and I will never do it again 
which it was killed, I think two years| because the summer was rather wet 
ago, after it germinated, but I don’t/and the rape came up all right, and 1 
think that would happen more thanone| had a big time getting that barley 
year in ten or twenty. In Canada we|dry. | 
never sowed it until about. the first of| Prof. Shaw—Gentlemen, you can 
‘June; we didn’t think that it could be| grow it in barley all right, if you do it 
grown successfully sown early, but we|right. It is certainly all right in the 
find we can sow it any time from the! state of Minnesota, and in the Da- 
time the ground becomes dry in the|kotas, either north or south, but I ques- 
spring and right on as long as there is| tion a little if it would be just the 
enough moisture in the ground, so late| right thing here. Your soil is stiffer 
that it has about sixty to seventy-five| than prairie soil. While it is pertect- 
days to grow, so that you see that any|ly correct to bury rape seed to the 
time you have got sixty to seventy-five| depth of two and a half inches in 
days ahead you can sow it with the| prairie soil, I do not think it ought to 
expectation that you are going to get|be buried to a depth of more than an a full crop. You can sow it every week|inch in this soil, so I would not feel right on, until about the middle of| justified in advising you to mix July, where your ground has been|your rape with the graim if you put it Properly prepared, and it will produce| in as deep as you put the grain; but it an epormous amount of food. You may | can be sown at the same time and har- 
turn from ten to twenty sheep on an| rowed in. It can be sown in winter acre of rape, according to the growth|grain in the spring, but you should 
you get, and when they get through| harrow it in in that case. 
with that acre they will be fat, and I! A Member—I have experimented do not know of any other kind of pas-| just a little sowing it with oats, and 
ture ground that you grow that will|every bit of grain I have this year produce results like that. Professor | Will be sown that way. 
Carlyle will tell you from their experi-| Mr. Goodrich—Usually it goes all ment that ‘it is splendid pasture for|right, but won’t there be some risk of 
swine. the rape coming up and a good many Question—Could that be sown i the stalks getting ahead of the winter grain or barley after the grain| grain? 
is cut? Prof. Shaw—You can avoid that. I Prof. Shaw—Yes, it might. I know| would not recommend trying to do it of some men in the state of Minnesota,| when you grow barley, especially on I have one in my mind in particular, | black soil, but wait a couple of weeks who, I think in the year 1894, wrote a) after sowing the barley and sow the letter to me asking that very question. | rape, and then harrow your land. A I remember replying that I thought he| 00d time to sow the rape is when the could, but I had had no experience in |tarer is beginning to show, coming doing it. He went to work and tried| through the soil, and it will be a good it. and he told afterwards, on an In-| thing to harrow it then, If you can’t stitute platform, that on. his seventy | do it on account of the ground being acres of land on which he grew grain,| wet, wait a little longer and sow the that he had pastured 2,000 lambs, and| rape and use any kind of instrument
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that will do the work without spoiling, we are feeding some new crop and j 
your barley. : something happens, everything is laid 4 

Mr. Goodrich—This soil does not/to that particular crop. 4 

bake here as it does in the southern} Mr. Johnson—Down in our country 
part of the state. rape is sown inevery way, though most / 

Question—How about sowing flax? |of them sow it with grain in the last 
Prof. Shaw—I wouldn’t recommend) cultivation and have good success. We j 

sowing in flax, because it is almost} do not believe in cultivating corn till 
sure to get ahead of the flax and make} the ears are all done growing. We cul- 
trouble while the flax is being har-|tivate corn and get it clean and leave 

vested. it till the corn has its ear formed, and ; 

A Member—It is a good thing to put/before it begins to get dented. It 

in corn, the last cultivation, where you| you can’t get your corn cleaned early 
intend to put it in the silo. in the season and keep it clean, you 

Prof. Shaw—Yes, it does all right in| had better stay out of the business; 

the corn if you sow it at the last cul-|and if you have your cornfield clean 
tivation, but there are times when} you haven’t anything to do but sow 

corn grows so tassely that it makes/ rape, get four or five pounds and sow; 

too much shade and the rape doesn’t| it costs only twenty-five Gents a pound. 

amount to much, but anyway the seed | Then let your sheep run in the pas- 

doesn’t cost much, and it will mature|ture, and they will live in there until 
after the corn is taken off if the hat corn is cut and the cutting of the 
weather is right. corn won’t pasture much off, and im- { 

Mr. Bradley—Did you ever hear of| mediately after the corn is cut off, you 

any trouble in feeding pigs on a rape| have the whole field to run over. With 

pasture? , us, insowing with grain,a great many | 

Prof. Shaw—The only trouble I) get caught in the way this man did by 

ever heard of was this, that on some| having it all grown up together to ; 

of the farms in Iowa where there was/| spoil and become a rotten mass that | 
an immense amount of rain last sum-| can’t be handled with any kind of a \ 

mer, they kept their pigs on rape pas-| machine. I 

ture where they were running through| Question—Is there any danger from | 
the rape, and I suppose feeding all the| bloat in pasturing sheep on rape? : 
time, in that wet, dripping food, and a Prof. Shaw—In this country there is 
seemed to produce blisters on top of! some danger, but no more danger from | 

the ear, but in the dry season I don’t! bloat I think in pasturing sheep on ( 

think that would happen. rape than in pasturing sheep on clover. . 

Mr. Bradley—We have heard a lot/In Ontario there is more danger; I | 

of that this winter in Institutes, and it| think the difference is because of the 
has been made an objection to teeding| difference in climate. I think there is 
pigs on rape, but I have insisted that| more moisture in thé rape over there | 
it was not the rape. {and that makes it more dangerous, and | 

Mr. Convey—We had pigs that had|sometimes, even here when we first 
no rape that had just that form of! put the sheep in on rape, or when they 

water blisters on their skin. have been allowed to go on some other 
Prof. Carlyle—We had pigs Tun-| field where there isn’t much pasture, 

ning in the fall grass and the skin be-; and go back again on rape when it is 
came blistered. We thought it was; wet, then there is some trouble liable 

simply the wet weather. to arise from pasturing rape. Then 

Mr. Bradley—One man up here said/ there is sometimes difficulty in pastur- 

his pigs all died from canker sore|ing after the rape freezes hard and 

mouth, and he laid that to feeding on| begins to melt again. It seems to dis- 

rape. It always happens that way, if|turb the digestion of the animal.
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I have been asked about the Scy|two being planted at the same time, 

bean. I am inclined to be very antan beans coming up along in the corn 

mistic in regard to the agriculture of|row, but we are going to get Soy 

this state and believe there are lots of|beans acclimatized, and probably go- 

things we can do and shall do. I be-ling to get larger varieties than we 

lieve that Soy beans are going to be/have, but I believe that after awhile 

grown right across the center of Wis-) we are going to grow Soy beans. 

consin from side to side and push up} Question—Does the soil have to be 

even to northern Wisconsin, but we/inoculated with bacteria in order to 
have got to acclimate the seed some-| do it? 
what before we can accomplish that.| Prof. Shaw—Sometimes it has, and 

There are some varieties that will ma-|sometimes it has not. Generally 

ture the seed right now. The Early|speaking, you don’t need to inoculate 

Dwarf will do it; the Medium Dwarf} the soil for any of those plants, but on 

will mature some of its seed, but not) drier soils, sometimes it does need to 

all of it. I think there is going to be a) be inoculated. The same is substan- 

considerable future for growing thejtially true of alfalfa, but where you 

Soy bean here, perhaps not so much as/find hardwood timber growing suc- 

there would be did you not have so| cessfully, as it does up here, you can 

rich a clover country, because the Soy|be absolutely sure of being able to 

pean isa soil enricher, the same as ‘grow alfalfa without inoculating the 

clover, and you do not need that near|soil. 

so much as the farms in South Dakota} Now, farmers, there is one more 

and North Dakota, but the Soy bean/crop I would like to talk to you about. 

will accomplish a good mission, even|I take it for granted that you who are 

for central Wisconsin after awhile,| keeping cows are buying a good deal 

particularly if your clover should fail|of bran for your cows, and I want to 

or some other crop fails and you want| recommend that it is a good thing to e 

to enrich your soil. The Soy bean|grow our own bran, because bran is 

is a hot weather plant, like sorghum, | getting beyond our reach, at least let 

you can prepare the land after your |us grow our own feed on our farms to 

other crop has failed ad grow a crop of|the greatest extent that we possibly 

Soy beans on it, and you have eN-|can and be independent of the fluctuat- 

riched the land as much as if you had|ing markets. Now, do not understand 

grown a crop of clover on it. Of!me that I am recommending that you 

course the Soy beans can be utilised) do not buy any purchased feeds out- 

for various purposes, I think probably | side of what you grow on your own 

the best use to make of them in this | farms, but I am advocating that you 

part of the country, especially where) try to the greatest possible extent to 

you grow them. as soil enrichers, put-| grow all you use on your farms, as far 

ting them in the same as other beans,|as you can, upon your own farms, and 

is to let the pigs harvest them, and so|try to grow them in such a way that 

you get a fair crop of feed that is anes will need to buy just as little as 

adapted for the pigs and the enrich-| possible. I am not talking now to 

ment will be brought to the soil at | those who are carrying on the feeding 

the same time. jot cattle or sheep in a large way, but 

Mr. Bradley—Has any one up your | simply the ordinary operations of the 

way tried putting Soy beans into the) every day farmer. Now, I want to ask, 

silo with corn? : jBaxe any of you practiced to some ex- 

Prof. Shaw—It has been tried, but) tent the growing of some of the coarse 

we have not been able to get the vi | varieties of spring wheat, such as the 

kind of seed. I think in those cases|Wild Goose, and oats along with 

the seed was put in with a drill, the| speltz?
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A Member—Here is one. together and feeding them. For the 4 

Prof. Shaw—How did you succeed? leer ten years I don’t think I have 4 

The Member—Finely. I grew it with|lost more than six or eight horses. In ‘ 

my oats, about a peck to three bushels,|the thirty-five years that I have been 
or two and a half bushels. in business out in this country, I have 

Prof, Shaw—I have had very little|jost probably a hundred and thirty 

testimony from anybody in central) horses. Now I find that feeding my 
Wisconsin as to whether speltz will| horses with wheat and oats that they 

grow anything like as good here as it/are not subject to colic. They are in | 

does in northern Dakota. There it is|better condition always than when. I 

getting to be a great crop to grow aS/used to feed them clear oats or corn } 

feed for the live stock. We tried it| and oats, and I grow from three to five 

* in Ontario, and it didn’t do very well,| thousand bushels of oats a year. The ' 

but on the supposition that speltz will} wheat seems to have the same effect { 

grow in good form in this country, We/ upon them as if you gave them a bran 

recommend growing a mixture of that) mash once a week, and they get it 
kind of wheat, and I think the Wild)right along and I think it is good, 

Goose is the best kind. strong feed, and they do very well on 

Mr. Scott—I tried speltz -with oats] it. 

one year and it was not a success.| A Member—I sowed wheat with my 

Some of the neighbors tried it and the] oats last summer, I think not over two 
yield was very small. pecks to the acre with a bushel of 

A Member—My neighbor tried speltz| oats, and my horses have done better | 

and he had over fifty bushels to the|than they ever did before. 

acre. Prof. Shaw—You see you gentlemen 

Prof. Shaw—That is something that)can feed bran that you grow your- 

you will have to work out for your | selves, and that is just what I want 

selves. I simply dropped the idea, if} you farmers to do, grow your own 

you can’t get wheat and speltz and|pbran and grind it yourselves. 
cats, then get wheat and oats, we! Mr. Hubbard—We tried speltz in our 

know those will grow together, anditis | neighborhood and liked it very much, : 

a fact that more of a crop will be! but I can’t see the advantage of grow- 

grown with a mixed crop than a|ing that, it seems to me that there is 
single crop. a whole lot of shuck on it. This 

Mr. Scott—What is the objection! man spoke of feeding wheat with his 

to putting in a few peas with the oats?/oats. He would get the same results 
Prof. Shaw—In this country it) feeding bran with his oats. 

would be all right, probably; in Min-| Prof. Shaw—I am not sure, gentle- _ 

nesota the peas would be lost, unless| men, that there would be any advan- 

you made about three parts of the|tage in growing speltz, but do not lose 
crop peas and one part oats, and you/sight of this principle in feeding live 
wouldn’t see the peas, I suppose for|stock, that feeding a variety of feeds 
the reason that the prairie soil is much|is nearly always better than feeding 
better adapted to the growth of oats|one; so, gentlemen, when you grow 
than of peas. In Canada we would put|two grains together, you will get more 
in a bushel of each and get a good|than you will when, you grow one, and 

crop of both, but we can’t doit in Min-| better still if you grow three. 

nesota. Question—Is speltz a proper sub- 

Prof. Carlyle—We have the same stitute for bran? 

conditions right here as we had in| Prof. Shaw—No, it is more like 
Canada. barley. The thought I want to bring 

Mr. MeMillan—I wish to relate my|out is this. Now, how many of you 
experience in growing wheat and oats! have put in a little flax seed along with
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that mixture? If you have done that,, are a great many things I cannot tell 

you have made yourself independent of} you and no man can tell you, unless it 
the man that seifs bran and you have/be your neighbor who has the same 

made yourself independent of the man| kind of land. I can’t tell you how much 
who furnishes oil cake, because you} of one kind of grain to sow, and how 
grow your oil cake along with the|/much of another kind, that depends 
other grain; you have a balanced ra-| entirely on your land. What I might 
tion yourself on your own farm, and/|tell a farmer to do in the state of Min- 
if you feed that along with a certain|nesota might be entirely wrong here. 

amount of clover hay, of which I un-} Do not lose sight of the fact that you 

derstand you have plenty in this coun-| have to work out these problems for 
try, you have the very best kind of/ yourselves; try certain —e of 

ration. those grains on your own farms, keep 
Mr. Scott—In sections where we|working at it until you get those 

have a great deal of corn, this ration! proportions that will answer your pur- 
will not take the place of bran in| poses best, but whatever you do, do 

balancing up a corn ration. try to grow your own feed. 

Prof. Shaw—Not alone, no; but if} Prof. Carlyle—There was a question 
you can feed good clover hay for fod-| over here about the. effect of feeding 
der and have corn, and this other mix-| rape to milking cows. We have been 

ture, you will have a pretty good bal-|jexperimenting for three years at the 
anced ration for feeding any kind atl mapestnead Station on that point, and 

cattle or sheep. | we find that under certain conditions, 

Question—Can you tell us a — can feed it without affecting the 
something ee gluten feed? a milk. It must, however, be very aa 

Prof. Shaw—I am not very w ture; we cannot feed rape under 

posted in regard to those things. Pro-|about ninety days from seeding, nor 
fessor Carlyle can tell you better about | must we feed it in large quantities. We 
that. have grown twenty-six tons of rape 

Prof. Carlyle—I don’t know so ana the acre, cutting it green, and 

about gluten feed; we have fed but a| hauling it into the barn for our cows, 
few tons of it. We have fed a great|and we have fed as high as sixty 
deal of gluten meal, and that we Pan pounds of very mature rape to the 

very highly of; we consider it su-|cows, and the creamery men there 
perior to oats and to bran, but we can- | have found no fault with it, but you 
not get it any more, for it is not being} have to be very careful not to let the 

husks, and T don't know what all and! worse than rye im that respect, There 
making what they call gluten feed out | is another point about the sorghum. 

We ‘shat Gof suongh te sak Stray etm eal; or uaereuereneny n sively at; 

authoritatively on it. jit for four years in various ways, we 

Mr. Rietbrock—In feeding this mix-; have sown from twenty pounds an acre 
ture of oats and wheat, do you feed tt) ap to eighty pounds to the acre, and 

whole or ground? | we have settled on from seventy-five 

Prof. Shaw—I would prefer it | to eighty pounds per acre as being the 

for cattle always and for swine.) best amount to sow for the growing of 

Whether that is best for horses, wall! gloss feed for our cows, and for hay 

fepend on your other feed. | to be fed off in the fall. When the 

Now, let me just add two or oe stalks were not a bit larger than my_ 
thoughts by way of caution in growing| little finger last year, they would aver- 
those mixed feeds. I have told you = age about eight feet high, and we grew 
few things about growing them; there! thirty-four tons and a fraction to the 

Oe
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t tt the best feed for the cows j 
acre of green feed—weighed it. we | uae a Goce cosdion, 

ee we poe a oe toee that Prof. Shaw—Did you find it awk- | soiling crops to fe our s oS 

vette ane 5 Sayol cok Cane "i. "hea 3th the boys were so j cause we actually weig! : s ee. 

d natured at seeing suc and we know what it will do. We) goo i a 
ield and because we 

posed ndcelgreag pla coun ee very far fora load. It ' 

ee eee eae ‘ e doesn’t pitch as well as timothy ‘hay, We tried different "ways of curing; a Sea 

eee he ee is to] Prof. Shaw—Did you give it any cul- the conclusion that the best way is pea a en | 

iano a : a. oe Prof. Carlyle—We harrowed it with or two, on the morning a! A E Gases | 

h our harrow every three cr fo 5 up, or, if it is a very heavy crop, you v : 4 reg 

but there is no advantage can get a fork full as fast as you can Se aaa 

: . i inj|early. We sowed some zg pick ‘it off the ground; cock it up d Se ae 
uld}and some adjoining large cocks, as large as you wo! eden 

later, and the last lot we cock hay, and leave it there until you : Dear ee teers” the 

or cn ed rropee tea it ~ oe val parr Apc stunted and never grew to 
qunarase'te good. It holds a great deal of dition and fed our cows last — a ee ee ek we 

aeawanee a tae ae ri It is prefer to cut it up, run. it through the exceedingly goo 4 Saoaiher 
good for sheep, and there is nothing pres Say that is the nicest way 
in the world so good for the cabal ca ved tas Me dei ote 

© Sune Siareeie tenia petebane me hile you were feeding that to brood a fork full over into the yards oe oA babi 
side of twenty minutes every oO ? 

that would be eaten, except the fibre, ae oe oa oor ve naan 

Snedniniiie as aniuate aerate ae but I ‘would pot depend on it | such condition as sorghum feed. We os re oe Gr eek Ma a 

tried to see whether we could pre : nee ) 

serve it in stacks; we put it up a esa = iol ec a a a ie | 

aya caonenins Pane ne a great many farmers think it will up to three-quarters, an agi Seca Gun 4 

esas a 40 he one cane rae pry oon gemllripends on and the cat- keep, as we found ou' ; ee | 

stacked up two weeks. Then wwe) ti S ee nee aa | 

found that keeping it — sauna! 2 ee ee rca 
frozen hard it became er an mang nt 

. ell in cold weather, but when stock did not relish it after that time; pie we Aaa 
ts started in warm weather that is, after it had frozen and thawed. \ se ; 5 

. right along; you can almost see So feed it up while it is green, and) come . 

it ww. We feed it direct from the 
bean radii “we. nore apnea field until it comes time to cut it. We efore : i . 

like it best both for green feed an 
Seeccdne as = : ae at for hay when the seed is beginning to 
ae eukaemeneees ron form, before it has taken much nour- running, an = 

conclusion | ishment from the p! ning, and we came to the \oeaaiecmeiar an pid
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EVENING SESSION. 

The Institute met at 7:30 P. M. Supt. McKERROW in the chair. Music, 
Orchestra; Music, Ladies’ Quartette. 

The following committee on resolutions was appointed by the chairman: 

W. C. Bradley, Hudson; Frederick Rietbrock, Milwaukee; Thomas Con- 

vey, Ridgeway. 

THE VALUE OF THE TRAINED HAND. 

Mrs. NELLIE KEDZIE JONES, Berea, Ky. 

aa a | (ness standpoint, we have much with 
| j Which to fortify the position that it is 
| | valuable, because no one will dispute 

os | | the fact that much of the money of the 
Ss JN a | world is spent for the product of the 

. | ame hand. TO begin with the 

4 | jneceeniice of life, we find that only 

e | the trained and educated hand can pre- 

a | | pare the cotton which comes to our 
cy : | | market so that it shall make accept- 

. " im able dress goods. We find that only 

| al | |\the trained hand can take that dress 
] P| | | goods, and cut, fit and make into gar- 

\ ments for us to wear. The cunning 

workmanship which goes into our 

| in | | shoes, the deft handiwork on the well 
| prepared skins for our wraps; even the 

] shaping. of our gloves and the fashion- 

| = } jing of our bonnets, is all the result 
. | of training somebody’s hands to do 

| | well the piece of work desired. 

| | We find on our table evidences of 
| trained hands all the way along, from 

= ————— the making of our wheat into flour 
to the making of the daintiest morsels 

Mrs. Kedzie-Jones. j put upon the table to tempt the palate. 
| We find only the trained hand is cap- 

The world holds value to mean one able of making the sweets for our 
of two things: It may be the amount | table, out of the juice of the cane, the 

of material which can be bovght in| beet, the corn or the maple tree. No 
exchange, or it may be the property;one would think of putting an un- 

which renders something useful to the | trained man in the work of a flour mill, 

world. |and I am told that at one of the large 
Studying the trained hand from the! sugar factories, the man who tests
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the boiling syrup to find the moment) given for skilled labor which puts the ' 

for turning off the sugar, is the manj material in place. The cotton or wool : 

who receives the highest wages. Our |or silk costs little for the garment, the 

chemist can tell the exact point, but he| making of that material into wearing \ 

is not deft enough to find it in the|apparel is what costs. Timber and | 

evaporating pan. plaster and paper cost but little, the 

Out meat grows upon the western|work of the trained hand takes the | 

prairies, but only the lithe wristed | money. | 

cow-boy can throw the lasso which) If then this training is of value as : 

starts the ox on his way to our mar-jevidenced by the amount of money it | 

ket; it takes a practiced hand to|can demand for the necessities of life, | 

strike the deadening blow, while only | what shall we say of the amount that 

the trained hand can cut the veins at|is given for the work of the hand ‘ 

just the right spot to drain the body of| which supplies the comforts and the ( 

the larger part of the blood. luxuries? 

After the food is brought to our | The comforts of a well appointed 

homes, every housewife who has had|home show, in every direction, train- 

to struggle through the hard days of |ing which has been carried on through 

bitter experience, or who has trained a|iong years of patient practice. The 

raw Swede or Irish girl to know the|carpet-maker’s skill, the window cur- 

_ ways of an American household, knows |tain manufacturer's long practice, 
there is need of much training for the = deft hand of the furniture maker 
hands that shall prepare that food so|are all brought into constant play and 

it will become a material which will|are capable of bringing us constant 

build up the human body into the most |delight, because of the training which 

perfect dwelling for the Holy Spirit,/has given them the power to give us 
“which Temple ye are.” jcomfort and beauty along with the 

In all these occupations of life, it is|bare materials which we put into 
training that counts, and the product their hands. 
of the trained hand means to us better| The prices we pay for all these com- 
clothing, better food, year by year, lon of home are largely paid because 

simply and solely because of the train-|of the training of the man Who does 

ing which makes better work possible the work day after day, and who does i 

with the materials at hand. |it because we are not well trained 

If we question about our habitation, ‘enough to do it for ourselves. 
the merest shell of a house today must | Value, then, of the trained hand 

have for its construction the trained | comes to us also through ability to 
hand at the foundation stonework, the bring to its owner money which we 

trained hand to put up the timbers, | gladly pay for the privilege of pos- 

and a man who is “capable” to finish sessing the product of the trained 

the outside of the house. While in- hand. 
side, no one of us would presume to| 
take up the plasterer’s trowel, or the The Trained Hand Develops the 

decorator’s brush and more than we Beautiful in Life. 
would today feel that we were capable | This for every day comforts; what 

of properly hanging the paper in the shall we say of the dainty beauties 

parlor or of setting the plate glass win- \that come into our lives, seldom per- 

_dows. The trained hand again must | haps, but often enough, to give us an 
be in evidence or the work is not con- jappreciation of what the trained hand 

sidered well done. |may accomplish. 

These are the necessities of life.| There is no end to the beauty of the 

The money paid out in every instance non which brings money because 

I have mentioned, is more than half|that beauty is the work of trained
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hands. The Brussels lace which keeps power the two men have had upon the 
its makers year after year in under- world. 
ground cellars, spending their lives z 
upon one or two pieces of elaborate; !s the pense Useful in the 
working out of fancies born of their 
own sense of beauty, but only worked! On the other side of the question, as 
out because of the training ofthehand,|to whether the trained hand is usefu 
gives us some slight appreciation of|in the world, I ask you in all serious- 
the amount of wealth that can he put! ness have any of these things men- 
into a piece of work and when we pay tioned been useful,: have they had a 
$10,000.00 for one lace flounce, we are | definite utility? Who of us would let 
paying, not for the thread which Was /| them slip out of the world if we could? 
worked into the intricate design, not [Certainly, if the mass of people are 
for the pattern, which cost, in ae to spend their money for the 
parison, but a few pence, but we aad product of the trained hand, it is of 
paying for the training which made value, for the world today counts of 
that hand capable of working out that | little worth if it will not pay its money 
pattern with the delicate threads. j for it. 

We take for a moment the hand| Shall it be only the individual 
which makes the picture on the wall| trained hand which the world cares to 
to which all eyes turn in admiration. | oe suited ce ie ae x 
And while we talk of values, can we) trainin, F 
measure the value of a canvas six| munity meant the training cf one or 
feet by ten, though it bring in the open|two people; the priest, the monk, 
market $135,000.00, or does that | later, the minister of the town, had 
amount of money show the Smeereree on (es aia ‘aries shen 
appreciation of the real value to the| given. as n een many 
world of the canvas which has had ep lattes a serious question arose in the 
on it the brush of a Michael Angelo? | family, if there happened to be a boy 

Can we question the value of the| who was frail of body, or who was sup- 
trained hand that brings to our ears posed to be of less than the average in- 
the melody of the piano? All the world|telligence, that question always 
delights in the music sent out from a| hinged upon the fact that the boy 
set of wires by the trained hand of ie; muse, in some way be able to earn his Paderewski. The training which he own living, and if he pc mn wi = 
has put into his fingers means ability | aon - ae a 7 cee 
peta us understand his ideas tlre i mers eas motatty Baavoue'lar 

‘Do you say that I am talking now of | os ‘nee ro Re ann te ae eS 
genius, not of training? Then I say | #ive all'the.youne petipia ébithescont- 

2 ea that the | genius: of ‘the (srtiet munity a little brain training because urns in the soul of many a man and it was soon found that the wha 
woman who has never had the Oppor-| 5 a a eresthiaachs eee rae ed tunity to train the hand, and so lacks | “3 oe a - ad aA ue the power to show the world the ideas | aie aie oman ebuta 
are = cause of his training, whether fora The genius of a Blind Tom is Per-| specific purpose or for the general haps more than the genius of a Pader-| vaine of education, 

ewski; the one who was untutored and | Slowly the thought has grown up untrained; the other had the best) among us that every one Is better off training that the world could give hid for some brain training; that the peo- 
fingers, and I leave you to judge of the} ple live happier lives; that they
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make more successful communities; . While we have neglected the gen- 4 
that the standard of living is raised; |eral training of the hand among the j 

that the power of the nation is greater | people, still we have learned to count z 4 
if the individual has better brains. as great attainments ability to do that \ 
We have come to a new era in educa-; which demands strong work, and we 

tion where we are locking to seej hold, in the world, that the expression i 

whether the training of the hand will|of man’s hand has meant more in the { 

not do quite as much toward helping} progress of civilization than has | 

the world to be wiser and stronger and|any expression of tongue or 

better as has the general training of| voice. In all direction of strong 

the brain; and as one school after an-|growth we find that the men 
other has taken up the matter of teach-| who think strongest, who have been | 

ing every boy and girl to use the}most powerful to reach their fellow 4 

hands along with the teaching them to|men, have reached them, not only 

use the brains, it has invariably been | through the voice, but through pen and 
the case that the mass of students| printing press, and there has come 
have done better work when deftness|again necessity for the deft hand. 
of the hand has been required along|Ideas are of value only as_ they are 
with quickness of the brain. worked out. The board upon the water 

gives man the meansof transportation, | 

but the great ocean liners, while work- 
Usefulness of the Trained Hand. ing out the one idea of afloating dwell- 
Let us consider the value of thejing, haveshown the product of thetrain- 

trained hand as regards its usefulness}ed hands, until we findourselves trans- 
in the world outside of its money} ported with the comforts of life all 
value; usefulness to the possessor.|over the watery world The brains 

William I. Crane says, “Nature has| gave the idea—the hands worked that 
given us two channels of expression; | idea into usefulness. 
the tongue and the hand.” Unfortu-| Look upon the buildings that charac- 

ately civilization has undertrained the|terize the great cities of the world; 

hand and overtrained the tongue, as}men and women who have evolved the 
every day bears witness. strongest thought have put their 

While we have been neglecting the; thoughts into buildings, on canvas, in- 
general training of the hand, we have} to musical scores, or have sent out 

still been using this as our best mode} books which have taught people, and ' 
of expression, best because it gives|have sent from the originator the 
greater variety and allows us to give|great ideas which have developed 
to the péople about us the ideas which] along the lines of his special thought 3 
have grown up in our thinking brain,|for the edification of the world in 
and have become so strong that we| many directions. 

really: desire to share them with our} If then the hand takes five parts, 
fellow beings. and the tongue but one, can there be 

‘We have but one means of expres-| any question to the world of the value 
sion with the tongue, that is language.| of hand training? Is not the better use 
‘We have with the hand, music, paint-| of the hand a help toward making one 
ing, sculpture, architecture, land-| individual in the world understand an- 
scape gardening and mechanic arts.| other? Is it not a help toward dissemi- . 
We give expression with the voice, as|nating the great ideas which have 
well as with the hand, to the musical|been evolved by the strong brains? Of 
ideas which we evolve, but the other| course the thotight comes that this 
five hold us entirely dependent upon| special training of which we are speak- 
the hand for their expression to our] ing is not the generally accepted term, 
fellow men. hand training, but hand training in its
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strongest, best meaning is simply and the same condition that we were when 
solely cultivating. deftness of hand,|the ministers did the thinking, help- 
that the ideas worked out by the brain | esaly dependent upon a few people to 
may be communicated to the people! do the work of comfortable living, day 
within reach of the products of the) by day. 

hand. | Do you ask, then, if we are all to be 

_ There is an extremely fallible idea) so trained that we can do anything? 
that manual training is drudgery, that| And where will be the specialists? 

it means learning a trade and noe In reply I answer while we have all 
else, that it means making oneself in-| learned to read our own Bibles, and to 
toa machine. This is all wrong.|do our own thinking, we value our 
Manual training means comparatively | ministers more than ever. While we 
just what brain training means. Brain .all know more of hygienic living than 
training means ability to think; hand| was known to the olden time, we have 

training means ability todo,andno one) quite as much use for the doctors, and 
ean think best, unless he can work out | value them as they were never valued 

his thcught; no one can work best, un-| before. 
less he has brain power to think out! jt is not special trades, nor special 

what he wishes to do. lwork, for which manual training pre- 
When, the minister was the only! pares the owner of the hands, but 

man who had been trained to use his | deftness and ability to use the hand in 
brain in logical thinking, he wa8/ proportion to the use of the brain. I 
looked up to by the whole community | eller the day will come when the 
and was asked to do the thinking out} man who can use his brains, and who 
of knotty problems for the whole) can only think, will be considered but 
town. Today, every man and woman in| half educated, just as we today feel 
fee America is an independent think-|that the man who can only use his 

er. The world has grown in its con-|hands is but half trained. Ruskin 
ception of the use of brains. There is| says, “There can be no happy labor 

room yet for more growth because we/ without thoughts, and there can be 
see day after day, more or less people/no healthy thought without labor.” 
who have need for more thinking and|'Phe two must go together, and 

better thinking along the lines of their }Ruskin’s ideas have been found sound 
own individual affairs. We hope to|when our strongest men came to the 
remedy this lack of thought in our|point where brain work was hardest, 
communities by better training in our]and need for gTave, earnest thought 
schools; and we talk much of the fact|was most apparent. When the “grand 
that when we have taught a child to|old man of England” needed to do his 
think logically and well we have done |strongest thinking, he shouldered his 

~the best work for him possible, be-|axe, and, marching into the woods, 
cause he is then able to accomplish |chopped trees, that his hand work 

anything he wills in the study line. might stimulate his brain to stronger 
action. When one of the best min- 
isters of this country needed to think 

Great Need ‘of ‘Frained ‘Hands. out his most earnest sermons he wan- 
Today we find the pupils growing up|dered through the fields, picking up 

in our schools and starting out into|rocks and digging into the under- 

the world with their brains trained to|ground caves, until, covered with the 
activity, but in many cases we find’|grime of the earth, and filled with the 
their hands deficient in ability to carry |beauty and the glory of the forms 
out the thoughts whicn their quickened | which centuries ago were made below 

brains are ready to express if only|the surface of mother earth, his 

there were deft fingers. We are in|thought was stimulated, and the ser-
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mons he delivered to his people car-;heart, workers with head, workers 

ried with them, not the grime, but the| with hand. 

glory which came through his concep-| Murillo, Sir Christopher Wren, 

tion of God the Father, through the | iogews, Beethoven, Edison, have all 

works of God, put upon the earth for | been great men, but not only because 

his children. | their hands were deft to show the 
When a woman writer, who has per-| world the thoughts that arose within 

haps given to this country the strong- | them. 

est novel of the century, washed her| When the story of the life of one of 
dishes and moulded her bread be-|the most accomplished of hand work- 

as Te 

j Atos 54 ; ie . 
“ ’ we Se gare ee shai alt : 

be i a dic el ’ - 

a - : 

- Beis | z 

EO ae 

i tee nese Stee ie tie 

Mae es. ee 
The Trained Hand in the Apiary. 

tween pages, she brougnt a practical ers, William Morris, was told, his 

realization of ‘the science of living biographer said of him: “He was a 
which meant more than brain work,)man who could influence the house- 
more than hand work, it meant both| keeping of half the world, who could 
together, and therefore it meant a} paint peautiful pictures, could write 
strong personality which- showed to|sublime verse, compose music, speak 

the reader of “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” a|four languages; he was a weaver, a 
womanly heart which could stimulate} blacksmith, a wood-carver, a painter, a 
a strong brain and conceive the great|dyer and a printer; best of all, he 
things of life. could help those about him to lead 

The men who have given the world| more useful lives, because he could 
something the world wanted to remem-| help them do more and better work for 

ber, have been the men and women|themselves and for each other. He 
who were no half-way people, they|could do as well as think. It is well 
were whole workers, workers with the|to call him Master.”
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Education One-Sided. |ercise and growing hands need train- 

If the principles we have held —, _ as much as do developing 

many years that it is good to train all! ns? 
children along De ee oe Seer teorcicramar a a — — 

ich gives us one-| > 
pg ree aes ot ihe world, | the little brains work, and if in our in- 

why should it not be well to train SS er oe a 
children somewhat in the lines a aes oe ee pra 

: the expression | 2o 
ae nes Hane pee little | work, because each child would have 

one-sided in this matter of education? oe ae ee oe ——- 
ld should be} is > 

comnts ales a a ee would leave no room for the mischief 

himself of the thoughts of others. We caine hokey Lina oe — _— 

: oo “Seon Sack 0 weenie Sel ene “Satan finds mischief still for 
may send his own thoughts into the|idle hands to do,” is not a prsone ond 

world in —— —— “ea dime i ae aire: ae om n ol = 
, Teac as , com’ 

oe Gare the tongue, can|Satan in the mischief of the little 
, listen to the training of one part of| hands, is to fill those hands so full of 

the body, as we all listen to each other, | helpful, — a “ge on _ 
how much more could . — - the pee oar se ese Om oo : 
hands which gave four- sof the » 
expression of the weet were & be oe * — — — 

aine| is thorou; as we have, , 
z = rae few Se trained the| Working out those ideas for home, for 

brain of our young people? church, for community, for nation; 

We say, in order to understand the ee ~~ ee es si 
‘hi f others, we must learn to . 

ane t aa tn order to understand| Why should the college girl be given 
the works of others, we must learn we a eae cles “aoe = 

0 » work. And as we can only expect ae mast (Hae tae SAAS ands? 

appreciate the great thoughts, not, , mA . ? 
think them, because of our stimulated, The woman who is most ready to do, 
brain, so we can understand great| and who sows nr = = is — wo- 
work better if our own hands are ae ee is most valued, wherever 
and ready to do some of the many/she is placed. 

kinds of work the world demands. Val 1 Train- 
The kindergarten is the ideal a Tae eons ce a of Manua 

ning of school, and as we have worked 
the kindergarten idea until we have eee a mee ago bout . 
certain proficiency in it (not that I} man who commani a regiment o 
hold it has reached perfection, but it| soldiers in the Cuban war, say that he 
is growing in that direction) we should| was thoroughly converted to the man- 
put the kindergarten ideas all the way | ual beat of Dae ; ie phone. : ss 
along through ‘our schools. Olter | reason for making this statement wi 
Saou have to carry kindergarten | because one of the companies in his 
work through their daily lives, year;regiment was largely composed of 
after year; why should it be withheld | boys from a. town where a manual 
during the restless years of growth, | training school was established ten 

and why haven’t we appreciated the; years ago. He said the manual train- 
fact that the g#owing bodies need ex- ing company under marching orders
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ér of the, many times to have escaped disease, | 
pe eee en | and Sate of them would have _— | 

jiers’ ves, because ey Wherever they were at night, those into sol oe Sry otek i : r . 

boys were ready with deft hands to} wow avi ed nee = 

cut logs, to prepare beds, to put up|to prepare for ene ae s 

tents, build fires, and to cook mene forts as were within reach. 

with so much more readiness of hands 
d Brains and Trained Hands than any of the other companies, i ieee Work Together. 

= psi a sa ee The adjustment between mind and | 
He aay that about seven-eighths of | matter must be accomplished by the | 

1,;work of the hand. Possessors of | 
poe eee ae Hi hat ee. cas whose owners have no ability to i 

in aching their hands tains, | work them out, seldom accomplish any j 
while about thirty hours a week had| s0od in the world. ener are aes og 
been used in training their brains. He| woman who wishes to noe Bee 
immediately said, “Give me more com- | but who shuts oa ae 
panies who knew how to use tei /iits the object It i e ae 

yer boys who went out from an-| A definite idea, with a trained hand 
other manual training school eee at a eh ae pipe orate 

they py the ea ee loaned so well that it will evolve 
ae campaign in Cuba these four!ideas, and the hand be made so deft 

boys escaped sentry duty, and were al-| that it will Pasig ee 
lowed to go to their tents and sleep | those ideas may ee ee 
whenever there was sleep for anybody, \ men and women iy pepe Ruins 
simply because with their pocket files; more to the jae 2 sft vapors 
and their deft hands they were soon oe will make stronge 
found to be able to repair the guns and| munities. - 

keep them inorder. Their deftness | ea es scemeneree me — = 
hand served them in good purpose, and | the : a 
while the man who had only his brains| money for its epee e ba a it - 

trained marched back and forth in the| Value to ae individual, is not 
drizzly night, his brother, whose| Worth having? iad i ee 
trained brains could direct deft hands,, The world has recognize sera 
could sleep and prepare himself for Pe eee poy mpeg = _ 
tomorrow’s battle. ability 
We are told that during the war the| only do our very best to learn to use 

men from the colleges and the learned | those gifts wisely. a 
professions suffered most in times of| We have been 1800 years = sland | 
hardship. They had no power to use| the lesson of Christian = er] a, 
their hands until trained by dire neces-| and learning to make our lives a an 
sity to take hold of the rough end of| something of good to those _— > 
soldier life. We are also told that they! We have Sa Ae eae bs rite = | 

Go aes Woe Soe hes choses ey wos Sete” oe vance a rough end than were me! 0 were ot . ‘ 
simply diggers in the ditches. The) by pccstcy atest eee = eae 

an Seer ee aa ees a can = more for them: teaching the hands to work, and to|an i. % 

work to good advantage, but a little! selves and more for others because of 
training of the hand would have helped \their ability to think. 
these men to avoid much hardship, | We look up to the man or woman 

13.
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who is always ready, in every emer-| fifteen acres for a wood lot, because it gency, not only to think, but to do, loon at least ten to fifteen acres of . urge our young people to emulate the Second growth timber to keep a family example of those who have been able’ in wood forone year, and then, you to think great thoughts—to accomplish lhave got to maintain it, and you have great deeds. 

| got to take good care and use it ju- When we learn. to so train all hands} diciously. Not only is it necessary that they can work out the ideas|from this point of view, but ten acres evolved, then we shall have found the| of a wood lot on a farm affords a good true value of the trained hand in th: | deal of protection form the winds which world. 
have been so disastrous in Iowa and Music, solo, Mrs. McCullough. | Minnesota and the Dakotas. If wa e Superintendent McKerrow made the/ will save a growth of ten or fifteen announcement that, after having a goy-| acres on every hundred or a hundred ernor at the Closing Farmers’ ie and twenty acres of land, we will save stitute for the last nine years, Gov:) ourselves from a lot of that wind and La Follette would be unable to be pres- | be enabled to do business in the win- ent this evening and called upon Mr.jter, which Wwe are not now able to do B. F. McMillan, of MeMillan, Wis., mise all times. address the audience. That Ss I am very glad to have met you all, entertained the large audience for a! but I think you have found out that I few minutes with a number of good | am not like Longfellow, who can take anecdotes and some reminiscences, | a Piece of worthless paper and write closing with the following words of upon it a poem and it is worth $5,000. : wisdom. 
That is genius. Pierpont Morgan Mr. McMillan—You have heard to-|can take apiece of paper and writea few day some of the claims made for this words upon itand itis worth a million part of the state. I want to say to you! dollars. That is capital. The mechanic that I believe it is the best climate in| can take a pound of steel-and make the world to come into and make a waten springs with it, and it is worth home in. You say that the winters | $800.00. That is science. The mer- are cold. Did you ever spend a win-! chant can take a piece of goods worth ter in southern Illinois? | have. We ‘a dollar and sell it for two dollars. had four seasons in one day; here we. That is business. The merchant who only have four seasons in a year. We! Says that he has got better goods than have plenty of snow, which is a help |the other fellow, that is gall; and I to the farmer. Now, there is one thing { think, ladies -and gentlemen, that I I want to urge upon the farmer in this have shown a great deal of gall in un- country, and that is to preserve a wood | dertaking to stand here before you and lot. There have been altogether too | talk. 

many trees destroyed already in this Adjourned till 9 o’clock a. m. next country, and our farmers should make | day. calculations for saving from ten to!
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: 

MORNING SESSION. i 
| 

The Institute met at 9 o’clock A. M., Thursday, March 19, 1903. Mr. D. B. ; 

FOSTER in the chair. Prayer by Rev. Mr. McKinnon. : | 

} 
——— ! 

EXPERIENCE WITH OAT SMUT. . 

W. C. BRADLEY, Hudson, Wis. } 

Smut in grain, like smutty stories,; We have used this treatment for the i 
is not productive of any good, and the! past two years with results that have 

way to get rid of the bad effect is to|been surprising and very satisfactory. 

clean up the seed or source of supply.| Our oats in 1900 were very smutty, so . 

There have been various ways of treat-|we got our seed from my brother, 
ing seed grain to prevent smut. The| whose crop seemed to be free from. . 
blue vitrol and the hot water treat-| smut, but we decided to treat the seed ‘ 
ment have each been  successfuljas recommended by the Experiment 
when the work was done properly, but} Station, but instead of sprinkling on 

for the average farmer was too costly|the floor we found it easier to sub- 
or complicated and neither method | eres the sacks in a tank for a few 
ever came into general use, although| minutes, then allow them to drain and 
the loss some years ago was known to| spread on the floor eight or ten inches 

be great. A few years ago a new treat-| deep, turning with a shovel night and 

ment, which is cheap, safe, simple and} morning for two or three days, when 

easy, was discovered which is now | they were dry enough to sow in drill or 

coming into general use. The new | seeder. 

ae foe ae oe Results of Formaldehyde Treatment 

which is the strongest and most pun- for Smut. 
gent disinfectant known today. Our oats that year were practically 

free from smut, as we examined the 
The Treatment. field very carefully and I don’t believe : 

For treating smut in grain, one|there was one head in a thousand { 
pound or one pint of formaldehyde to| smutty, while the same oats not treat- 
thirty-six gallons of water can be|ed sown on my brother’s farm were 
used in a large barrel, or if there is a| very bad, showing from fifteen to thirty 
large amount of seed to treat, three; per cent. smut. I had five sacks of the 
pounds to 108 gallons of water in a| soaked seed left which my brother got, 

tank that holds four or six barrels will| sowing in the same field with the un- 
facilitate the work, as four or five| treated seed, and you could tell to the | 
gunny sacks full of seed can be sub-| drill track where the treated seed be- 
merged at once and while these are|gan, but as he had not emptied his 
soaking another lot can be filled ready|seeder there was some of the smutty | 
to put in when the first lot is put on|cats mixed with the clean ones, so 
the drain board for a few minutes be-| there was some smut at harvest time, 
fore emptying on the floor to dry. In| but the difference was so marked that j 
this way seed can be treated at a cost|it convinced him and some of the 
of not more than two cents per bushel} neighbors who saw it and they used | 
for material and labor. the treatment last year with good re 

7
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sults. Last spring we urged its use| was a week or ten days. They dried by publishing our experiences in sey- off about the third or fourth day, so eral of the papers in Polk, Barron and| that we could sow in a seeder, but St. Croix counties and so far as I have they wouldn’t take any hurt on the been able to learn a great many tried | floor if they staid there a month. it with satisfactory results, but there Question—Is formaldehyde a poison? have been some partial failures. Mr. Bradley—Yes, wood alcohol is a | A few, instead of submerging, | poison and formaldehyde is simply a sprinkled the seed and did not kill all product of wood alcohol. Water will the spores. In a few cases the drug-| take up forty per cent. of the fumes of gists supplied an article they made! wood alcohol. 
themselves that was nearly worthless,| A Member—We had some left last so there are a few who have been dis-| year that we didn't need for seed, we appointed. I find by asking the tarm-| fed it to the chickens, and it didn’t ers at the Institutes that very few | harm them in the least. 
seem to think they have smut, but if} Mr. Imrie—We sprinkled our oats, there is a thresher present he will tell | we had them on a cement floor and you that most of them have smut.jthere was very little water which es- While I know that some kinds of ata taper as the water ran out of the pile may be more subject to smut than! we threw it back, and they never dried others, the only safe way is to treat! at all before seeding; they were all all seed sown, for we can’t afford to| swelled up and ful of water, but it . lose from five to fifteen bushels per | made no trouble in the drill. We had acre when it costs so little to prevent; a few heads of smut, but very little, this loss. and, as Mr. Bradley said, by treating eee one year you prevent it the next year 

to a great extent. I sold a great deal DISCUSSION. lof seed last year, because I had treated The Chairman—How many farmers |it the year before, and those that used in the room treated their oats last/that seed said it was practically free year? Only a few. I wonder if you | from smut. 
realize the immense tax you pay for! Mr. Jacobs—One of my neighbors, not treating your seed? who is a better farmer than I am, Question—In submerging these oats, | treated his oats and sowed them the how long do you leave them in the|next day. He said all he had to do water? was to open his seeder a little bit Mr. Bradley—About five minutes. More, and it took a little bit more We had fifteen gunny sacks. We} seed also. 
would fill five sacks and put them into!. Mr. Imrie—I knew just how many the tank, and when they had soaked |1 sowed, because of having it in the five or six or seven minutes, we put| sacks. 
them on the drain board and put an-| Question—Do you sow more to the other lot into the tank. We kept it;acre of those wet oats? : up in that way. They must be left at | Mr. Bradley—Yes, just a little, but least five minutes, and perhaps ten | not a great deal. A good many farm- would be better, although five is suf- ers have hesitated in trying this, be- ficient if the solution is one part for-| eames they think it is so much bother : maldehyde to thirty-six gallons of|to dry them. As Mr. Imrie says, it water. That will kill every particle| isn’t much work to dry them and you of smut. can sow them without being really Mr. Jacobs—How long before sowing! dry. 
would you do this? Mr. Goodrich—I have a neighbor Mr. Bradley—I think last year it' who practices a different method. He
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has two or three kerosene barréls with; stubble in the spring, the suckers in ; 

a hole bored near the center, so that| the oat field would start to grow again, ’ 

they can draw off the water. They put|and during the working of that corn, 

the solution into the barrel with the| these suckers would come up and have } 

oats, draw off the water and put it into| smut on them, universally what came } 

another barrel, which is filled with|up had life enough to throw off smut. 

oats, and he thinks ke saves time. I| Prof. Carlyle—I think you will find | 

asked if it did not take more of the so-|that Professor Moore has: carried on | 

lution, and he said it might take a lit-| experiments along this line. Professor | 

tle bit more, but it is cheap stuff and| Moore treated several hundred bushels 

time is worth more than the extra] of oats last fall, then scattered it on a 

stuff.. He says that by opening his| platform, and dried it thoroughly in a ' 

seeder wider, there is no trouble in|few days, although we had very | 

sowing. rainy weather. There is no difficulty | 

Mr. Convey—Is formaldehyde known | in treating it in the fall, thoroughly 

by any other name? drying it again, and having it ger- | 

Mr. Bradley—Formaldehyde and for-| minate perfectly in the spring. | 

malin. _ Question—Will this same treatment 

Question—Can you treat barley the| prevent smut in corn? 

same way? Mr. Bradley—I think not, from what } 

Mr. Bradley—Yes, we have done it,|I have heard. t 

and it certainly killed the smut. Mr. Foster—Seedsmen are trying to 
A Member—I treated about four!sell us every year treated seed at 

bushels of oats and about ten bushels| twenty-five or forty or fifty cents a 

of barley with that solution, the same! bushel more than ordinary prices, and 

strength, and I couldn’t see that it\I see no necessity of paying that as 

killed a particle of the smut in the bar-|long as we can treat our own seed at 

ley, but in the oats it did. an expense of about two cents a 
Mr. Bradley—I think the barley | bushel Now, I hope that very many 

might take more soaking to kill it|in this audience are sufficiently im- 
than the oats. | presse with the importance of this 

A Member—I had a great deal of|subject to treat their seed oats this 

smut in my barley last year, and I|spring. If they do not, they must j 

asked Professor Moore about the treat-|either pay an extra price tq someseeds- : 

ment of it, and he said that this solu-|man, or pay the penalty in another 
tion would fix the barley all right, but} way. I hope you will all supply your- { 

it will have to be stronger, instead of| selves with the bulletins which have | 

having it one to fifty he recommended been issued on this subject. / 

one to twenty-five. Mr. Bradley—When you go out into | 

Mr. Johnson—Isn’t it a fact that a|your fields about the time your oats 
good deal of the smut spores are re-|are nearly ripe and if you just look 

tained in the ground from one year to| over the field and do not see any smut, ' 

another, so they will produce smut in|do not take it for granted that there | 
the crop? r ~ lig none there. Look down close to 

Mr. Bradley—I don’t know about|the ground, the smut only runs up a 

that. foot or eighteen inches high, you will | 
Mr. Johnson—I have had experien~« | find it near the bottom if it is there at 

for a number of years. We raise|all, in two-thirds of the cases, and some < 

oats on one piece of ground and thes seasons it is all low, perhaps only six 

put it into corn, turning under the oat|or eight inches from the ground. | 

|
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CO-OPERATIVE CREAMERIES. 

E. A. CROMAN, Grass Lake, Mich. 

Let us first stop and see if we fully;scarce each year. It is, therefore, 
understand the term co-operative.| necessary that all practical methods 
Webster says it means “operating| for the saving of time and labor shoula 
jointly to the same end.” I believe| receive our most earnest considera- 
there are very few, if any creameries|tion. Can we better our methods of 
that are, strictly speaking, co-opera-| getting our product to the creamery? I 
tive. A creamery where they charge! believe the practice now in vogue of 
a fixed number of cents per pound for} hauling the whole milk to the cream- 
the manufacture of butter is not a co-} ery and there having it separated, is 
operative creamery. A creamery where} losing a great many thousands of dol- 
all patrons and stockholders share} lars to the dairymen each year. Not 
alike in the manufacture of the butter,| only is there loss in the cost of haul- 
in the profits and losses, and in operat-| ing the milk, but in the feeding value 
ing expenses is a co-operative — the skimmed milk. Can we remedy 
ery. Are there any such? The near-! this enormous expense, is the question. 
est that any creamery company comes! Yes, I believe we can by the use of a 
to being co-operative is one that is be-| farm separator, either power or hand. 
ing operated on this plan; the run-|I believe we can educate ourselves to 
ning expenses,—by this I mean the pay/take as good or better care of the 
for labor, coal, tubs, and all that goes| cream thus separated than we can the 
into the cost of making and selling|whcle milk. The cream thus sep- 
butter. One cent per pound is also| arated upon the farm and delivered by 
added, which goes into a sinking fund.|the most up-to-date method will les- 
This is used to make repairs on the|sen the cost of manufacture at least 
creamery and as a dividend. This! one-half and with a great improvement 
plan has been in operation for the last| over the present system as regards 
ten years and has given the best of| flavors, etc. 
satisfaction. By this method all are 
served alike as near as may be. The The Home Dairy. ’ 
patrons who are not stockholders, as I want to say a word here in regard 

well as those who are, pay the one|to the man who believes in the home 

cent per pound for the use of the|dairy. I have the greatest of re- 
creamery in addition to the cost of/ spect for him, for I know only too well 

manufacturing one pound of butter. {how much time, hard work, and atten- 

If we could have all patrons stock-! tion it requires. We each have our 

holders then we could have a co- own way of doing things. If the 
operative creamery in every sense of | home dairyman can get a better price 

the term. But let us do the best with | per pound for his butter, enough. more 

what we have. If our methods of co-| than the creamery can pay him so that 

operating can be improved upon, ‘et | he gets well paid for his time, then he 
us do so at once; let us work in har-| can afford to be a home dairyman. The 
mony. Co-operative dairying has come | plan of operating a co-operative cream- 

to stay. It has been tried and is suc-| ery that I have mentioned is one of the 
cessful. lest that I know of. In this method 

The labor problem on the dairy farm | of operating it is of interest to every 

is becoming a serious one; good and patron to see that his neighbor gets 

efficient help seems to be getting mors; his milk to the creamery, as every
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pound more that goes to the creamery; the faculty of handling men. The i} 
tomorrow than was got there today] books of the creamery should be open i] 
lessens the cost of manufacture just|for the inspection of its patrons at all i 
that much. times. The men who haul the milk i 

should get to and from the creamery as I 
Handling of Milk for Creamery. goon = ec. In summer the ee i 

If you are a creamery patron be ajshould be covered and kept cool en i 
good one. Start first by the selection | route to the creamery. In winter they i] 
of good, healthy cows. See to it that| should be covered and kept from freez- i] 
you have the proper food for youf| ing, as frozen milk does not make good i 

cows and that it is fed properly. Do| butter, and also the patron is not as i 

- not be a two or three cow patron. You! liable to get a good test. Milk should i 

will not be as well satisfied as regards|never be hauled any distance in a { 
results as you would be if you had ten, | wagon without springs, as the shaking 1 

twenty, or more. Get your milk to the | of the milk often churns particles of | 

creamery in good condition. One ten-}cream into butter, thus rendering a 

gallon can of poor milk might spoil | good test impossible. 
one thousand or more gallons of good In this short paper I am in hopes 

milk. If you live a distance from the | at I have brought out some points 

creamery your milk should be well| that will provoke a good discussion. { 
aerated and then cooled. Here is| cing 
where I have known of some bad mis- . 
takes. A can of milk cooled suddenly | BE 
without being properly aerated con-| Mr. Goodrich—Under your plan, 
tains all the animal odors. When this/ would you limit the amount of capital 
milk gets to the creamery and is again | stock that each one.can have so as not 

warmed up it will give off these odors|to get it all into the control of one or 
and is liable to taint and spoil a great|two individuals? q 

many gallons of good milk. No eel Mr. Croman—Yes, I would. I think ‘ 
maker, no matter how well he under-|that $100.00 is about the limit. Ifa — i 

stands his business, can make eood| man has invested only twenty-five or 

butter out of tainted milk. | fifty dollars, he hasn’t got very much i 

oe lose. If he has $100.00 in it, it is i 
Selection of Officers for Co-operative! worth looking after, probably ten f 

Creamery. | shares at $10.00 each. 
I want to say a word in regard tothe} Mr. Goodrich—Would you want the 

officers of this co-operative eS men in the town who were 

Great care should be taken in their|not patrons of the creamery to have j 

selection. I believe that only stock-| stock in it? 1 
holders who are patrons should hold! Mr. Croman—Oftentimes in starting 

office. They should be men who a) a new creamery, it is necessary to get 

stand the care and feeding of the dairy|in business men, but as soon as the 
cow and should be able to teach their) creamery is started, so you can get 4 

patrons how to get their milk to the) rid of them, have them step out. 
creamery in a proper way. I know, Question—Would you have in your t 

that this is almost impossible in start-| articles of incorporation a clause pre- 

ing a new creamery, but as soon as of-| venting one man from buying stock of | 

ficers are found that are not capable’ another? 

they should be weeded out and men! Mr. Croman—We have that in our 

put in office who will be a benefit | articles of association. No man can 
rather than a hindrance. A manager, change his stock without the vote of 
is the most important officer to be se-) the directors; in other words, no man 

lected. He should be one who has can become a stockholder in that
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creamery until he is voted on, and of;ful operators of creameries in this 

course those who patronize the cream-|state are where the milk is all sep- 
ery who have no stock, have no share} arated on the farm. There is the West 

in the profits. Salem Creamery that last year made - 

Mr. Goodrich—I know of a good| 948,000 pounds of butter, and paid to 

many creameries where they are|the patrons $199,600.00. The cost of 

anxious to get in all the milk they! gathering the cream, making the but- 
can, they do let those who have no|ter and delivering it at the station was 
stock share equally with those who} just two cents a pound, and that is 

have stock. That certainly is un-| what it has averaged for the past ten 

just. years and the butter netted to the pa- 

Mr. Croman—I found one such in| trons, on an average, twenty-one cents 

this state, and the creamery was go-|a pound. Mr.H. D. Griswold, one of 

ing down very fast. I advised them|the patrons who produces more milk 

to reorganize, keep their stockin their|in the winter than in the summer, is 

» own hands, and charge one or two|averaging twenty-two cents a pound. 

cents per pound, on the plan that I/ There are 350 patrons, and they all 

have outlined in this paper. have farm separators; there is no sep- 

Mr. Imrie—I have had some exper-|arator in the creamery at all. One 

ience in co-operative creameries. Wejhundred patrons who havea small 

organized in western Wisconsin a good| number of cows raise their cream by 

deal on the same plan as Mr. Croman|the gravity process, but they are fast 

has outlined, except that instead of| getting the farm separators, and the 

taking one cent a pound on the butter | gravity process will soon be a thing of 

as a sinking fund, we took the first/the past. 
year five cents on a hundred pounds of} Mr. Imrie—Do they keep the cream 

milk. We found we had taken a lit-;from the hand separators and the 

tle too much; the next year we took;gravity process cream to be churned 

four cents, and after that three cent»|separately in the creamery? 

on a hundred pounds of milk, which Mr. Goodrich—They do not. The 

was set aside as a sinking fund, and|cream is graded according to quality, 

out of this sinking fund were paid|so that no matter how a man gets his 

taxes, insurance, permanent improve-|cream, if he can deliver good cream 

ments, and repairs on the creamery,|that is all they ask of him. I know 

and in limiting the amount of stock to'it is sometimes claimed that they do 

stockholders, we fixed it at $250.00—!not make as good butter where the 

we had to do that, because it was hard cream is separateu on the farm, but 

to get the stock subscribed, but no that is not necessarily so. At this 

man can hold more than twenty-five | creamery at West Salem, the cream 
shares, and no stock can be transfer-| gatherers must examine the cream, 

red without the consent of a majofity and if they think Mr. A’s cream is not 

of the board of directors. I think in| as good as it ought to be, they keep it 

all cases you should keep that stock! separate from the rest; then when he 

right among the patrons. After =< it to the factory the butter 

had been running two or three years,/ maker decides what shall be done with 
we bought a skimming station two or\it. They have two va:s; one of which 

three miles distance, we had to issue | holds the better quality of cream; the 

new stock at that time, and had no/other is what they call the “stink” 
difficulty because we were paying good| vat. They are worked up separately 

interest on our capital stock. [and bring from three to four cents a 
Mr. Goodrich—I like Mr. Croman’s| pound difference. The cream in the 

idea of inducing the farmers to have! other vat brings as good a price as any 
farm separators. The most success-! creamery butter in the state of Wis- 

>: "7
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consin. I have been in creameries, were losing money. The way to fix | 

where they were making three kinds | those fellows is to give them a taste of | 
of butter, one from separator-gathered | their own butter. 

cream, one from whole milk, and one} Mr. Stiles—In any community where 
from -gravity-gathered cream, and the|the farmers are going to organize, is it 

best cream and the best butter was/|best for them to organize first, elect 
from the separator-gathered cream, | officers, then have those officers go and 

and it all was taken care of properly,| visit a number of creameries through 

of course. the state, and see how they are built, 

Mrs. Howie—When they market that| and visit supply houses and then go 

butter, Mr. Goodrich, do they stamp|home and build the creameries them- 
upon it the name of the vat that it}selves and buy their own supplies; or 
comes from, so the consumer may|is it best to let some creamery man 

know? come up and organize the farmers? 

Mr. Goodrich—It will “advertise it-| Mr. Croman—If you will organize | 

self all right. and build it yourselves, you will build | 

Question—Was that price that you/it from one to two thousand dollars 

named for butter or butter fat? less than the creamery man will build | 
Mr. Goodrich—That was the netj;it for you. 

price for the butter. The butter fat} Mr. Thorp—And that brings up to 
was twenty-four and fiveeighths cents | mind the kind of a co-operative cream- 
per pound and the butter was twenty-|ery that I am opposed to. Last fall, 

two. 3 |up near where I live, thirty miles north 
Mr. Croman—After our creamery|of here, there were a lot of sharpers 

had run awhile, we began to get ten! came around to organize a creamery. 

and fifteen thousand pounds and we/|I happened to be up there, and ques- 

began to have a little more off butter. | tioned them about it, asked them 

You know that there will some Poor | what their plans were, and they told 

milk come to the creamery, frozen i me, and I told them I was glad I hap- 

milk; there will be new patrons who | pened to be thére, I was going to try 

will drop in and you have got to watch |to fight that creamery to the finish. 

those things. We would go out into! They had their meeting, they made 

the country and try to educate ee nice talk, telling the farmers 

men, but some of them wouldn’t/how many thousands of dollars they 

listen, they would bring the milk sour, | could make out of the dairy business 

oftentimes off flavor, so we devised al in a short time and got the farmers all 

plan to fix those fellows. We said,| worked up ready to take stock, and I 
“This is a co-operative creamery and/| got up and told them before they sub- 

we can’t afford to mix your poor milk | scribed for any of that stock that they 

with our good milk. We will do this,| had better find out whether these men 

the milk that comes there frozen and; knew anything about a creamery or 

sour, off flavor, we will churn by set not, I meant the men in the meeting 

without even separating.” So we put! who were talking about taking stock. 
it into the churn and churned it, and|I took a vote on it, and I found there z 

that butter went onto the market, not! were only three men in that audience 
as Lakeside-Elgin butter, but butter | who had ever patronized a creamery. 

without any stamp on. it at all, and it; These men were going to organize a 
sold for what it would bring, and it) cooperative creamery there among 
didn’t take those people long, when} that class of men and were going off 
good creamery butter was selling for| to leave them to run it. In the specifi- 
twenty-five to thirty cents a pound,! cations that they exhibited there for 
and they had to take eighteen to'a creamery, they were going to board 
twenty cents, to ‘find out that they! their building one thickness on the
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outside, and there wasn’t a farmer in) Mr. Croman—That is what I say, 
that room that knew that would not do| find out what you want and build it 

for a creamery. After I got through | yourselves, you can save from $1500.00 
talking, the gentleman got up again} to $2,000.00. 
and he tried to laugh off what I had} Mr. Simmons—Do you think we can 
told them, and he began working them| make more money out of our butter 
over on his side again, and I had an-| by patronizing a creamery that by 
other set-to and came pretty near be-| making it at home? 

ing put out of the halt before I got; Mr. Croman—That depends on your 
through, because those men were|surroundings. If you have private 
larger than I was, but anyhow he could | customers for your butter and you live 
not get the subscriptions that night! near a large town where you can make 

to his list. However, he got a German|as much money as at the creamery— 

friend to come up and help him, and! you have really got to get more, of 
they did put in a creamery in that lo- | course, because it costs you something 
eality, and it isn’t worth much; lto manufacture that butter, but if you 

there is nobody there that knows how | can get enough more to pay you for 

to run it and it has cost those people | the manufacture, that is all right. 

$5,000.00 to build it. There have been | Mr. Simmons—Can’t we make better 

three of them built this winter in that| butter on the farm? 
locality, and those men are making| Mr. Croman—If you have the same 

money going around among the farm-| facilities on the farm as the creamery 

ers and organizing them. So I ad-! has, you ought to make better butter, 

vise any farmers who are thinking ot | because you have the full handling of 

organizing a cooperative creamery to!the milk from the time it comes from 

look into the matter carefully, don't the cow until it is in the tub. 
let these swindlers come around and | Mr. Scott—You are making these 

swindle you out of $1,500.00, as this|remarks, however, to Mr. Simmons, 

man did, and as they are doing right | not to the average farmer. 

along in this state, although we have| Mr. Croman—Yes. For the average 

talked to and warned the farmers ee. it is certainly better for them 
the Institutes all over the state. The|to send their milk or cream to the 
result is this, those people have got| creamery. * 

the creamery, the man has got his} A Member—We manage things a lit- 

money, he has left the country, gone to! tle differently from what Mr. Stiles 

build other creameries, and those farm-! said, although we bought the machin- 
ers are there with nobody to run | ery ourselves. But . think it is de- 

their creamery and nobody at the head | sirable, if you can get a good butter 

of it that knows anything about it, and| maker, to hire him first, get one from 
the dairy industry has been set back at|the Dairy School if you can, and let 

least ten years in that locality just}him see the farmers and get ac 

because those farmers were so foolish quainted and also have him help build 
that they would let that man come in| your creamery. Then go ahead, get 
there and humbug them in that way. | carpenters, put up your creamery, se- 

The first thing to do ina co-operative | cure bids from the creamery supply 

creamery is to elect the officers and | houses, and put up your plant your- 
select a good committee to go out | self. 

among the co-operative creameries and | Mr. Croman—I think I should object 

go to the dealers of creamery supplies|to that, because you do not always 

and see what prices they can get, and| keep :he same butter maker. The first 
try not to build a $5,000.00 creamery | butter maker we had wanted continual 
that isn’t worth $2,000.00 after it is |changes, there wasn’t anything right; 

built. | the next one we educated ourselves. If
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I was going to have things just as I) years ago, two men will do it with 
wanted them, I would put the young/ ease today. j 

man who was to be our butter maker| Prof. Carlyle—I do like the senti- 
into the factory. The officers should| ment expressed by Mr. Goodrich in ; 
be elected first, and they should visit! favor of farm separators. Naturally, : 

these creameries and put up a plant|I look at the stock end of the busi- | 
according to their ideas. As soon as} ness more than I do the creamery ‘end 
you turn your business over to some-|of it. Now, it seems to me we have 
body else, that business is going to) been carrying milk to the creamery, 
pieces. Men who organize a creamery) pooling it all in one lot, and carrying ; 
company must understand that they|the skim milk back from three ta 
have got to give a certain portion of| eight miles, long enough. You never 
their time to this business, and if they|know whose milk you are taking 

don’t intend to, let them stay off. 1!!back; you are never getting it back 
have got off my binder and gone down in the same condition. As far as I 
to that creamery a good many times. | can estimate from the skim milk we 
have gone out of the harvest field, the| get back, I do rot believe that skim 
cornfield, to go down there, just be-| milk is worth within ten cents as 
cause of some little difficulty. Wnen| much per hundred as the skim milk 
we organized, 1 went down there and|we get from our own barns to.feed 

learned how to make butter the first | sweet to our calves and pigs. That is 
thing. I knew how to make butter atta point which should be taken into 

home, but I learned how to run that! consideration in operating creameries. 
machinery, and then we educated | what is the use of hauling 15,0: 
other men who were interested in this ae of milk through the roads we 

creamery, so that if anything went) have in this country, and hauling it 
wrong, we had it right in our OwD| gj) back again to the farm, when any- 

hands, and you cannot have a success- body can separate it on the farm and 

ful creamery in any other way. How one man could carry in the cream 

would you run a bank, or any other] where it takes fifteen men to carry im 
business, if the directors did not un-! the milk to the factory? If we look 
derstand the business? You have got! ot this matter from an economical : 

to know the business from start tO! standpoint, taking all the conditions 

finish. into consideration, gentlemen, I be- 
. Mr. Utter—Isn’t it possible to obtain) lieve that point is one of the most val- 
such a knowledge in a state where) uable that can be made in connection 
there are so many fine creameries as; with our co-operative creameries. 

have been built here? There is no comparison at all in the 

Mr. Croman—Yes, you have all got| value of the skim milk for feeding to 
creameries within six or eight miles| calves between that separated on the 
where you can learn a lot, you can get| farm and that brought back from the 
the most improved machinery and see|/creamery. We get back the wash | 
how it works. It is not so in our| water from the vats and everything j 

state. Iwas in a factory the other|that goes into it to make up the 
day where they are getting about;amount which the farmers demand | 

15,000 pounds of milk a day, and they | as their dues. Calves raised on that | 

are compelling the butter maker to} kind of stuff don’t amount to much, 

ripen his cream with a rake. That|as compared with calves raised on 1 
is all wrong. What are we after in thet own milk at home. s 1 
all this? We are after more butter, Prof. Shaw—Is it an easy matter to i 

from our product; we are after a'keep calves healthy that are fed on 
saving in time and labor. Where it! the milk that comes back from cream- 

took three men to run a creamery ten! eries?
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Prof. Carlyle—Two years ago Pro-eight cents a pound, and paid ten fessor Farrington carried on some ex-/cents a pound for ‘the brown sugar periments for pasteurizing or sterili-| that I was obliged to trade it off for, zing skim milk. He had many com-/but when the creameries went to plaints. that the digestive organs of | making up milk into a good quality of small pigs were suffering from the butter, then the private dairyman effects of feeding such milk and he} could share in the benefit just the came to the barn and asked us to Same as the creamery, so I beg of you start a short, simple experiment, just} do not say anything in disparagement a little practical experiment as|of the creameries. between some of our own milk] Mr. Thorp—I want to disabuse any sterilized and some which was|one who may have received the idea brought back from the creamery. We! from what I said that I am opposed to found all sorts of troubles, the calves | the co-operative creamery. I certain- ‘ were scouring, the hair was rough, /ly am not. I am opposed to these and they were off feed for a long} sharpers going around and humbug- time, while those that we were giving | ging the farmers, starting creameries the sweet milk from our farm went| where they are not ready for them, right along all right in every way. where they haven’t got cows enough Question—How much skim milk do|to supply milk enough to run a cream- you feed a calf? ery. I live right in a creamery lo- Prof. -Carlyle—Never more than two cality, I can see two or three of them quarts of milk at a time to @ young)from the top of my barn, and I calf. Of course we increase that. I| know that the farmers have all made think one cause of digestive troubles money down in that locality, but I in calves is feeding too much. know that there are localities in Mr. Goodrich—In regard to the dif-/ northern Wisconsin where they are ference between making butter on the going to lose money, and be humbug- farm and patronizing a creamery. We! ged by those sharpers that I speak of. hear that question thrown in quite Prof. Carlyle—I heard the remark often to the disparagement of the awhile ago that the reason Mr. Thorp creamery. For a great many years; was so sore on this creamery ques- I made butter on the farm, and I made| tion Was because that $2,000.00 was several hundred dollars more than Ij put into a creamery instead of into would have made if I had patronized | real estate. a creamery, but that does not Prove| Mr. Thorp—That isn’t the reason. I that the creameries have not been of|had two good farms right near that immense value to this state. Where creamery, and I don’t like to see the a creamery is started in a community, | dairy interest damaged for eight or it benefits every man, woman andjten years. child in that community, and it also A Member—That very same plan benefits the man who is making but-| that Mr. Thorp speaks of was tried on ter on the farm. When we all made | us in the town of Oakfield, twelve or butter on the farm, do you remem-| thirteen years ago, but we were ber what we used to get for the but shar enough to stop them. ter? My books show that I sold it for
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Prof. W. L. CARLYLE, Madison, Wis. 

- * | much of abuse and slander thrown at 

ay them in the years that are past that I 
ae wos ® s wonder how a really honest, enlight- 

7 f ened and up-to-date dairyman can look 

f - . some of our grand, old, matronly cows 

r in the face. If the average yearly 

BS 3 production of milk and butter of th 

e dairy cows of this great dairy state is 

: as small as some of our dairy authori- 

3 ps a ties so confidently state, which by the 

5 Bons way I believe is gross slander, then 

i Pe 3 I wish to go on record as saying that 

eg the dairymen of the state are to blame 

5 4 for the low production and not the 

$ 3 | dairy cows. : 

ey | After fifteen years of study and ob- 
Pet y lcoration and five years of experi- 

sae mental investigation of the dairy 
y capacity of cows representing practi- 

y cally all the types of cows kept on 

~ \ y | the farms of this state, I am willing 
NS y jto risk my reputation on the state- 

BS ment that there is not a healthy, nor- 
————— mal calf dropped upon any of the 

Prof. Carlyle. farms of this state, of any breed, that 
will not, if properly reared, fed and 

It is with pleasure that I for the|cared for from birth onward, produce 

first time avail myself of an oppor-|at least 300 pounds of butter in a 

tunity to attend a Round-up Farmers’| year, when at her best. At the same 

Institute in Wisconsin. I regret,|time, I believe quite as firmly that 

however, that my subject is not the|there are many dairy cows bred for 

dairyman for Wisconsin rather than | the specific purpose of milk and but- 

the one announced by the chairman. |ter production through many gener- 
| ations that will produce 600 pounds 

Skilled Dairymen Wisconsin’s Great|of butter per year under most favor- 
Dairy Need. able conditions as readily as some 

During the past six years that it| other cows not having these inherited { 

has been my privilege to live in this) tendencies will produce three hundred 
state, my attention has been largely | pounds. While I do not wish to advo- ; 
taken up with problems relating to| cate the breeding of anything but the | 
the dairy cow and the profitable pro-; best of dairy cows, or to underesti- j 

duction of milk and its products and) mate in any way the importance of in- ' 

I wish to say that the crying need at| herited tendencies, yet I am assured, 
present in the dairy industry in Wis-|from the results of our work at your 

consin is not so much dairy cows as|Experiment Station at Madison, that 

it is skilled dairymen and feeders.|there are thousands of choice dairy 
The cows of Wisconsin have had so‘cows in our state that are not return-
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ing their owners a profit, for the Teason | suitable raw material supplied in the 

that they are not surrounded with the| matter of feed, not to mention the 

proper environment, including suitable| numerous other conditions, before the 

feed, shelter and management. particular, individual cow will manu- 

Of the cows purchased for our dairy|facture the finished produce to the 

herd at Madison, as many of you! best advantage. 

know, only two or three have cost} Of the fifty or more cows that have 

above $65.00, and many of them miich} been in the Station herd in the past 

less. They include cows inheriting} five years, the three cows producing 

beef tendencies, as well as those|the greatest amount of butter in a 

es f 1 PE ease ae 
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Grade Red Polled Cow “Lady.” 

Yearly production 3,403 tbs. milk; 549.1 Ibs. butter fat, and 640.6 Ibs. but- 

ter, with a profit of $88.49. 

dairy tendencies, and yet there is not | year have belonged to three different 

a mature cow in the herd, except a) breeds and, while they had many of 

pure bred Jersey or two, that has not|the essential characteristics of large 

produced over 400 pounds of butter|dairy producers in common, yet they 
in a year. The trouble with so many/|all showed strongly the type of the 

of the dairy farmers in our state is! breed to which they belonged. The 

that they are accustomed to look up- | largest yearly record of butter produc- 

on and think of a cow asa machine, | tion of any cow in the herd was made 
into which if you put a certain amount | by a grade Red Poll; the second lar- 

of raw material you will get a certain | gest record by a pure bred Jersey, and 

amount of finished product, irrespec-|the third by a grade Shorthorn. (See 

tive of the fact that.each and every|accompanying photographs of these 
cow is an individual with certain pe-| cows.) 
culiarities and tastes that must be| The phenomona! production of 

studied and understood, and the most!these cows was made possible by a
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careful study to supply each one of, purpose dairy cow. I know that I 
them with the kind of feed and en-| have been. severely criticized by many 
vironment that was best suited to the | dairymen in this state because I have 
particular demands of the individual|had the presumption to say that there 

animal for greatest production. If|was a place, and a large one, in this - 

all three cows had been given similar|state for the cow that will combine 
feed and treatment in every way,|fair milking qualities with the ability 
there would have been a wide differ- | to produce calves that will make beef 5 

ence in their production and some of} at a good profit. In spite of this 
them would have yielded much less | criticism, I maintain that this kind of 

milk and butter. | cow, if well cared for and properly 
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Jersey Cow “Gold.” 

Yearly production 8,393 tbs. milk, containing 502.12 Ibs. fat, equivalent to 

585.81 Ibs. butter, With a profit of $84.55. 

The Merits of a Special Purpose Cow | fed, will return a good profit to her 

for Wisconsin. | owner, and I am almost convinced 
I must not forget, however, that I|that this is the only kind of grade 

am expected to talk about the dairy | boet cow that the vast majority of 
cow for Wisconsin. This I take it|our farmers will find profitable in 

means the kind of cow that the farm. | Wisconsin. At the same time, I be- fi 

ers of our state who are particularly | lieve just as firmly as ever I did in 

interested in dairying should keep. In| the superiority of the special-purpose y 

discussing fhe question from this | dairy cow for dairy production. I do 

standpoint, I would unhesitatingly | hope, however, that there are no farm- 

recommend the petectieni ok thenpecist- ara or dairymen present, or in the 

|
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vicinity of Marshfield, that are so nar-; will make milk and butter in abun- 

row between the eyes that they cannot | dance. Second, our cow must have 

see two things at the same time and | the tendency to convert all of the ma- 

recognize their merit for different pur-| terial assimilated that is not required 

poses, |for vital functions into milk and but- 
ie, - | ter without storing it in the tissues of 

Characteristics of a Superior Dalry | her body to make flesh and fat. This 

Cow. | tendency is best indicated by a fine, 
Now then, how shall we recognize) clean cut head and neck, very light 

the special-purpose dairy cow when | shoulders, a prominent back bone, 
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Grade Shortho rn Cow “Rose.” 

Yearly production 11,162 ts. milk; 501.11 Ibs. fat, and 584.63 Ibs. butter, 

with a profit of $83.80. 

we see her, or, in other words, what;sloping ribs and thin and open thighs. 

particuler characteristics or type|Third. She must have a good-sized 

must a cow possess to be a superior| udder of fine quality to elaborate the 

dairy cow? First and most important | milk freely from the large quantities 
is, a large, long, deep and capacious| of blood directed to it. A coarse and 

body or barrel, indicative of immense| meaty udder on a dairy cow is to be 
digestive and assimilative powers, | avoided. The udder tissue should be 
Our most profitable dairy cows are} elastic and springy, indicating activity 

those that will consume the largest|and quality. Associated with the ud- 
quantities of rough feed grown upon/|der are the milk veins,. which should 

the farms of Wisconsin and will con-|be numerous, large, prominent, 
vert this cheap feed into blood that|branching and extending well for-
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ward, entering the body through sev-|and femininity. It is well to remem- | Ht 

eral large orifices, all of which i ber that lack of bodily size and vigor i 

dicates a very large supply of blood/is not necessarily an evidence of i 
passing through the udder. Lastly, | dairy quality or maternity, and it is HF 
and of much importance, see that she| quite possible and very desirable to i 

has plenty of width through the chest,| have a large, strong dairy cow and j | 
or just back of the shoulders, midway;yet have her with an abundance of AE 
down on the ribs, a good, wide loin,| refinement and quality to indicate lack | i 

hips and rump, a straight, strong back,| of beefing tendencies. 1a 
a large bright eye with a lively ex- NE 

pression and a bright, sprightly ap- —— j i 
pearance generally, all of which in- DISCUSSION. 1H 

dicate a good constitution and | 1 
vitality. Question—These three cows giving Li 

A cow possessing these character- | the largest yields—which of them 1} 

istics will present the appearance of;made the best profit? : 

the Jersey cow “Gold” on this chart.| Prof. Carlyle—The Jersey cow made 4 

(See Cut.) That is one of the cheap-|the butter at a slightly lower cost i 

est and largest producing cows that | per pound than the Shorthorn. The He 

has ever been in the university herd. | Red Polled cow made ita little more : 

A great injury has been done the expensive. i 

dairy industry of our state and the! Mr. Goodrich—I have some figures ; 

whole north-west by the fntroduction (on this particular question. You know 

of a great many scrawny, small dairy|I have taken a cow census on several | 
animals of both sexes that have had/occasions. I did it with the patrons an 
nothing to recommend them, except|of Hoard’s creamery, a hundred of ' 

their lack of beefiness. Many peo-| them, and I tried to draw from it all | 
ple that should have known better|the lessons I could. I found the num- } 
have, inadvertently perhaps, dissemi-| ber of cows that each patron kept and t 

nated the doctrine that the essential! what feeds he had fed them, and } f 
feature in a good dairy animal was a|charged every herd, and then got the : 

lack of bodily development. To my'returns from the creamery. I sorted q 

mind, this is a great mistake and to| them out by breeds to see if there was z f 
the general practice of this theory,| anything to be learned by that. There bit 

more than any other thing, is due the were some full blood Jerseys, and a 

present unpopularity of the Jersey | good many high grades, I called them ] 

breed of cattle for dairy purposes. No/all Jerseys, and so on with all the Fi 
other breed or type of cow that has| breeds. Now, there were twenty- 

ever been introduced into this country; eight herds of Jerseys, 466 cows; the t 

will produce milk and _ butter more| average amount of milk was 4,798 

profitably than the right sort of Jer-| pounds per cow, the average amount 5 

seys, and it is exceedingly ee butter was 244.7. The amount WE 
nate that so many of our Jersey|of money received from each dollar’s I } 
breeders have lost sight of the te] worth of feed was $1.62. The net “e 

portance of size, strength and vitality | profit per cow, above the cost of feed, Wi 

in breeding their cattle in order to fol-| was $17.50. ; 

low a temporary fad for extreme re-| There were nineteen herds of Hol- Ah) 

finement and delicacy in their stock. | steins, 450 cows; 6,081 pounds of milk 4] 

A good dairy cow should not weigh) per cow, 255 pounds of butter per cow, , 
much less than 1,000 pounds when ma-| which was 10.3 more than the Jerseys 
ture, and she should have all the evi- | averaged. The amount of money i 

dences of strength and constitution made for one dollar’s worth of feed a i 
possible without sacrificing refinement | was $1.54, and the net profit per cow 

14 
|
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was $16.90, fifty-nine cents less than|into consideration either the breed of 
the net profit on the Jerseys. the men who fed those cows. 

Of the Guernseys there were eleven| Mr. Goodrich—They were supposed 
herds, 185 cows. The amount of milk|to be about average men. I went 
per cow was 5,141 pounds, the amount) right along one road and took every 
of butter 252.5, two and one-half} man, good and bad, and the average 
pounds less than the Holsteins, and) of the whole hundred was 241 pounds 
seven and one-half pounds more than/of butter per cow; and it. certainly 
the Jerseys. The amount of money|shows there are pretty good dairymen 
for one dollar’s worth of feed was $1.60,| down in that part of the country. 
just two cents less thanthe Jerseys, the Supt. McKetrow—Wouldn’t you ex- 
net profit per cow was $17.92, a Hetle pact: the men who had worked into 
more than the others. Now you will | these dairy breeds to be better dairy 
see those three breeds ran almost ex-| feeders than the fellows that are keep- 
actly equal. Now then we come to the | ing double-purpose breeds? 
dairy Shorthorns, 113 cows. The Mr. Goodrich—They were better 
amount of milk was 5,436 pounds er | teeters There is one other kind of 
cow, the amount of butter 240.8, four | egws I have got to talk about. There 
pounds less than the Jerseys. The | was a set of men down there, as there 
amount of money for one dollar’s | ig everywhere, that are never just sat- 
worth of feed was $1.48, a little less jisfied that they are on the right 
than the others, and the net profit Per) course: They commenced to grade 
cow was $14.77. up their dairy herds by using a Jer- 

There is one other style of a sire. When they came to see the 
that I wanted to reach, and that was calves they got, little; scrawny things, 
the general-purpose Shorthorn; there | they didn't like them; although they 
are only a very few of them in that did like- the rich milk, so 
part of the country, four herds of fifty- | they Said to themselves that they 
four cows; the amount of milk was|were going to have something bigger, 
4.219 pounds, the amount of butter per | and they used a Holstein so as to give 
cow, 194.4, the amount of money for|more quantity, they had alteady got 
one dollar’s worth of feed was $1.22, richness, quality, now they wanted 
and the net profit per cow was $7.08.' quantity. After they came to see the 
Those were high grade Shorthorns Holstein milk, it looked a little too 
that were being kept for beef and blue, though there was lots of it. 
butter both. They had heard that the Guernseys 

Prof. Shaw—These are certainly| put a lot of color into their milk, and so 
very interesting figures. I take it for|they used a Guernsey to put in color, 
granted they do not take into consider-|so you see they had bred for richness 
ation the value of the skim milk ob-jand quantity and color. Now, I 
tained froii the different cows. Some-|classed those fellows and their herds 
times I think that should be taken|as mixed dairies. There were nine- 
into consideration. I think skim milk|teen herds, 846 cows; the average 
is Worth about fifty per cent. more|amcdunt of milk was 4,455 pounds, and 
than we generally value it, éspecially|the average amount of butter was 
when we get it at home with the sep-| only 208.1 pounds, while those who had 
arator, and that makes the question) stuck to one line ran from 244 up to 
of the quantity of milk a matter of a| 255 pounds, and the net profits for 
good deal of importance on the farm.| these men was $12.14. Now, I really 
Then, evidently, you have not con-| believe that their cows were capable 
sidered thé value of the calf. of producing just as mich as any of 

Prof. Carlyle—And you did not take|the others, but these men do not have
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the same love for a special breed and|her this year. She is a big red cow Tih 
consequently do not take as good care| by the name of “Pauline.” One other ht 
of them. I believe in loving one! point, she gave 219 pounds the first AW 
kind ‘of a cow and loving one woman. | year and 264 the second, and the sec- i il 

Mr. Convey—Can you determine/ond year she did it on less feedand less i 

from ‘the per cent. of butter fat any-| expense than the first year, and that Te 
thing as to the comparative cost of| was simply because we knew the cow ni 
the buttér? In other words,a cow/better. I do not attribute that im- i 
producing a low per cent. of butter fat| provement to the cow at all, I at- a 
would not be likely to be as economi-| tribute it to the feeders. it 
cal a producer, would she? Supt. McKerrow—As I remember be 

Prof. Carlyle—The Jersey cow| that cow the first year, she had a very ja 
which has given the second largest | 00d beef form, that is, a wide, smooth, | 
butter record in our herd and pro-| fleshy back. 
duced butter the cheapest of any ee Prof. Carlyle—When that cow is h 
in the herd, had the largest per eet she weighs 1,560 pounds, she is a } 

of butter fat in her milk, her average| beef cow, and every one condemned é 
for the year is about six per cent. We/her. When she is dry and getting 
also have a cow in the herd that does|Tea*y for her next year’s work, she is 
not average much above three per, 28 fat as ever she was, but under our § 

cent. of butter fat, and she is one ot | feeding. when milking she is a dif- ‘ 
the cheapest producers, so I don’t | ferent type of a cow. She does flesh ; 
think you can tell anything about it}UP When she is dry. A man must aH 
from the percentage of fat in the milk. study his cow. I would much rather rt 
Now, we bought at the pepe asd S| taken for my subject here the | 
Station five years ago, a great, big| kind of dairymen we want for Wiscon- ' 

Shorthorn cow, which most of the Sit. ; 
visitors at the Station, Mr. Goodrich Supt. McKerrow—Next year you ; 
included, thought wasn’t worth any-| may talk on the kind of dairymen. | 
thing. Prof. Henry went for me for} Mrs. Howie—The first year you 
keeping such a cow in the barn. The| kept that cow, did you keep her on a i 
first year we had her she gave 219 cement platform, and the last year, th 
pounds of butter, and I thought she what kind of a platform did she have? 
was not worth keeping, nevertheless I! Prof. Carlyle—We kept her ona 4 
wanted to see what she would do, so'cement platform all the time. We 
I kept her. I wanted to give her as'!have only used a wood platform on 
good a show as any we had. So we! top of the cement platform for the 
weighed her every week, and we! past winter, and we completed her 
weighed every milking, and every|record last fall. Speaking of cement 1 
pound of feed she ate, and the next)platforms, I want to tell you some- Me 
year she gave 264 pounds of butter.) thing of our experience. When we q it 
She had been to college one year, you| built the dairy barn, we put in an en- oe 
see. The next year she . gave 426|tire cement floor, including mangers ih 
pounds; that was her last year’s|and gutters, we wanted everything as 4 
record. Now, that was simply the|clean as we could keep it. You will i 
effect of knowing how to feed that; remember that eight years ago the en- i 
cow, and that was what I meant when/tire herd of cattle at the university one 
I asked Mr. Goodrich about having a|farm was sold out, only two of them 4 

high grade of dairymen. were found not to be tuberculous from q 
Mr. Bradley—When will she grad-| keeping in a basement stable, without i 

uate? adequate light or ventilation, and f 
Prof. Carlyle—I expect to graduate|Professor Henry decided that this ah 

* ad / ‘i
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time we would have a barn which we| plenty of straw on top of the cement 
could keep cleap and be well lighted floor there will be no trouble. 
and ventilated. For four years we! Prof. Carlyle—We use more bed- 
kept the cows on that cement floor. | ding than dairymen ordinarily do. 

Every year I had from one to five | Question—Won’t the difference be- 
cows in the hospital stable with ae tween the value of the Shorthom calf 
matism, with caked udders and!and the Jersey calf make up the dif- 
trouble of one sort and another, and Ij ference in the receipts of the cow for 
made up my mind finally that there|the year? 
was some other cause than irrational Mr. Goodrich—It depends on the 
feeding or exposure, because the cows! market you have for it. 
were cared for in the best way we! Question—From the beef stand- 
knew how. I had to dispose of three | point, you would be pretty sure to 

of the cows, one because she got so} make up the difference. 

lame from rheumatism she couldn’t} Mr. Goodrich—I am not a beef man. 
walk. Prof. Carlyle—I only recognize two 

Question—You sent her to Chicago,|classes of cows in Wisconsin—the 
I suppose? dairy class and the beef class. The 

Prof. Carlyle—No, sir, I sold her to|Red Polled and Shorthorn cows I 

a man who wanted her; he had a little}spoke of, I put in the beef class. 
pasture and he said he didn’t mind the! They are ordinarily described as dual- 

rheumatism so long as she was giving | purpose cows. In my opinion, we 

fifty-six pounds of milk a day. Wej/have no place in Wisconsin, on the 

covered that floor last fall with anjaverage farm where they are not 

inch flooring, pine wood, just ordinary | breeding pure bred stock, for beef 
rough flooring, made in sections, so|cows. I do not believe there is a 

that we could raise it up and fiush| farmer in-this state that can afford to 
out the stable with water, as we did| keep grade beef cows through a whole 

once a week, and we haven’t had a/year for the value of the calf at wean- 
single cow this winter with rheuma-|ing. 
tism, and we haven’t had but one that} Question—I would like an answer to 
had a caked udder, and that was im-|that question about the difference be- 
mediately after calving. I believe} tween the Jersey calf and the Short- 

that a cement floor is not a satisfac-| horn. i 

tory thing for dairy cows to lie upon,| Prof. Carlyle—We have fed down 
and I reached that conclusion after|there at the Station in the past two 

four years’ experience; at the same| years, two calves from birth, and kepta 

time, I believe that a cement floor in|record of all the feed which those 

a dairy stable is one of the most es-jcalves ate. We have three more 
sential things in the equipment of the | that are a year old. We exhibited 

stable, with gutters and walks behind| both of the two steers at the Inter- 
the cows, enabling you to keep every-| national Show in Chicago. The first 
thing tidy and sanitary; but I be-/cne, a grade Shorthorn from the cow 

lieve it should have a flooring on top| that gave us 426 pounds of butter last 

of it, in the portion where the cows! year, cost us, as I remember it, about 
lie. One year on this cement floor) $92.00 to raise. That steer cost us, 
we cut all our straw; two years, we|under the conditions which we have to 
used shavings, and one year we used feed them, that is, very little pasture, 
large quantities of long straw, and;largely fed on grain feed, in the 

none of them was satisfactory. | vicinity of $92.00. We sold him in 
Mr. Scott—I have heard people who, Chicago, after going through the 

ought to know say that if we use| carcass test, for $108.00. Last year
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we had a Jersey steer from one of the| along, and that man is James W. Mar- . 

best cows we have, a cow that has/|tin. | 

been designated by many as our very! Prof Carlyle—Mr. Rietbrock asked 

best type of dairy cow, out of a Jer| me if I thought that cow was a freak | 

sey bull, which we consider a remark-j or not. Now, I carried on as close 

ably high type. We fed this calf|study as I know how to give any sub- ai 

from birth until market, and it cost|ject, in regard to this question. I a 

us about $89.00 to feed him. We fed|have bought cows representing as H 

him the same as the other one, and he| nearly as I could this type of cow in i 

was good enough to win the third| Wisconsin, without knowing any i 

prize in that contest. He cost us|single butter record from any of them. f 

about $89.00 to feed him, and we got| Everybody said they were beef cows Wl 

$83.00 for his hide and carcass, fed un-|of the ultra order, while others said Ta 

der the same conditions as the other, | they were dual-purpose cows. I mt 
only that he had more pasture. These} think there is only one cow down in ‘i 

are the facts, take them for what they|that barn, and we have twelve or { 
are worth. |fourteen of this class, that has not t 

Prof. Shaw—What class did that|/reached 400 pounds. One of them is | 
cow belong to that produced the 426'a pure bred Shorthorn cow, furnished i 

pounds of milk and that remarkable, us by Mr. Arnold, that has produced t 
calf? i ; 429 pounds in a year, and has given 

Prof. Carlyle—I used her in my us a calf that we have been offered 

classroom to tell my students that she ' $200.00 for to head a beef herd. 

is the kind of beef cow they should’ Quest‘on—I would ask if other gen- 5 
keep if they wish to produce beef in tlemen here have had the same ex- | 

Wisconsin. ‘perience as Professor Carlyle with i 

Mr. Rietbrock—Is there a class of cement floors? We are going into 

cows of that kind that you can breea.cement floors around here on the 

from and produce them? | strength of the Experiment Station } 

Prof. Carlyle—Yes, sir. ; barn. i 

Mr. Rietbrock-—Or is it only an ex-- Mr. Croman—We have used cement 
veptional one, as in the hennery of floors with boards under the cows, H 
Mrs. Howie spe has a hen that pro-! and they are all right. 

duces double-yolked eggs, and she is! Mr. Scott—I think so, too. \ 
trying ker best skill to reproduce that! Mr. Grogan—We have used cement 

gen and cer’t do it. I don’t want tu! floors without boards, and we do not 

put my judgment up against yours, but have caked udders or rheumatism, but 

- my experience extends over a con-)we do not leave those cows in from 
siderable length of time, and I have) October till May. I wouldn’t want 
thought of it a great deal, and I have; to put a cow into a stable, onto a ce- 

almost come to the conclusion that|ment floor, and keep her there the if 
such a cow is an exception. I know whole year through. I believe they 
that a grest deal of time has been! should be turned out once a day, and 1 
spent to find another one so as to go|if they are, I don’t believe it is neces- — 

into the contest. The farmers of Wis-| sary, after four years’ experience, to } 

consin want to know about the kinds plank a cement floor. 
of cows that they can get hold of. | Mr. Rietbrock—Five years ago, I 

Prof. Shaw—The gentleman seems , built over an old barn. I put in 

to assume that this kind of a cow can-;cement floors throughout the whole 
not be bred. Down here in your own) barn, but at the same time put onto 5 

state, at Richland City, there is a man/the stable floor one inch pine board- | 

breeding those cows right straight|ing. Three years ago I built another ‘el 

a 
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barn, and in that I put in the cement) as a dairy cow, short legs, large capac- floor, because it was suggested to me ity in eyery way—full of constitutional that it was not quite as sanitary. Hay-| vigor. I also saw a large number of ing a quantity of Planing miil shav- steers, the product of these cows, that ings at my disposal, I thought I could were first-class beef steers. I said oyercome the trouble, so I put them) to Mr. Adams: “Have you tried the with some straw on the cement floor. dairy breeds?” And he said, “I have, My cows go out for some time in the but my Shorthorn herds have made middle of the day, but most of the me the most money.” Now, remember time stay in the stable. I have noticed | this, beef is higher in England that it that they will occasionally get the] is here, which was in Mr. Adams’ fa- Shayings out from under them and|yor, {1 questioned him a long time. get the udders down onto the cement He told me that he had been breeding floor. I put the boards on the top of this class of Shorthorns for forty the cement, and I like it better. Put years; this herd was not the product them on in sections, so ‘they are easily |of one year or five, but of forty years, taken up, and the place cleaned out. | with an ideal cow of the same class Supt. McKerrow—My remarks g9 eng he had produced in his mind all be on this beef. cow for Wisconsin, or,| the time. Now, I am not saying this to please Professor Shaw, I will call it| to suggest to the farmers of Wiscon- the “dual-purpose” cow. When I was|sin to breed Shorthorn cows for dairy in England, in the summer of 1900, 1| purposes, but Iam saying this to spent four days with Mr. George) make this point, that it is only the Adams at Farringdon, Berkshire, in| man who has a fixed idea, either as a visiting his dairy stock farms. There dairyman or a beef producer, in the were 500 cows in milk, which was be |stats of Wisconsin, that can produce ing shipyed to the London market, | either class of cattle to make money and I found, by talking with the! and to pay out. If you area dairy- milk dealers afterwards, that Mr. man and propose to be a dairyman, Adams has the reputation of being! study these dairy breeds, because you the best, largest and oldest shipper of| can get a great many more dairy milk to that market. I saw his records animals out of them than you —I do not remember the individual | can get out of beef breeds, but if you cow records—but they were ldrge for | are, bound, like many of our Wiscon- the amount of milk produced each | sin farmers, to produce beef and but- year, and every one of the 500 cows | ter, then you better get the idea that was a Shorthorn, all after the type; my friend Adams got over in England, described to you by Professor Cariyle| ana work it out on that line. 
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F. H. SGRIBN ER, Rosendale, Wis. : H 

he care of milk from a business|so-called “cowy” odors and flavors i 
or money Mandpotet geome to be Wi which we have allowed to enter into {| 

tle thought of by the average milk|the product. Did you ever taste milk lh} 
producer, judging by the condition in|that bad been treated with one of Wt 
Which itis received at many of our|these machines and notice how desti- i 
creameries ynd cheese factories. Ajtute it was of that nice, delicate milk | 
large proportion of the patrons who| flavor tnat we get in milk that has not i 
ave finding fault with their manufac-|been contaminated with bad odors and ite 

turer do not realize that the most] filth? There is no way known to clean Vs 

trouble is at the farm end, and many|dirty milk. How much better then to a 
ink if try to handle it in such a way asto { seem to think if they can only get the ‘- 

milk delivered before it gets sour|preserve this desirable element in it 
their duty is accomplished and they/ Natural form, not only that, but any i 
wonder why it is that their butter|artificial means of preserving milk a 

maker does not make an article that|lessens its digestibility, whether by | 
brings the highest quotations. A|the use of preservatives or the cook- 

really fine article of butter cannot be|ing Process. : 
made at apy creamery until the p&|Some Essentials for the Production of rt 

trons realize - to deliver a3 First Class Milk. | 
tainted milk is to steal from t st essential for the produc- 
creameries and their fellow patrons. pinnae ee a cane ae A i 
The quality of the butter determines! ¢,<+ class article of milk cannot be if 

the price received for it and we #il| jopended upon from a cow with a hs 
know that poor milk makes poor but-| ~caiened constitution. The office it 
ter. The market quotation today for] wor of the lungs in purifying the Bi 
crenmery butter ia eignteen te FVORY| bloga for the manufacture of milk is a 
eight cents, a yariation of ten cents) in such close connection that it gets a 
per pound. This is probably more dif+io9 near the danger line to use the i 
ference than the average creamery) mink from « tuberculous animal. 
has, but we will suppose it is two!" Next the milker should be in per- if 
cents, then with the farmer keeping] roct health. Germs of disease are ry 
twenty cows, making ap average Of | thrown off in the breathing and cough- He 
three hundred pounds apiece, there is|in- anda epidemics have been known ; 
@ profit of $120.00, and it seems to me|+ start in this way. His breath should ii 
a man could afford to.do quite a feW}2I<9 be pure and sweet and not con- Sy 
extra things for that amount. But/taminated by the use of tobacco. i 
this is not all. Do we realize that) feeds of all kinds should be sweet i 
there is no article of human food that|anq free from must and any abrupt r 
will absorb odors as readily as milk, | changes in the feed avoided. A great - 
also in which they can be so easily|qea) of undo criticism is made as to i 
detected? : silage feed, but I am_ sure that } 

How ridiculous it is that for the|where it is made a part of a ration, 
shiftless ways in which we farmers | with other feeds in proportion, the i) i 

handle our milk, inventors have had flavor of the milk will be benefited. ] 
to go te ~ork and invent pasteurizers | Another neglect on the part of us Me 
and steruizers to try to cover up the farmers who have large water tanks i 

| 
ie!
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Interior view of F. H. Scribner’s cow barn showing Drown stalls, cement 

floor and milk separator.
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& 
for cattle to drink from, is we are|perfection. The absolute cleanliness 

often careless about cleaning Shem) and absence of any odor was the uni- 

often and allow them to go so long as| versal remark of all the guests. This 

to get green and slimy and of a very | gces to show what can be done with a 

strong odor. | iittle care and pains. 

It is one of the most difficult things| . 

in dairy management to secure clean- Influence of Cleanliness. 

ly conditions in a cow stable. About| Now, to me, aside from the cold 

ninety-nine out of every one hundred | side of dollars and cents, there is a 

are not what is called sweet and|satisfaction that ccmes from keeping 

clean and the offensive odors contami-|things in a neat and tidy way thae 

nate the breath, the blood, and the! more than pays for the extra labor we 

tissue of the animals and consequent: | expend, and there is a growing de 

ly a first-elass article of milk cannot mand for the products of herds kept " 

be produced. The barns should be| under these conditions. \ 

dusted often and whitewashed at least | Nothing has a greater influence on | } 

once a year, not only to give them a milk and its production than cleanli- 

good appearance and make the stable’ ness and for this reason the milkers’ ' 

Lighter, but to purify them and kill hands and clothes should be kept t 

any germs of disease that may have clean and void of any disagreeable { 

collected on walls or ceilings. White- | cdor. Also the cows must be kept } 

wash is one of the cheapest disinfect-; clean ana not permitted to lie in the \ 

ants known and should be a part of, filth. Fcr this reason some of the 

the routine practice each year, and by ratent stalls are almost absolutely th 

use of a small fruit spray pump the necessary for the adjusting of the } 

work can be accomplished much stalls according to the length of the i 

quicker and far more effectively than animal, and obliging her to drop all h 

when applied with a brush, as it can ‘dirt in the trench. i 

be driven into every crack and cor-| . . V 

ner. The lime should be thoroughly | Preper Handling of Utensils. h 

slacked and strained through a fine, After all it matters little how much i 

wire screen or cloth and made thin; care we take along this line unless hk 

enough to work nicely through the the utensils are handled right. A 

nozzle. A half bushel of lime will) rusty can or pail should be discarded, ft 

make about thirty gallons of white-' pecause it is impossible to clean them f 

wash. This should be used while as they should be. As convincing an i 

fresh, as it loses its power to kill argument of the existence of bacteria , 

germ life after standing. | would be for every farmer to take a 1 

,gcod, strong microscope and then col- 

A Model Dairy Barn. j lect some of that dried yellow milk on ° 

A novel banquet was held at the the inside of the cans or pails and ' 

time of the Illinois State Dairymen’s' place it under this magnifier and see 

Association, in the dairy barn of the the multitude of hairy-backed fellows 

Illinois College of Agriculture. Their that exist there and which are the 

stable is arranged similar to the stable' cause of a great deal of trouble in 

at our barn at Madison, two rows of milk. I had the tinner solder up the 

cows facing each other, with a space seams around the ears and topof the 

of about sixteen feet between stalls. last milk pails I purchased. It makes ! 

Here a long, well-decorated and laden;them much easier to clean and be- 

table was spread for their guests. The sides they are a great deal stronger 

floors, walls, and ceilings were per-|and I consider this outlay of five cents 

fectly clean and the cows groomed to! the best investment I have ever made.
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Too much pains cannot be taken to times as many germs as when milk- keep the milk in an untainted, sweet ing was finished, while that which was condition. In washing the cans and| cooled to fifty-four degrees had only pails, first rinse with luke-warm water, | four times ag many at the end of two then take warm water and gold-dust,|hours. This shows the importance of Or some good grease expeller, and a quick and thorough cooling. Aera- small scrubbing brush, and give} tion should be done in some good them a good, thorough scrubbing. A clean place, away from any foreign brush is far better than @ sponge or| smell. Tag, as the bristles will enter every corner and crease and remove every- The Strainer. thing that is collected there. Then! About as good a strainer as I know scald with a plentiful amount of hot/of is a double one, the top being made water. This ought to remove all|of perforated metal, and beneath this germ life and put the utensils in aj cheese cloth about four thicknesses. wholesome condition, This cloth can be kept in good condi- | Now, while a good deal has been| tion by washing and boiling. said about the importance of keeping 
f Mil utensils perfectly clean, not much is bate of Proper Care o Ke usually said about the cloths and| Now, there are a good many up-to- |date milk producers in this state who 

- brushes that are used for washing . dike and these utensils. Extra care should be / ae Producing pure, sanitary milk and - cream and are getting prices far ahead 
taken to keep these in a clean con- | iti 

of those who are going along in the 
dition, as they make fine breeding 2 places for microbes, old, slovenly, slip-shod way, and really 

it takes but little longer to do a thing The Best Can. as it should be done, 
The best can for carrying milk to! J expect some day that inspectors 

th 
will be appointed for the purpose of 

e factory is the eight or ten gal- l ; going around and looking after us fel- 
on shipping can, with small top. 3 lows and if they find that we are not 
The large, Straight-sided can, holding 

producing an article up to the sanitary 
one hundred or one hundred and fifty ; pounds, with a cover that slides down | St@ndard our milk will be Sondesped 
: ele 

and we will not be permitted to put 
into the milk, ought to be discarded. 

it on the market until proper condi- 
The cover soon gets out of repair and 

tions are met.’ How much better then 
perhaps a cloth has to be substituted 

for us to forestall this event and fur- 
to keep the milk from slopping, which a i nish an unquestionable article rather 
is almost impossible to keep in a than be compelled to by force of law. Sanitary condition, and besides, in go- 
ing to the factory the filthy dust of coo the roads rises and falls on the cover DISCUSSION. to be mixed with the milk. All cans Question—What pump do you use should be covered with a clean canvas |in whitewashing? to keep off dust and extreme heat and Mr. Scribner—ti have a little spray cold. 

pump and use an ordinary kerosene 
barrel, I set this Pump on the barrel. Aeration, It costs about $5.80, and it is one of Aeration is essential for cooling and | the best things we have on the farm; to remove animal heat and odors. In} we whitewash our whole barn and an experiment where milk was al-/the hen houses and hog pens and lowed to stand two hours without every part of the farm buildings. We cooling, it contained twenty-three | mix it thin so it will spray nicely, and
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Ht 

it drives it into every crack and cor-|long strip on the side where the cows \/ 

ner, making the job -more effectual} drink. It is eighteen feet long and ij 

than where applied with a brush. we have eighteen feet of surface for i 

Prof. Carlyle—There is a very suc-|drinking; there is a roof over it for I 

eee — wprsei — off the water, keeping out ii 

actured by the Ripley ware Com- dust, etc. ft 

pany, a three-gallon tank, etc. A Member—I built a roof oyer my HH 

Question—How should a cow be|tank four years ago and I never have itl 
prepared for milking so that the dirt|ad a particle of green scum. tik 
will not get into the pail? Mr. Johnson—i think it is a mis- i 

Mr. Scribner—In the first place, she| take to try to have a large tank. I tel 

should have a stable so arranged that|think the running of the water iF: 

she will not be allowed to lie in the| through the tank clarifies it and stirs ii 
dirt. Then we brush the udder, we|it up. We all know that where we gl 
never haye any dirt on our cows. 1|'se the old fashioned well, dipping it Vs 
dare say they are cleaner than the|™P with buckets, we get much bet- a 
horses are. We remoye all dirt ana| ter water than where it is pumped. 
straws from the udder. Mr. Scribner—A man with fifty-five ' 

Question—Do you curry the cow? | oF Sixty head of cattle has got to have 

Mr. Scribner—Sure we do, at least|# Supply of water on hand. mt 
twice a week. Question—What kind of a stall 

Question—In shedding time, aren’t nave do you use for your cows? ‘ t 
te in the milk? ir. Seribner—We have a paten , 

you apt to get hairs in : 
Mr. Scribner—Oh, yes, a few. I stall, called the Drown stall, and we ‘ 

inane a like it, The principle of it is to res- 
think every man who Keeps OWS! wists the cow, to keep her clean. Fhey  * 
ought to keep a clipper. We clip the be made for about $3.50, above 
cow's tall and the long naire om the ae eee A 
udder, which helps to keep hairs |" 6G uestion— ont of the aii. a Fou tas to par 9 royalty ¥ 

wee do not wash the Mr. Scribner—I had to, I guess a 

‘ everybody will. The $3.50 includes i 
a; Mr. Seribner—We do not, we brushithe royalty. These men who are h 

t instead. kicking against paying a little bit of iE 
A Member—I would like to see some | royaity are cutting off their noses to 4 

_ legislation enforcing this throughout) spite their faces, a cow will pay for 
the state. the stall in the calor h state. every year she . 
Question—Would you advise putting) gets, and the satisfaction we got in 1 

ayy eae ge ead tet having a nice, clean cow is worth a . 
. a0; whole lot besides. 

it will keep that green scum down, Mr. Foster—Do you brush your ty 

but it won't with me. cows’ udders except at milking time? Me 
Question—If you have a tank tight-| Mr. Scribner—We never touch iH . 

ly covered, isn’t it a good thing to|them until just before we sit down to j | 
shut it down in the heat of the day?/milk. I don’t think we should touch tp 
an eee sir. a — the ueiee before that. I know some 6 

ly as ideal a as arybody co people go on and clean all the udders th 
have. It is made out of cement andjat once, but I think they make a mis- i 

holds about ninety barrels. It is|take. It has a tendency to start the 

cheap and is probably everlasting. It|milk coming down and we should be 
has stood the last two winters without|ready to take it. @ 
acrack. It is all covered, except one if 

} 

\ q i
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FAIRS. x 

Supt. GEO. McKERROW, Madison, Wis. 

Agricultural fairs have been at work j hours along with farmers and their 
for many years in their present Pen Pre and day laborers, watching with 
being an outgrowth of the old English | the greatest interest possible the 
sale or stockday fairs. Great Britain | placing of the awards and discussing 
leads the world with her Agricultural the strong points of the winners and 
fairs and they are true to the name. | the weak ones of the vanquished. On 
If any change in the title of the Eng-'judging days a double gate fee is 
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Shire and Clyde horses in the ring at Wisconsin State Fair of 1903. 

lish show is to be made, it should be charged, usually equivalent to one dol- 
“Live Stock Show,” because live |lar in our money. This practical 
stock predominates, followed by the | education of the eye at British fairs 
agricultural machinery and dairy de- | has made her famous the world over 
partments. ll side-shows and other | for the best breeds of live stock, 
enteitainments are barred. The fair | breeds that have added millions to her 
seems to have an interest for all the |own exchequer and even more to ac- 
Enzlish peop’e. I have seen the | counts of the countries that- have used 
ladies and gentlemen o* Royal and | this good blood to build up their herds 
titled birth stand beside cattle, sheep, [se sks 
swint, horse and poultry rings for| This improvement from British
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breeds of live stock has been of un-, At present two plans of state aid are 

told value io our own country and in vogue. The State Fair and two 

Canada has patterned very closely | districts fairs each receive a special 

after her mother country in her Agri-| appropriation and ten per cent. of 

cultural fairs, until the Toronto In-; premiums paid, while county fairs re- 

dustial is known the world over. | ceive forty per cent. of premiums 

| paid, and not over $1,200.00 to be paid 
Some Evils to be Corrected in despise any one county fair. I believe all 

sin. \these fairs should be put upon the 
The great state of Wisconsin is =e nee forty per cent. plan, without any 

up with her sister states in this mat-! limit to the amount paid to any fair. 
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A prize Holstein herd at Wisconsin State Fair of 1903. Owned in lowa. a 

t 
| 

ter and yet there is a wide field for im-; With many of our people, and in Mi, 

provement. Our state is in many|fact with many fair managements, i 

ways very liberal in building up these|there seems to be a general misun- if 

practical annual schools of agriculture, |derstanding of the purposes of the } 

in some respects extravagant and in|fair. This misunderstanding seems in 

others parsimonious. After thirty-/to be that a fair is simply to furnish } 

five years’ experience as exhibitor, | amusement for the people that attend, i 

patron and manager of such shows, I jor, in other words, it should be a big | 

am convinced that a change is needed, circus and theater combined. The ‘ 

both in state aid and supervision and |state in its appropriation of money to " 

in the gencral plan of management. jaid in the holding of fairs, takes a dif- A 

It might not be best to make this|ferent and correct view, that is, that 4 

change a radical one, but gradual. ‘a fair is strictly an educational insti- | 
i 
iat 

| 
| 
} H 

ile
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tution and I am pleased to be able to money on the horse races and thus say here today that state fair man- neglect the agricultural and live stock agements at least are coming closer | interests. Others deduct five, ten or and closer to this latter and correct | twenty ber cent. for entries and col- view of its purposes and in Many |lect forty per cent. from the state on states the appropriations made are the full amount, thus defrauding both limited strictly to the payments of the exhibitors and the state. Many prizes on live stock and agricultural |of our fairs still sell privileges to products, as is the case in Indiana, | side-shows and so-called entertain- where $10,000.00 as an annual appro-|metts to draw the attention of the 
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Some Prize Aberdeen Angus at Wisconsin State Fair, 1903. 

priation goes to the state board for people from the useful and educa- 
this purpose alone. All the best state| tional features of the fair, thus mini- fair managements deplore the fact! mizing the benefits of the show. 
that to get out paying crowds they | : have to pay some attention to the} Value of Judging Pavilions. amusement side of the show, which| Better facilities for the audiences to 
always detracts from its educational|inspect the judging of live stock value. You can all count up a num-| should be provided. In 1896 we held ber of fairs that you have seen|a judging institute at the Waukesha wrecked by managements that have| county fair, which was voted a great catered too much tothe entertainment | educational success. This movement idea, as given in expensive races and| has been followed up by a few fairs, other so-called special “attractions.” but only one in Wisconsin, that I know 
Scme county fairs spend all their of, has made a permanent provision
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for this feature by~ building a live} DISCUSSION. 

stock judging pavilion, and that is) A  Member—We feel it quite 
Marathon eounty: The state of THi- | strongly in our town with fairs on 
nois, in 1901, built a $38,000.00 live) each side of us that we have to come 

stock pavilion and Towa followed in/in competition with, and we are not 
1902 with another at a cost of $43,000. }put on a levél so far as state aid is 
We are modestly asking the Wiseob- | concerned. 
sin legislature for $25,000.00 for such} Supt: McKerrow—We find some 
a pavilion, but have just been told by} counties holding four fairs; all four 
the joint committee on claims that we! of these fairs drawing pay, that is, 

cannot have it this year. lstate aid Some counties hold only 
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Brown Swiss Herd at Wisconsin State Fair, 1903. i 
it 
‘, 

We trust that future legislatures,one, and some none. For instance, }} 
will take hold of the question of fairs}as I understand, this county hasn’t Ki 

and by a re-arrangement of the laws,/had any fair in some time. This i 

improve our entire fair system in|county is helping to pay the state th 

such a way that state and county|taxes and yet their money has been 4) 

fairs can better come up to the edu-| going to four fairs in Outagamie, and i 

eational standard so much needed, by|to three in Grant, and two in many 
providing better buildings to house|counties that I know of. Of course, f 
the best animals and products, proper/as one of the officers of the state 

judging pavilions, , good walks and|board of agriculture, I would agree ii 
roads, so that fear of rain will not 80} with you that every State Fair should i 
completely discourage alike fair|have aid on an equal footing, but (i) 

goers, fair managers and exhibitors. they are not getting it. The fair at 4 
i 

i 
tat
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Chippewa Falls is getting a special |the premiums, or deducted in case of 
appropriation, the fair at La Crosse | bad weather, or anything of that kind, 
is getting a special approriation. It it is unfair to the exhibitors, unfair to 
is rather a vexed question as to the other counties that are drawing 
where we are going to draw the line. | state aid, unfair and unjust to the 

Mr. Bradley—There is another state; that is where our state has 
vexed question we find in some of the been making a mistake and there 
county fairs. The fair will put up a/ought to be a line drawn. So far as 
premium list, say $5,000.00, very |they can cut money off in that way 
large amount, and they will charge | and still charge the state forty per 

[jn 
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Shorthorn Bull Calves in Wisconsin Class at State Fair, 1903. 

the man who enters stock fifty per|cent. for county fairs, it should be 
cent. for an entrance fee. If he wins|looked into. We have been looking 
a premium of $5.00, the Fair Associa- | after them a great deal better within 
tion keeps back $2.50 and gives the | the last year. It is only four years 
man $2.50, and represents to the, ago when street fairs in some parts 
state that they have paid $5.00 instead} of the state came in and claimed and 
of $2.50 and draw forty per cent. from | got state aid, but that is cut off, we 
the state, so that the fair is Teally| are doing better. 
paying out only ten per cent., and that} Question—How would it be if you 
is hardly right. Some other fairs| charged the same entry fee as with 
are paying the full premium. | trotting horses? 

Supt. McKerrow—Wherever any! Supt. McKerrow—You wouldn’t get 
money is kept back in that way, when-| the exhibits. 
ever any percentage is deducted from’ A Member—I have attended fairs
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where they did that and we had better; Question—They have to pay that 

fairs than where they cut off twenty-| dollar every year and enter anything 

five and forty per cent. |they have a mind to? 

Supt. McKerrow—Oh, yes; but! Supt. McKerrow—Yes, it is an en- 

neither of those principles is correet, | try fee, and it is also a membership 

and the fair will go down that follows | of a dollar. You éan drop out a year 

either one of those plans. The cor-| or two and then come in again, if you 

rect plan is to offer what you can pay|want to. You are entitled to enter 

and pay no more, and then pay every-| anything you choose in any and all 

thing you offer; deal honestly with|classes, and you have a right to vote 
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Three prize Hereford bulls representing Wisconsin and Misscuri at Wis- \ 

consin State Fair, 1903. i 
i 

your exhibitors and the state. Tjat the apnual meeting. That has | 
rather like the plan of the Walworth}|been going on*for twenty or twenty- p 
county fair, one of the most success-| five years, I don’t know but thirty. 1! 
ful fairs in the world of that class) A Member—What killed the fair ty 
today, and that is to charge a dollar |in this county was the exclusion of tH 

entry fee for every exhibitor that | tho farmers. It went into the hands iy 
comes in and then make that man or | of horse jockeys, and they did not pay | 

woman who pays the dollar entry fee; their premiums at the last fair in this i 

an annual member of the Association, | county. 
with a vote. This practice has| Question—Don’t you think the dis- | 
welded together the people of Wal-| trict fairs will kill the state fair? 

worth county as a unit in support 7" Supt. McKerrow—That is a hard ‘ 

their fair more than anything else. question to decide. I don’t think they fl 

15 i) 
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i 
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: are muck Cetriment to the state fairs | breeder to bring up his herd of on the whole. I believe that if you et Shorthorns. They had our shepherd ucate the people up to going to good | there a week talking to Germans un- county fairs, it makes them anxious to| til they were crazy about sheep, and go further to the state fair. They will|I talked until I went dry. 
say, “I have seen a good deal here,| Year before last, the following year, but I can see a good deal more at the|I found three herds of Red Polled cat- state fair,” and the same process is tle, two herds of Shorthorns, I think true with the exhibitors. The man two of Jerseys, one of Guernseys, and who takes two or three animals to the| three flocks of pure bred sheep. That county fair and makes a success will] was the result of one year’s work that launch out and take a bigger bunch | brought these large contributions to of animals to the state fair. the fair. This last year, the county Prof. Carlyle—In Canada they do| fair built a stock judging pavilion, the not allow any state aid to the dis- first I think in the state, even Wal- trict fair. The county fair gets| worth county hasn’t one. The Mar- something, I don’t know how much. I athon county fair has a nice covered have visited a great many fairs in the| pavilion, where the people can go and past five years and I want to tell melon down and watch the judging of - people of Wood county that, barring| stock and listen, to the remarks made, di Walworth county, you have in your! and they insist on the judge giving a sister county of Marathon, a - fair that| reason for every decision he makes, is ip. some respects ahead -of Wal-| and if he can’t give it he has no busi- worta even and in all respects I think | ness there. I find it isn’t safe to be it “is only second. to | Walworth| there otherwise. That is the most county. The first time I visited | educational feature of the fair, and that fair, I think there were/the race track isn’t in it. -They call only two herds of pure bred cattle in| off the races when the judging is go- the county; and those were both |ing on, they can’t get anybody to go owned by Mr. Rietbrock and were|and look at them. I believe if the not on exhibition. The stock that fairs will make some effort to get in was exhibited there was grades and these educational features where peo- common stock of a pretty low order.| ple can learn something, they will be The people in charge of that fair successful. If our fair managers were very anxious to have a good one.| will pay more attention. to the educa- They kept after Professor Henry un-| tional features, interest the farmers til he consented to send up our exhibit| in the judging of stock and get a of sheep from the university farm.| judge who is competent, and make They went down and subsidized a|him tell why he thinks so and so, the breeder of Red Polled catle. They | fairs will be more successful. 2 went too and subsidized a Shorthorn! Recess till 1:30. 
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AFTERNOON SESSION. 

The Institute met at 1:30 o’clock. Mr. C. P. GOODRICH in the chair. } 

CLOVER. 

: GEO. B. McGILVRA, Baraboo, Wis. 

ah py and potash. It is also a fact that the 
yy ~S sree virgin soils have a smaller 

4 _ nitrogen content than of the other 
| elements necessary to a _ successful 

ont ie | plant growth, and the greater propor- ~ 

brig feta | tion of these elements are found in 
9 ic meal the twelve inches nearest the surface. 
att " | Now, as our early farm operations 

\ | were given to the growing of grain 4 

Ee 3 'for market, it is easy to see that we 
< pet ‘were constantly selling our farms, or, 

— in other words, they were becoming i 

less fertile. How can we retain this : 

fertility, or restore it if lost? ' 

“ey | How to Retain Soil Fertility. 

~~ | Either by feeding the products of 
iteiizig our fields to the farm animals, care- 

] | tunly returning the manure to the 

j jland, using commercial fertilizers, or 1 
’ jby growing some crop that can pro- 3 

° yy ese itself without exhausting the 
N y | soil. Such a plant is clover. 

Se z | Until quite recently it was a dis- 4 
S | puted question as to whether clover i 

Mr. McGilvra. | had the power to gather nitrogen from ii! 
the air. It was known that clover ' 

Of all the plants found on the farms! contained a large per cent. of nitrogen. / 

of our country none has a greater|it had also been. proven that a field ! 
value than clover. As a feed for all|after producing a crop of clover was Hi 

kinds of farm animals it is nearly a| more fertile than before and these } 
perfect ration. Where it came} facts, coupled with the one that the } 
from we will not stop to inquire. air was four-fifths nitrogen, led some i: 

I have heard of clover-sick Tands, | to think that perhaps clover could hi 
but think there is more land sick for) and did gather part of its nitrogen thy 

want of clover than from an over-|from the air. Our best authorities i 

dose. It is a fact that of the erase) are now agreed as to this, and we i 

and seeds used in their natural form|can readily understand why clover is 
as food for the human or animal | so desirable a crop to grow. ] 

families, clover contains a greater | Nor is trapping nitrogen from the 

proportion of nitrogen than phos-}air the only way clover has of secur- " 

phoric acid or potash, while the/ing fertility that would otherwise go 1H 

grasses and other roughage contain|to waste. Its roots, forcing them- - 
less nitrogen than phosphoric acid selves deep ino the sub-soil, gather M 

ii 

Hl 

iin}
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and force back to the surface 1erus..y | somewhat by circumstances. We 
that has been washed down by the|used to grow winter wheat and rye to 
rains or melting snows. In well-| seed with, but of late have been 
drained soils, the roots have been! obliged to drop the wheat. Many 
traced to a depth of eight feet. And | still sow grass seed in March, trust- 
this is not all. Their roots, by pen- ing to the thawing and storms to do 
etrating the lower strata of soil, have| the covering, but for several years we 

; in a measure done the work of the|/have waited until the ground was 
sub-soil plow and we find the land fairly dry before sowing and fol- 
warmer, dry, and in a much better| lowed with the harrow, preferring one 
mechanical condition, owing largely! not too heavy and with fine teeth. No 
to the humus left by the decaying! harra will be done the grain and with 

plant. us better results have followed. E 
Many of us remember how, in an If sown with spring grain, we pre- 

early day, our land did not require|fer wheat or barley. The wheat does 
near the labor to prepare a fine seed | not shade the ground so much as the | bed that is now necessary. This is| other spring grains and the season of 

1 owing to the lack of humus in oar eae for the barley is short, thereby } soils. Another fact that should not be giving to the young clover the sun- 1 lost sight of is that soils containing! light and moisture it so much needs. . 
an abundance of humus do not wash | ‘We have not had good success seed- 
So badly and nothing will bring about | ing with oats, as they are apt to lodge 
this condition better than clover grown} and smother the young clover. 
in short rotation. Last year we seeded one field, using The value of the fertility in a sea-|about one an one-half bushels of son’s crop of clover, as given by dif-|oats’per acre, and had good results. ferent authorities, varies about as We elso seeded a field, sowing the much as a story told by as many dif-) usual amount of oats per acre, and cut ferent persons, but ranges from $20.00; for Lay when nicely headed. We to $70.00 per acre. This is reckoning} secured a fine stand in this case, the nitrogen, phosphoric acid and} hut 1902 Was an exceptioral season. potash content at market prices. Com- If sowing clear clover, I would ad- pared with average barnyard manure, | vise using about six quarts per acre. P a crop of clover that would make two; A mixture of medium red and alsike tons per acre is equal to ten tons of| would give a better quality if clover manure, ba was needed. If timothy seed is Experiments in America and Eng-|to be sown, we use about four quarts land have proven that more pd and two of timothy. is left in the soil where the eee Varieties. 
crop has ripened a_ seed crop than a i s to varieties, we have grown oo a Of Als tae a ne for | the mammoth red, the medium red, wheat crop yaad ia. fieia | Uslike, and have about two acres of F | alfalfa, sown last spring, which went from which a crop of seed was taken > the preceeding year than if the sec- into the winter ts goo Shape: 
ond crop was plowed under for It my ground were of e sandy —— manure. An inverted’ clover . sod|° if I wished it for pasture or to plow 
ae ae ideal seed bed for any crop | under for manure, I should sow the especially potatoes. | mammoth. In moist lands alsike 

. does well, is very hardy, makes a bet- Seeding. ter quality of hay than the reds, but 
The time fer sowing the seed and | is more difficult to cure and makes 

i the amount per acre must be governed! but a scant second growth. Alsike 

en ee
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and red top make a find combina-jbut have never seen any bad results 

tion on the proper soils. Alfalfa in and have received much benefit, and 

Wisconsin is but little known, but) until it is clearly demonstrated that 

from reports it is a desirable variety; | we are standing in our own light shall 

however, I would not advise sowing continue, though always ready to 

largely until more is known regard- | listen to advice or criticism. 

ing it. | How to Make Clover Hay. 

How to Treat Young Clover. We are often asked how to make 

As soon as the grain is stacked,'clover hay. The term will admit of 

a Fay why oe TR: 
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Farm Home of Ge>. B. McGilvra. } 

we clip our young clover. Setting the | comparison, which would be about as 4 

knives as high as possible, we run the | follows: fair clover hay, good clover i 

mower over the young clover. This | hay and perfect clover hay. ‘| 

is to check the upward growth and| Fair clover hay would be made } 

cause it to stool or thicken, it also|about like this. The clover should be \ 

prevents weeds, if any, from going to | in full bloom, or a little riper. Mow tty 

seed. The clippings are left on the|when convenient, leave it to dry on fi), 

ground for a mulch. We have had|the ground, rake and draw in. This f 

clover that at harvest time was quite | is perhaps the cheaper method, and is 

thin on the ground, which, after being the one I was taught. The quality ‘i 

thus treated, would thicken so thatjof the product is better than timothy, 

before winter it was a perfect mat. |provided no rain fell during the pro- i 

We have been severely criticized for | cess. fi i 

this treatment of our young clover,| The method I have followed for sev- ii 

tat 

i 
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eral years and which I am fairly well Winter Killing. 
pleased with is as follows. The clover| The great drawback to growing should be in full bloom. I mow inthe clover is winter-killing. This can afternoon if possible. The next fore- partly be avoided by top dressing 
noon, after the dew is off, we use early in the winter, a light dressing, the tedder, going over once and if very | even, will keep the frost in, so that the heavy perhaps twice before noon. early spring thaws do not affect it. In The clover at this time is not dry driving several hours recently in enough so that the leaves will be| southern Wisconsin we saw but three broken off by the tedder. It is left fields where there was any clover in in a better shape to cure than the sight. So uncertain is it that many m wer left it. In the afternoon we have ceased sowing clover, while in i rake and bunch, making bunches of| north central Wisconsin I am told 4 about 150 pounds. In bunching hay, winter-killing is unknown. Certainly | we throw t-o dumps of the rake to-|as farmers their lines are cast in | gether for a foundation, then pitch pleasant places, for the farmer who is it onto this foundation, lifting each fork-| reasonably sure of a clover crop need 4 ful and placing it on top in such a} have but little fear of coming to i} manner that it will settle down like want. 

it a cap or roof. These are left eee say a aa 
the dew is off the next day, when they 

| are opened. In doing this, we do not | DISCUSSION. 
j tear them apart much, but taking the; Mr. Goodrich—in the Farmers’ In- top invert it, then as each forkful is| stitutes in other parts of the state, taken off invert or leave on edge, be-| they are always asking, how can we ing careful to get what was next slant a catch of clover? You don’t have ground. In the afternoon we cry | to ask it so much in this part, but in, being careful in mowing to keep! that is a good question to answer. it level instead of piling in the center Capt. Arnold—I have been in the and rolling each way. We ‘have fol- habit of sowing two and a half lowed this plan for several years with) bushels of oats broadcast to the acre. good success. By this course the; Last year I bought a disk drill ana ! hay is secured in about forty-eight | drilled my oats north and south, and ; hours from the time it is cut, put a bushel of oats and spring wheat Hay cut before the period of full] to the acre and had about sixty bush. bloom is more digestible than if cut els to the acre, and I got an excellent later, it is also harder to cure and|stand of clover. My idea was to must be handled differently, but! have open rows running north and where the acreage is large we must south, so as to admit as much as pos- begin sooner or lose much of the feed-| sible of the sun, and for a long time ' ing value. In this case, I would mow the clover has a good chance to get in the morning, rake and bunch in the/the sun and air. I shall put in a afternoon, and leave in the bunch for bushel and a half to the acre this several days. The after treatment year, and I believe I shall get as much would be the same as before. By this as if I sow two bushels broadcast. method the quality will be about per-| Mr. McGilvra—I use a rill for fect, if the weather has been favor-| sowing all grain. 

able, but we must bear in mind that | Capt. Arnold—There is another if we have followed up our work close-| thing. I vsed to raise hops and you ly, that before the first cut is in the | know you couldn’t sell the hops to the barn we will have considrable cut and brewery men because they had lost in the bunch. | their flavor. Now, the main thing in
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any article of diet is to have it a good) We grow the clover partly for fertility | } 

flavor, and if the clover is cured in|and partly to put humus in the soil. li i 

the cock or in the shed it will have a| Even if we know that clover is going aii 

fine flavor. Did you use hay caps in| to winter-kill we want to get as much Hh 

curing clover? of the humus growth as possible and a 

Mr. McGilvra—No, I never have|if we allow it to form one spindling 

used them, I would use them if I had| center shoot we won't get a great th 

them. One of my neighbors uses| deal. y | 

them and they are all right. A Member—I have clipped even in i 
Capt. Arnold—About what stage of|a very dry season, and it didn’t hurt i 

dryness is this hay when you rake it? | it. i 

Mr. McGilvra—Well, it is mowed in| Mr. McGilvra—Another point, if 

the afterncon. lying over night; it is|there are any weeds growing in your a) 

not dry enough so the leaves will} geld, you get rid of a good many weed li 

break off much, if any; it is greeD|seeds by the clipping. I am Satisfied ’ i 

enough so you can take and twist it)ihat my farm is getting cleaner every F 
and it won’t break, it is just about/year on account of this practice. My - i i 
fairly wilted, the moisture has gone|spring grain is put in with a disk, : Ni 

out some, but it is not dry so it will| without plowing, and I do not have i 

rattle. I don’t want my clover hay to! many weeds in the grain field. Bits 

vattle when 1 am pitching it around. Supt. McKerrow—Alfalfa is not , 

A Member—I have raised clover hay} clover, but I want to ask if you have ath 
in this country and if you cut it in|had experience with alfalfa? it 
the aiternoon the next morning it will} Mr. McGilvra—Only from last a 

be in the same condition as at the|spring’s sowing. 1 sowed about two HY 
time it is cut it is so heavy. It will] acres last spring. So far I think it is i, 
cure about three tons to the acre and | aj right. 14 | 

especially alsike. | Supt. McKerrow—Did you clip it Y | 
Mr. Jacobs—Don’t you think it} back last summer? it 

would be better to let that lie there a Mr. McGilvra—Yes, I clipped it a 

day or two before opening those) twice; the first time a little below the i { 
cocks? | surface, in. cutting oats off that field i | 

Mr. McGilvra—I want to cure it! for hay, they were lodged so badly I Bi 

without taking any chances on the/ had to set the mower right down. I Bt 
weather. Of course if the weather iE Pasngsr I had destroyed the alfalfa, t! i 
all right you will get better hay. but I had to clip it again. y 

Mr. Jacobs—We think we will take! Supt. McKerrow—Are there any | | 
our chances and get the better hay. |farmers in the audience who have | 

A Member—I think that is a good tried alfalfa? I see four hands. Mr. ho 
point in the paper about clipping | Stone, how many crops have you cut? eh 
clover. I know of fields that have) Mr. Stone—I cut two seasons, three By | 

been greatly damaged by growing up|crops each season, both very dry My | 
so rank and smothering out in piles|seasons. I think it is far better than i 
where they were rank. fe red clover for the average dairy- by 

Mr. McGilvra—I have practiced clip-| man. HH 

ping for ten years with good success.! Supt. McKerrow—Any other gentle i 
I have had fields where at harvest ! man who can give us any experience? 1 
time the clover is quite thin but this) This alfalfa question is practically a i 

clipping causes it to stool or menor one. | 
The claim is that there will be just as| A Member—I made a total failure " 
much weight in that clover plant be-|of it. It died out the first sum- li 
low the surface as there is peat bai i 

if 
ii
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Supt. McKerrow—Did you have aj falfa, and it apparently is doing well. nurse crop with it? Governor Hoard has now got twenty The Member—I had oats with it. acres of it on his farm. I know an- Supt. McKerrow—They nursed it to| other man who has twenty-six acres, death, I suppose. and where it was put in in good con- A Member—I sowed mine with oats| dition rs the — = did “4 and pastured a calf on it and the calf| grow so ig or lodge down so as did reat It appeared to me very | smother it, it has been doing well; healthy and green. they have got from three to four crops Prof. Shaw—I would like to ask/|a year, and in one instance, where the gentleman who succeeded in grow-|the land was excellent, the four crops ing alfalfa, exactly what kind of soil oe six hve a be’ sak eh meee po . d subsoil he has. ° That is the all as pre ; Serccuae question in growing alfalfa.| field. This spring there will be very \\ Mr.. Stone—We have a very thin|few farmers but what will try some {i soil, that is, the gravel is quite ce ed —o— Medi ste: Go i rface, but we have a hardpan . ‘ow—So 8 i} cane ee Bas to the gravel, ae: isso we first grew alfalfa sucecssfully. 1} would call a clay subsoil. Our soil ie Seeoty years ago we grew it suc- 4 not sandy soil or clay soil, it is burr | cessfully, but six years ago we began | oak openings, it can be termed clay; to grow it with more success than we 1 cam, or loamy clay. | have had with clover since. I believe i Prof. Shaw—What you call the/| that the soil has a good deal to do \ hardpan did not come near the sur | with it, and yet we are growing it on face, did it? i very heavy clay subsoil that had Mr. Stone—In some cases it Is not | been pretty well clovered and the sub- 
soil had been broken up somewhat more than a foct and a half from the; ith cl ee = lest } suriace. It seems to be a red clay; With clover; it is pretty hard digging and gravel mixed. iio p Seas oe ans ay hy 
roots have dug it all right. e prin- * hang haw—Can you dig in it witn cipal thing in my own experience ana ij Mr. Stone—Oh, yes. It is pretty oe a = * ~~ sone ! hard digging, especially in a dry sea-|T00t that will stand our winters, par- sl ticularly the first winter, is, first, in = having the land thoroughly rich so it Prof. Shaw—My conviction is, gen- will grow it cuick, second, and I guess tlemen, that the soils for alfalfa, if the most important, is clipping the 

they are in the alfalfa country, are alfalfa back several times. I think I j entirely different from the soils for would begin to clip it as soon ne ite | alfalfa under Wisconsin conditions. If big enough to clip, and do it again Hf I know anything about the soils for when it gets three, four or five inches alfalfa under our conditions, the best high, and be sure to clip it just as soils are the soils that are termed quick as you see yellow leaves on it. loam soils, with probably a little sand | Then you will get a root that will 
in them. The great matter is to have stand the next winter all right. Clip a clay subsoil that you can dig into it close to the ground, not under the with a spade. I believe anywhere, if ground, as Mr. McGilvra did. you have that kind of a subsoil, yon!” wr MeGilvra—1 didn’t clip it under are going to get alfalfa. the ground from choice, but I had to Mr. Goodrich—In Jefferson county, | get that oat crop off. I examined my there are a good many who within alfalfa last Saturday and Sunday and the last three or four years tried al-|I think_it has wintered all right, If
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Vai 
anything, it has wintered a little bet-,; simply sowing with an ordinary nurse | 
ter than the red clover. crop. Hh 

Prof. Carlyle—This matter of clip-| Mr. Johnson—I have had experi- i | 

ping back alfalfa is one that is inter-|ence of about thirty-six years with fie 
_ esting us at the Station, and I want| clover, and the best crop I ever raised uk 

to say something about a system we| was sowed with rye, and the rye cut ei i 

have followed for the past three years | off and then pastured instead of clip- ii 

in getting a catch of clover. In dry|ping back, we pastured it be- Ht 
seasons, we have had a great deal of| cause the rye was badly lodged, and | 

difficulty in getting a catch of clover,| we got fifty-six bushels of rye to the | 
but for the past three years we have/acre. I bought a flock of sheep and 

practiced seeding our clover with|they went all over the ground and ii} 

oats, and pasturing the oats off and|they ate that clover, and I thought as 
letting the cows and the sheep and the| they had destroyed the crop entirely, if 
calves do the clipping of the clover,|and in the spring, being a little late 4) 

and Professor Henry says we have! with our other work, we let that field i i} ? 

never had as gcod a stand of clover as| stand, and after a little while there 1 i 

in the past three years. When the | were stools appearing all over, and t 

cats are up about six or seven inches| we let things stand and finally cut off i M 
high, we turn in the cows and hogs|a crop for seed, and on twelve acres f 

and sheep and calves. Wehave to|I had 132 bushels,—twenty-eight Pt 
be careful about keeping them off in| pounds of clean seed, and I got $7.00 i 

the extreme hot weather, but during!a bushel for that seed, and that was | 
all last season the very best pasture | the best thing I ever did on my tarm. i 

we had on the farm, the pasture, Prof. Shaw—If there is any gentle- i 
which made cur cows milk best, was | man in this assembly who has had any it ' 

that oats and clover pasture, and wejexperience in growing small white Hi | 

got more pasture off of it per acre'clover for seed, I would be exceed- Py 

than we have simply sowing oe glad to have him communicate oI 
with oats, seeding with clover, and! with me at his convenience. I am sat- hi | 

we have a pasture the entire sonvon, | info that there are some parts of the eo : 
Prof. Shaw—I have advocated this!state of Wisconsin where that kind of ay 

system a half a dozen years in Min-| seed can be grown at a profit, and 1 i if 

nesota and in parts of Dakota, where| would like to see any one who is doing t 

they attempt to grow clover, and sat that kind of business. F 
far as I can learn, the very best! Supt. McKerrow—It has been grown 1 : 
stands were obtained in that way, al-| in Washington and Dodge counties to } 
though they might have been grown | my knowledge. Mr. A. F. Noyes, who hi i, 
in addition to oats or sown probably jis dead, grew it. If there is anybody ei 
with oats and wheat, or oats and bar-| in the audience who has grown white Nh 
ley, anything that will make good pas-| clover for seed, please raise his hand. 
ture for the cattle, and the trend of|Here a gentleman. Now, Profes- i 
testimony is that a stand can more|sor Shaw, keep your eye on that man i} 
surely be gotten that way than + |e, Dodge county. ( 

} 
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DRAFT HORSES. 

L. P. MARTINY, N orth Freedom, Wis. 

In speaking of this subject, I wish) uniformity of the class of horses in 
to treat it from the standpoint of the| that locality. No matter which breed 
average farmer, rather than from a| you choose, the good draft sires of all 
breeder’s standpoint. breeds should have all good points in 

A few years ago, when farmers | common. 
were all raising a greater or less num-} In general appearance the form of 
ber of colts on the farm, conditions}the draft sire should be broad, mas- 

4 became such that there was a great|sive, and well-proportioned, and 
: over-supply and naturally prices were} weigh from 1,700 to 2,000 pounds, de- 
j forced down. We are now confronted | pending on the class of mares he is to 

with another proposition. The raising|pe bred with. He should possess fine 
of colts is now the exception, rather! quality, as indicated by smooth bone, 
than the rule, on too many farms and} somewhat fiat in shape and hard, lean, 
we now have a good and growing mar-j well-defined tendons, and a fine hair 

{ ket for good draft horses. There arejand skin. The head should be medium 
| very iew farmers in the state whojsize and lean in appearance, a fine 
; could not raise one ér more colts| muzzle, large nostrils; eyes should be 
f each year and derive profit by so oe bright, clear and not too small, 

; ing. and well placed; the forehead should 
| With draft colts, they can be put to! be broad and full and should indicate 

Ight work on our farms and be use-| an energetic and good disposition; 
ful as well as profitable. By raising; neck should be well-muscled, high- 

} a few colts we can sell off the older) crested, with a fine throat latch and 
4 horses when they get to a marketable | large wind-pipe; shoulders should be 

: age and by so doing keep a young/sloping and extending smoothly into | 
class of horses that are Cconineatie | tke back; arm should be short and 

i improving year by year. {thrown back; forearm heavily 
4 | muscled, long, wide; knees should be 

The Sire. wide, clean-cut and strongly support- 
As in other lines of breeding, the! ed; canons should be short, lean, flat, 

sire is of the most importance as a\ with large tendons set back; fetlocks 
factor in improving our stock. In'should be wide, straight, and strong; 
the selection of a breed there is little! pasterns should be sloping, lengthy, 

ff to be said, as there are several draft} and strong, giving a good spring to the 
i} breeds and they are all good ones and legs and body; feet should be large, 

no one breed contains all the good | even size, with concave soles, strong 
horses. bars, large frog, wide heel, which 

It would be desirable for every! should be one-half the length of the 
farmer in a community to try to raise|toe and vertical to the ground. 
the same breed, or the grades of this! In body the chest should be deep, 
breed, because buyers will be at- wide, low, with large girth; ribs long, 
tracted to where they can find a uni- close-sprung and short coupling; back 
form lot of horses. If the Percheron} should be straight, short, broad and 
horse predominates in a certain com- muscular; loins wide, short, thick and 
munity, I would not recommend any|straight. The underline should be 
one to try to introduce Clydesdale or|long, with flank well let down. In 
Shire blood, as it would destroy the|the hind quarters the hips should be
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smooth and wide; croup wide and selves and not let some one interested 
muscular; quarters heavily muscled |in selling a horse form it for them. As 

and deep; hocks should be clean-cut,|a rule, companies formed by horse 

wide and straight. He should be/|salesmen pay from two to three and 

possessed of good action, as in-|even four times what. the horse ts 

dicated by a smooth, quick, long step, | worth. 

and the trot should be rapid, straight| A better way would be for the farm- 

and regular. lers to organize themselves and elect 
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A ring of two-year-old Clyde and Shire stallion colts at Wisconsin. State i 
Fair, 1903. s 

How to Secure Good Draft Sires. \@ committee to send to several breed- 1 
When farmers ceased to breed|ing or importing establishments and q 

horses a few years ago, there was, | thus have the opportunity of making fe, 
consequently, a decrease in the num-!a good selection and save perhaps one- j 

ber of sires and since there has come!half in the purchase price of a good 
to be a profit in raising good draft |horse over what it would be if he was 
horses we are confronted with a short- | shipped to a town and a company bh 
age of good draft sires. formed by the horse salesmen. i | 
Where there is no individual man | bes 

who has a good draft sire and no one ee Sees oe Mare Should be 
can be induced to supply, it becomes poamet \q 
necessary to form stock apes In the selection of brood mares, Mj 

and a number of farmers buy their! choose those that are of the draft type { 

own horse. This is a very good plan, jana form as much as possible. Never } 
providing the farmers do it them-'try to raise draft colts from a trot- ie 

Hi 

lat
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ting bred or coach mare, or a mare, winter, when they cannot get any 

that has no draft qualities whatever. | other succulent food, in connection 
When using ordinary grade mares for) with the roughage. 

breeding, try to have them. as heavy | The brood mare should get plenty 

boned as possible and a good sire will|of exercise at all times. It is the 

furnish a great deal in the way of size| nature of the horse to be out in the 
and quality. iE and in motion a great deal of the 

Always see to it that your breeding|time. Perhaps there is no better way 

stock is sound, as any defects are | of exercising draft brood mares than 

liable to be inherited, and if you have! to keep them at light, steady work, or, 
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A pair of McLay Bros. prize Clyde fillies as seen at Wisconsin State Fair, 

‘ 1¢03. 

ii a horse that is defective in feet and ;,if we have no work for them, as is 
legs and wind, you almost have no;joften the case during the winter 

horse at all. |months, they should have the range 
lof a large field, or the whole farm 

Management and Care of the Brood | wouig be better, where they get ample 

Mare. lexercise and plenty of pure air. Horses 
In the management and care of | may be kept out in this way, even in 

the brood mares, the feed need not be | quite cold weather, without appear- 
different in quality from that fed at jing to suffer any inconvenience. 

other times, only it should usually be} As foaling time approaches, let the 
somewhat greater in quantity. As to brea be loosening in character and do 
feeds to use, oats are perhaps the best | not change the condition of the mares 
single feed, yet bran and corn silage|to any considerable extent. If they 
may be fed with beneficial results in| have been in the habit of working, it
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is safe to keep them working right up deal better for the colts, while the 
to foaling time.-  ~ | mare is more agreeable to work. 

Care of the Colts. | Aim to keep the colts growing well 

If all goes well at foaling time, we|and see to it that they are getting a 

should begin at once the development |S00d grain ration and are in good 
of our colts. Teach them to eat,|thrift at weaning time. They will 
which can be done when they are from| then undergo this tax in better shape 

one to two weeks old, by providing a lthan if not properly cared for. 

self-feeder where they can get oats at | Always aim to keep them growing 
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Pair of road horses, first at Milwaukee Horse Show, second at. State Fair, 

1903, owned and driven by Geo. Harding, Esq. | 

all times, and bran is good in (= a good, thrifty condition on feeds i 

dition. There is never any danger of \that are rich in bone and musclemak- ih 
a young colt eating too much and the jing material, but do not encourage a } 

colt will be seen at this box many | Savacabandaace of fat by feeding car- 

times a day. | bonaceous foods, such aS corn, as L hy 

In the management of colts, we|this will spoil the best colt. j 
never allow the colts to run with ~~ The first year after weaning is a 

mother while she is at work, or on!usually the hardest time in the life of ki 
the road, as both colt and mother will \the colts and we should give them in 

worry a great deal for each other, | extra care and feed at this time, as it iii 

while, if left in the barn, they soon | will effect a saving in the end and W 

learn to forget each other for the | develop them into better horses and \ 

time they are apart and it is a great | horses of finer quality. iy 
ih 
Hy 
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j DISCUSSION. two out of the six by eae ig them 
seo ou think of|Silage alone. We gave them corn, 

Gane seas oe but no other roughage, except the 

Mr. Martiny—It is very good feed,| Silage. We killed those two steers, 
but must be fed in limited quantities, | but we saved the farmers of Ontario a 

We feed about fifty pounds to seven| great many steers. I am in favor of 
horses twice a day. Half a bushel/| feeding ensilage as strongly as any- 
for a day would be all right. If you] body, but I don’t want the farmers to 
feed too much, it is apt to scour them. | kill off their horses and steers when 

It has the same effect as feeding on| they can prevent it by giving them a 

grass. We always allow them all the! little roughage. 
dry feed they will consume by way; Supt. McKerrow—The idea ig cor- 
of oats, straw and corn stalks. Of} rect, the right amount is a good thing. 

| course you should feed roughage with;We are pleased with our several 
your silage. years’ experience feeding horses with 

} Prof. Shaw—A man in Minnesota|ensilage, but I wouldn’t want to feed 
P lost four horses last winter, all that/them all ensilage; at the same time, 

| he had, by feeding them silage with-|Mr. Bradley’s experience goes to 
} out any roughage at all. show that it won’t kill all horses. 

Mr. Bradley—Three years ago we | However, I expect that his ensilage 
{ had a very dry time in our country; was well matured, good, sweet en- 

} and our hay crop was very light, but| silage. 5 
! we could keep the corn going by cul-| Prof. Carlyle—And he didn’t feed it 
, | tivation. Our silo was full, and along| very long in that way. 

| in March we found that all the coarse| yr. Rietbrock—During the winter 
' fodder we had was some two-year old|I have fed brood mares from four to 
; straw that was in the stack and | five pounds a day, one ration, in con- 
\,} musty, but we fed those horses on;nection with prairie hay and a little 
| silage from the middle of March till}grain, and have had good results. 
y? grass came, all those horses got was} Supt. McKerrow—We aim to feed 
ry silage, and some of that straw, which|our horses according to their in- 
it they ate very little of, and our) dividuality. We have one horse that 
by) horses never did better work than| turns’ up his nose at ensilage, and we 

i that spring. We fed them plenty of|don’t make him eat it, he doesn’t 
grain and’ put a little of this old|eat three pounds a day probably. We 

| straw into the manger. I do not ad-| have other horses that are very glad 
vocate feeding silage in those large! to eat up fifteen pounds a day, and t | quantities, but if you run out of! that is about all we care to feed them. i fodder feed, the silage is first rate to! Question—Is corn fodder good 

‘| have. jrough feed for horses? 
’ Prof. Shaw—We made some tests} Mr. Martiny—It is, if you can se- 

in this direction at the Ontario Sta-|cure it in good condfion, but too 
tion. We fed six steers and we killed many farmers feed mouldy fodder. 

i a i al
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BREEDS OF SHEEP. 

: Supt. GEO. McKERROW, Madison, Wis. 

Many inquiries about breeds of.Lincoln, Leicestershire, Devon Long 
sheep come to the office of Farmers’ | Wool, Romney Marsh and Wensley- 

Institutes. Some of these show the | dale. The Scotch black-faced breed 
grossest ignorance on the part of/may be included in this last classifica- 
the writers in regard to the best |tion. 
known breeds. For this reason we | “The native homes of all these 
will spend a few minutes today in dis-|breeds, with the exception of the 

cussing this question. |Merinos and Persian, are to be found i 
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Cotswold Lambs Bred in Northern Wisconsin. 

| 

The Wool Breeds. in the limited area of the tight little 

First we will divide or classify the| island of Britain. In Britain, breeds 
breeds along the wool line. The} have been developed to suit location, f 
fine wools are produced by the Mer-|S0ils, markets, environments, and the | 
inos; the American Merino and De-| fancies of the breeders in certain dis- 

laine Merino, descended from the| tricts. Ih 
Spanish with American improvement, All the above mentioned long wool i 

the Rambouillet of Spanish descent| breeds are white in color of face and bf 

and French and German development. |leg, except the Scotch black face. All i 

The middle wools include such|the middle wools are dark-faced, ex- ti 

breeds as Southdown, Hampshire, Ox-| cept the Dorset and Cheviot, with the F 

ford Down, Shropshire, Dorset, Suf-| Welsh Mountain dnd Persian white, W 

folk, Cheviot, Welsh Mountain andj} spotted and dark. \! 

the Persian fat-tailed species. The American Merino, with his in 
The long wools are the Cotswold,! wrinkles, possesses the finest wool, hh 

re 

it
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heaviest weights of wool and yolk. when properly fed. He is the aristo- 
The various Delaine families of this| crat among mutton sheep. The Suf- 

breed are quite free from wrinkles}folk is somewhat rangier, with very 

and, while by no means a mutton) good quality of flesh. 
breed, are of a better mutton form The Hampshire is of a rougher, 
than their wrinkly brothers. The|larger, heavier-boned class, a good 
Rambouillets are not as fine in “eek eae producer and grows these lambs 

but of larger form and coarser build,| very rapidly, but when older does not 

with a little more of mutton form,| fatten 2s readily as some of the other 

but Merinos in their pure state are | dark-faced breeds. 
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| Prize Southdown Lamb Owned by Geo. McKerrow & Sons. 

- 

jj not the producers of high-class mut- The Shropshire, but a little larger 
i ton. | than the Southdown, but not as plump 

The middle wools, and _ especially|and rotund in make-up, is a very pop- 

those of the dark-faced breeds, are| lar sheep the world over. This is 

the favorites of the butchers and| probably the best known breed in 

mutton consumers of the world, as| this country today, having the largest 

well as with the mutton producers| number of breeders and animals re- 
who are looking for good and quick corded. This breed is a good lamp 

returns. producer, carries a fleece of good qual- 
The Southdown stands out as the | ity and deserves its popularity... The 

ideal of quality in mutton form, be-;craze of Shropshire breeders of late 

ing compact and heavily fleshed in}years for very wooly heads has to 
leg of mutton, loin and back cuts, as|/some extent lost the good mutton 
well as being of fine grain and flavor | backs.
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. The Oxford Down is the largest andja general way, against the popularity 
heaviest fleeced of all the Down/of the breed. 
breeds; some of its heaviest speci-| The Cheviot, a hill breed from | 
mens weigh over four hundred pounds | southern Scotland, is finding many | 

and probably no breed, except the| admirers, but as yet has not made 

Lincolns, has produced heavier | much headway. It has much of the 

weights. This is the second breed | general form of body and class of wool 

in popularity in this country among | of the Shropshire, with a white face 

mutton breeds, as denoted by the; and head free from wool. 

number of breeders and animals rod The Persian fat-tail is more noted 
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First and second prize flocks of Oxford Downs at the Pan-American Expo { 

sition, Buffalo, 1901, owned by Geo. McKerrow & Sons. it 

corded. The size, width of body,,as yet for a curiosity than for any i} 
weight of fleece, production of large,| qualities that are outstanding along t 

good lambs, coupled with  their| the line of utility. whl 
smoothness, quality and hardiness, are| The Cotswold, best known of the thy 
the qualifications which are rapidly|long wools in America, is a large, hy 
widening this breeds’ field of popu-| stylish, stately sheep, with a heavy Ey 

larity. fleece of long, lustrous wool of the i i) 
The Horned Dorset is especially} coarse, combing class. Many of the hi 

noted for the production of autumnrbest specimens of this breed Nave iii) 

lambs for use as Christmas lambs{ been imported to Wisconsin. i 
and early winter lamb in the cities.| The Lincoln is the largest of Brit- if 
The large horns of both sexes are, in|ish breeds, with wool of much the itl 
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same quality as that of the Cotswold. | in their flesh and when fattened they 
This breed has had quite a boom of} have a tendency to put the fatty tis- 
late years in England and has to some/sue around the stomach and intestines 
extent grown in popularity on this/and on the kidney, more than among 
side of the water. the muscular tissues of the body. 

The Leicestershire, of much the| The middle wool breeds, when fat- 
same type and class as the two breeds|tened, both layer and marble their 
just mentioned, with a head free from! meat well. This quality makes them 
wool covering, has found a footing in| winners both on foot and on the block 
many places on this side of the water, | and popular with buyer and con- 
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| ist Prize Pen of Horned Dorset Ewes at the English Royal Show of 1901. 

but cannot be said to have had any ;sumer. Their good flesh-making 
great booms. For wide, smooth backs, | qualities above mentioned are also of 
no breed excels them. value in maturing the lambs early, 

Mi The Devonshire, Romney Marsh and | thus giving the breeder the chance to 
Hy Wensleydale breeds, of the same gen-|put them on the market at almost any 

eral characteristics as the other long |age from six weeks to a year. 
wools, have not gained any popularity| The long wools place much more 
with American buyers. fat in and upon their carcasses, thus 

not giving as good quality of carcass, 
Some of the Mutton Breeds. but heavy weights when mature that 

Mutton being the primary consider-|sell at a somewhat lower price. 
ation for the American flock-master of| The larger long wool breeds are all 
today, we would not do our duty uu-|the products of rich low-land sois 
less we discussed these breeds briefly |that produce large amounts of rapid 
from this standpoint. growing herbage. The middle wool 

All Merino families are very lean| breeds are the products of lighter and 
.
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higher soils, except the Oxford Down,| breed. This is a pretty big question. 

whose home is in a comparatively rich|In Marathon county, the northern 

district, which shows in the size and| part of Clark, and all this clay loam } 

development of the largest of the|district where these trees grow so 

Down, or dark-faced breeds. It is|high and wide, if you are aiming at 

true that such breeds as the South-|meat production, I should say you | 

down and Shropshire have been de-| should select a breed of animals like 

veloped into larger frames with| the trees that grow here, not especial- 

heavier fleeces when grown upon| ly high, but wide, thick. Considering i 

richer soils, where better feeds| the climatic conditions here, I should : 

abound; thus proving that environ-| want to consider the outside covering, 

ment and care have much to do in the|or overcoat, I should say that you 

development of breeds. would want a class of sheep that car- 
Sete ried a pretty good overcoat. I would ih 

want some length and some firmness ) 
DISCUSSION. in it, fairly long and as close as you 

Question—What sheep do you pre-|can get it to get it fairly long, but not if 

fer? so long that these cold winds will 
Supt. McKerrow—My choice wouldn’t/ whip it up in the fall or in the win- i 

help you any. If I want a large,|ter. I am not in favor of a very long, | 
growthy lamb, to put on the market at|lashy fleece, but rather a compact tt 

six or eight weeks old, I will use a} fleece. Another point, your soil | 

larger breed than the Southdown,} must be rich here to raise these big | 

which I might use if I was after a/trees and the herbage is rich, and you { ' 

mutton chop. For such lambs, I amjcan develop large breeds, say, Oxford- HH 

partial to the Oxford, but the Hamp-| shire, or possibly the smaller Shrop- * 
shire might give as good satisfaction. | shire; the Shropshire might be the HI 

Mr. Rietbrock—Considering the con-| best for this district. Z i} 
ditions that prevail in this country,| Mr. Rietbrock—I find the Shrop- Fl 
say Marathon county, what breed|shires all right. rh) 
would be the best for a lot of farm-| A Member—We find the Leicester- eit 
ers to go into? I believe with Mr. 'shire best in Canada. cH 
McKerrow that it would not be a good| Supt. McKerrow—They are now : 

plan for one farmer to take one breed| crossing those Leicestershire flocks : 4! 

and his neighbor another, and another|for lambs with some of the dark- 3 Me 
neighbor still another, although they|faced breeds as a rule. That is true > oe 

might be practically equally good, but|in England. In the white-faced dis- i 

I would like to see the farmers in the|tricts, they are crossing a great deal } 

same locality all have the same good| with the Hampshires, Oxfords and f | 

breed. Is there anything in that,| Shropshires for the lamb market. Re 

Mr. McKerrow? Question—But you did not tell us f 
Supt. McKerrow—Yes, there is a|the best sheep. my 

good deal in that if your lambs are Supt. McKerrow—The one that will fel 

sold in carload lots, but one farmer|make the most mutton on the least Hi 

may aim to raise lambs to sell on the} feed at the time when it will suit you ay 

Easter market, while another would| best to sell him, so you can see you ib } 
aim to raise lambs for the June mar-| will have to do your own thinking and feel 

ket, and’ another to raise lambs to sell |make your own selettions. I can only i 
in carload lots later on in the same|give you some information and you id 
season, so that the same breed would|must decide for yourself when you \ 
not do for all of them, but if they|want to sell your lamb crop and 
are all going to produce lambs to put| Which breed will suit your soils, if 

on the market at the same time, there | methods of handling and time of sell- i 

is a great deal in having the same/ing, and the market you sell in. " 
' 

i
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CARE AND FEEDING OF SHEEP. 

R. E. ROBERTS, Corliss, Wis. 

Successful sheep husbandry de-jto secure the full digestion of the pends on the attention to these tm | fod, At each time feed no more than essential factors, carefully carried/ they can consume. 
though with the utmost regularity. It 
is quite as essential how feed is given Good Feeding. 
to the flock as the kind given to Every shepherd is cognizant of the 
realize the full benefit to the shepherd. | fact that good feeding is the funda- 

Sheep are not generally thought to! mental principal of better breeding 
} 
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| Lambs on Clover Aftermath, Sept. 1, 1903, on farm of R. E. Roberts. j 

be so intelligent as most of our do-jand improvement. Its character- 
mestic animals, however they are very | ist'es are inherited by converting the 
sensitive to every minute that passes | best feeds into growth, and the great- 
after the usual feeding hour has ar eat per cent. of high-priced mutton of 
rived; they will announce its arrival early maturity. 
by restlessness, which means wear on We also cannot ignore the results of their systems and loss of flesh, there- good feeding upon the fleece. Every 
fore the more regular and systematic set-back of the sheep by Scanty, 
we are in feeding, the less food it will damaged, or poor feeding is marked 
take to keep them in good condition. | by a weak spot.in the fleece, in which 
The intervals should be so divided as the fiber breaks, the growth is ar-
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rested, and the wool is greatly re- In my experience I know of no one 

duced in value. Also guard against feed equal to clovers, but owing to 

seeds and chaff getting into their the shortage of clover hay during the 

wool, as it also depreciates its value, winter just past I have successfully 

Foods vary in composition. Some fed my sheep on oat and pea hay, 
consist of the carbohydrates mostly, early cut millet hay, and corn fodder, 

or fat formers, as timothy hay, corn with a light ration of bran. 
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Corn grown on land formerly a peat slough made tillable by tile drainage; 
picture taken Sept. 1, 1903 on farm of R. E. Roberts. 

fodder, oat straw, millet and corn. Exercise. I 

Others are richer in protein, or flesh | Another point in the care of ewes i 

and bone formers, as clover hay, Oat|during the winter is abundant and \ 
and pea hay, oats, bran, and oilmeal. /qaily exercise. This is imperatively i 

As a guide in the choice of feeds in j essential for the development of ij 

common use, there are tables with|strong lambs. To secure this, give q 

the nutritive ratio given. The care-|them the run of a cornfield from hl 

ful feeder will make up such a ration|which the corn has been removed, or il 
as will be best for the purpose fed.|they can be fed corn fodder daily, i 

| 
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when the weather permits, some a and too costly at this advanced 
tance from their barn, where they will! age of agriculture, as it is more or 
eagerly hasten for this feed and ob-!jess infected with sheep’s worst 
tain a good deal of exercise in this | enemy, internal parasites. A good 
way. With our mutton breeds we) dressing of air-slacked lime on an old 
should have ample accommodation for} pasture, two weeks previous to the 
feeding them their hay under cover. | fiock being turned cut, will give good 

results for the labor, or divide the 
Shelter. pasture and plow the land, grow 

Their barn need not bea _ costly clover, oats and peas, rape and other 
structure, but must be dry and pro-| green crops, and double the capacity 
vided with an abundance of light, —) fer feeding the flock, but I urgently 

He well ventilated. As a sheep is | advise the rotation of crops to keep 
4 naturally provided with a warm coat | the land pure and provide new pas- 

j that is impervious to the cold, it is| ture. 
only necessary that it be kept dry.| Stagnant or pond water should be 
A ‘dark, damp, warm barn is as a| guarded against, as it is liable to be 

j dungeon to them, in such guaiters | contaminated with larve of the pesti- 
they will not thrive or eat well. Cold! jont parasites. The ficck should be 

} draughts blowing through the-r barn | supplied with pure water in troughs 
| are also unhealthful. In our section | prmped from deep wells. A short 
} of the country, where the winters are; time after the haying season is over, 

long and severe, their barn should, be the sheep are turned on the meadows 
Mm! constructed with ample space for/to graze on the tender aftermath of 

i i their hay racks, watering troughs, salt|/clover and t'mothy. 1 alse sow 
2 troughs, and other devices. For our| clover or rape on all the oat land. 
7! mutton breeds, a safe basis from| After the grain is harvested, I turn 

i which to estimate is twelve square! the flock on the oat fields to pick the 
, feet for a sheep. loose heads cf grain and _ sweet, 
* young clover, or rape. Handled in t Shearing. this manner, the flock is in good con- 

} Shearing should be done previous to) aition for the coming winter. ; their being turned out to pasture, as| When we awaken to the necessities | the ewes that are shorn early rear| of this important industry and apply } the finest lambs and they put on in-| our energies in doing our best, we 
stead of losing flesh by not carrying| shall find care and food are equally ' their fleece in the warm weather. /| as important as good blood. Blcod 4 | sheep tick can never obscure himself makes individuality; care and feed- 

ai from the eye of the true shepherd.| ing develop it. Proper care, good feed- ' Ticks and sheep cannot be raised to- ing and good breeding go hand in 
gether profitably. A week after| hand in the preduction of high class 
shearing, the sheep and lambs should sheep and mutton. 
be dipped to destroy the ticks in one crs 
of the commercial sheep dips. DISCUSSION. 

: Pastures. Question—What would you say was 
Sheep are especially pastoral ani-| the cause of weak lambs? We have 

mals and close croppers. A typical] had them. If we did not attend to pasture is a clean, new pasture with a| them regularly morning and night, 
dense growth of short grass, so close- they would be lying down in the morn- ly covering the ground that they will ing, they wouldn’t suckle, and scme of not pull up the root. them would die. 

An old pasture is dangerous to the Mr. Roberts—If you will tell me
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the conditions under which you win-| woody altogether for sheep to use as W 

tered those sheep, what you fed them|any large part of their ration. | 

on, and how much exercise they had,| Mr. Ee and pea hay cut 
perhaps I can give you an answer. early makes good feed. 

The Member—I fed them second} Supt. McKerrow—You can _ feed | 
crop clover, and then timothy with a| timothy hay, if you have to feed it, i 

little clover in it. Then about a} with some oilmeal, oats, or ensilage. : 

month before lambing time, I started] Question—How much silage can i 

feeding them oats. For exercise, I| you feed without ill effects? i ! 

had them re in the a part of ae Supt. eee ee Sts 

winter nearly every day, running|and are very well suited wii ; i 

around the straw stack, and the yard./it is the cheapest succulent feed we 1 
Later in the winter I kept them close-|have ever fed. I don’t think it is : 

ly confined. quite equal to roots, but it is good, h 

Mr. Roberts—The: trouble — ee but you must be sure it is good, sweet i 
of exercise. If the ewes hai ensilage, made from matured corn, { 
plenty of exercise, with a light ration and then you can feed two fair rations { i 
of bran, you would have had strong|a day, with scme roughage, of course. cin 
lambs. Give them what they will eat up " 

Supt. McKerrew—I understand you | nicely in half an hour each end of an 

fet all your clover in the early part | the day. eu 

ef the winter. I think it would have) Capt. Arnold—I don’t think you said uj 

been better to have given one feed Sie about the openings in your Hi 
the clover, letting it last longer, and|sheep barn. ay 
fed some of the timothy at the same| Mr. Roberts—You want a barn well Hi 

: time. ventilated, extending east and west, ard 
Mr. Reberts—Certainly. If I only , With docrs and windows in the south aH 

had a small quantity of clover, hoe and ay in the. east ae WI 

would feed it lightly each day, and/West ends. For a small flocks. I : 
make it last as long as possible. weap giuioe = oe Geese i 
Question—Wouldn’t you prefer a a larger a ee feet wide. Hi 

cornstalks to timothy hay if you had| ‘apt. Arnold—I think it better to Hd 
them? j have the wide opening anyway; it is 5 | 

B |bad to have your sheep crowd in. all 

on Roberts ee sir. coe eos A Member—On our lands up here, nt 
ect. erable to late cu ze clear up the land and then put it 

eee Sa {sheep on. } 
oe eee aoa ae por A Member—Clover comes naturally i 

a flock of sheep cn Umothy hay? ‘here, and blue grass in a short time. i | 
Mr. Roberts—No, sir. You cannot|y pelieve it is a good thing to put in: } } 

keep sheep healthy on timothy hay! 4,, ; gt coe ‘| ae while it is growing it makes very ity 
alone. good pasture, and the sheep eat it 
— would rather have readily. In a season or two, the ill 

marsh hay. white clover crowds it out, and then t 
ae bow goat al Rag ae an — a et kind of pasture i 

on this new land. tee 

must depend on largely, I would ra | Supt. McKerrow—I have never 
cut it very early, before it blossoms, | ead grass seed on lands in northern 4 

in 4 ee cine cae — Wisconsin, but I have sowed it on new 
wor cure it, bu much |lands in southern Wisconsin, and I i 
better fer your sheep. As soon as it| find that the best mixture on new land A 

gets into the blossom stage, it is too|is a mixture of timothy, June grass
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| and medium red clover and a good eat them, but I don’t think they could amount of alsike,.. That makes 3| eat @ large rutabaga. : 
good mixed pasture for two or three! Mr. Stiles—Would oats and peas be 

~ yearsand by the time the blue grass| good for the little lambs; I mean “-andsthe white clover have worked in, | ground? 
it:has: become a good, continuous} Mr. Roberts—Yes, sir, It is good opasture, feed. I would prefer to feed a little 

Mr. Nordman—You will notice all/bran and cornmeal ground coarsely 
through ‘these slashings the white | along with it and add a little oilmeal. 
clover has started. You put in your; Question—In regard to dipping 
timothy and it covers spctg not = a a will those ticks die 
covered before, migat aw 

} i Mr. Gaodrich—Coyer it oe 2 mr Sener SY will die within 
haye etter . 4 = SORE TNS * A Member—Last year was the first 

r Mr. Nordman—About how much _ sa nne® =oP oe 
! grain ration do you give to your ewes aoe outside, and.t didut . boow 

1 i during the winter? whether I had killed them properly. Mr. Roberts—Half a pound per head Mr, Roberts—If you have not a 
Per Oa. Siteee trawetanns he Wee a ere you can crowd the flock | ter, with corn fodder, oats and pea|“!PP* ° 

closely in a corner of the yard and :; hay, and early cut millet for roughage, | thoroughly sprinkle them. The lambs is with good results. The bran must Ve tan be dipped in i hertel a moistened when fed, to prevent wing | “2 4 ae , hh 
Question—In feeding these ewes 1 frem blowing it out of the troughs. and lambs cats and as and bran, .} vestion—Do you prefer bran to aS ; 7 sags how much per sheep would you feed? ; — | Mr. Roberts—That depends. al- { Mr. Roberts—Yes, sir. If the! :,esther-on what hind of coarse feed 4 sheep are in good condition, it is 3| you have got and what you are feed- " more laxative feed; then toward lamb- ing for. 

ing time we feed cats, and also in-| The Member—I am feeding clover 
1 crease the bran ration. hay and husked corn fodder. 1 Question—Wouldn't flax meal be Mr. Roberts—I should feed a ewe 
! gocd to mix in? a pound or a pound and a half a day : Mr. Raberts—Yes, sir, but I would/it I was calculating to get those not feed over ten per cent. of their lambs onto the early market, and I i grain ration oilmeal, should make bran one-half the grain Ru Qvestion—How many carrots would feed, if the ewe was in good flesh. | yeu feed to a flock of sheep? Supt. McKerrow—If his clover hay Mr. Roberts—I never fed carrots to} is two-thirds of his ration, he wouldn't 

a great extent; one pound per head | neeq so much bran. 
per day, or half a bushel to a flock of} Prof. Carlyle—There is one thing I thirty head would be a gaod feed to weuld like to say about sheep dips start with. I would slice them. and dipping. We have tried four A Member—after the lambs are old| different kinds of these proprietary enough, I don’t think you can give a) sheep dips and they have not any of sheep too many roots, but you can|them been entirely satisfactory, We easily do it before that, have practiced during the past two Mr. Rietbrock—Don’t you think it years, in the semi-annual dipping would be as well to throw the roats| which we give our sheep, adding a out whole to them as ta slice them? | pound of powdered sulphur to each Prof. Shaw—It would, if they could! five gallons of prepared dip. Then
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you catch every tick and every little, Supt. McKerrow—Have you been 

red louse which may be troubling| using sulphur with the arsenical dips 

your sheep. The sulphur seems to|like Cooper’s? If not, I think you 

stay in the wool and acts as a sort} will find it unnecessary, That re- 
of protection, and we find it much} mains in the wocl. 

more gatisfactcry in reaching sheep; Prof. Carlyle—Using the sulphur 
ticks than is the dip alone, it doesn’t | with the other dips simply makes 

do any harm and is very cheap. | them as good as the Cooper dip. 

BEEF IN WISCONSIN. 

ALEX. A. ARNOLD, Galesville, Wis. ( 

- | 
} | will go begging for a purchaser, The ‘ 

i |\largest roem in this world is the room j 
| for improvement, and if a man thinks 

) he can make money by raising cattle ' 

with no breeding he will be disap- ' 
} pointed, for that day has passed i 
/ | never to return, t 

| As in everything else, the feeder 1 

. must have an ideal beef animal in | 

Rs his mind’s eye, else he knows not ' 
‘ } |what to strive for. The beef-eating 

| nations rule the world and people \ 

ore getting more and more particular 

‘ as they learn the difference Letween { 

nice, juicy, toothsome heref with 

fine flavor, and tasteless, tough beef, 

ae such as is the result of ill-breedinz, ' 

. combined with poor food and neglect. ; 
P | | Favor is one of the essentials to 
De ~} | pees digestion, applicab‘e to all 
oe | food for man or brute, so if we may ' 

| | | expect good digestion, we should have 
isan y fine flavored hay, cut in season and y 

EEE SS ee as much as possible in the ‘ 

shade, Every man who keeps track 

Mr. Arnold. jot the greatest meat market in the 
world at the Union Stock Yards, of I 

The truth of the matter is, there/ Chicago, knows the reputation of 

are few good beef cattle in this oon ice beef. Most of our cattle | 
but so long as farmers undertake to|sell for from $1.00 to $3.50 per hun- | 
raise beeves, it behooves them to | dred and but few get any where near fi 

raise the best quality and fit them|the top, so there is ample room for | 
for the market in a manner that will|lectures and improvement in this Ny 

bring the greatest net returns. Nojline. Cattle sell at all the way from f 
farmer is rich enough, or even poor | $1.00 to $6.00 or $8.00 per hundred i | 

enough to afford to raise cattle that /alive. When a feeder can clear $2.00 il 

| 

. i} 

Hi
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per hundred when he sells his steers, How to Raise the Best Kind of a Calf. 
for from $5.00 to sped ed bundred, | Calves should have good, growthy 
how much he can make when he sells! mothers. With care on these points 
for $2.00 per hundred is a connum-| desirable steers can be produced from 
drum. ie cows, except the so-called most 

pronounced dairy type. These have Shocsing she Sirs. | their place, but not in the feed lot. 
Experience proves that a well-bred} The best kind of a calf that will 

sire is more than half the herd. A|ripen into an ideal steer may be ob- 
sire that is admitted to registry is| tained by raising him on his dam, but 
the very least that can be asked, but‘!in many parts of Wisconsin, where 
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Residence of Alex. A. Arnold. 

this is not sufficient. He should be, the lands are high, it is doubtful if 
gcod in all desirable eee ee | ee =e wre “bese = 
and so bred that by tracing his an-) justify is methor where it is in- 
cestry you may find these same points|tended to keep a steer until it is 
prominent in all, thus insuring pre-|about two and one-half years old. In 
potency. This is one of the arts of | raising calves by hand, new milk 
good breeding and cannot ve oe a eee warm Hig te om 

The sire should always be kept in| for a east one month, an en 
a vigorous condition from birth, with | gradually get to skim milk, always 
plenty of exercise and sunlight. Ani-| fed at about blocd heat, taken slowly 
mals, like plants, flourish best in the; and in limited quantities. wee aye 
sun. Darkness means death to every | weeks old a good calf will like a 
living thing, except bacteria, and | little hay ana shortly a few oats, and 
there this flourishes at its best. [these should be increased as fast as
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practicable and not get him off his, Like the cow that gives milk, it is 

feed. I feed fine ground, sifted corn-| not always the largest producer that 

meal, well cooked in a gruel and | yields the largest net profits; it is 

mixed with milk; a little at first when | more likely to be the animal that 

going from fresh to skim milk, and | best digests its food and puts the 
increasing according to his capacity.| flesh where it is wanted without waste 

It keeps him in better flesh than oil-| of feed. 
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Alex. A. Arnold’s Shor horn Herd and Barn, j 

meal and is not as liable to cause The Ideal Calf. 

scours. The calf shculd be fed so as to cul- 

A stunted calf seldom pays for its|tivate a good, healthy, capacious : 

feed and should be disposed cf as a,stomach. capable of standing the 
calf. Calves should not be allowed strain of the final tinish. Steers that i 
on short, quick-grown grass; if turned, have good backs and hams, short legs, j 
to pasture it should be well-matured)and pony built, with little cheap meat 

and the sugar well in the blade.|and waste, that put the fat well 
Room for exercise in the sun is im-|through the carcass and finished be- hi 

perative, but when flies are bad they|fore they are three years cld, should 

must be kept in a dark stable, or | weigh about fourteen hundred pounds 

otherwise protected. Encourage ay and are what the markets demand and | 
f disposition to eat roughage and do, bring largest prices. These, if right- NM 

not overcrowd when young. I find | ly handled, will dispose of a large i} 

that a nice, fragrant clover hay will | amount of cheap food and give the ‘ 

grow and fatten an animal often as/best net returns. 
fast as all the grain it can eat with| The high-priced cuts are at the loin i 

over-ripe, ill-cured hay. | and extend on the back, decreasing in Ff 

| 

teh
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value as they approach the extremi-|If sold for five cents he would 
ties. A goad, wide back, with Seiee! ee Ce eee 

E hams, are all important in an ideal! A profit of ................... 9.00 
beef creature. He is a thing of|If sold for four cents, he would 
beauty and a joy from his birth to} bring ........... cccceeeeee $52.00 
the stomach of the connoisseur. He) A loss of ............ce.ee0e. 4.00 
can be sold at any age at a profit, but|If scld for three cents, he would 
the best returns are generally ob- DORE ics cusccss Sense sccm Seow 
tained by finishing him off, which] A loss of ................0.. «17.00 
should be during the last year of his|If sold af two cents, he would 

life. RU a5 58 sae sshes seen pes SURO0 
I feed grain all the time, except on|A loss of .................... 30.00 

i flush feed in summer, and always 
| aim to have a full bite of well-matured| In the last case, if he had eaten | grass that has the saccharine well in| any grain, it is all or nearly all loss. 

the stalk, This is the kind of grass;This must be’ expected of ill-bred 
beef cattle demand and best conserves| and ill-fed steers, and tne farmer says 

4 the fertility of the soil. it doesn't pay to feed catte. It 
A miser eannct raise beef. No man|dcesn’t pay even for the feed. The can succeed with beef cattle who be-|farmer has his fodder , worked into 

grudges them their feed, nor will he}available manure; he has each year 
obtain great success without an ideal,}one ring more an his cattle’s horns, 
Making beef is something of a science,} and all the fun he can get out of that 
but at the same time beef feeders are|kind of management. He doesn’t 

A born, not made. Well born and well|like the fun, so he spends his time 
r educated make him an artist and as| hauling cff the fertility of his farm 
- such he commands the admiration of! and selling it in the half bushel. Loss 
| his fellows, is always in proportion to the lack of 
i it in the produce and this main- 
i A Comparative Statement. tains in all products. 

| TI have an object lesson in my own 
In two and one-half years, there | vara, I have one quite geod scrub are, in round numbers, nine hundred| steer that has always had the same 

days. A steer will do without grain! chance as the grade Shorthorns, and one-third of the whole time of his| there ig a diflersacs et tices run: 
life, or three hundred days. The! dred pounds in heft and a difference balance of the time, cr six hundred | of two cents per pound in value, so I 

i days, if fed on an average of SIX) have lost (say my grades are worth 
j pounds of grain per day, he should be five and one-half cents per pound to- 

kept growing and well finished. Call day) on heft and by reason of lack of feed werth three-fourths of a cent per quality $26.50 on this one steer, 
pound and this will be worth.. $24.00 which has taken just as much room 
Hay and grass for 900 days at and just as much care and has not 

3 cents a day .............. 27.09/CBriched my farm any more than a Cal the eo worth =o. Boe Se si etre One Ry Che expert: 
Total cost at 2% years ........ $56.00| Serie Eee 

Call this steer at the moderate DISCUSSION, 
weight of 1,300 pounds, and, if sold | Question—Are your steers: de- 
for 6 cents per pound, he weuld horned? 
MIRE 6 in cskis kasi oweasccdezs ra Capt. Arnold—Yes. 

A profit over and above feed of. 22.00| Mr. Goodrich—t take it that you
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think about two and a half years is| little grain, say eight pounds per 
the best time to turn off a steer. You|day, they must be kept growing and 

ought to get him up to 1,300 or 1,400| their stomachs must be developed so ti 

by that time. Now, couldn’t you do|they will handle a large amount of | 
better by making him grow more! feed and so handled that they will di- 

rapidly and selling him off sooner? gest and assimilate it. If you have { 

Capt. Arnold—There are a great|got a weak stomach, just like any ! 

many things to be considered in the|other muscle in the body, if it is 

management of a farm, and _utilizing|small and warped, it cannot do good | 
all the products of the farm. I want|work, and that often comes by over- 

to-utilize all the -hay and straw and| crowding with a concentrated diet, as 
grain that I raise on the farm by feed-| well as by a lack of good, nourishing 
ing it to the cattle. If I should un-| food. 
dertake to make baby beef, I would Question—How much protein would i 

not-be able to dispose of the roughage} you feed per day to a steer of about h 

and cattle that are bred properly will | a thousand pounds and how much i 

get rid of an immense amount of| carbohydrates? 1} 

roughage. There is. plenty of moe | Capt. Arnold—I also feed a protein | ii} 

ment in gocd hay, and very often cat-|feed in connection with the car- i 

tle will do as well on fine clover hay!bonacecus feed. Corn is a carbon- { 
as they will upon grain, with poor | aceous food, the ideal feed to fatten j i 

roughage, so I keep my steers until; off any creature, but there are times Vy 

we call them two-year olds in order =| when you will do better with some | 
utilize the products of the farm, and|bran. You must remember there is 1 
not be-compelled to build too muchj}a great deal of difference in corn, i | 

barn room. lLlexpect if @ man Sire corn has mich more protein in Beh 
meney- enough and cared to buy|it than some others. If I had Flint hy 
enough grain, he would make more|ccrz, I would want more bran than ‘Th 
money, because the younger the ani-|if I had Dent corn. | 

mal is, after it gets so it can take| Supt: McKerrow—Haven’t you got i} 
food, the faster the growth is; that|that turned around, the Flint corn has i 

is, they can better utilize their feed,;mcre protein. ET 

digest it with less loss than older | Capt. Arnold—It ' may be it is true, 1 

animals. | but I don’t believe it; I mean to say a 
Question—What will one of your| digestible protein. The proof of the if 

steers weigh when a year old? pudding is by eating it. Hh 

Capt. Arnold—Generally 800 pounds. Question—But you didn’t answer ii 

A steer ought to weigh 800 pounds at|the question, how much protein per Hi 
a year old. day? {Thy 

Question—And that would bring the} Capt. Arnold—Well, you better feed iH 
same price on the market as at two|for obtaining what you would call a iy 
years and a half? growing feed. It would be in the } 

Capt. Arnold—Unless he was in a| Proportion of one-sixth protein, but if i 
very high condition, you would have|you feed to the finish in the propor- th 
to sell that steer for a stocker or|tion of perhaps one-half of protein to 
feeder. Of course, they will always|six of carbohydrates, that will do for ih 
sell well, often as high as sale| finishing off. Oats are the ideal feed iW 
finished steers, if they have quality. | for growing animals, but if you haven't | 
I am asked when I commence to feed.| got oats and you wish to raise good it 

I commence when a calf is about two| steers, the best way is to give them 1 
hours old, and I keep it up, and while|@ little oats and some bran and i 
the first winter I do not give them but| shelled corn right along, but you don’t } 

t 

i
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, need very much bran; if you have|one day he delivered some that was 
the oats you will have pretty nearly|almost uneatable, it was so tough, 
a growing balanced ration. Then if!and he said to the butcher after- 
you want to put on a little flesh, sive | wards, “That was pretty hard meat 
them more corn. To answer this; you brought us yesterday.” “Well,” 
gentleman’s question, if you are he says, “Charlie, you oughtn’t to com- 
simply feeding for growth, aa ar plain about that, that is part of the 
more protein. For the growing ani-| cow I bought of you.” 
mal you want to feed about one-sixth} mr Roberts—Don’t you think it 
of protein. would be better to ship those old cows 
Question—Do you feed corn ground,|tg Chicago and have them con- 

cob and all? verted into canned beef and canned 
Capt. Arnold—Yes, I think that} chicken? 

takes the place of bran to some ex- aa 
| tent. I want to be understood that Cert acnole When! you fee's cow i! up, you have got to confine her. She i | the animal should be kept growing it a than tea ieee aie ht th: is used to exercise and to a warm 

= : = - ita igs = montis! place, and she gets restless. Alto- 
ee ng aa 2 at ae ‘ar 88 POS"! ether, it doesn’t pay. The steer wants 

er ee oe eee plenty of exercise, he wants his horns Mr. Goodrich—Would you advise a ff, h t d tt a pient 
man to try to fatten u an old dairy!°™ he wants good water and plenty cow to make beef of her? of sunshine, and, like a man, to be 

Capt. Arnold—Wel, this dairy cow contented must Rave bis stomach will bring from one to two cents a . | Minnesota Station proved that steers pound for canning. Now, you feed t 
fed twelve pounds of grain per day i that cow all winter and you may get made as good gain as those that 

two and a half cents a pound, and she i were fed fourteen pounds. There is ; will weigh just the same in the spring. no use wasting food, but the fatten- 
Now, the question is, can you afford i 2 ing steers should be what we call » to feed a cow all winter for the sake] .. ” ‘ obs bat acets (Bao a 00d | crowded” at the finish. Like hogs, 

r deal better beef at the end of the! “Be? He sectdlien e heat winter, but she does not weigh any | Question—How much better will 
more. She isn’t good beef, even | calves do when running a the cow 
then, but she is better than any of the; than when fed fresh milk? 
other cows. There is no money in it, Capt. Arnold—I think you will make 
you better sell the cow and get a|better shaped animals. Where land 

eteer. is worth as much as it is where I 
’ Mr. Gcodrich—There are a whole lot | live, I manent bogie Taise 

of dairymen throwing away good)steers on their dams on high-priced 
feed trying to make beef of old dairy|land. It is all right with cheap land ~ 
cows and they are mad at the buyer|and labor high. 

| and the butcher because they won’t} A Member—I have about 2,000 acres 
| give more for them. A man had bet- up here, and a sreat many other farm- 

ter give his feed to something that|ers are situated as I am. The land 
will make better use of it. My son|is there, but the question is what 
had an old dairy cow that had not | class of cows to put on it and how to 
=o giving much milk for awhile and | take care of them, whether as milkers 
she got smooth and good lcoking, sojor to let the calves run with the 
that the butcher was willing to bane We have just as good pas- 
him two cents a pound. Well, hejtures as you have down there on 
came along there delivering meat, and | seventy-five, eighty and a hundred
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dollar land, and ours is werth SDE oom and calf, except this roughage, | 
and twenty. : and they will get their own living in 

Capt. Arnold—You have got a geld|the summer time. I can take care of | 

mine up here sure. If I wasa young | fifty steers as cheap as I can take 

man, I would get me a large farm in | care cf five cows, it doesn’t take any 

northern Wisconsin and I would put aj more labor: | 

woven wire fence around the whole} Question—What is the best time to 

shooting match. You can fence a|dehorn calves, spring or fall? And 

whole section with twice the amount| which is better, clipping or sawing? 

of fence that you can 160 acres, and| Capt. Arnold—Oh, I don’t like c¢lip- 

sixteen forties as 640 acres, with ping; take a fine saw. It is only a 

eight times what it takes to fence|shcrt job and except it is very warm, 

one forty. You can just as well keep | fly time, or very cold in the winter, 

two or three hundred head of cattle| you can cut them off apy time. This i 

on that 2,000 acre farm as not. ‘As| gentleman over here, if he is a wise fy 

soon as you have cut the trees off| man, will go and buy some grade | 

and sprinkled in a little seed, you have | steers. He won’t go to feeding a lot | 

the best kind of a pasture. I have| of scrubs and try to make money out I 

been all over this part of Wisconsin|of it, he can’t do it. Don’t you ‘i 

and know what I am talking about. | know that a yearling steer that |i 
Question—In that case, you would; weighs 800 pounds is worth from a 

let the calves run with the cows. cent and a half to two cents a pound | 
Capt. Arnold—Yes, I would, unless| more than a two-year old of same size il 

I had a whole lot of boys or children|and no quality? The steer has got to ‘aie 

or neighbors willing to milk. You|be fed right from the beginning in i 

are not spending anything on this! order to mature right. 1h 

} 

NEW QUESTIONS FROM BOX. Hy 
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Mr. Gcodrich—Now, we have some sometimes two or more hours after i 

questions in the question box, and we !six o’cleck. b 

will see if we can get them meee A Member—Some of them spend a th 

First: What are the farmers going | good deal of time in town in the mid- “\ 

to do about the hired help question,|dle of the day and don’t get their } 

as it is a fact that men who are will-| work done. Hl 

ing to work on the farm are getting | Mr. Scribner—I think one of the | { 

more difficult to secure each year,!secrets of the hired help question is ti 

especially up here in the northern part ‘to make the chores a part of the day’s fH 

of the state. work. So many people make the tH 

Capt. Arnold—Raise more steers. |chores all extra. At our place; we i 

Mr. Rietbrock—Raise more boys. commence on the chores atfour o’clock th } 

A Member—Use the hired man bet-|in the afternoon and at six o’clock we | 

ter. I have worked out all my life-|are ready for supper and the work is 

time, and I know. all dene and the help have their even- i 

Mr. Rietbrock—One of the great ait- | ings. Another suggestion, if you are ul 

ficulties in getting farm help is the|a dairyman, stick up a milk sheet in ii 

very long hours of service. They ao | your barn, your hired help will be a | 

not object, I think, so much to getting | great deal more interested, and do f 

out early in the morning, but they ge work a great deal better. t 

object to being kept to work one and| Mr. Nordman—I have tried Mr. 4 

' 

i
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| Scribner’s plan, and have used my Waukesha, and comes the nearest to hired help slightly better than I use| being perfect of anything that I ever myself in order to keep them upon the got hold of. If you put it on in the farm, and I can see no real remedy,| morning, it will last until the next except for a man to have just what morning. We apply this with a spray land he can work himself with his pump; you can go over a cow very family. quickly with it, and it lasts twenty- A Member—I think the main trouble four hours. This last summer we about this thing is that a good many|have taken the screens from our people look upon a hired man as’a day | windows and let in the air and sun- laborer, considerably below other light, and have taken more pleasure 1 people in the social scale, and no one in milking than in a long time. can blame a young person for getting] Mr. Goodrich—Some few years ago out of that kind of a place. No-|I used carbolic acid and fish oil. | body likes to be looked down upon. Mr. Scribner—We have tried that, ' Capt. Arnold—I like to have my|and tried kerosene, and “Shoofiy,” P| men get up at five o’clock in the} but this comes pretty near being the a! ‘morning in the summer time, and I right thing. The odor is not dis- tt like to have them get through at six| agreeable. ' o'clock at night. Ten hours a day is Mr. Roberts—I have used “Zino- t sufficient for anybody if the work is line” and a little tar sprayed on. properly planned, and this working; Mr. Goodrich—I know one man that ' all night is nonsense. The reason why made a blanket of very thin cloth, and ' so many of us don’t get along is be-| he not only had it over the cows ' cause we don’t think. It takes a bodies, but down their legs, and he - y i manager to run a farm, a man that| said he got a quart of milk more every hasn’t any brains has no business on a| day from each cow on account of t farm; he better go to practicing law, | their wearing trousers. or something like that. A Member—They would be pretty Mr. Goodrich—Question No. 2:]hard to keep on in this country, ‘ What do you use to protect your cows amongst the stumps and brush. f from flies? Mr. Goodrich—The time for closing Mr. Scribner—We have tried a great| has now arrived, we will have the re- many things, we have darkened the port of the Committee on Resolu- stables for one thing, but our boys}tions and then I will call on the su- don’t like to milk in a dark stable.| perintendent to make some closing We have tried this Past summer} remarks. ‘ i “Flyline,” which is manufactured at 

{
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| 
RESOLUTIONS. : 

The following resolutions were ect subject and recommend the adoption 
mitted by the committee and adopted| of the report of the Commission and } 
by the Institute. urge the members of the legislature ii) 

Resolved by the Wisconsin Farmers’|to enact some measure that will ny 
Institute in annual session at Marsh-|lead to the betterment of our publie 

field, roads, under some form of state and 
That the thanks of the convention| county supervision and co-operation. 

be extended to the people of Marsh-| Be it further 1 
field and vicinity for the cordial re Resolved, That we faver the pas- h 
ception extended to visitors and| sage by congress of the Brownlow Bill, | 
members of the Institute force. which provides for a system of na- | 

Also fer splendid hotel accommoda-| tional, state and local co-operation i) 
- tions, efficient work of local committee| and aid in the permanent improve- i 
in securing reduced rates, and help| ment of the postal delivery routes 1 
extended in carrying through one of|and highways of the United States. He 
the most successful programs ever | Be it further Hy 
presented at a Round-up Institute. | Resolved, That we extend our Hi 
Whereas, The more _ permanent/ thanks to the office ct Public Road In- | 

improvement of the public highways|quiries of the U. S. Department of 1 
of this state will result in untold| Agriculture for its aid and co-oper- i] 
benefits to all our citizens in what-|ation in sending its assistant director, i 
ever pursuits they may be engaged,} M. O. Eldridge, and Special Agent and }} 
and Road Expert, Chas. T. Harrison, to iI 

Whereas, The greatest progress has| aid in the work of the Institutes, and Fi 
been made in such improvement in| that we heartily endorse the work of 14 
those states where a system of state| the office in its educational, super- iy 
and county supervision and —s and advisory efforts to further i| 
ation prevails, and the cause of better highways. And (iy Whereas, The Good Roads Commis-| be it further iH 
sion appcinted by the governor has Resolved, That a copy of these res- i 
submitted a report to the legislature | olutions be sent to State Senator J. J. | 
recommending the passage of a con- McGillivray, chairman of the Good ! stitutional amendment empowering | Roads Commission, and to the office 
the state to aid in the building of gocd|of Public Road Inquiries, Washington, Hi Toads, the establishing of a county|D. C. i 
system at the present session, where- Whereas, The work of instruction 
by a separate fund will be raised in| and experimentation at the University t each county for the building of gocd|of Wisconsin has been greatly hin- Ij roads, and that all road taxes be|dered owing to the lack of a suitable 
paid in money, and p equipment of the various breeds and j Whereas, Former closing Institutes| classes of live stock, and il have placed themselves on record Whereas, The live stock interests of j as favoring some plan of state aid; | Wisconsin are of paramount impor- i therefore, be it tance to the farming interests of the Resolved, That this closing Farm-| state; therefore, be it ' ers’ Institute of 1903, held at Marsh-| Resolved, That the representative i field, Wis., March 17 to 19, reiterate| farmers, stockmen and dairymen of i its former action on this important | Wisconsin, assembled in the An- | 

17
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| nual Round-up of the Farmers’ Insti-; tary regulations in the handling. of 

tute, do hereby earnestly request the/ milk and other dairy products. 

; passage of the bill now before the} Resolved, By the farmers, stockmen 
state legislature appropriating $10,-|and dairymen of Wisconsin, as- 
000.00 for the purchase of live stock/sembled in the Annual Round-up of 
at the university farm. the Farmers’ Institutes, that we here- 

| And they also do earnestly request | by demand that the money which may 
the passage of the bill now pending} be appropriated by the legislature for 

| in the legislature making an appeo-| the Wisconsin exhibits at the world’s 
priation for the erection of a Live’ fair at St. Louis be justly apportioned 
Stock Judging Pavilion on the state'according to the various interests 
fair grounds. | represented, and that the live stock, 

1 And also earnestly recommend the! agricultural, dairy and _ horticultural 
passage of the bills now pending 2 of the state receive their 
the legislature looking to better sani-' just proportion thereof. 

i 

; 

t 

f CLOSING REMARKS. 

i Supt. GEO. McKERROW, Madison. 
i 

iz Now, ladies and gentlemen, we are, We have heard much here about the 
about closing the Seventeenth An-| fertility of your soil in central Wis- 
nual Round-up Institute of the Wiscon-| consin, the tall grasses that you 

3 sin system. It has been my privilege|raise, the magnificent crops, but the 
{ to attend fifteen of these annual coe iat has not been told, and the out- 

ing meetings, I have had the man-|come of this meeting proves that 
agement of nine of them, and I am|there are a great many good things 
here to say that sc far as matter is|and a great many good people in Cen- 
concerned, so far as the general in-} tral Wisconsin. 
terest of the yeople in- attendance is| I thank you for all the interest that 

i concerned. so far as the preparations | you have taken and for what you have 
and efforts made hy the local com-|dcne in aiding and assisting us in 

i mittees who have had the local meet-|carrying out this program; I thank 
ing in charge, and the generosity ex-|you all, from the members of the 
hibited by the people of this city and|local committee to everybody who 
the surrounding districts, that have | has added his mite to the success of 
contributed to the local expenses of this meeting, and we leave you feel- 
this meeting, I have never attended, ing good-natured in relation to cen- 
‘and have never managed a better clos- | tral Wisconsin, and Marshfield in par- 
ing Institute. In fact, I am leaving)ticular. I thank you. 
you very much pleased. | 

i
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WOMAN'S DEPARTMENT. 
i 
} 

COOKING SCHOOL. 
Held at Marshfield in Connection with the Closing Farmers’ Institute, March 

17, 18 and 19, 1903. 

Conducted by MRS. HELEN ARMSTRONG, Chicago. 

Assisted by MRS. NELLIE KEDZIE-JONES, Berea, Ky., and MRS. JENNIE i 
A. JAMISON, Neenah, Wis. j 

Stenographic Report by MISS FLORENCE J. DAGGETT, Madison, Wis. | 

(Unfortunately the greater part of the report had to be omitted owing to 1 

lack of space). 

HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY. : 

MRS. HELEN ARMSTRONG, Chicago, III. | 

“Household Economy” is a term 

which covers a large field, in fact | - 
anything which has to do with the} } 
practical side of housekeeping and | ; 

home making, comes under this sub- & s | 

ject. The word economy is very much | ; 3 2 ! abused and often misunderstood. To | a ” 
some people economy signifies stingy | r 4 

methods, to others it means merely a| f. a 
saving of dollars and cents and to still | io if 
others it stands for “going without | me 
things.” None of these definitions is | 2 } 

correct, for in its true signification it; a } 
means frugal management without " ‘ | 
waste, a wise expenditure of time,| ’' - fi 

strength and money. Many people are 2 : t 

so economical in money matters that : ee 
they overlook the fact that true econ- : c | 

omy deals with other things besides ii 

finances, and in their desire to be sav-| , | | 
ing of pennies they over-exert them- it 

selves physically and mentally. A \| 

woman who will do without needed md i 
help during busy seasons, when such _ fF bil 
expense would mean economy in the a i 

end, is following a short-sighted phil- " . _— Hy 

osophy and often must pay dearly for Mrs. Armstrong. iH 

it in later years. Hl 

i
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i To the average housewife it is no| happy one and their recollections of 
exaggeration to say that if the wort childhood a pleasure; but is it not 
in the home were to be done daily by! mistaken kindness when we always 
one pair of hands, from garret to cel-| do for them and fail to teach them to 

+} lar, as we would really like to see it,| do for themselves and others? Are 
i we would not have a moment’s leisure| we not encouraging selfishness in 

i} from month to month, and outdoor | them when we carry their burdens and 
{ life would become unknown to us.| make life too easy? Will not the cares 
i Such being the actual situation which | be all the harder when they do come? 

| we have to face, the question is how Experience is a good teacher, but 
! may we overcome these conditions| her lessons are hard ones; and if we 

iit and how arrange our daily living that| could but Iearn some of these things 
housework instead of mastering us is| from others, our own and our chil- 
itself mastered. How many women} dren’s paths would be much brighter 
are slaves to the work we all know! and broader. 
too well; what, then, can we do to We become narrow in views when 
avoid falling into the same error? all social life is cut from us, and our 

} children learn to feel that mother is 
Some Pitfalls to Avoid. rather behind the times in her ideas 

| We know that a woman who must | if she does not get out into the world 
q spend all her time in housework, or} occasionally. So the mother who 
; in fact any kind of work, is not likely | limits her life to the walls of her 

to be either healthy or happy. It is| home is doing an injustice to both 
; not work alone which wears one out| herself and her family. The home is 
i physically, but the confinement, mon-| the greatest thing in the world and 

otony and lack of social life, combined | should be the dearest place to every 
with worry, that causes so many mis-/one in the family; but the home 
erable women in both city and country | mother, to be well, must get the fresh 
homes. No woman has a right to sac-} air and sunshine; to be contented, 
rifice her health and comfort for her{ she must-see other homes and chil- 
housework; she owes it to her familv| dren in contrast to her own: to be 
to keep well and strong. When this} broad and tolerant, she must see some- 

1 is not done, she becomes a wreck at| thing of human nature outside of her 
‘| middle age and usually the responsi-| little circle; to be charitable, she must 

bility rests with herself. see those less fortunate than her- 
‘Women are proverbially the most| self: to be wise, she must study and 

i unselfish of God’s creatures and aj] read: and last of all, to be apprecl- 
mother will stop at nothing which | ated, she must go away on a visit once 

' concerns the comfort and happiness of] in a while. We especially commend 
her loved ones. No sacrifice is too| this last suggestion to the mother 
great, no labor too heavy, if their| whose family has become so depend- 
paths may be the easter for the doing: | ent unon her that they do not realize 
and she counts no time wasted if] their own incapability, or her gener- 
svent for her family. While all of] osity. A lesson of this sort some- 
this fs natural and we none of us| times works wonders. 

= = pe pasar ob gal eae a Proper Training of Children Essential. 
the hest resnits are gained..when all Where children are taught to help 
self-denial falls on the mother’s shoul-|in the work of the home, such a les- 

ders. son is rarely needed, as their co-opera- 
We wish onr children to have a good | tion shows them what the labor of 

{ time: we wish their youth to be a! housekeeping really means. Children
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love to help when they feel that their; and sorrows rather than the one who 

nelp is a kindness -that is appreci-| sits back and lets them wait on him. 
ated; not a task that must be done.| When we visit homes where we see t 

When children make mistakes wrough | school girls and boys who lie in bed . 

imexperience and ignorance, we should] in the morning until just time to get 
encourage tiiem to try again rather} their breakfast and then go off to ie 

than scold and repel their loving help-| school, while the mother has all the 
fulness. Of course, it is mucn easier] work to do, we do not wonder if they 

to do the task than to instruct the| complain when any task is required i 
child to do it, but we increase his in-] of them. The less they do, the less } 

uependence when we teach him.| they are willing to do, and the child 

Many hands make light work, and all| of whom no help is required will be 

the family combined may lessen the] the least ready when necessity arises. 

daily tasks very materially, and still] Children are very important, very nec- | 
leave plenty of time for fun and frolic.j essary to our happiness and a home h 

A word of praise occasionally is a] without children is indeed unfortu- 
great incentive to a child and the out-| nate, but a home without a mother is 
spoken appreciation will do wonders] no home at all. So the mother should 

to encourage childish effort. be considered first, for on her depends i 

The father in the home can be of| the happiness and comfort of the { 

great assistance to the mother in| tamily. j 
nousehold matters. He need not i 
out into the kitchen and wipe dishes peer — eon on With 
in order to do this (although it won’t ee "i 
hurt his dignity a bit to do it occa- Women are much more conserva- | 

sionally when the mother is tired] tive than men and slower to take up i 
out); but he can give her his moral] new ways. We do certain things be- i 
support by encouraging the children| cause our mothers and our grand- ti 
rather than letting them feel imposed| mothers did, and that better ways i 
upon. A father who makes fun of} may be found, we rather question. ti 
his boy for peeling the potatoes is} When we consider the wonderful ad- i 
either a very stupid or very selfish‘ vances that have been made in other IT 
man. No man or boy is less manlyyindustries, we do not wonder that 1 
for helping mother. Miss Jane Addams so aptly referred iT 

In too many homes nowadays the} to housekeeping as “the one belated Hl 

young people carry themselves as| industry.” Surely we must wake up ti 
though living in hotels at about three| to modern methods and profit by the ; 
dollars a day. They are absolutely in-] experiments being made for our bene- l 

dependent in manner and action and| ft, in many ways. The agricultural 1 

seem to consider home as simply a] school, the universities, the govern- i 
place to sleep and eat. Is that all] ment experiment stations and the re- | 
that the word home is to mean to the} cent domestic science books and mag- Hy 

coming generation? It certainly will] azines all give their share to lighten i 
be if we bring our children up to feel] our labors and increase our under- ty 
that the home is run solely for their| standing. It is the woman behind the ’ 
comfort and convenience. They are| times who fails to profit by these op- i 
not responsible for these ideas; it is} portunities. 

the fathers and mothers who are most} The woman whose time is 0 I 
self-sacrificing who make this poss!-} wrapped up in art, literature or music i 

ble; and the boy who respects his| that she has no time for household i 

parents most is the boy who works| affairs is either unfortunately edu- } 
with them and who shares their joys| cated or unfit for her responsibilities. i 

| 

i
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i Not all women are fitted for home, we must then consider what is most 4 mafers, perhaps; but all women can | needed to keep the nome in a Wuvic- ; learn the practical side of home life | some condition. First of all, we can- if they will. There is no wonderful | not overestimate the value of sun- | talent needed to be a good house-| shine and fresh air. People in tne i keeper, but much learning and skill country can have it for the asking; d may lighten the labors. When we city folks must pay for it, the rents ‘| “make our heads save our heels,” as usually ranging according to the light- : the homely old proverb Says, we are; ness of the rooms and the sunny ex- i doing our work intelligently. The Posure. Yet those who are in the } labor of the hand alone is mechani- country do not always profit by all its 1 cal; when the head guides the hand advantages. Fear of fading carpet 1 the labor has both skill and dignity. | and furniture often induces us to shut t No matter whether one is painting a| out the sunlight, and a dread of catch- } picture or scrubbing a floor, writing a| ing cold causes us to keep out the book or sweeping a room, the act is| fresh air in cold weather. We forget i only drudgery when no brain work is| tnat health depends less upon the back of it. When we do work well we temperature of the atmosphere than it enjoy it and if we enjoy it we must do| does on its purity, that air which is it well. Our own consciences accuse breathed over and over again is filled us when we fail. with impurities and has become harm- The Ideal Home. ful instead of beneficial. Thorough housekeepe: © more ni ventilation goes a long way toward the ao a craig prevention of disease, and our fore- 4 comfortably clean place that no one fathers who loved an open fire-place 
is inclined to stay there. If our chil-| WT Wiser than they knew. q dren can't have good times at home, The Question of Proper Food an 

ine asn-sleensh so tems era =e ey are allow Ting thei ‘iends 
in and romp as children love to do,| A2other phase of home life which they cannot feel that home is the best| ight be greatly simplified is the place in the world. table. We all enjoy good things to To improve our home conditions we | ©@t when in normal health, and it is ’ must have a new ideal to which we| DIY right that we should do so. Why strive. An ideal home does not mean | Were we given a sense of taste if it a place with lots of expensive furni-| WeTe not to be considered? The trou- ture which needs mych care, a fine| ble usually is that our sense of taste 
wardrobe which needs many stitches|@S become over-educated or per- and much work to keep in order, a| Verted, and we often crave foods i lavish table which taxes strength, which are unwholesome because we 
pocketbook and digestion, nor a num-| have not always been well fed in the ; ber of servants who rule the house| broadest sense of the word. We need with impudent and ignorant service.| Variety in our diet, but not a great i The ideal home is a place that is| Variety at one time, and we forget this healthful, comfortable and pleasant. fact when we load our tables with arti- To be a healthful place it must be| ‘les, each good itself, but together H cleanly, and to be easily kept clean forming a combination that is un- 
means a simplffication in furnishing. | Wholesome and disastrous. When we : provide a great variety of foods for a The Value of Sunshine and Fresh Air. meal, we are encouraging waste of sev- When we have furnished our home} eral kinds. There is first a waste of wisely and according to our means, | money (for even where all is saved to 

. 4 
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be used again it cannot be so econom- 4 DISCUSSION. 

ically used as originally), then there| Question—Will you please say some- 
is a waste of time and energy in pre-|thing regarding household accounts— 

paring more than is required, and last,|about how the husband and wife 
but not least, there is the waste which | should manage the account? 

means a tax on your digestive sys-| Mrs. Armstrong—A certain amount 
tems, either by the use of too much|of money is necessary for things ir 
food or too great a variety. We all| the home, and it is usually a woman’s 
wish to be hospitable; we like to be | privilege to manage that part of the 

considered good providers and we|work—the financial part of the house- 
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sometimes let false pride stand in the hold affairs, if she so chooses. Every 

way of living up to what we know is| woman ought to have a certain amount 

best. We are afraid to change our} of money which she does not have to 

methods for fear that others may| account for to any one that can be j 
think we are close; and rather than} used ior household expenses, in whole 

cause outside criticism, we continue] or in part, just as she deems best. 
to do that which our own better selves| She will make mistakes in the begin- 
must criticise. We cannot bring about| ning, and procure expensive things | 

any sudden improvements with suc-| sometimes when they are not needed, 

cess; we must make changes gradu-| but at all times I think she can make j 
ally if we would have them perma-| money go farther for household ex- fi 
nent. As Mark Twain very aptly | penses than a mancan. Whether it is } 
says, “You can’t get rid of a habit by; necessary to write down every penny i 

throwing it out of the window; it must| or not, I rather question, although I 

be coaxed gently down the stairs, one| do believe that it is a very good plan 

step at a time.” to keep some kind of a memorandum i 

x t
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of expenses. Many a housekeeper has, and elaborate service for the table, 

jearned a lesson in houseaold econ-| that they are not of much practical 
omy by 1ooking over her expense ac-} value to the average housekeeper. Of 
count. No matter how large a per-| course we all want things to look well, 

son’s income may be, there is always] but we have not time to spend in mak- 

a limit, and in eacn tamily tnere is a| ing fancy dishes and doing fancy work, 

certain amount of money that must] and when a woman finds time to make 

cover the household expenses. One| battenburg lace and tidies, but has not 

great aid in keeping the expenses} time enough to make her own bread, 

within tne desired limits, is to have} tnere is something wrong. | 

tne food simpie and inexpensive. Question—Why do you consider 

We want to know how to get the] baker’s bread unwholesome? 

greatest amount of value tor the Mrs. Armstrong—Oh, I do not think 

money expended, and to do this we] it especially unwholesome. I have no 

must know something about foods,| objection to baker’s bread for some 
food values and their preparation, and|things—none at au—it makes good 
what different foods are best for the| toast, dressing for fowls, crumbs for 

different members of the family.} croquettes, etc., but for nourishment 

Certain wholesome dishes may agree] it is about the poorest stuff I know 
wita several members of your family,| anything about. We insist upon a 

but agree not at all with others, and| very white color, which is a mistake. 

the mother likes to know why this is} The best bread has a somewhat 

so, and to understand the physical| creamy tinge, and what the baker puts 

conditions well enough to know what| into his bread to make it white is not 

to substitute ror that dish which dis-|a wholesome substance. And then, it 

agrees with one of the family. seems full of air—in fact it is mostly 

The digestibility of toods is very im-| air and crust. There is no economy 

portant indeed, and all these things] in using baker’s bread. Do you know 
require thought in selecting and pre-|tnat the barrel of flour which you 

paring the food for the family, and] can buy for $4 would make as much 

women are now paying much more at-| bread as you would have to pay $11 

tention to these subjects than they did! for, at the baker’s? This is leaving a 

formerly. | large margin for materials, fuel and 

There have been a number of books} labor. Your home-made bread, if good 

written on foods and the various| bread, is enough better for the extra 

questions of household management} work, even though it costs just as 

that many of you would find very|much as the baker’s bread. Some 

helpful, and I think tvery housekeeper | bakers, too, use inferior grades of 

ought to take one good magazine. | flour, their bread is over-raised, and 

Question—Are those books found in| contains harmful material. Bread is 

public libraries? la very important subject, and as it is 

Mrs. Armstrong—Yes. Among: the | about the only article of food that ap- 

magavines I think the American| pears upon our table three times a 

Kitchen Magazine is certainly one of| day the year round, we should try to 

tne best. There are some other good| make that food the best we can pos- 

ones, but many devote so much spre sibly. 

to the decoration of homes and fancy
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SMALLEY stows ie i : BLOWER . Sot 
Only One Belt Required. ma SN oc 

No lost power. No danger se 3d a) ‘3 se 
in operation. Belt cannot Pa Re Rew Saabs Fa) oy a ff band 
slip, Every part strong and =) — = } 
of best material. No more j ee Sa 7 Lyf : 
strain on the Smalley ma- [eA ee ile | 

chine when Blower is attach- f = LI {» << 

fan a tise machine will : > -f aN; 

tenner <——— CF] 
for 1908 catalogue, tells all about our goods. = ae 

Saar Seg) 
@ Ni Fi 

We build the most complete line of drag 1 

saws and powers to operate them. 
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aa 4 a Lao: ae) 
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— ~ es , 
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If you want a Root Cutter, Corn Sheller, Feed 
Mill, Tread or Sweep Power, write us. Our line } 

has been built at the same stand for fifty years and 
is strictly up-to-date. 

> Get our 1903 

Four Styles ne Trade Cata- } 
a \ a3. logue, it is Free. 

of Circular a O\ ee 
fy Smalley 

Saw \ i Ves | EY Mig. Co. 1 
Machines Ce aS hats 

: <= Manitowoc, Wis. ‘ 
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FRENCH BUHR-STONE MILLS. 
Our French Buhr-Stone Mills grind feed better—faster and easier; also grind perfect table Corn Meal, Beckwhoat, Rye and Graham Flour. An all around useful mill that will last a life time without expense. It will pay you best in every way. Sold on 10 days’ free trial. Send for catalog. 

NORDYKE & MARMON CO., 1238 Kentucky Ave., Indianapolis, Ind, 

J. SLIMMER, WAUSAU, WIS., j | | 
ous oF Ayrshire Cattle. 

RED POLLED CATTLE)" improved Chester White Swine AND = Plymouth Rock Chickens. 
Breeders and Shippers. 

BERKSHIRE SWINE. FRED TSCHUDY & SONS, | Choice Stock for sale. Monroe, Wis. 

j fad ; Red Polled Cattle} Are You Proud? 
“ Every farmer ought to be proud of Bred for Beef and Milk. | his stock. He would be if he got his 

Always something for sale. sires from us. Ours is the prow kind; 
letus tell you about them when you want Also Berkshire Hogs. a Jersey, Shropshire or Poland China. 

| J; W- Martin, Richland City, Wis. |W. C. CHAS. BRADLEY, Hudson, Wis. 
: 

Qa 
‘ : Robertson ® Bissell, Greenwood Herd of P. C, Swine, 

MORRISONVILLE, WIS. I have about 90 pigs of March and 
Meadow View Shorthorns. | April farrow for sale. I will try to 

sell, pound for pound, as much pig as obtains troonatia vom! pedigree Our motto: ‘The best is none too good.’” CHAS. MORGAN, Albany, Wis. ee aoe a bens 

Lakewood Farm, |Shropshire Park Farm 
(210 Acres) Renk Bros., Proprietors. 

Breeders and Importers of the best of White Wyandottes a Specialty. _ Shropshire Sheep. 
Stock for Sale. Eggs in Season. | Won mors prises at loading fairs than any other 

| v. B. & G. E. WALLACE, Prop’s. Ieerine ewes iheel” tar esgenteaioans ales 
G. A. D. HUNT, M’g'r, Mukwonago, Wis. SUN PRAIRIE, WIS. Telephone te Farm. 

Pigs, Hogs, Swine.| Poland Chinas. 
Victoria (a white hog), and Duroe| The large, smooth kind, good ped- Jersey (the red hog), are two of the igrees, fair prices, guaran- best breeds for the farmer to raise. teed all right. Wi : : . young stock of elther breed oom + 088 furnish THOS. CONVEY, H. P. WEST, Ripon, Wis. RIDGEWAY, WIs, 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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R.E. ROBERTS, CORLISS, WIS., Quy) 
Breeder of the best strains of Py mois 

Poland China Swine eG OWER 

Shropshire Sheep. e\\h | YL 
Stock for sale reasonable. a b ! Np WIND MILL. } 

eoscio bE ioe ee 

SRA aacsboi i, cieshe ; y i Nt $1000 Reward 
Hi WHI) = RevotuTtionizes Oak Hill Poultry Yard. ‘ by Nit EVOLUTIONIZE 

gad Mammoth Bronce Turkeys. Baty eee 2-14 ft. Wheels. 
Sele ioe hess Ftecr| VIIA 10 horse power: 
ers, Write for what you want,I can please you. | 4 \ YI FUN Ih ———__——_— 

C. E. MATTESON, Prop., \ U) N ¥ \ All the power you 

Pewaukee, Wis. J ( rn Ih a need for $1.00 per 
; re Kt iS i XY i MONTH. hag 

i ! ps f Address 

The Helendale Guernsey Herd) 24 || \* Double Power 
Is one of the Choicest and a ponsin. ne Anearoncrngg Largest ‘i Avpleton, Wisconsin. 

I can sella few young animals of either sex. 

F. RIETBROCKH, Prop., E. G. ROBERTS 
MILWAUKEE, wis. Ft. AtKinson, Wis. 

Breeder of all the leading breeds of poultry. 
——$<$$<_______ sd Gee 1000 cockerels for sale that willim- - 

Piifore st prizes Sarasa our birds than to 

GEO. W. SMITH, | ay sitssa'Seses af clei Site Bite tht 
—BREEDER OF— Send for Catalogue i 

Shorthorn Cattle! oak LAWN HERD 
and POLAND CHINA HOGS alpacas 

Young stock fer sale at prices that are right 

We are better prepared thai er to fur- I 

The only Jersey Herd) yessiisis* iicdce gas 
ewe ee JACOB KREUSCHER, Jr., Somers, Wis 

That has done any official testing 74... LL. oot | 
der Budier Fat. Send for Sample Copy of s | 

Write for what you want. 3 | 
. F.H. SCRIBNER. Hoard s | 

i 1) e iy 
a 

McLay Bros.’ Shorthorns a 4 ry m a al hi 
of aristocratic lineage. + 

wera seals The Leading i" 

More Money in Clydesdales | Dairy Journal in the United states, ‘i 
Sane = 

Address : Janesville, Wis. W. D. Hoard Company, i 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when wile to ae teers, | 
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| AN INVITING COUNTRY FOR THE, which is a far more delightful season 

| FLOCK MASTER, HERDSMAN AND | here than in Chicago, Buffalo, New 
j FARMER. York, Boston or St. Louis, because 
: “From Marinette, on Green Bay, to! uniform and always as enjoyable as it 
| Ontonagon, on Lake Superior, is only | is healthtul. 

175 miles via the Chicago, Milwaukeo | Once cr twice in the season a Mani- 
| & St. Paul railway, but they are miles; toba wave will send the mercury down 
| invested with such charms of tand-| to 25 below zero for four or five days, 
} scape, wealth of forest , field, mine,| when it may be 30 below in Omaha, 

orchard and garden, and such won-| Kansas City, Chicago or Toronto. The 
drous agricultural and pastoral re-| country I am writing about has 
sources that I am inclined to tell their A Matchless Water Supply. 

i story to the readers of the American _—Every 
Sheep Breeder. And the more so el ae snag Bg cc are 
cause I have been often urged to the) wear lakes, solitary, or in groups 
Pleasant task by flockmasters of the} ona chains, all fed by springs or spring * 
middie and western states eager for brooks and presenting a beautiful and knowledge of cheap grazing lands un-| continuous water system by connect- 
der promising conditions of climate ing inlets or outlets. These lakes may 
and soil, social and industrial develop- be acres or miles in extent, but every- | ment. where they are clear as amber, gener- 

The Summer Climate is Ideal, ee deep and always cold. 
A Labyrinth of Bright Waters 

; Never a breath of — ee oaceine or reaching into every half- 
Srey): Cais seat county, >the a section or quarter-section of land and ' is laden with the odor of Met Geaighin Guecycauch, farm Keane or pine, cedar, spruce, balsam, fir ard 5 AG ae ee 

; balm of Gilead, borne on life-giving —_ = everlasting eee eos tails breezes from the great lakes; northern | cold, living atid running water. These 

Wisconsin and upper Michigan are a| kes and springs and streams are the ‘great natural sanitarium. | glory of the country and the pride of 
the settlers. Next to these come the 

An Equally Enjoyable Winter cr'mate, Native and Domestic Grasses, 
' The snow falls in December and, The former embracing a dozen varie- 

remains till early April; there are ties of hay grass growing in luxuri- 
no blizzards, no January thaws, no; ance on the wild beaver meadows, 
winter rains, no sleet, slush or) which are dominated by the tall and 
mud, no radical changes of temper-! tender “blue joint.” The wild grasses . 
ature, but 70 days of reliable business of the uplands probably number thirty | 

; sleighing with sleigh bells raging, | or more varieties, including the highly : frost in the air, the lumberman in the prized white clover and blue grass, woods or on the road, the mercury) both of which are indigenous to the | close around zero and the crisp, balmy country, and the tall, magnificent “blue | air laden with ozone and bringing| stem” of the prairies, the bunch grass 
superabounding health, spirit, vigor | of the plains and mountains, the much- | 
and tone to men end animals. This is prized Grama grass of the Western 
the ideal winter without any inter-| ranges and short, sweet buffalo grass, 
mingling of fall or summer, a season! with no end of other grazing herbage, 
that everybody who has tested it en- including the wild pea vine, oat and 
joys to the full. I have never yet found) rye grasses. Intermixed with these 
a resident of this upper lake eoaetey wie grasses are the red and alsike | 
complaining of the rigors of winter, | clovers, timothy and orchard grass. In 
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} 

many places these domestic grasses] seed from March to August in oats and 

completely possess the land and may| peas, foddcr corn and even on the un- : 

be cut for kay. Supplementing these| broken wild land among the brush and 

grasses are an endless variety of wild] Clover never winter-kills in this re- | 

browse, most of it sappy, succulent| gion. Never “heaves out” or freezes } 

and nutritious and very fattening to| out. It sleeps under the snow and | 

sheep, goats, cattle and the wild deer| comes out in early April, green and 4 

that feed upon it with great relish. The|fresh. It will hold its own with tim- 

bulk of all this splendid herbage is|othy, red top, or any hay grass, reseed- 

now unutilized and ing itself, and like Tennyson’s brook, 

Going to Waste “goes on forever.” 

for want of stock to fed it off. There ss 

is enough of this priceless herbage in a Begs 
single county, now going to feed the is immensely profitable in this north- 

elements, to summer graze from 200,- ern country where timothy hay finds a 

000 to 250,000 sheep and goats, or from ready market in the towns and lumber " 

15,000 to 20,000 cattle w'thout interfer-| CPs at $14 to $15 per ton and the 
_ ence with present farm operations.| 9°” settler can pay for a new farm 

And this within 12 and 15 hours by with the first crop of hay, or for an old- 

rail of the greatest beef and mutton er farm in cultivation with the first f 

market of the world. three crops harvested. An average ' 

crop of timothy is two tons per acre i 

In Living Green Through All the | —often more, and the first two crops of j 

Year— hay will pay for a new farm and the | 

I have watched these beauti- additional cost of clearing the land. I i" 

ful pasture lands for the last four know of no other country where this | 

seasons and never yet saw them brown |©2" be attempted without risk of | 

from heat and drought. All through | failure. Hay farming. however, is, } 
this north country : in the long run, unprofitable, for it is a | 

heavy draft even upon the richest 

The Rainfall Never Fails, lands where nothing is given back for It 

but is as reliable as the tides. Rain|TePlenishment of the soil. if 
makes grass and grass gives pastoral 

wealth far ond away greater than any A Royal Stock Country, Vy 

other rural resource. Northern Wiscon-| That is preeminently what this 
sin and the Upper Peninsula of Michi-| Whole region is, beginning with Mari- ie 
gan constitute the banner grass and|ette county, Wis., and ending with t 

hay country of America and, for that| Ontonagon county, in upper Michigan. } 
matter, of the world. Where grasses grow with amazing ty 

spontaneity and luxuriance, never fail- | | 

Cloverland, ing for want of moisture; where the ii 

It passes belief how the clovers| clovers roll up two full rank crops; +} 

and grasses grow in these strong,| where oats and peas grow in combina- | 

retentive, moist and  matchless| tion into three and four tons of hay to 1 

soils. I have myself sown clover in|the acre; where all the root crops iy 
both uper Wisconsin and upper Mich-| yield enormously and where grazing is | | ! 
igan for the last four years, not pounds | good from the 15th of April to the 20th i 
but bushels of it—red and alsike|of November, and the winter feeding i 
clover—ani apparently never lost ajseasonis nota day longer than in i 

seed. The growth of clover is enor-| lower Michigan, northern Illinois, 

mous and the plant never fails of two|Indiana and Ohio; where the waters M | 

crops in a season. I have scattered! (Continued on p. 276). | 
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mus LINE 

The Chicago & North-Western Railway is the only double- 
track railway between Chicago and the Missouri River, and ! 
the Pioneer Line West and Northwest from Chicago. 

Over its superb road bed four fast daily trains, provided 
with all the luxuries of modern travel, bring Chicago and the 
East within easy reach of the trans-Missouri region and the 
Pacific Coast. 

Three of these daily trains Pass westward through Omaha 
to Denver, Odgen, Salt Lake, Sacramento, San Francisco, 
Los Angeles and Portland without change. One of them the 
famous electric lighted Overland Limited, less than. three days 
Chicago to the Coast is the’ most magnificent train in the 
world. 

A daily service of through trains between Chicago and 
Cedar Rapids, Des Moines, Sioux City, and other points in | 
lowa, Nebraska, the Dakotas and the Black Hills, provide 
en route. 

The Best of Everything ee ee 

For full information call on any ticket agent 

Chicago & North-Western R’y 
| 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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St. Paul i 

Mi li 
p pe 

Four fast trains daily for St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth, 

Superior and the Northwest. These fast trains are equipped 

with all the conveniences of modern railway travel. 

One of them is the electric-lighted 

North-Western Limited 
has Pullman drawing-room and compartment sleeping cars, 

buffet smoking cars, Booklovers’ Library, dining car, free 

chair cars and day coaches. Other trains are equipped with 

Pullman drawing room sleeping cars, cafe and parlor cars and 

free chair cars. ; 

Tickets, sleeping car reservations and full particulars on ap- | 

plication to any ticket agent. 

Chicago & North-Western Ry fF 
* Mention “Farmers” Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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CENTRAL RAILWAY 

: CHICAGO 
| MILWAUKEE 

) MANITOWOC 

ST. PAUL coasr. 
| MINNEAPOLIS ——=ey" 

~ Pullman Sleepers 
Free Reclining Chair Cars 

Meals A La Carte 

JAS. C. POND, Gen. Pass. Agt., 
Milwaukee, Wis.



CENTRAL RAILWAY 

=—=———BETWEEN—— " 

CHICAGO 

| MILWAUKEE 

MANITOWOC 

AND—— 

HURLEY IRONWOOD 

BESSEMER ASHLAND 

SUPERIOR DULUTH 

JAS. C. POND, Gen. Pass. Agt. i 
Milwaukee, Wis. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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(Continued from p. 271). bring 1,000 Colorado ewes to 
- are pure and plenteous, and ol begin with and enlarge the flock as 

grasses a8 nutritious and fattening as| soon as ne can break land and raise 
anywhere on earth, there is where| clover for wintering. Mr. Cook says he 
cattle and sheep, swine and horses will| never saw so fine a grass country as 
flourish and make wealth for the soil| this along the St. Paul road, nora 
and good bank balances for the} country so well suited for feeding 

. the farmer. Do I think this sheep and lambs for the mutton mar- 
ket, and he predicts the building up of A Good Sheep and Goat Country? 

Yes, never 2 better! First of all there| A Great Sheep and Lamb Feeding 
are numerous small flocks of sheep Industry 
and goats in this region and almost} along this St. Paul road, both on ac- 
without exception they are in prime| count of the superior water and cheap 

| condition, not only showing “bloom”| grazing and the enormous crops of 
most of the year, but giving from 90 to| cats, barley, peas, wheat and roots that 

i 175 per cent lamb crops. I saw a flock| are so cheaply grown here. These cut- 
of 18 sheep and lambs in Menominee|over lands are 

county, Mich., last week, built up from a 

ewe lambs that I had raised in that A Goat Raiser’s Paradise, | 
. neighborhood four years ago, that were| and for this growing industry present | 
. fat enough for block or show, and did/the finest field in America. Sweet, 
. not know the taste of grain. There are| Sappy, fattening browse in almost in- 
| small flocks of Shropshires in Ontona-| finite variety offers a tempting field 
| gon county, that have given 180 per|for the Angora breeder. The goat is 
. cent lamb crops and though mainly| the best and quickest civilizer of raw 

wintered on wild hay are always fit| brush land, and like sheep, is a won- 
for mutton or show. Mr. Walter Prick-; derful fertilizer of the soil. Confined 

| ett has kept Angora goats and Shrop-| Within goat-proof enclosures for two 
| shire sheep at Sidnaw, in Houghton} Seasons he kills out the scrub root and 

county, for several years with profit branch, leaving behind him a sea of 
and satisfaction. Hon. Isaac Steph-; 8Tass fit for the sheep, dairy cows, 
enson of Marinette and Hon. Sam| feeding cattle, or the plow. During 
Stephenson of Menominee have pros-| this brief period he has worked for 

‘ perous and profitable small flocks of} 20thing and boarded himself, be- 
| sheep and Angoras as they have herds| Sides turning off two crops of kids _ 
. of cattle and horses. There are several} and mohair. A flock of 100 An- 

good sized flocks of sheep running on| S0ras or common goats, are worth 
the open range in Marinette county; more in clearing up new brush 
that are reported as doing exceedingly| land than the best woodsman that 

. well. And the wonder is that frainjever wielded an axe, and _ the 

. loads of region herein reviewed would subsist 
1 all the 2,000,000 goats—Angoras or 

Sheep For Summer Grazing | common goats—now in the United 
are not brought into this territory in| States, without consuming a blade of 
spring for lambing, then summer-graz-| all the superlative grasses now grow- 
ed and shipped to Chicago in the fall.| ing on these cut-over lands. The goat 
While at Sidnaw last week| isa browser, not a grazer, and rarely 

I met Mr. W. D. Cook, a well-| eats grass except by compulsion. 
known eastern Colorado sheep-man/There is another department of stock 
who had selected 640 acres of cut- farming for which this region is pre- 
over land near that village as a per- eminently suited, even in this early 
manent sheep ranch. He will} pioneer stage, and that is 
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The Summer Grazing of Cattle, Versatile Soils and Bountiful Produc- 

a favorite industry with many stock- tion i 
men. Cattle grow and fatten on these|than the counties herein reviewed. 
grasses with wondrous facility and| The lands differ in kind and texture 
like the wild deer of these woods,} from the dark clay-loams of the hard- | 

come out in the fall as sleek and fat| wood districts to the lighter and less | 
as seals. The grass keeps green and| consistent sandy-loams of the pine tree 

. succulent all the season through, and! districts, but everywhere they are re- d 
even the town cows are fat enough/tentive of moisture and fertilizers, 

* tor beef in November. The brush and} always and everywhere responsive to i 
cedar swamps afford a grateful refuge} good treatment, and everywhere give | 
from the flies in the heat ot the} not only generous crops, but 

day, the pure water and invigorating " B 

air give the cattle appetite and tone wah pang and - oe ; 
and the young steer, or dry cow,| known to the middle latitudes. Win- 
comes off with 250 or more pounds of| ter or spring wheat grow with equal vi 
additional fiesh in the fall. There is aoe, and yield noes om 

Tley is a certain an ig crop. ts 

No End of Ideal Cattle Ranches give heavier yield her? than in any } 
: country of my knowledge. Rye is an ' 

for the summer grazier all through the unfailing crop and so are flax and ; 

country tributary to the St. Paul line to ee 2 ll th 1 ae 
Siarh Wille. Junction <5 On I uckwheat. A e early varietios of 
pats Gncats Grn tenda oe vas a die corn mature and yield well. Field 
aciings and (iodk brocks aid lakes peas do better here than in any other 
Stl cculisl (CRAk Unesthers Mae portion of the continent and a buggy ‘ 

county, ust: across! the diver ia or imperfect pea is unknown. Beans do | 

Menominee county, Michigan, and a y secre = as en | 
eets, carrots, parsnips, kale, potatoes, } 

and Ontonagon counties, aich, ana” [MOBS millet, sorghum and, indeed, 
Not One in an Hundred is Utilized | Known to the temperate zone is as 

f 4 | much at home here as in any part of | 
for this seductive, entertaining and America. This whole upper Wisconsin | 

pene ass sgn (An ian ny | of feeders - | 
es yards in the eas eesia A Veritable Small Farmer's Paradise, i 

them from May to November,| Where may be grown about every- 4 

inclusive, and returning them to thing known to husbandry, and gener- | 

Chicago fat and quickly salable as | US crops oi it, too, with delightful as- | 
grassfeds in late November. And/|‘SUrance and certainty. Not only this 
there is but the farmer has here within his 

; own territory and at his very door the | 
The Agricultural Side finest farm produce market on the con- 

of the courtry which I am feebly|tinent. A better market than Chicago, : 
sketching, and which to the variety) New York or Boston, with little or no iL 
farmer will have special significance.| expense for transportation. In the } 
In briefly outlining the possibilities| iron and copper mines of the Lake Su- i 
of this fertile and fruitful country for| perior region are close to 200,000 of } 
special stock farming or ranching, it is| th best piid workers in the worid and a 
one of the best all-round farm regions|/the best livers among the world’s 
in the United States. There is not a/ workers. In the woods and camps and i 
region or district in all the country of| lumber mills of this same region, are 

more (Continued on p. 284). 
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Opportunit 
Opportunity to Work 

: Opportunity to Establish a Home 
Opportunity to Acquire a Competence 

Opportunity to Educate Your Family 
All this can best be found in the nine western commonwealths 
through which The North-Western Line passes: Opportunity 
for the farmer to secure fertile lands cheaply, for the merchant 
to reach a large tributary country, for the manufacturer to se- 
cure raw material, excellent water power, nearby markets and 
intelligent labor, for the laborer to establish a home and raise 
and educate his children in comparative luxury. There are | more than 

Ni { N T 

situated along new extensions of the North-Western Line, 
where mechanics, merchants, farmers, laborers and professional 
men will find openings that are told about in a little pamphlet 
entitled ‘Opportunities for Business,’”’ which together with 
other literature about the Northwest, will be sent to any ad- 
dress on receipt of a two cent stamp. 

Special low rates for Homeseekers and Settlers via 
THE NORTH-WESTERN LINE 

Full particulars can be obtained by applying to any ticket agent 

Chicago & North-Western R’y 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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A large track of lands, heavily timbered with Maple, Birch, Basswood, Elm 

and Hemlock, suitable for agricultural purposes convenient to thriving cities 

and villages, which make for the settler a ready cash market for his telegraph 
poles, posts, cordwood and logs which he cuts in clearing his farm, thus 
enabling him with a small capital to make himself a home. Farm produce 
finds a ready market at milling towns close at hand. 

Dairying is carried on with success. The soil is well adapted to general 
farming and raising of grasses, oats, wheat, rye, barley, corn, potatoes and 
all root crops, which yield large returns, and to raising the best quality of 
grasses. Water is abundant and pure. Ready markets for all produce. 

These Lands are For Sale on Long Time, Easy Terms and 
Low Rate of Interest 

to actual settlers. School accommodations are good and ample; taxes low; 
climate healthful. Timber for manufacturing is unlimited and of the best 
quality for Stave, Heading and Hoop factories, Furniture factories, Saw 
Mills, Pulp Mills and Tanneries _ 

Homeseekers’ Rate 
To a large number of points in Northwestern lowa, Western Minnesota, 

Northern Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, North Dakota, South Dakota, Neb- 
raska, Kansas, Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, Idaho, British Columbia, Mani- 
toba, Montana, Oregon and Washington. 

Call on agents for dates of sale and full particulars. | 

Chicago & North-Western Railwa 
H. R. McCULLOUGH, J. F. CLEVELAND, W. B. KNISKERN, 4 

3rd Vice-President. Land Commissioner. Passenger Traffic Mgr. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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By paying $50.90 down a settler can get a contract for 40 acres 

of land from the Wisconsin Central Railway Company and 

when clearing this tract for cultivation from the sale of tim- 

ber taken from the land and outside employment can both 

support his family comfortably and have enough besides to 

pay for his land in full, 

There are saw mills, planing mills, stave, heading, and hoop 

factories, and tanneries at the different stations, always 

offering rzady employment at good wages. 

The logging ani bark camps pay good wages, and give oppor- 

tunities for work both winter and summer to those desir 

ing it. 

A poor man who obtains a small farm in this country has every 

chance to get ahead. 

Write for Pamphlets and Maps to 

W. H. KILLEN, 

Land and Industrial Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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7 6 SHEEP RAISING INwut.%.# 

Prof. John A. Craig, Professor of Animal Husbandry j 
in the Iowa State College of Agriculture, in writing of 
the possibilities of Northern Wisconsin makes the fol- 
lowing statement: ; 

“Tf ™ were a man of capital with a farm in Southern 
Wisconsin or in any of the corn growing states, I 
would buy as much of the cheao land in the Northern 
par: of Wisconsin as I could and stock it with sheep 
for the purpose of raising feed-rs to be fed on the 
home farm. I cannot conceive of any business being 
more certain in its returns than the lamb feeding busi- 
ness conducted in this way.” 

A 

THE ABOVE IS OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO FARMERS WHO 
WISH TO FIND OPENINGS FOR THEIR SONS, OR YOUNG MEN 
LOOKING FOR GOOD OPPORTUNITIES rd sz a as 

a 

Do not hesitate to write for further information to 1 
W. H. KILLEN, 

Land and Industrial Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., i 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

EPEC ERNE eS b 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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| EVERYBODY WANTS Breeders’ Gazette, 
Best Farm and Live Stock 
Paper Published 

; “Feeder’s Corner,” in charge of Prof. 
W.A. Henry. Al] best feeders in the coun- 

PUBLISHED WEEKLY FOR THE AND FARMER. try contribute to it. All about stock breed- Recognized authority on Breeding, Feeding, Man | img and the management of the stock farm. 
agement and the improved Br ed; of Stock. Complete reports of all the great shows and 

Special Departments for [woreadh = to 56 pages weekly. Profusely il- 
Draft and Coach Horses, Sample copy free. 

The Beef and Dairy Breeds of Cattle, —-Address— 

by she Line soe Wes ant hae wnt |dett, SANDERS PUBLISHING CO , rs and Br, 
hast froms Honig and Vonsien papers of the world's | 858 Dearborn Street, - CHICAGO, ILL. progress in Live Sto-k Husbandry. t-Agents Wanted. -@j 
Our Live Stock Market Report is unequaled. $$ H indromely printed and ilustrated. Se * teu ‘0 Stock Far: 2 ithout ij Nibnhed weekly ‘Subscription poco si. |AT@ Yeu Interested in Pouitry? | Agents wanted in every county. 

rite for sample copy. Address vit 80, it will Ray, you to tell sso by postal, 
our name and address plainly written, an THE LIVE STOCK JOURNAL (Soe eee 

. 394 E. 66TH ST. CHICAGO C i | P it 

. RU L AIL BOX “The Poultry Paper that Is Different”’ 
-Rai will be it you, It is practical and concise 

We — to Club-Raisers * in its presentation of poultry truth. Each Year’s Subscription to the number is really worth the subscription 
Poa forone year. SQ centsa year. Do not . a 7 = | forget to send for the sample copy and see 

Farm, Field and Fireside }*" 2s. 
COMMERCIAL POULTRY, 

And a Regular Standard 324 Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. 
Mail Box, approved by the 

U.S. Government, for $1.25 

itis ar eattacchess to 10 WEEKS FOR 10C. 
: Farm, Field and Fireside, 

CHICAGO, ILL. We want The Farmers Voice to be 
read in fifty thousand new homes 7 Shee before another year. We will mail it THE to any address you send us 

> FOR TEN WEEKS FOR TEN CENTS 
5 This is the great farmer's paper, that rm y | ¥ gives all the world’s very latest 

Of estar pecs eeduy ote Shae 
re eat a ‘. ni HICA I us ten cente in stamps oF currency , , 

oriry ityourselt, ‘Tes Weeks for Fea Is the Only Agricultural Paper which Gente tae teat per Week for allthe makes NEWS. Address 
VOICE PUBLISHING CO., 

Stenographic reports of 47 Plymouth Place, - Chicago, Ill. 
Wisconsin Dairy, Hor- 

ticultural, etc., Meetings 

A Trial Four Months’ Subscription, 25¢. 10 WEEKS FOR 10C. 
SAMPLE COPY FREE. 'S 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Fitting Sheep for the | The Michigan Farmer, 
DETROIT, MICH, - M There is no larger, mo ctical or bette: coitarpdesagmueestat in eerste oe 5 a aa . Its artis valuable sheep book covers a wide | tnalvided attontion tthe armen. Its dots of information of daily use to prac- ers is manifest by their lovalty to “ our per.” tical sheepmen. Price $1.50, including one Every opportunity to benefit its readers by time year’s subscription to ana seeeeet he oe ons and — = en advantage of. ‘I’ ts i Wool Markets and Sheep | tions ot crops and markets everywhere ere cee a feature. Free veterinary advice and rescrip Send 10 cents silver or stamps for trial sub- | tions are Published weekly. It is an all round scription of WooL MARKETS AND SHEEP | up-to-date farmer's magazine in every particu- and see what a splendid paper it is. lar. 

Address, | The price is but 60 cts. a year; 2 years $1. 
52 copies) sent id. Samplh f WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP, | {i.cwvice,soat postage paid. Sample ony treo Chicago, 111. | ——— 

THE MICHIGAN FARMER, 
2 Detroit, Mich. aera 

St. Paul, Minn. Cleveland, Ohio, 
‘The Oldest (21 years) and The Leading | 60 cents a year. Two years for $1.00 

i knowledged to be the leading weekly farm Farm and Live Stock Journal on Sats Twenty paces overy week in the Northwest. end more in the winter rea ing, season The 
i ts Tea an 85,000 Circulation Guaranteed for 1904. advertisiog efumns ‘Devoted to all ‘he foter- 

t , 1. Do not a ee eee es eee tera aoe, our list of low AN EXPERIMENT FARM —_| Priced su offs with all lending papers. an 
of 280 acres is run in connection with = paper, sat results are reported for the ben | Send for Free Sample Copies. of rea ‘Ss. 

The Ohio F. lways stops promptly at Subscription price 50 cents a year expiration of subeerition. ts iP fe | 
its Wanted — Ho-tling agents can make THE FARMER, St. Paul, Minn.| , Agents Wanted Ho:tling everything neces- 

sary for the work. Write us for terms. 

Ten Gents for a Name! ie 
We want 100,000 names of active dairymen 

and are willing to pay ten cents a name to anyone interested. ane us the zyme and 
y ice address of four of your frien: - Tircis ongeee dite eee ee with ten Published at Chicago, ‘cents to pay postage on aoe copies of | is editei for exact farming. Its readers are DAIRY AND CREAMERY, and letters which invariable money-making people, for the reason we will write them, and we will send you | that they are business farmers, dairymen and Darry AND CREAMERY, which is a practical stockraisers in every sense of the word Any monthly newspaper devoted to the dairy in- | reader of the Bulletin may have a free sample | dustry, for one year free. We want all who copy by merely sending a postal card to | want the best to know how good our paper is, THE ae a 

Dairy and Creamery, Prairie F. 
| 50 Gents per year, rairie Z armer 1 4. LEWIS DRAPER, Manager, Publishing Co., 

324 Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. | CHICAGO, ILLINOIS Hi 
". Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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(Continued from p. 277). on clover, timothy and bluegrass grow- 
50,000 more of the best paid woods- ing in profusion all around him, nis 
men and mill men in the United States| chickens are plucking the white cloy- 
and in the iron mills, pulpmills, tan-|er in his dooryard, his family are 

“ neries, wood working factories, hotels drinking from the purest and coldest 
mercantile houses, banks, shops, fish-| of springs, he is master and monarch 
eries, and upper lake marine service of 40 or 80 acres of land, a freenolder 
close to 50,000 more wage earners] with his winter’s supplies growing, he 
who are better paid than in any other} has no wood or coal to buy, no rent 

country. Ninety per cent of all the|/to pay and if he lacks cash to pay 
food stuffs consumed by this great] taxes or grocer’s bills, he can get all 
army of men and their dependent fam-| the work he wants near home at the 
ilies comes from outside, and must con- highest wage paid to common labor 
tinue to do so for years to come. And anywhere in the world. His ser- 
that is why the farmers of this region| vices are worth $30 or $35 a month 

have including board, in any lumber camp or 

The Best Home Market in the World en yiiphch-sepatiy spect 
for everything the farm can produce.| self and team for a month or six The market price of beef, pork, flour, months at pleasure. If, however, he 
poultry and dairy products, hay, grains!is able to confine his services vegetables and fruits is always high to his own land, he may cut his 
and the demand steadily increasing. cedar and tamarack posts and poles, 
Everything the farmer grows is] his maple timber into cord wood, his 

eagerly picked up at his very door. The] hemlock and birch and basswood into 
summer months bring to the hundreds] jogs and his dead cedar into shingle 
of lakeside resorts in all this upper bolts and get good money for any of 
country, at least 150,000 pleasure and! them at the nearest railroad station. 
health seekers and they must be fed At the end of the first year he is 
upon the fat of the land. The new! further advanced in the ways of inde- 
Settler is besieged with calls for ais pendent living than the man on the 
eggs, butter, poultry, garden products prairies, has less hardships to encount- 
milk, cream and other luxuries of gar-| er, less risks to take and more substan- 
den and field and may make his own tial progress made. It is 
price for what he has to sell. I know 
of The Best Poor Man’s Country 

I have ever seen or known, for here 
No Country So Easy of Settlement | the workman always has his innings. 

as this of which [am writing. The |No man so poor here but by the 
new settler if only he shall come in the might of his strong hands and steady 
early spring, may clear away the| purposes he may become a freeholder, 
brush and build his log cabin from the| the owner of-a 40 or 80-acre farm 
cedar, tamarack, spruce or hemlock|and in due time an independent 
poles that are growing on his own| farmer. Nature aids him with pure 
land and in ten days be sleeping un-| air, pure water, the growing grasses, 
der his own roof-tree. Two weeks|and normal health. Industry favors 
more will suffice to clear and break| him with so many avenues of employ- 
five or ten acres for potatoes, corn and ment that he is never in doubt about 
garden and by the middle of May he|the future. If he be level headed, 
may have in a few acres of oats, peas,| determined and industrious he may 
turnips and fodder corn, and all but aspire to ownership of a grain, fruit, 
the turnip and potato patches seeded dairy, poultry or sheep farm, for to 
down to clover. His cows are feeding}him any or all of these is possible. 
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From end to end this beautiful north} beautiful farms highly improved with 
country is buildings, orchards, fences and well 

cultivated fields that look like ex- 
A Land of Promise, tended gardens, and though but 15 and 

20 years removed from the primitive 
‘where “the. ‘jor tan may grow TICh! «rests and stumps .are worth to-day through industry and thrifty manage-| >... $40 to $60 per acre. The farmers 
ment. Itis aland of promise to the are prosperous, many of them opulent, 
thousands of eastern sheepmen who and the pretty homes, fine barns, well 
want cheap grazing lands. A land of/ 05+ roads, the public and private promise to thousands of western sheep- creameries, the splendid grain and 
men whose overcrowded ranges SU | vegetable crops and clover and timothy 
gest the-need-of fresher and greener! cadows, the herds of well bred 
fields for’ their flocks. A land ot|iorses and cattle, and fine school 

* Promise to the flocks that are banished) nouses show. a degree of rural spirit from the forest reserves. A land of and progress rarely seen outside of 
bright promise to ambitious dairymen| the rich farm districts of the older 
who may find here green grasses and| states. It is quite surprising that this living springs in the midst of the finest rich .and prosperous farm district 
dairy market fields of the continent fronting upon Green Bay and neigh- 
and the fruit grower who would plan boring to the prosperous cities of ki 
his orchard and vines where natur | werinette and Menominee, is supple- 
Promotes the growth of the finest) mentea by hundreds of thousands of 
apples, pears, plums, cherries and| acres of native woodland, cut-over 
smaller garden fruits. —_It is an espe-| jang and plain lands where the work of cially promising country to the var- 

| iety farmer who would follow rotative Settlement and Colonization 
mixed farming, the surest calling! is now going forward at a surprising 
among men. I have seen along this St. pace. Within the past year the Skid- r Paul road no land too thin and sterile} more Land Co. have sold to actual | to grow clover. Where clover grows| settlers near Porterfield on the 
there are always Marinette branch, and Bilis June- | 

tion on the main line of the | 
Strong Sanctions to Rural Industry. | St. Paul railway, over 18,000 acres of 

After the clover meadows come big new land upon ‘which the work < I permanent improvement is now in | crops of wheat, rye, barley, oats, corn es 
buckwheat, peas, beans, potatoes, tur- stratifying progress. These lands em- f 2 z brace choice hardwood timber tracts nips, sorghum and now I may add, . ! cut-over pine lands and good reaches 
sugar beets, of which the farmers of f open level plains, the latter well Marinette and Menominee counties|® 0 D : covered with grazing herbage and well | are growing thousands of scres to 

i suited for immediate occupancy by | supply the 1,000 barrel beet sugar mill h d cattle men. The Skidmore | which will be in operation in Menom-| ®2°P 2nd cai a rae inee the coming October. Here in people purchased 100,000 acres around | 
and tributary to these railway stations | 
two years ago and within that time 

Marinette County; have laid out and constructed 15 miles 
are the finest sugar beet fields I have! of public roads, making every portion | seen in any of the noted sugar beet| of their new holdings easily accessible | states, and it is not too much to claim] to the new settlers who begin [ife on ! for this county a degree of rural] their new farms under the most favor- 
prosperity unexcelled by any county! able conditions. The settlers them- i in Wisconsin. Here are scores of (Continued on p. 292). | 
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The Chicago & North-Western Railway is the eae Re 
double-track railway between Chicago and the Missouri River 
at Council Bluffs. 

Three fast trains each way daily between Chicago and San Fran- 
cisco, and two per day between Chicago and Portland, provide for 
passenger traffic between the East and the Pacific Coast over this trans- 
continental highway. These through trains are operated on fast and 
convenient schedules. They are drawn by powerful locomotives and 
carry an equipment of Sleeping Cars, Reclining Chair Cars, Observation, 
Dining, Parlor, Library and Buffet Cars of the most approved type. 

The perfectly ballasted roadbed of heavy steel is maintained in the 
highest state of efficiency, equipped with automatic block signals, inter- 
locking switches at railway crossings, and all devices for the safety and 
comfort of passengers known to modern railway management. 

The 9,030 miles of railway embraced in the North-Western System 
penetrate to every point of importance in Wisconsin, Iowa, Nebraska, 
Northern Illinois, Northern Michigan, Southern Minnesota and South 
Dakota, with eastern terminals at Chicago, Peoria and Milwaukee. 

The Overland Limited, daily between Chicago and San Francisco, via the 
Chicago & North-Western, Union Pacific and Southern Pacific railways, is the 
most luxurious train in the world. It possesses the most complete arrange- 
ments for the comfort of passengers and is operated on fast and convenient . 
schedules—less than three days en route between Chicago and the Coast. | 

W. 8. KNISKERN, PASSENGER Trarric MaNaceR, C. A. CAIRNS, GEN’L PASS’R & TKT. AGENT { 
CHICAGO. ILL. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Six Fast Trains 
mae ni ern aay ey nae Be 

The Best of Everything 

Chicago & North-Western R’y | 

The Overland Limited = ‘““°cumss’*® 
Chicago-Portland Special" “2..c58" 
The Colorado Special =n» isi 
The North-Western Limited "sts" 
The Duluth Fast Mail Fast train to Head of the Lakes 

Copper Country Express ” "Ssvss,su.‘*" 

Chicago & North-Western R’y 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Make Your Money 
Make Money for You © 

Land purchased now in Nebraska, the North Platte Valley or the 

Big Horn Basin will cost from ten to fifty per cent more than a year 

ago, but it will cost more next year than now. 

Dollars intelligently invested there to-day in farms or ranches 

will probably bring forth tens of dollars in a few years, just as the 

dollars invested not long ago are bringing similar returns to-day. 

Now is the time to make your money make money for you. 

Send a stamp to-day for illustrated descriptive booklets of the 

lands in Nebraska, the North Platte Valley and the Big Horn Basin. 

This company has no lands for sale, but each booklet contains the 

addresses of reliable real estate agents. ; 

Send this coupon to-day—now. 

COUPON. CUT THIS OUT, 

P. S. EUSTIS, 
; Passenger Traffic Manager, CHICAGO. 

TS, Wenraslan’ the Weare Pose Wench toe toe 
iit Big Horn Basin. 

ee eee 

874 ina Ee 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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are All progressive Creameries and Cheese Factories now use some pu Commercial Starter to secure uniform ripening, perfect flavor and famaas) Keeping quality. 
aes | Chr. Hansen’s Lactic Ferment is the leader. Being a dry pow- Ree der, it will keep indefinitely and is always safe to use. 

Ee(p=3 Our Danish Butter Color is a purely vegetable Annatto prepar- Cay ation, the only color that should be used in butter. 
Chr. Hansen’s Danish Rennet Extract, Liquid Cheese Color, Rennet Tablets and Cheese Color Tablets, the Marschall Rennet Test, all first-class articles, manufactured only by 

CHIR. HANSEN’S LABORATORY, Box 1143, Little Fails, N. Y. : | a ee eee 

Clover and Blue Grass Lands, 
the finest in the cous, are in the western part of Marathon County, in the Athens settlement. Athens is a village with 1,000 inhabitants. _In the settle- ment there are about 6,000 people, most of them supers in farming. __ This section of the state has fine water; good, rich clay loam soil; is in the heart of the best dairy section of Wisconsin. Lands can be had for from $10 to $20 Ez acre by actual settlers. We aim not to sell to speculators. Go and look the country over and see for yourself, 

RIETBROCK LAND & LUMBER COo., 
MILWAUKEE, wis. ES (gpa cee Se ah 

J. FISHER, EASTMAN, WI. 
——S—SSHSSSsssssss SSS BREEDER AND SHIPFER OF Wiss 
——__ teed Chester White Swine IGreeder of Cheater White Swine. “} i | I make a specialty of breeding the WIG LL. CLV ia) i Chester white hog, and feel that I have as Techie something of superior merits to offer \ i EO A ES | you. I always try to keep pigs on hand | » | is —————|-| | for sale, and they are priced for what 

they are worth, Come and see then or write for description and catalogue. 

| INSTRUCTION IN 
\ 

| SCIENT No Field Like the Wisconsin | SCIEN IFIC FARMING 2 S Farming is not only the ereatest businers in the land, but if Agricultural Field | PPS Pree eee ‘ : facie Be woe? ge, Om Rta ti ea vical in his work ‘Theory ma The Wisconsin Farmer, Sensis erates a 
= ‘any address asking, together MADISON, wWiIS., © AES comple copy of the } AGRICULTURAL EPITOMIST blithe vookly and pore etedeee ac | Tes eck Actus Paper edited and Firmere aad to — The tate, Kec ap printed on a farm filled very Agricultu 

ly: | will tell you plainly what is being dene by this institution for Sci aeige SE | cee era tae nae Write for sample d its card | leone expen it sr ils hee oo a nee © sample copy ani ir hderfeo~ cid one con invert money of advertising vates- Se aa 
EPITOMIST EXPERIMENT STATION, 

Spencer, Indiana. (Correspondence Dept.) } = Maton ana LL eee Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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a s s Along the Line of the Wisconsin 
P s ’ Central Railway in Northern 

’ s 

Wisconsin & #& & # #& 

The timber is hardwood, heriock, elm, basswood, maple, spruce, 
tamarack, etc., of good quality. 

The soil is a clay loam and very productive. 

The climate is unsurpassed, a healthy, dry cold in winter and 
plenty of rainfall in the summer. 

The water is pure and in abundance. 

The roads are good and there are many of them. 

Schools and churches are well distributed, 

Lands can be obtained at a low price and on easy terms. 

Do not forget to write for Maps and Pamphlets containing further 
information to 

W. H. KILLEN, 
Land and Industrial Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., 

: MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
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NORTHERN WISCONSIN w 
A GREAT DAIRY SECTION 

The great adaptability of the soil for clover and gtasses makes 
Pasturage perfect. 

The nights in summer are cool. The climate is bracing through- 
out the year and keeps animals in the best of health. 

There is an excellent local market and proximity to St. Paul, 
Minneapolis, Milwaukee and Chicago, gives an ever con- 
stant and increasing demand for the entire product of every 
creamery and cheese factory located on the line of the Wis- 
consin Central Railway. 

a 

The snow protec’s the grass throughout the winter, giving early 
spring pasturage and the plentiful rainfall keeps grass green 
througout the season, making a longer pasture period than 
in states further south. 

Write for Pamphlets and Maps to i | 

W. H. KILLEN, 
Land and Industrial Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., . 

‘ MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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(Continued from p. 285). hay or grain outside, but all under 
selves who are mostly enterprising/ cover and everywhere an air of thrift 
people from the middle states, shov | delightfu to see. The Skidmore people 
hearty appreciation for these advan | have an additional or supplementary 
tages and are pushing the develop | tract of 15,000 acres of very fine cut 
ment of their new purchases with com |over and hard wood timbered lands 
mendable nerve an? enthusiasm. In| just across the Menominee river, in 
the land still owzed and now be-| Menominee county, Mich., and their 
ing colonized by .the Skidmore} holdings as a whole offer as fine a field 
people, one often sees a beautiful,|for the variety farmer, dairyman, 
well cultivated farm sandwiched|fruit grower and sheep, goat and 
between fine tracts of wooded cr cut | cattle rancher as one may find in the 
over land, and the orchards, meadows] entire state of Wisconsin. If the 
and grain fields are most encouraging| reader would know more of these 
object lessons to the new settler.| lands, their value, terms of sale, ete., 
Their holdings are mostly in the cen-| he may do so by addressing The 
tral division of Marinette county,| Skidmore Land Co., Tribune Ruilding, 
adjoining or neighboring the rich old Chicago, or Marinette, Wis. Four 
farm districts and miles northward from Ellis Junction, 

Will Have Commanding Value = 

when brought under cultivation by Middle Inlet, 
the new owners. This rich county,| just on the border of the Skidmore 
which is about as large as Rhode| tract, is a hardwood district running 
Island and ten times richer in agricul-| eastwar€ to the Menominee river, and 
tural anc pastoral resources, has| embracing £000 or 3,000 acres of well 
behind its rural wealth an urban popu-| grassed stump land well cuited to 
lation of 30,000 in the near-by twin| either mixed farming or grazing. The 
cities of Marinette and Menominee] soil is a rich clay-loam here and the 
and is easily destined to become the} Oren country large enough for half a 
second most populous county in the} hundred small farms. Another run of 
state. four miles northward brings us to the 

[print and growing little town of Three Hundred Thousand Acres of 
Open Country ; Wausaukee, 

in the central and northern divisions, where a twenty million capacity saw 
there is room for a full thousand] mill is still running on pine logs, sheep and dairy farms or half as many making wealth for the owners and 
ranches. In all this open country are] thrift for a village of 1,500 souls. The 
almost limitless fields of rich grazing] Wausaukee river comes down trom the 
herbage untrodden except in few in-| northern hills in fine volume and the stances by significant bunches of vil- pretty school houses and homes, the 
lage cr settlers’ cattle. Not an busy stores, bank and shops, the 
acre of all these splendid holdings is! electric light and telephone systems held in reserve, but every quarter or) and a commanding high school build- 
half section is consecrated to Ullers o1| ing tell the story of a prosperous and the soil and home builders. It is very| progressive population. Hard by 
gratifying to visit the Polish and|the town are some beautiful grain and 

. German settlers out in the Peshtigo} dairy farms that would honor any or 
river country and look over their fine} the older counties; there are sugar 
grain fields, their big potato and pea| beet fields close on the village border 
patches, their comfortable homes and that discount anything I have seen in 
rich clover meadows. Not a stack of! jower Michigan, Nebraska or Colorado, 
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but beyond these few pretty and| nucleus for a colony of enterprising 
fruitful farms and fields lies settlers who have in the past three or 

os four years built a good many pretty 
A Beautiful Wilderness farm homes and opened out some of cut over and burnt over land for 40 very pretty farms in this cut over 

miles to the west and northwest, and plains country. This farm is im- 
where the stumps are small and few, proved with an attractive home and a 
the logs mostly burnt off, and the! score of commodious outbuildings for 
whole country more or less covered/ the housing of cattle, horses, hay, 
with grass and practically ready for grain, etc., has 300 acres in cultivation 
the plow. 4 more tempting grazing| to oats, corn, wheat, potatoes, turnips, 
district would be hard to find. The cabbage, peas, clover, timothy and 
visitor is always in sight of lakes,| aisike and is really one of the most 
brooks or springs and amazed to see} beautiful country places in this north 
leagues on leagues of unused grassland region. The home, barns, sheds, 
that would make up into model] stables and corrals are prettily dis- 
stock farms or posed in second growth pine groves 

Ideal Sheep and Cattle Ranches. that have teen grouped into a charm- 
ing park and look down upon a low- 

This country, over which the writer lying natural meadow or intervale two 
rode with delightful senses for a or three miles in extent and which the 
half day, has grass enough to £faz€} owners are fast transforming into 
all the sheep in Wyoming, and the ideal red top, alsike and timothy richest kind of browse for all the meadows. 
goats in Texas or New Mexico. It is t 
made up of hills, valleys and miles of The Clover Meadows, 
beautiful plains where the rancher 
could run 10,000 sheep and have them pe ere kas =o | 
in sight of the dog or herder all the plains may be turned into fields of | 
day long. A run of ten miles west on living green and made the basis for 
the Wausaukee branch of the St Paul rotative farming and future productive 
Beat eee esto wealth for these quick, warm and | 

responsive sandy-loam soils. Mr. C. 
Athelstens, E. Rollins, the founder, owner and } in the heart of the beautiful “plains”! puiider of these clover fields, has | country, bordering upon the Wau-| «found the philosopher’s stone” which | saukee district above described.| John Randolph interpreted to read | _ Athelstane is a new and unpretentious “pay.as you go,” for the clover feeds . | 

hamlet with one of the finest quarries} the cattle and horses in winter, grazes | of gray granite in the country, but it is| them and the pigs in summer, enriches | the key to a very interesting coloniza-| the land, inspires big crops and settles j ton movement that promises much to| forever the agricultural possibilities 
this northern country and has already] and value of these open plains country demonstrated the value of this sandy- lands. | 
loam region for mixed farming, dairy a 
ing, gardening and cattle raising. It is A Thirty-Acre Field of Corn | moreover, the railway point for the| Planted on new breaking in the middle 
Intervale Land Company, whose 1,200 | Of June and now on August 22d the acre corn from six to nine feet high and as i 

heavily laden with ears as any I have Intervale Stock Farm seen in Illinois. They run 130 well 
is not only the chief attraction of this} bred cattle on this farm, mostly | beautiful open country, but the (Continued on p. 302). | 
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Mill Brook Stock Farm. 

Registered Shorthorn Cattle and Poland China Hogs. 

Stock of excellent breeding, and superior individual merit. 

A choice lot of young Boars and Sows for sale. 

Long distance ’Phone at Farm. 

Hi. B. DRAKE & SON, Beaver Dam, Dodge County, Wis. 

CLOVERS, 

RED, WHITE, ALSYKE, CRIMSON, ALFALFA, 

TIMOTHY, HUNGARIAN, MILLETS, RED TOP. 

BLUE GRASS, LAWN GRASS, 

ORCHARD GRASS, 

BUCKWHEAT, FIELD PEAS, BEANS, POP CORN 

OWARF ESSEX RAPE, BIRD SEEDS, 

FLAX SEED, ENSILEGE CORN, 

COTTON SEED AND LINSEED MEAL, 

GRAIN BAGS, ETC. 

THE ALBERT DICKINSON CO. ~ 
WEST Taytor ST., AND THE River, : 

CHICACO, ILL. 

Brancu: Minneapwois, Minn. # 

"Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to aaverusers. 
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Cheese and Butter Making Machinery 
—FOR THE— 

Creamery, Cheese Factory or Dairy. 

Hand and Power Separators, Animal Tread Powers, 

: Churns, Butter Workers, Babcock Testers. 

Send for Pasteurizing Machinery Catalogue, 

Large and Complete Catalogue of Machinery Mailed Free. 

Cornish, Curtis & Greene Mfg. Co., 

FORT ATKINSON, WIS. 

EASTSIDE STOCK FARM, 
Galesville, Wisconsin. 

REGISTERED i 

Shorthorn Cattle, Berkshire Hogs and Lincoln Sheep. 

Also White Holland Turkeys and Barred Plymouth . 
Rock Chickens of all Ages For Sate. 

This breed of cattle has the best record for crossing on common stock for 
the general farmer. My hogs weigh when one year old about 400 Ibs. and 
when matured from 500 to 800 lbs., smooth and even fleshed, standing well on 
their feet. Prolific breeders and good mothers. The Lincoins are the largest 
ae wooled of the mutton breeds and make a fine eross on short wooled 

pee solicited. Farm one mile from C. & N.-W. depot. 

ALEX. A. ARNOLD, Proprietor. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Are operated daily via the Chicago, Union Pacific and North -Western Line between Chicago and points in Nebraska, Wyoming, Colorado, 
Utah, California, Oregon and Washington, over the only double-track railway between Chicago and the Missouri River. 

The most luxurious train in the world, less than three days between 
Chicago and San Francisco, is a solid, electric - lighted, daily train, through without change between Chicago and the Pacific Coast, via the ° : spe tee ° Chicago & North-Western, Union Pacific and Southera Pacific Railways 
Drawing-room and compartment sleeping cars, observation cars, dining and buffet-library cars, through without change. Electric lighted 
throughout. Barber, bath, Booklovers library, telephone. 

Two other fast daily trains leave Chicago at 10 a. m. and 11.35 p. m. 

The Best of Everything. 
Applications for the reservation of compartments, berths or drawing-room will receive prompt attention, 

W. B. KNISKERN, Passencer Trarric MANAGER, ©. A. CAIRNS, GENERAL PASSENGER AND TickeT Agent, [+ ‘CHicaco & NORTH-WESTERN RAILWAY, (CHicago, ILL. 

VR Ret me, oo Sp or rave z NA ed ed ed am le < ih | 2 ?. ef, Pos 873 8. o, $ 282, is EY LIME. SUL FLA a = i: a —_ Maa at PW care rena NRT tone erry gs E eS Ses PER + pete, eee eS Potts ccehven fe Sen, FCS 
ae “RS OS aa THE ROUTE OF THE OVERLAND LIMITED. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Prof. W. A. Henry, University of Wisconsin, says: 

“Timothy and red clover flourish amazingly, oats 
yield as well as in the southern part of the state and 
field peas give much larger returns than further south.” 

Prof, John A. Craig, Iowa State College of Agricul- 
; ture, says: 

“It is naturally the best clover district that I have 
seen, and further, I do not know of any single fod- 
der or grain crop that I would rather have for all 
kinds of stock than clover.” 

Prof. Thomas Shaw, University of Minnesota, says: 

“In the timber which grows upon this land, and in 
the character of the soil and subsoil, we have in great 
part at least the explanation of the marvelous adap- 
tation which it has to the production of timothy and 
clover, of blue grass and orchard grass, and indeed of 
almost every kind of grass that will grow in a 
northern country.” 

For furiher information write to 

W. H., KILLEN, = 

Land and Indastrial Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bu letin’” when writing to advertisers, 
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The following is an extract from an article by Col, L. 
D. Burch, editor of the “American Sheep Breeder” in 
the September, 1899, issue of that paper: 

“The region visited lies about 350 miles north of 
Chicago, along and tfibutary to the Wisconsin Central 
Railway, and embraces an area of about 3,500 square 
miles, covering the Counties of Price and Ashland and 
contiguous portions of Bayfield and Iron Counties. 
This great district forms as nearly an ideal sheep 
country as any the writer has seen im a quarter 
century of almost constant travel between the great 

lakes and the snowy range, and from Manitoba south- 
ward to middle Texas, 

Men interested in sheep raising are requested to write for further 
information te 

W. H. KILLEN, 
Land and Industrial Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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g 9 e Don’t Have Sour Milk 
THE UP-TO-DATE 

ee: y Milk and C 
Cooler-Aerator. 

aes Savcs Time, Labor, Money 
mz and Ice. 

Sar Automatic, Simple, Cheap, 
Durable and Effective. 

ae y Creamery Package 
OS i se ag Mfg. Co. 

. Chicago, Ilinois. 

Sg heck ee Be 

Andrae Farm Telephones 
r = are the best working telephones a farmer can buy. They 

DO} are noted for quality and service and you’ll find them on 
, up-to-date farms in nearly every state. 

f| The farmer with a farm telephone always knows the 
PoE price of grain and stock, when to bey and when to sell; 

BN “~~ ||- he can ‘talk to his neighbors, the epot, the doctor; it 
| Ky will put him in touch with the outside world. Every 
W) ay farmer should have one. 

ow) WRITE TO ANDRAE 
Hil cor prices and catalogues, and remember that ANDRAE 

‘arm Telephones are of the same material and strength 
s the ANDRAE telephones that are in use in nearly all 
1e large cities. 

FREE. 
We will send our book ‘‘How to Construct a Farm Telephone Line,” 

post paid, to all who write to us. 

JULIUS ANDRAE & SONS CO., 
50 W. Water St., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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5 t 1904 i M hi EWall'S Patent mo onearing Machine 
Bs ‘ Price, complete, only 

ce 

ey $12.75 
A a fate Our enormous out-put enables us to i Sine Lee Re reduce the price so as to bring it with- oa] ees ae in the reach of every farmer. No » Pe al | i ae sheep owner having the care of ten ? ra es —- or more can afford to shear by f fo are hand, even though the work be done | SS ‘i for nothing. + 

re 2 Shear your sheep with machine and = fk get one pound wool extra rt t B® per head. Will more than cover AN xt the whole cost of shearing. Send to- Ba eee day for valuable illustrated book on LB Ga OO, shearing, with hints for fast and easy s ees Sagz) shearing by R. M. Marquis. hy ’ It is free and will save. you money. 

Chicago Flexible Shaft Company 
173 Ontario St., Chicago, IU. 

The largest manufacturers of Sheep Shearing Machines in the world. 

3 Spices — — CYCLONE FENCE is giv- 
poate 2 B.Ed ing excellent satisfaction a : outside territory because PTT we have never itied to see co Ba: ee how cheap we could make 
S22 Se oe f fence by using poor ma- ee tha dk. 2a oe eee fa have done to meet the 

i a as 5 close competition of recent 
jy tesT = years. Remember, we sup- ~ pf & ply Wisconsin from our SS EEF Wankogen “Factory with Baas - : : “= everything in the line of wire fence supplies. a oo. - While we have been making ornamen- # ERSR ST eT ena, bee tal fence for | fossil igh have some very ff PE OUODOROOOODOOKT sane DX elegant new designs and have recently WESC TUOOCUOLUO TOL O MINN DOOn nO ee] commenced making our aap line f UU OUD IO OOOU UT MOON TOD On of ornamental fence at Waukegan, so [BAARAAXAXXYRRERR YY | | RIN RIOR that we are in a position to serve the ens oricememsereme mee ba 

Northwest as never before. See our line and prices before buying. 
: Holly, Mich., Cyclone Woven Wire Fence Co., Waukezan, ii, and 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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(Continued from p. 293). Morton, 107 Dearborn street, Chicago, 
Galloways—and keep ten horses for] have for sale 15,000 acres of ‘fine cut- 

saddle, road and farm service, and! over land, well suited to sheep farm- 
have a herd of Poland-China pigs, and| ing, and mostly located in the Peslitigo 
all that is wanted to complete and| valley, Marinette County. 

perfect the situation are flocks of The Anson Eldred Lumber Co., 

sheep and Angoras. Seven hundred| located at Stiles, Oconto County, 26 

acres of the place are still under trib-| miles south of Ellis Junction, are 

ute to the wild grasses, the king of| another big land holding concern that 
which is the regal “blue stem,” which | believe in selling and civilizing their 

grows under the pines and oaks and in| thousands of acres of cut-over, burnt 

the open glades and intervals four to| over and heavily wooded lands rather 
six feet high and in many places is|than holding them for. speculative 
dense enough to cut a good swath. | purposes. Everything with them 
The farm is in the midst of is for sale and a reasonable price 

put upon it. They have partially 
The Intervale Colony improved farms. in Oconto County, 

which. has settled around the big farm| Wild grazing and timbered tracts 
in leisurely and sociable fashion—|i2 Oconto and Shawano . counties 
some from Iowa, Illinois and In- and can locate the new settler on a 
diana, and some from far Scandia and dairy farm, a sheep or cattle ranch, a 

Germany. A score or more of good| ‘Tuck or fruit farm and treat him well 

families have built homes and are| While he improves and is paying for it. 
opening farms here, some pretty | The Eldred people, too, take a strong 
schoolhouses are well stocked with | and in local farm improvement, and 
children during the school year and|h@ve at Stiles in full view of the St. 

the Intervale postoffice has lately been| Paul trains a large and highly culti- 

opened. Mr. Rollins and the Intervale| V@ted dairy farm, creamery and a 
Land Co. have 20,000 acres in the capacious silo for their modcl herd of 

Intervale colony and a little further| 7° dairy cows. Their lands are finely 
; out on the Peshtigo river, and their watered with springs, brooks and lakes 

chief concern now is to settle a com-| 224 offer an inviting field to the settler. 
munity of sheep and Angora farmers The immediate country around Stiles 
here and turn the colony into is fairly well settled with a good class 

of people and lands are rapidly ad- 
A Pastoral Beulah-Land. vancing in value. 

And why not? Never a finer grazing 
field was warmed by the northern Northward From Wausaukee, 

: sunshine. Scores of clear lakes| um the main line of the St. Paul: rail- 
embellish this whole region, reaching| Way are Cedarville, Amberg, Beecher 

southward to Wausaukee, southwest to| Lake and Pembine, all active lumber- 

the Peshtigo and beyond, west twenty-|ing points from four to eight miles 

eight miles and more to the green|apart and all associated with good- 
woods horizon and northwest thirty) sized districts of well grassed cutover 
miles into the Iron Mountain country.| Stump and plains land. At Pembine 
The Intervale Land Company at Inter-| we cross the “Soo” line and fifteen 
vale, Marinette Co., Wis., will tell you| miles northward have spanned the 
a thousand things about this country| Menominee river and are high up on 
that I have not time or space to give,| the Menominee iron range at 
or Mr. C. E. Rollins, 918 Royal [nsur- as Ay 
ance building, Chicago, who i: a capi- Iron Mountain, 

tal correspondent, will tell you all you| in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan 
want to know. Messrs. Reed and | We have passed the interminable 
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grazing fields of Marinette county and| district the finest of grass land. Mr. 
are in a new world of rugged scenic] Chas. M. Rogers, the long-time reg- 
grandeur where bold granite bluffs,| ister of deeds for Iron county, of 
wild rocky gorges and glens, rapid} which Crystal Falls is the capital, 

rushing rivers and clouds of smoke| thinks this the finest grazing region 
from a dozen iron mines that crown] in upper Michigan and though a nat- 
the neighboring hills mark the transi-| ural dairy country with a number of 
tion from the pastoral to the ideal and| very successfu: private dairies and 
industrial. Here is a mining city of| creameries, believes it equally well 
10,000 people intensely industrial and| adapted to sheep raising ana says 
commercial and evidently quite uncon-| Sheepmen would be cordially welcomed 
scious of the latent pastoral and agri-j}to its pastoral advantages. I am 
cultural elements of the surrounding| Pleased to commend him to sheepmen 
country. Northward twenty miles}who want further information of the 
past Traders’ Junction, Merriman,/county. Crystal Falls is a lively and 
Granite Bluff, Randville and Sagola,| Prosperous iron mining city of 4,000 cr 
each the nucleus for future farms and| 5,000 people. It has inoperation a dozen 
stock ranches where now are splendid T more mines and bears in every teat- 
reaches of maple, birch, basswood,| Ur the impress of the prosperous and 
cedar and hemlock woodland, brings| Progressive industrial town. It is 
us to prettily situated on Paint river and 

with the development of the pastoral 
Channing and agricultural country that environs 

and the Ontonagon branch of the St.| it, should easily grow into a city of 
Paul road. Channing is a division|10,000 souls. From Channing north- 
station village of 200 or 300 people in| ward by the Ontonagon division 
the midst of a hardwood district of}of the St. Paul line, we pass a 
rich soil and there are in the surround-} Dumber of inviting grazing situations 
ing cut-over lands some fine locations} neighboring to Kelso, Ponca, Balsam, } 
for summer grazing cattle, but the| Amasa and Tunis stations, all locatea 
lands are scarcely high and rolling|in fine hardwood sections and each 
enough for sheep raising. Fifteen | With its complement of a thousand or 
miles northwest of here, however, at| two thousand acres of cut-over country. 

At 
Crystal Falls ‘i Amasa, 

on the Crystal Falls branch of the St.| a busy little iron mining town of 1,000 
Paul railway is a vast open country| or more people, the grazing field covers that appeals to the stockman on ac-|3.000 to 5,000 acres of open land well 
count of its superior grazing andj grown over with tame grasses, with 
abundant water supply Everywhere in| neighboring beaver meadows where a this finely grassed cut-over country | thousand tons of blue joint hay could are springs, trout brooks, rivers, clear! be cut for winfer use. A number of lakes and a dense growth of white and deserted lumber camps offer ample 
Ted clover, timothy and bluegrass.| winter shelter for stock and there is | Judge Llewelling, a leading local attor- no end of running water. 
ney, estimates this open country at; The way to Marinette County and 200,000 acres, all within a radius of 15 all points in northern Wisconsin and 
miles of Crystal Falls and fit for imme- the upper peninsula cf Michigan is via diate occupancy by sheep and cattle|the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul | men. Most of this open district has Ry. Address F. A. Miller, General 
been wooded with maple, birch, bass-| Passenger Agent, Chicago, for informa- wood, hemlock and pine and the soils| tion as to lands, tickets, time of 
are uniformly fertile and the entire trains, ete. 
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‘Kewaunee Short Line 

Green Bay & Western Railroad 
THE 

POPULAR ROUTE 
BETWEEN 

Green Bay, Winona, La Crosse, 

Stevens Point, Grand Rapids, 

St. Paul, Minneapolis, 

And All Points in the West and Northwest 

Kewaunee, Green Bay & Western R. RK. 
‘ THE 

SHORT LINE 
To 

New York, Boston, Philadelphia, 

Washington, Buffalo, 

: Detroit, Toledo, 

Gar Ferries Across Lake Michigan both Sumn:er 
and Winter 

en eee 

J. A. JORDAN, ' W. ©. MODISETT, 
General Manager. General Freight & Passenger Agent. 

GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN. 

"Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Rich F Lands 
ooo _ ON THE SS 

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. 
Marie Railway. 

Excellent Hardwood Timber Lands, with 
Rich Soil, Clay Sub-Soil, Close to Sta- 
tions on a Trans-Continental Railway in 

Northern Wisconsin 
At $5 to $12 per Acre on Easy Terms 

These lands will produce as many dollars per acre as lands in older 
settled sections of the country valued at $50.00 

to $100.00 per acre. 

A Natural Grass Country Sioye;,, Mmothy 

A Grand Dairy Country (ist ystere¢,by, streams, 

For Sheep ii isles 'Seaumezeeted Anywhere 
Fer Ilastrated booklet write to 

D. W. CASSEDAY, 
Land and Industiral Agt. “Soo” Line. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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—FOR— 

COOPER'S DIP 

F Goer net OU" fm GE 
Pee EOS I rect ee has been 

a a PoB ey , 7 ye) OE) The World's Popular Favorite 
i eee ee me ped ny 
ee AR ees Its use on 250 million sheep 

wT @ ae — 

mostetiaticat Loum annually pronounces it the 
Come round ff Look af me now! 
aod have a bath Thats marvelloes stuff. 

«COOPER'S DIP | COOPER'S DIP !! CHAMPION OF ALL 

—FoR— 

Scab, Ticks, Lice, Etc. 
Most Governments Endorse It 

All Leading Breeders Use It 

If you do not use “Cooper” you have not used the best. 

A Powder Soluble in Cold or Luke Warm Water 

NOT A HOT WATER DIP 
Gro. McKrerrow & Sons, Pewaukee, Wis., write: Sept. 15—We have used 

Cooper Sheep Dip for the past 10 or 12 years with much satisfaction. During 
that time we have seen two flocks of sheep badly infested with scab, that were 

completely cured by the use of your dip. We have used it to kill ticks, cleanse 
the wool and skin and consider it most excellent for these uses. 

Tue WISCONSIN EXPERIMENT STATION write: Sept. 17—We have been 
using your sheep dip at this Station for the past twelve years. As an Experi- 

ment Station we have also used other aive which were equally as goed as this, 

so far as killing vermin is concerned, but I can say for your iP that it is 

yffectual and that it has an advantage over other dips by leaving the fleece in 
a brighter and more natural condition. 

25 gal. pRt.............-+++ 50 cents 
100 “ Ne ck cdasiecagnnes” 

1000 “ case............... 16.00 
If you have no local agent, send $1.75 for $2.00 packet to 

142 Illinois Street, - - CHICAGO, ILL. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute “Bulletin’ *-~when writing to advertisers. nn 
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Mr. DarrYMEN: 

Do you want to produce just as large a flow of milk on dry 
feed as you did on grass? 

If so send 50 cents in money order or stamps to National 
Feed Chart Co., of Scandinavia, Wis., and get a Feed Chart 
which will tell you just how to put your farm grown feeds 
together so your cows will give just as much milk in winter 
on dry feed as they do in summer on green grass. 

You say how can we do this. We will tell you. 
We have experimented by putting a cow in the stable in 

the month of June when the grass was at its best and weighed 
what she could eat in a day, and then had this same amount 
of grass analyzed to see what was in this grass to make a cow 
produce milk, we have also the analysis of all the dry feeds 
you use in the winter, and this chart will show you just how 
to put these dry feeds together to produce the same result as 
grass. To prove this we have hundreds of letters like the fol- Ei 
lowing: 

¥ 

NationaL Fesp Curr Co., 

Scandinavia, Wis. 

April 20, 1903. 
GENTLEMEN: 

I received a feed chart from yow about four weeks ago and started 
in feeding according to instructions given and I am surprised at the re- 
sult. On my twelve cows which I am milking I was getting 200 lbs. of 
milk per day at my way of feeding, and in three weeks’ trial 
feeding from the chart my cows gained up to 280 lbs. per day (almost 
¥% increase) and I saved 30 cents per day in cost of feed. Ican heartily 
recommend this chart to all dairymen as one of the greatest helps ever 
known to a feeder of cows. 

Wishing you success, I am, 
Yours respectfully, 

. 
A. Hovemon, Northland, Wis. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. . 
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West and Northwest of Chicago 
Over nine thousand miles of substantially built railway—equal to two and 

one-half times the distance between New York and San Francisco or more 
than one-third the equatorial circumference of the earth—are included in The 
North-Western Line. 

There are 1,700 stations along the Ilne, witha contiguous population of 
7,673,000 people—a tawn for every 5.5 miles—and almost a thousand people 
to each mile of road. 

The roadway is clean and solid as a macadamized turnpike. 
ev The train service includes every luxury known to modern travel. 

The North-Western Line is the pioneer railway west and northwest of 
Chicago and the only double-track railway bet-veen Chicago and the Missouri 
River. 

Three fast trains per day via the Chicago, Union Pacific and North-Western 
Line between Chicago and the Pacific Coast, including The Overland Limited, 
less than three days en route, an electric-lighted train with barber, bath, 
telephone, Booklovers library, buffet and smoking car, dining car (a la carte), 
library and observation car, and Pullman drawing-room and compartment 
sleeping cars. 

Four fast trains between Chicago and St. Paul-Minneapolis and Duluth, 
including The North-Western Limited, electric-lighted throughout, with buffet, 
smoking and library car, free reclining chair cars, dining car service of the 
highest character and Pullman drawing-room and compartment sleeping cars. 

The Colorado Special, only one night to Denver; the Chicago-Portland 
Express, daily train to Portland, Ore.; the Duluth Fast Mail and the Copper 
Country Express, are all noted for the perfection of their service. 

For tickets and full information call on any ticket agent 

Chicago & North-Western R’y 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Colorado, the Black Hill o10rado, the DIaCK THlis 

Yellowstone National Park 
and a score of other places of interest to the tourist, offer to 
the seeker after rest and recreation -a panorama of majestic 
mountain peaks, virgin forests, imposing cataracts, laughing 
mountain brooks, vast pleasure grounds where game is abun- 
dant and lakes and streams where the fishing is excellent. 

“ The hotels are of the best and include all classes of service, 
from the elaborate completeness of the larger hotels to the 
more economical accomodations afforded at numerous boarding 
houses and hotels where prices range from $6 to $15 per week. 

Chicago & North-Western R’ 
: offers the most excellent daily train service to the various 

summer resorts of the Great West, to the lakes and streams 
of Wisconsin, Northern Michigan and Minnesota, the Hot 
Springs of South Dakota, the mountain resorts of Colorado 
and Utah, and to Yellowstone National Park, California, 
Oregon, Washington, and Alaska. 

Summer tourist rates are in effect from Chicago and all points east. A series 
of booklets, one of which is descriptive of Colorado, another of California, 
with detailed information regarding routes, rates and schedules will be 
Promptly mailed upon application to any ticket agent. 

Chicago & North-Western R’ 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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FACTS CONCERNING .« LANDS 
OF THE WISCONSIN CENTRAL 
RAILWAYex2 2222222222 

ee 
—_—— 

~- 

Clover never freezes out but seeds itself from year to year, 

a 

All grasses grow luxuriantly, : 

a 

Oats, wheat, rye, barley and reas give very large yields, 
While potatoes, beets and other root crops of the best 
quaitty are produced, 

— — 

A plentiful rainfall keeps the pastures green throughout the 
L season. 

Everything points to Northern Wisconsin as the coming sheep 
and dairy section of the United States. 

es essssssnunesiscssenascnsemsenmsnsiemeema 

| Don’t forget to write for further information to 

W. H. KILLEN, 
Land and Industrial Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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F, AN INORTHERN WISCONSIN 22 

Prof. W. A. Henry, Dean College of Agriculture, Uni- 
versity of Wisconsin, Madison, says: 

“No region on earth excels Northern Wisconsin 
for profitable sheep raising when proximity to markets, 
cheapness of land and the natural resources are con- 
sidered,” 

“There are tens of thousands of acres of land in 
Northern Wisconsin more or less completely cleared 
by forest fires which can be purchased for a small 
sum, that can at once be seeded to tame grasses with 
no other cost than seed and sowing, and on these 
cheaply made pastures sheep will thrive from the be- 
ginning.” 

th. pe to Northern Wisconsin as a 
fegion in w the pioneer settler almost without 
capital, and men with large business interests as well, 
can find profitable and safe returns for every dollar 
judiciously invested in lands and sheep.” 

Further information will be gladly given to those writing to 

W. H. KILLEN, 
Land and Industrial Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

Mention “Farmers’ ins.itute bulleun” when writing to advertisers. 
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Implements Adapted to Wisconsin Soils 
and Wisconsin Methods 

Oil Cooled Gasoline Engines-A lways Ready 
They won’t freeze in Wisconsin Winters. 

SOMETHING NEW IN CULTIVATORS 
Did you ever see anything as simple as the Superior? 

— Toh 
As Sa oe Pe 

= Me oe art Sn | § / 

iN \ ; \ | AN NZ i Nie \ Yi ae < | i Ny I \ i a ey 

ae aig VRS TO. N 1 
dij Wy —— Litany ~ae 8 Mine, 

SUPERIOR CULTIVATOR 
Self-Balance—No neck weight with gangs up or down. 
Team Lift—Draft of team handles weight of gangs. 
Single Lever—Raises and lowers gangs, but depth of cultivation of each gang inde- pendently controlled. 
Gangs can be lowered with feet leaving hands free to handle the team. Many Other Features such as Long Distance Axles, High Arch, Long Gangs, Level Swing Couplings, etc., ete. 

Eclipse Stone Dodging Sulky and Gang Plows The only thing for use in stony land. Just as good where there are no stone. 
Fine Vehicles and Light Running Farm Wagons We haven't space to go into detail, but ask our dealers or write for circulars of our full chat Baie Toc apt ie, en Sat th bac ng A 

Address, 

FULLER & JOHNSON MFG. CO., - Madison, Wis. 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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SRA Soar Crea PS Mae See Oe PR te nD Aeon Aenean eo 

eee eae Ty a Cae ee eee 

mee ee ow ie ’ S 2 POL i vy 
poet ees aS ee ae 
Beg This is noexaggeration. We have positive proof that we make Laes 

ag more than one-fourth of all the high ae steel plows made in the Faas 
fe4.U.S. The John Deere Plow has been the standard of aay Pan 

in American made plows for more than sixty years. Made in : Ba 
styles, walking and riding. Also Listing Plows, Harrows, Walking Bee 
and pain Cultivators, etc. Handsome illustrated book, “From ase 

@a Forge to Farm,” free for the ee Shows how plows are Fig 
made in the oldest and largest steel plow factory in the world. eat 

| DEERE & COMPANY, MOLINE, ILLINOIS. 
Ata 5 eee 

Choice Farming Lands for Sale. 
The John Arpin Lumber Company have three thousand acres of choice 

farming lands in Wood County aaa eighty thousand acres of hardwood cut 
over lands in Gates, Barron and Sawyer Counties for sale. They have a large 
sawmi’l plant with logging railroad at Atlanta, near Bruce on the Soo line, 
where they are offering extra inducements for actual settlers in the shape of 
cheap iad: and lumber, and there is a market for labor and all the products ; of the soil. These lands are located in a locality that is forging ahead very 
rapidly. For prices, pamphlet and illustrated map, write 

JOHN ARPIN LUMBER CoO., 
Grand Rapids, Wis. a Sata et td 4 ee DOES 

Buy Land Near Marshfield, 
THE HUB OF WISCONSIN, 

And the Land of the ‘‘Big Red Clover.” 
We have some choice bargains in Improved Farms, Cut-over lands and Timber tracts in this vicinity. You will have an advantage in buying near the best city of seven thousand popu in the state. 
Write us for booklet giving ully description. 

REYNOLDS & HARN ey, 
____ Box 646, Marshfield, Wis, 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Efficiently Serves a Vast Territory 

By through Service to and from the 

following cities: ——————___. 

Chicago, Ill. Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Council Bluffs, Ia. New Orleans, La. 
Omaha, Neb. © Memphis, Tenn. 
Minneapolis, Minn. Paducah, Ky.’ 
St. Paul, Minn. Hot Springs, Ark. 
Kansas City, Mo. Louisville, Ky. 
Peoria, Ill. Nashville, Tenn. 
Evansville, Ind. Atlanta, Ga. 
St. Louis, Mo. Jacksonville, Fla. 

Through excursion sleeping-car service 
between Chicago and between Cincinnati 

And the Pacific Coast. 
Connections at above terminals for thé 

East, South, West, North. 
Fast and Handsomely Equipped, Steam-Heated 
Trains, 2% Dining Cars, # Buffet-Library Cars 

Sleeping Cars # Free Reclining Chair Cars. stvt 

Particulars of Agents of the Illi- A. Hi. HANSON, Gen. Pass. Agt., 

= ee eee CHICAGO. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Fine “Limited” Train Service 

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY 

SK SS 
. /LRO 

FROM CHICAGO TO 

e e | 

Minneapolis and St. Pau 
Fast vestibule night train leaving 

Chicago daily in the Evening, run- 

ning via Rockford, Freeport, Du- 

buque, Waterloo and Albert Lea. 

Stateroom and Open-Section Sleeping | 

Car, Buffet-Library Car and | 

Free Reclining Chair Car Through | 

Without Change. 

Dining Car Service en route. 

A. H. HANSON 
General Passenger Agent, - -e CHICACO 

sense! 
Mention “Farmers’ institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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THESE PEOPLE KNOW. 
| etenhetianet dae Ga Se Let experienced stockmen, University Professors and eminent Doctors of Veter- inary Science speak: 

GEORGE McCKERROW, PROF. W. L. CARLYLE, : - . : 
OMe ae ee eet ot University of Wisconsin. stock breeders. = ““We have used Zenoleum as a disinfect- “We have used Zenoleum as a disinfect- | ant in various ways about our live stock, ant, as well as a lice killer, in the hen barns and stables, and have found it very house and with animals. We have also satisfactory indeed for this purpose. We found Zenoleum good for sees sores | have used it as a sheep, cattle and swine and causing them to heal. We find it | dip and have found it an excellent rem- very useful to have in stock.” edy for parasites of various kinds.” 

FRANK W. HARDING, DR. A. S. ALEXANDER, 
Wisconsin Live Stock Breeder. Je aivemnity of Wisconais. ‘ It (Zenoleum) has proven indispensa- “Used Zenoleum exclusively the past = in er ae Eepectatly s : valuable in outbreaks o: . two vents, and find it avery satisfactory skin diseases, lice ‘and scab, and Tadvise sheep dip and cattle and hog wash.” its daily use where contagious abortion 

is prevalent among cattle.” 
Zenoleum the Great Disinfectant, Sheep Dip, Lice Hiller, 
Used exclusively from year to year by the International Live Stock Exposition. Sample gallon Zenoleum a express prepaid. Send for books “Veterinary Ad- viser” and “Piggie’s Troubles.” Both mailed free. 
ZENNER DISINFECTANT COMPANY, 75 Bates Street, Detroit, Mich. 

A Flowering Garden aS sme aaaase ts) WS score BULSS and kat ¥ Ss Ss - a\ SS hs ot a) Ife 
Loti sg kB Le me Farm wa 2 eS 3s es mai Plants 
2 pas Seeds Qyyyge 7a] tot house SHEN ROP Dae ad and lawn 

earth APS See ae aoa 
2 ARR fe Oui) an sain 

Grai RES uea, Sn = | Hardy fone ‘ey ae =| ~ Shrubs 
Grasses, RN, ore San ee and SaaS ea Etc. en a NN eS Vines 

SAND or HAIRY VETCH 

CURRIE BROS. Co., 
SEED GROWERS AND DEALERS 

Mastrated Catalogue Malled Free. MILWAUKEE, WIs. —— ee eee eee 
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THE U.S, LEADS THE WORLD, 
ae That THE U. S. SEPARATOR 

Es ; leads all others has been proved 
% 8.2 so many times that itis a well 
ei established fact. To those who 
oa j doubt it we call attention to two 
WS , ae very decisive victories: one at 

(4 a) Laas the Pan-American Model Dairy 
a Fs > iT where 

Y MM) : a> i 

| i] oo The U.S. Won The 

| i] Wei: World’s Record 
a / ‘ ! 

| LH p a with the average test of .0138 
y Ih for 50 consecutive runs; the 

a} | Zee other the recent competitive 
Wy CE eS _-n. test between six different makes 

by me — ; ae of separators at the Kansas State 
= Agricultural College where 

The U. S$. Excelled All Others 
in the ‘tests of skim milk and total minimum loss, according to 

Press Bulletin No. 128. 
For reports of many other victories, write for catalogues. 

The U. S. is the Safest and Most Durable, 
the gears being entirely enclosed in iron casing, making it impossible 

for any one to get caught in them and injured. Don’t overlook this 

point in buying a separator. 

We have the following transfer points: : 

Chicago, LaCrosse, Minneapolis, Omaha, Sioux City, Montreal, 
Quebec, Sherbrooke, P. Q., Hamilton, Ont. 

Address all letters te Bellows Falls, Vt. 

VERMONT FARM MACHINE CO., Bellows Falls, Vt. 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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The first and always leading 

CREAM SEPARATOR | 
is not without imitations 

but it is the only 

PERFECT SEPARATOR 
and its many patent-protected 

INVENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS | 
still render it easily | 

» IN A CLASS BY ITSELF ———<—<—— eee eee 

and as much better than 

/ 3% OTHER CREAM SEPARATORS | 
6 as the best of them are better than 

GRAVITY SKIMMING SYSTEMS. 

A DE LAVAL Catalogue—with a world of Separator information— 
is to be had for the asking. 

The De Laval Separator Co. | 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Te St ile AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE CO., mt 5 | [we ieee Chicago, New York, San Francisco, Denver. 
) AE 

I $ i & Wi C American Stee ire UO. 
Chicago New York Denver San Francisco 

Ve 7h A ete AY pre I\ | \ \ 
ia ay tee ] ay Bt “j 

Lay eh  ZAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAWAWAWAVAVAVAWAVA 
erareA { MF ctrencth and security are combined in ELLWOOD V7 VI 

ny: \ i M4 Hiss FFNCES. | Made of best steel wire, heavily: galvan- V\ 
Ni a Boeshemgetteiotieganteanipace runs’ ffm SJ 

illus” Gress ranches, orchards, m fenced w: = g 

PSS ELLWooD siz FENCES { (¢—N 
\ig The standard of strength, durability and economy in woven wire Py pe ey “2 
Poise ite Vera ee MY RL 
AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE C0., Stx'ueicisco, bexven. AVAWAY, eS ij 

Pn eee LL eth |] | 
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G 4 Cow | 
AN can make money for you in your dairy, 

eid WA or, if you're already making money, 
2 “> we can bring you more money. You have 

# confidence in the cow because you keep her, and when 
% you know the “Empire Way” with the Easy-Running 

EMPIRE | \ ! 

‘Cream Separator: | 
: you will have confidence in it. The Empire | 
9 Cream Separator makes the most profit with 

the least labor and the smallest expense. It 
is simple in construction, and there is nothing 
likely to get out of repair. The increased 

. profits will pay for it. 

There is much of interest in the Empire 
3 Way of dairying, and just by letting us know 

that you want to know about it, the book | 
will be sent you. 

e 

Empire Cream Separator Co., 
Main Office, BLOOMFIELD, N. J. 

SOPEPOEDEDEDE DEDEDE DESIST OE SE OIOIO5 OOH 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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